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ABSTRACT'.

•

The thesis focuses on the choice of technique as a key component
in creating viable enterprises, including those controlled by
their worker-members. A theoretical model of the choice of
technique is presented, with its roots in the works of Pasinetti
and others. Then a picture of the technological opportunities in
the brick making industry is constructed through analyzing the
actual technical choices made by a sample of firms in the
industry. Implications for worker controlled enterprises are
drawn throughout.

•

The choice of technique function is shown to be more complex than
is usually assumed. In the presence of uncertainty an enterprise
has to search for a viable operating space rather than an optimum
posi tion. The decision making criteria are firm specif ic decision
rules built up over time. As such the enterprise can be viewed
as 'embodied learning', with the power relations which
characterise all social organisations. When making a choice, the
enterprise has to reconcile the conflicting requirements of the
technological system, the effective demand criteria and the
institutional constraints. Furthermore, these must be adapted to
the context in which the technique will operate. A key component
of this context is the nature of the enterprise, the learning
embodied in it, and the resources it possesses.

•

•
The specific conditions within a worker controlled enterprise
require changes to the institutional framework in which they can
be successful. These are directly related to the distribution of
income and the nature of the organisation of production. The
former affects the capacity of a worker controlled enterprise to
acquire human and physical resources required to invest in new
techniques. The latter relates to the establishment of efficient
management structures.

• iv
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•

The choice of technique in a sample of firms in the brick making
industry in the Western Cape is investigated, and the
technological opportuni ties and constraints analyzed. It is shown
that smaller mechanised concrete masonry techniques seem to hold
the most potential for a worker controlled enterprise under
certain conditions. These conditions include particular state
policies to foster the housing delivery systems geared towards
small building contracts and squatter upgrading. These have to
be supplemented with appropriate financing strategies and the
provision of serviced land. The ability of worker controlled
enterprises to attract efficient management skills will most
probably depend on their capacity to integrate horizontally, and
in so doing create economies of scale in the provision of
managerial resources.

•

•

The viability of an enterprise will ultimately depend on whether
it is able to adopt a technique which can deliver the products
with appropriate char act.erLst ics , to a market segment which
requires products of that nature at the cost required. In the
Western Cape that growing market seems only to be possible in the
sectors where housing is currently not affordable. Therefore,
lack of effective demand places a limit on the viability of new
enterprises until such time as state policies and the
insti tutional context of land use and availability have been
addressed.

•

•
v
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•
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Worker controlled enterprises are productive social organisations
in which the workers, as workers, control the basic decision

•

making apparatuses. They are characterised by an institutional
arrangement in which the productive relations found in capital ist
firms have been altered. Instead of being based on or related to
ownership, control over decision making now rests with the
workers' collective. The term cooperative will refer to all the
types of enterprises in which this change in productive relations
has taken place1•

since worker controlled enterprises [coops] operate in

• competition with capitalist firms in a market environment, they
face the same economic and technical conditions as firms with

•

different institutional arrangements. The potential to establish
worker controlled enterprises could thus be analyzed from two
sides. On the one hand this study could focus on the
technological opportuni ties and constraints. In this context, the
pertinent questions are what these opportunities and constraints
are and whether cooperative institutional arrangements will
facilitate or hinder an enterprise in making efficient technical
choices. On another level, questions coul~ be asked about the
viability of cooperative enterprises as economic social
organisations per se. A large amount of literature and experience
have been accumulated over the years with respect to the latter.
This study, however, will not dwell on these latter issues.
Instead, the key elements will be used in a simpJ,e model of
cooperatives to serve as a basis from which the choice of
technique options open to cooperative enterprises can be
analyzed.

•

• 1. Deta11s about the 1eq&1 ownership structure and tb_ mean. by which worker contro11ed enterprises ar.
financed wi11 not be taken into account.

1
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•
The main purpose of this thesis is therefore to look at the
technological opportuni ties and constraints in a particular
industry at a given time, and identify the potential for
establishing viable coops in the industry. In order to do this,
the choice of technique in the industry is used as a focus.

•

The thesis is divided into two parts. The first develops a
theoretical model that can be used to analyze the choice of
technique by an enterprise. The model is extended to deal with
the operation of worker controlled enterprises in a capitalist
economy. In the second part the model is used to analyze the
technological opportunities and constraints in the brick making
industry in the Western Cape. It should be noted that the second
part is an application of the model rather than a hypothesis
testing exercise. It is not possible to do more than showing the
model as useful, due to the unavailability of data to test both
the choice of technique model and the underlying economic theory.
Lack of data has also precluded a more comprehensive study on the
choice of technique behaviour exhibited by worker controlled
brick making firms in the Western Cape. As a result, the
empirical work focuses on the 'conditions in which cooperatives
will have to operate' with inferences drawn about their potential
behaviour rather than on the 'behaviour of the cooperative
enterprises themselves'. This is a definite limitation of the
study. However, it might be a more realistic way to approach the
subject of enterprise viability, in that it assumes that the
collective action and learning potential of the people that make
up an enterprise are at least as important as the 'objective'
condi tions that it faces. The very choice of technique is a
discrete element that is also part of a continuous learning
process that is at the heart of the viability of any enterprise.
In small individually owned firms, this is part of what is
usually referred to as entrepreneurship. In other words, this
study is not about cooperative or collective entrepreneurship,

•

•

•

•
2
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•
but about the conditions under which a specific form of learning
has to operate.

•

In the theoretical section, the choice of technique is developed
as an analytical tool with which to analyze the interface between
an enterprise and its environment. It is argued that the economic
viability of any enterprise can be seen to depend on the
technical choices made in the past, and the ability to make
alternative choices. This involves being able to incorporate the
economic conditions which the enterprise faces, the technical
considerations and constraints under which it operates, and the
institutional characteristics of the enterprise itself into an
economi~ally viable productive unit. The enterprise's
institutional structure performs a mediating function,
integrating the diverse technical, economic and institutional
requirements. This integrating function is crucial, and follows
from the nature of the enterprise as a social organisation,
composed of human beings able to learn. In this context the

•

enterprise can be viewed as an
potential of the collective of

embodiment of the learning
people working there. This

•
cumulative learning enables the enterprise to make choices, to
change and to develop. But i·t simultaneously constrains the
development potential and limits the technical choices open to
the·enterprise.

•

The theoretical model has at its base the human capacity to
learn. The model therefore has to be able to deal with a dynamic
process of considerable complexity. within the dynamic and
constantly changing environment generated by a learning process,
techniques are chosen from time to time. The choice of technique
itself takes place at a given time. It can be seen as a
,snapshot' within a bigger dynamic process of technological
change. It is consequently essential that the theoretical
foundation of the model be dynamic rather than static. There are

•
3
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•

a number of consequences for the study: Firstly, uncertainty in
the Schumpeterian sense2 has to be a crucial part of the model.
Secondly, the centrality of learning and technical change has
necessitated a theoretical framework based on an understanding
of the structural dynamics of a growing production system. More
specifically, the model presented by Pasinetti (1981) will be
used. The static input-output coefficient type models such as
that presented by Sraffa (1960) has been important as an
alternative to marginalist economic theories, but still exhibit
the problems of a static 'straight-jacket'. The value of the work
by Pasinetti in this context lies in the analytical link created
between the static model within which an analysis of the choice
of techniques can be done and a truly dynamic analysis required
to analyze technological change. Thirdly, the empirical analysis
of the brick making industry will primarily be that of a
'snapshot', because data for a dynamic analysis of technical
change are not available. While attempts will be made to extend
the time horizon of the analysis forwards and backwards, the
limitations in this regard should be borne in mind.

•

•

•

The centrality of human learning in the theoretical model has
further consequences for the study. The most important is that
of differential rates of economic growth in various industries
as the flip-side of differential technological opportunities in
various industries. This interrelation between technical and
economic processes is a key aspect of the theoretical model. It
leads to the analysis of economies of scale and heterogenous
products and implies that the range of technical choices that are
viable at any given time is determined not only by the effective
demand conditions within the industry, but also by the economies
of scope presented by different techniques. The former is
determined by the distribution of income and the conditions of
production in all the industries over the economy as a whole. The

•

• 2. See Schuapeter. J (~928:36~-386)

4
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•

latter is determined by the technological principles underlying
the technique, resulting in different technical opportunities
associated with each technique. Whereas the work of Pasinetti
formed the basis for the economic model, the technological
aspects of the learning process is borrowed largely from the work
of Devendra Sahal (1981). In a fascinating way it starts from a
series of technical premises but ends up with a theory of
technical change mirroring that found by Pasinetti from an
economic perspective.

•

•

A final aspect of the theoretical model deals with the
integrating function of the institutional imperative. The ability
to make technical and economic decisions depends on the
experience and learning embodied within the enterprise, and the
way in which the institutional nature of the enterprise
facilitates such learning. At the same time, the institutional
context outside the individual enterprise also plays a crucial
role in the learning proceas". The viability of cooperative
enterprises (and other types of firms) is determined by the
technical and learning opportunities within the industry, and by
the ability of the organisational structure of the cooperative
to enable the learning required to make use of those
opportunities. A theoretical framework is presented as part of
the model, drawing to some extent on the work done by Horvat
(1982) and others for cooperatives, and Coombs et. al. (1987).
However, it should be noted that this is an area that will
require much more work since it is far more difficult to find
definitive texts on the institutional imperative of worker
controlled enterprises.

•

•
The second part of the study investigates the technical structure
of the brick making industry in the Western Cape. The choice of
technique in a sample of firms and the technological

• 3. see the arquaents by Porter suazarised for WESGRO by L Loots (1991)
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opportunities and constraints in the industry are analyzed. The
aim is twofold: to demonstrate that the approach to analyze the
choice of technique functions developed in the first section is
useful; and to draw specific conclusions about the technological
structure of the brick making industry in the Western Cape and
its consequences for the choice of technique by coops.

•
The first will be done by showing the existence of heterogenous
products and its importance when technical choices are made in
the context of uncertainty. The second will be done by analyzing
the characteristic profiles of individual techniques within the
industry as a whole. The crucial correlations between product
characteristics, technical profiles, economic factors, and
institutional characteristics will be shown.

•

•

Finally, the conclusion draws the findings of the study together,
and develops a tentative framework that can be used to determine
the potential of a worker controlled enterprise in the Western
Cape. It is shown that smaller mechanised concrete masonry
techniques seem to hold the most potential for a worker
controlled enterprise under certain conditions. It is argued that
the potential is constrained by the lack of effective demand for
housing that is not affordable. Institutional changes will have
to be effected, and they will have to be done in a specific way
to create conditions favourable to the establishment of coops.
These include an active housing policy based on individual home
ownership and squatter upgrading focusing on small individual
building projects rather than massive housing estates; provision
of suitable land on a subsidised basis with individual tenure;
and changes to the financial arrangements to facilitate the
provision of smaller loans for upgrading and smaller building
projects. Key organisational conditions within coops that need
to be addressed are the access to skilled managerial resources,
horizontal integration between different firms to create

•

•
6
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• economies of scale in the provision of inputs of materials and
management, and effective organisational structures to ensure
that the productivity benefits due to increased motivation and
reduced supervision requirements are realised.

•

•

•

•

•
7
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• CHAPTER II
THE CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE IN A COOPERATIVE FIRM.

The central argument of the choice of technique model can be
stated as a series of propositions:

•
(1) The. capacity of human beings to learn is at the heart of

the analysis. An ongoing process of change creates a
dynamic environment in which enterprises have to make
choices. Techniques are chosen at intervals, when decisions
about new investments or replacements of worn out equipment
have to be made. The choices made create a rigidity
enabling or constraining future learning possibilities.

•

•

(2) The framework within which choices are made is
characterised by the prevalence of instability (Schumpeter.
1928), and the degree of technical change which the
enterprise experiences. The former implies that the latter
does not occur in an even and continuous manner. Moreover,
the change of technique is both a social and a technical
process. .It requires learning which is governed by the
social relations of production within the enterprise and
exchange relations with the external world. Technical
changes occur at an independent pace and frequency.

•
(3) The choice of technique can be analyzed from three

viewpoints: the economic, technical and institutional
imperatives. Each makes a separate but interdependent
contribution to the technique.

(4) The economic imperative deals with two related matters:
relative prices and effective demand. Both are dependent on
the distribution of income at a given time. Relative prices
reflect the conditions of production and productivity in

•
8
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•
all the firms and industries that directly or indirectly
contribute to the inputs of the firm.

•

The 'social use sector' is the unit of analysis for
effective demand. This includes all the products and
services that fulfil a specified function, or 'social use'.
All these heterogenous commodities can be regarded as
substitutes. The level of real wages together with consumer
preferences (treated as exogenous but subject to learning
itself) and interpersonal income distribution determine the
consumption patterns of the society at a given time. As
real wage levels increase, per capita consumption of a
particular social use increases up to a certain level.
Beyond this level, an increase in the real wage level leads
to changes in the characteristics of the commodities making
up the social use· sector, but not the total quantity
thereof, and allows for the establishment of new social

•

uses.

•
Furthermore, more than one technique could be viable at any
given time. This is due to uncertainty, the co-existence of
demand for commodities with different characteristics, and
different institutional arrangements within enterprises.

•

(5) The technical imperative can be approached from a systems
viewpoint where a technique is evaluated in terms of its
functional characteristics. These can be seen as the
inverse of the input coefficients in the economic system.
The technical system does have a (physically determined)
dynamic of its own, which is encapsulated in the concept of
'technological guideposts'. certain inherent charac-
teristics of the technology determines the possibilities
for changes in the technique, altering the performance
characteristics in the environment in which it is to be

•
9
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• used. These give rise to differential technical innovation
potentials for different technologies (in an engineering
sense).

•

Learning is required not only to operate the technique, but
also to change it1• It has a cumulative nature, building
incrementally on previous experience. This learning and
sca.lLnq" is object specific, and can only be transferred
between different techniques with difficulty and cost. It
is also largely enterprise specific in that many decisions
are based on experience which people gain over time in a
specific organisation. Firm or technologically specific
competency is therefore not easily transferrable.

•

•

(6) The institutional sphere consists of all those social,
organisational, environmental and political areas that
regulate the decision making process on various levels.
Learning is a social process that finds itself embodied in
people, organisations, institutions and societies. The
institutional framework in which decisions are made gives
rise to power relations between different individuals and
groups of people.

•

It deals with two aspects that are critical to the ability
of an enterprise to make efficient technical choices:
competency and power. Competency concerns the state of
learning - the availability and acquisition of knowledge
and sufficiently skilléd and experienced people to make
efficient choices. Power refers to the context in which
these choices are made and controlled.

In the model, the organisational aspects related to the

1. This U!lually involves scaling (see note 1).• 2. Changes in the sca1e of one or ~ore of the components or ~ub-6ystems of the technique.

10
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enterprise as a key institutional actor will be focused
upon. Following the managerial conceptions of the firm, the
enterprise is characterised as a bundle of physical and
human resources, striving to different potentially
conflicting goals. Firm specific decision rules govern
decision making which can be seen as satisficing.

(7) Learning is a dynamic process in which the time dimension
becomes crucial. Technical choices are made at a given
time, and then the results of those choices 1ive on into
the future. Technical change is a slow (but relentless)
process in which the effects of technical choices taken in
succession add up to a constantly changing whole. This can
be seen in differential rates of productivity growth in the

• various industries, and its technical counterpart of
technical change through the joint processes of 'learning
and scaling'. Institutional changes over time have to
accompany technical and economic changes, at the same time
mediating the diverse requirements of each imperative.

•

• (8) The basis for the integration between the three imperatives
therefore lies in the mediating role of the institutional
imperative, and the learning and scaling processes embodied
in it. In the technical imperative, the functional
characteristics of a technique related to its technological
principles translate into a set of inputs or commodities in
the economic imperative. One result is the existence of
economies of scale which can be seen as the result of the
indivisibility of inputs, which is the (econom~c) inverse
of the scaling properties of the technological principles
of a technique. Matching the functional characteristics of
the technique with the economic context in which it will be
utilised is the basic task underlying scaling processes.

•

•
11
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•

(9) In a cooperative a specific set of social relations of

production is prevalent. This involves a change in the

institutional but not necessarily in the economic and

technical imperatives of the enterprise. At the at the

heart of the institutional imperative lies the twin

elements of competency and power. Depending on the

situation, therefore, a cooperative's choice of technique

function could be similar to or completely different from

that of a capitalist firm. The experiences of cooperative

enterprises elsewhere will be used to construct a simple

behavioral model of the decision rules and organisational

context in which these decisions could be taken

effectively.

•

•

..

•

•
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A. CAPITAL ACCUMULATION IN A DYNAMIC ECONOMY.•
This thesis builds on those economic works that are compatible
with the theory of value formalised by Piero Sraffa in THE
PRODUCTION OF COMMODITIES BY MEANS OF COMMODITIES (1960).
Especially important is the work of Luigi Pasinetti. In
STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH he sets out to

• [develop] a theoretical model for an industrial
economic system .... As against the pure exchange model of
marginal economics, the scheme itself may be called a pure
production mode l, All commodities considered are produced,
and can be made in practically whatever quantity may be
wanted, provided that they are devoted that amount of
effort they technically require. (1981:23-4)

The general principle underlying the model is represented by the
learning process of human beings, in its twofold aspect of
technical improvements and consumers' preference evolution
(1981:23). Pasinetti does not consider the institutional arrange-
ment of society explicitly, but looks at the "'primary and
natural' features of a pure production system" (1981:25).

•

•

This analysis builds upon the Pasinetti foundation, sharing the
general principle of cumulative human learning as a central part
of the model. It also introduces uncertainty and product
heterogeneity and makes explicit some of the technical and
institutional features which remain external to Pasinetti's more
general analysis.

1. Inter-industry coefficient analysis of price

• In an industrial economic system commodities are being produced
by commodities. As a result, a chain of costs (embodied inputs)
is derived. If profits are to be made in the sale of commodity
A, the price of A in terms of some common 'numeraire', must be
more than that of commodity B which is a raw material input. The
same holds for each industry. Therefore, in a hypothetical

•
13
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.~ economy, with uni form3 wage and prof it rates, a set of relative

prices can be determined given the technical coeff icients and

ei ther the prof it or the wage rate in terms of some numeraire

commonto all industries. This economy is viable if it produces

sufficient of each commodi ty required as input in the next

production per iod. The remaining surplus can be distributed

between wages (to be consumed) and prof i ts (to be reinvested).

• As a point of departure, consider a stationary economy, with

constant returns to scale. It is a well diversified industrial

economy, with i commodities produced by j industries,

•

i; j={ 1,2,3, .. , (n-l ) }. In a stationary economy the quanti ty of a

commodity produced by any industry and the quanti ty of that

commodity required as inputs for the next round of production are

the same. I f all the capital goods are used up by the end of the

period, a simple matrix" of equations representing the economy

can be compiled. It contains a matrix of technical coefficients

A, a column vector of outputs XI a row vector of prices p I and

•

row vector of the labour inputs into each industry a.,:

Rows Col1 Co12 Co.13 Col. (n-1) Outputs

1 all a12 a13 al. (~-l) .Kl.
2 a21 422 a23 42 (.0-1) X2
3 au 4.12 a:n 4.1 (Il-l) x, (II.1)

(n-l) a(.n-1)1 4(n-1.}2 a(n-1)3 •••. 4(.0-1) (.0-1)

Labour an.%
Prices Pt

4n2

Pa

4n3

•
Eachcoefficient aij represents the amount of commodity L used by

sector j. Each row (1 to n-l) represents the quantity of a

particular commodi ty uti 1ised as inputs by each industry. Each

column denotes the input coeff icients of each industry. Notice

that a final row of inputs into each industry, the labour inputs,

is included. But there is no column for labour I because labour-

3. Or ·...arying according to a. predet.r ...ined pa.ttern ..

• e, It is co.parab1e to but not the sa.aa aa the Leonti_f input-output matrix.

14
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power as a commodity is not produced by the economy .•

•

Two related systems of equations can be deduced from the table:
i) The quantity system represents the demand for each

commodity produced by the economic system. It simply adds
the quantities of each commodity used by all industries.
Because each coefficient in the same row represents the
same commodity, it can be done without any loss of economic
meaning. In the case of output X1 it can be given as:

(11.2)

•
ii) The price system. The quantities of input coefficients of

different commodities along each column can only be added
if they are expressed in terms of a common numeraire. In
other words, when the relative values at which of
commodities exchange rather than the quantities of
commodities are expressed (Pasinetti. 1977:48-53). If the
rate of profit is ~ and the wage rate, paid at the end of
the peri.od", is w, the price system would be given by a
system of linear equations:

•
(P1all +P2~1 +P3a:,1+ ••• +P(n-1) a(n-1) 1) (1+") +an~P1X1
(P1a12+P2aa2+P34:ta+' •• +p(n-1)a(n-1)2) (1+") +anW-P2X':a
(P1all +~aa3 +~~3 + ••• +P(n-1) a(n-l) 3) (1 +,,) +anw-p]X]

(P1al (n-1)+P2~ (n-1)+P3~ (n-1)+ ••• +P(n-1) a(n-1) (n-1» (1+") aCn-l)W-PCn-l)XCn-l)
(11.3)

•
These equations can be rewritten in matrix notation. The price
system is given by

(11.4)

where ~ is a row vector of (n-l) relative prices, ~ the rate of
profit, and w the wage rate for the uniform labour performed. The
inter-industry (technical) coefficients are represented by square

•
5. Sra:ftl.l treata the ""aqe as yarl.o!libleimplying that the wage represents the workers' share in the surplus,
rather than being fixed at the level of subsistence as done in the classical theory (Roneaglia, 1978:84).
Th. post factum wag_ payment assumption rejects the classical view of wage. aa an advance from capital. But
not making this assunption does not D.~.rially affect the price deternination syste. (Steedaan, 1981:103)

15
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• matrix ~ of order (n-1), and ~n a row vector of order (n-i) of
direct labour coefficients. [~'~n]', or the matrix with n rows
and (n-1) columns represents what Pasinetti calls the 'technique
of the system'. (Pasinetti. 1977:73).

The solution for the relative prices can be given as:

(11.5)

• where 0 < ~ < Ri and R is the maximum possible rate of profit in
the system. (Pasinetti. 1977:80)

The interpretation of (11.5) shows that, except under special
circumstances, the level of relative prices change in an
unpredictable way when the distribution of income between wages

.' and profits chanqes ", Furthermore, the term [I -(1+n )~ ] +L

"represents the quantities of commodities which are

•

(conceptually) required in each 'round' of production in order
to obtain each unit of the corresponding commodities as final
commodities." (Pasinetti. 1977:90). Being pre-multiplied by the
vector of direct labour coefficients in (11.5), suggests that
(11.5) can be interpreted as the sum of labour requirements
directly and indirectly required to produce each commodity, given
the rate of profit?

This Sraffian model assumes a stationary economy, in which the
composition of demand has been determined and is given8• It is

•
6. See Paainetti ~9??:82-84

7. See Paslnetti, 1977:91; Sraffa, 1960:35-38

•

8. Paainetti (1977:71-2) outlines the specific assumptions underlying his theory of production - baaed on
the Sra£fian system:

1. Perfect stationary state: "Each 'year' the syste .. produce. exactl.y t.he sa ... physical. quantities
of cOlIJI.odities."

2. Themethodsof productlon Is such that each industry produce. a single cOlUlOdityby uainq up fixed
quantities o£ co __oditiea. These comaodities are co.pletely used up at the end of the production
period, and have to be rep1aced entirely. So ... of the output of the production proce.a JllUst
therefore be devoted to replacement of the .. ans of production, and what renaina represents the
nett nationa~ income or the n.tt product, which ia.avai1ab1e for conau.ption~

3. The va1ue added in the econo.ic sy.te. is equa~ to the value of the co .. odities reaaininq after
provision for capita1 u.ed up have been made. rt i. distributed at the end of the period in two
forns: waqes and profit.~ Waqes are distributed in proportion to phy.ica~ quantity of 1abour which
haa been contributed. Pro£ita are distributed. in proportion to tb. val.us of tbe ..eana of
production. It i. a•• uned that labour is of unifor. qua1lty, and that both the wage rates and the
rate of profits are equal. throughout the ayste •.
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unable to deal with a dynamic economic system9 in which
equilibrium concepts become corrt r-adict.or-y= (Pasinetti.
1981:47) .

•

An inter-industry coefficient analysis of a stationary economy
has difficulty in dealing with the demand and technology changes
which characterise a dynamic economy. It focuses on the relations
between industries, yielding information about the structure of
the economy at a given time. But there is no simple way in which
to link the analyses' of various periods unambiguously. A
vertically integrated analysis is required to deal with technical
and demand changes. The importance of the work by Pasinetti
(1981:114-117) lies precisely in the way that these two
approaches are analytically linked.

•
2. Vertically integrated analysis.

Pasinettit1 developed the 'vertically integrated unit of
productive capacity' [VIU] as an analytical link between the
inter-industry and vertically integrated analyses.

• The inter-industry analysis above is expanded to include fixed
and circulating capital. ~e is the matrix of initial stocks of
capital goods actually used up during the year, assuming a
constant proportion of fixed capital goods drops out of the
production process each year. Each industry j is represented by
a 'direct labour coefficient' and a "'unit of direct productive
capacity' - a composite commodity defined by the jth column of•

9. Att.empts to DOve t.owards a dynamic analysis are confined to a systea in dynamic equilibrium. Each
industry is qrowinq at the same rate and the structure of demand for the produced commodities renains the
saDe, growing steadi1v at rate g. The technology re.ains the sa.. over ti •• and the system of relative
prices is una££ected CPa.in.tti (1977:197).

10. Decisions are by definition open ended, due to uncertainty. In an equilibrium model it is presumed that
the outcone of such decision. have not only been determined, but that this outcome CAn be achieved by makinq
a choice in the beginning.

• 11. In ft paper published in 1973.
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matrix A" (1980:19). In year t, (11.5) becomes.' (11.6)

The economy is classified according to the criterion of industry
and all the magnitudes are directly observable.

•
Pasinetti then defines a new vector of the physical nett product
of the system in which all the final commodity coefficients
except the i" one are zeros. All the economic processes that
have to be activated in order to produce one unit of commodity
i (i = 1,2, ...m) as final product can then be seen in the form
of an inter-industry analysis. In that way the economy is
rearranged according to m sub-systems, each comprising all the
economic activities that are associated with the production of
a unit of one final commodity. The vector vand matrix Hare
defined to express in a consolidated way the quantity of labour
Vi and the series of heterogenous physical quantities of commod-
ities hi (i=1,2, ... ,m) required as stocks in the whole economic
system to obtain one physical unit of commodity i as a final

.'
good. "Scalar Vi and column vector hi, together, represent what
we may call the vertically integrated sector for the production

• .
of commodity i 'as a final qood" (1980:21).

VII [V1] -a. (I-A') -1

.. [hi] -A (I-A') -1

(11.7 )

(11.6) can be reorganised into (11.8)

•
II-VW+,PII'JE

lI-v(I-"B) -lW

(11.8)

which explicitly shows that each price is ultimately made up of
only two components: wages and profits. (Pasinetti. 1980:22)
Furthermore, matrix H becomes an operator allowing
transformation between the inter-industry and the vertically
integrated analyses.

•
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•
If the technical coefficients are no longer absolutely constant
through time, as when technical progress occurs, the notion of
a vertically integrated sector is not only unaffected but

•

acquires a greater relevance. Because the notion of a physical
unit of productive capacity is defined with reference to the
commodity that is produced, it continues to make sense, as a
physical unit, irrespective of its composition in terms of
ordinary commodities. (Pasinetti. 1980:38) The implications of
the notion of a vertical unit of productive capacity for dynamic
analysis is immense:

Even in the midst of a maze of physical and qualitative
changes, we may indeed continue to say that replacement of
used up capital goods has taken place if, at the end of
each period, the economic system has recovered the same
productive capacities as it had at the beginning."
(Pasinetti. 1980:42)

•

•

Two important results follow: Firstly, all the magnitudes
(including matrix ~) must be dated. Technical choices are made
at a given time t, and the choices made are relevant only for
that period. In the next period, conditions will have changed and
a different set of options and conditions will face the decision
makers. This can be referred to as the 'snapshot' time frame in
which decisions are made.

•

Secondly, if technical progress is embodied in new capital goods,
older equipment will usually not be replaced by exactly the same
equipment. Therefore, two sets of vertically integrated sectors
should be distinguished. The hypothetical vertically integrated
sectors denote the economy as if the latest techniques had been
known in the past and implemented. This system is relevant for
price formation. On the other hand, the actual economic system
will be made up of a mixture of many techniques of different
vintages. The actual vertically integrated sectors become
relevant in representing the physical economic system.
(Pasinetti. 1980:39)

•
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•

Using the conceptual tools developed above, Pasinetti (1981)
developed a theory of economic growth characterised by
technological change and differential sectoral productivity
growth, and changes in the structure of demand. The economy
consists of a large number of 'vertically integrated sectors of
productive capacity'. Each vertically integrated sector serves
as a measure of capital in terms of an estimate of the amount of
labour directly and indirectly used in the production of a given
commodi ty. All macro-economic magnitudes should be seen as
weighted aggregates of such vertically integrated sectors.

•

The dynamic growth of the economic system is characterised by two
components: productivity growth and changes in demand patterns.
These together lead to structurally unbalanced growth in an
economy in which vertically integrated sectors have different
productivity growth rates. Growth in productivity eventually
means that a particular commodity is produced with less labour
(direct or indirect). Some sectors will experience fast growth,
while others will grow slower and eventually die away. At the
same time increased overall productivi ty Lncr-eases real wage
rates, while profit rates remain fairly constant over the lóng
term. Changes in per capita income is the major force behind
changes in consumption patterns.

•

•

consequently, the nature of consumption has to change in order
to maintain effective utilisation of resources and full
employment. Growth in productivity creates potential demand. If
potential demand is not matched by effective (aggregate) demand,
some of the productive capacity will stand idle, and some workers
will be unemployed. (The opposite of what Pasinetti defines as
equilibrium.) Aggregate demand must reflect aggregate productive
capacity, but changes in sectoral productive capacity must also
be matched with changes in consumption to reflect productive
changes. These make up the demand conditions for 'dynamic

•
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•
equilibrium'. The capital accumulation conditions for 'dynamic
equilibrium' require that at anyone time there must be
sufficient capital stocks to enable the labour flows to function
at full capacity. (Pasinetti. 1981:85-93)6

3. Technical change and the choice of technique.

• In the light of the discussion above it is now possible to look
at the choice of technique in the context of a continually
changing economy. The choice of technique takes place at the
level of a given industry (firm) j at time t. All the prices of
commodities directly or indirectly entering the production of j
can be taken as given. And the choice of technique function could
simply be evaluated as a rational choice situation of minimizing
costs. However, the outcome of the choices made (and the others
being made independently by other industries at the same time)
is essentially unpredictable.

a. Choice of technique in the short run.

• In a hypothetical static economy in equilibrium, technical
changes associated with choices made by many firms can be taken
as if they occur instantaneously. All the decision makers have
sufficient information about the combined effect of all the
technical choices by all firms throughout the economy. The choice
of technique function for a basic commodity involving no joint
products, and in which all the means of production are used up
during the production process could then be constructed12••
Assume that the choice criterion is minimum cost13• q is a basic
commodity which can be produced by three alternative methods
x;y ;z. Vector a.' of matr ix A deals with the production of

12. Following Pasinetti, 1977:151-177

• 13. In the capitalist mode of production, this 1. the saDe aB the Daxlmlsation of profits for a qiven wagerate. Thus, the choice of technique is not slmp1y technoloqical. The distribution of inco •• plays a crucial
role. (Pasinetti, 1977:152)
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e

commodity q. with constant returns to scale, the coefficients of
~ can be expressed in the form aij/Xi, or the inputs per unit of
output for each commodity. ~' represents the row vector of the
k prices of the basic commodities. El' represents the column
vector of the k input levels of basic commodities used in the
production of q. a" represent the labour input coefficient of the
commodity q. The price of the commodity produced with each
technique is therefore given by:

(11.9)

e

For each technique ~';El' and a" will be different. ~' is
determined by the system of basic commodities for the technology
currently used. El' and a" are given with the technique under
consideration. w and ~ are assumed uniform for the system as a
whole. If technique x is currently used, and ~'x is the row
vector of k price coefficients produced under technique x
actually in use, the alternative choices can be given by:

Px-.P!a~(l+1t)+a;w
Py-g~(l+1t)+a:w
P%-g!a~(l+1t)+a:w

(11.10)

e
The complications that arise with the choice of technique when
a basic commodity is involved relates to the fact that a change
in technique in only one industry affects the whole system of
relative prices. There are in fact three different systems of
relative prices related to the three techniques under
consideration if they were chosen consecutively.

e' However, if a commodity produced in all three of the
(hypothetical) systems is taken as numeraire, solving for the
wage rate in terms of this commodity can be used to compare the
wage-rate/profit-rate relationship in the three systems14• These
polynomial equations can then be evaluated on the same set of

• 14. See Paslnetti, 1977:156-67 for an exposition of th!s ana~yBiB and a gen.ra1iaation thereof.
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•

axes+", The outermost 'border' of these curves taken together
represents what Pasinetti calls "the technological frontier of
income distribution possibilities". (1977:156) This frontier is
strictly decreasing as the rate of profit increases. If at a
certain rate of prof it one technique is more prof itable than
another, it will yield prices in terms of the wage rate that are
strictly lower than the less profitable technique. At certain
points, the frontier curves for two techniques would 'switch'.
Here, either method can be used to produce without any effect on
the prices of any of the commodities.

•

.'
The analysis so far suggests that productivity is given relative
to the distribution of income, is primarily technologically
driven, and the productivity in a single sector can only be
assessed in conjunction with the productivity in all the sectors
of the economy. The wage-rate/prof it-rate comparisons can be
seen as a complex measure of the potential (total factor) produc-
tivity in a particular industry. It is an important component of
this choice of technique model.

b. Dynamic analysis and effective demand.•

.'

From a dynamic point of view the difference between the choice
of technique and the change of technique becomes clear. The first
deals with those specific moments at which, due to reinvestment
or replacement, new techniques may be adopted. As soon as they
are adopted, they become fairly fixed. Then changes of technique
may take place as a process over time. "It involves a movement
towards a different set of possible techniques and, therefore,
towards a new problem of choice." (Pasinetti. 1981:189) Technical
change emerges as a result of the interplay between the choice
of technique and production functionsl.6 (1981:205). Innovations

15. See Figure XX.2 on page 60.

• 16. Pasinettl defines a production function 1n ter •• of the actua~ vertically integrated production process
at a qiven ti ••.
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• have different effects on the choice of technique and production
functions. The former simply become longer with more known
techniques to choose from. The latter, on the vertically
integrated level, result in productivity improvements over time.

The structural dynamics introduced by technical change follows
from differential productivity growth by various sectors,
relative to the sectoral growth in demand. When sectoral
productivity growth is higher than demand growth, an imbalance
will occur, and firms will have to adopt other strategies to
achieve steady growth17• Therefore, "the efficient organisation
of single units of production is not something which can be
investigated in isolation from the structural dynamics of the
economic system as a whole." (Pasinetti. 1981:225).'
At a given time, the technical choice function can be seen as the
way in which the economic conditions mentioned above are
reconciled with the institutional and technical features of a

•

particular enterprise. Contrary to the conventional theories,
Pasinetti (1981:226) argues that the 'relevant decisions at the
level of the single production units' are not wage and interest
rates, but the technology and the demand. The most important
factors are rate of profit18

; the technical coefficients and
their expected evolution over time19; the learning and scaling
processes and potential in the particular technologies20

; the
composition of demand and its evolution over time21

; and the
institutional characteristics of the enterprise and its ability.'
17. 1. Diversify into new fie1ds and produce new products

2. Keep a reservoir of new products which can ••ooth out the•• difficulties.
3. Try to aanipu1ate consumers throuqh advertising_
4. Find new outlets or .ark.ts abroad.

18. See Pasinettl, 1981:191-197

19. I.e. learning processes in all the other industries.

20. Dlrferent technical methods of production may sometimes be preferred simply because lts technology Is
improving very fast, even when its relative efficiency i. not the optimum one at the time the choice is
_de.

• 21. The length of tlme before the productivity growth rate exceeds the d••and growth rate: the possibilities
for diveraifyinq given the existinq experience and productive capacity of' the production unit: the
poa.ibl~itie. for finding newmarket. etc.
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to provide the framework in which learning can be accumulated22•

•

This general analysis has to be specified more clearly in a
number of areas. The first is of an economic nature. The effect
of uncertainty, different types of labour employed, and
heterogenous commodities on the evolution of relative prices and
effective demand must be specified. Secondly, further attention
must be given to the underlying technological phenomena, and
their interrelation with productivity growth in the economic
system. Finally, technical choice involves an institutional
framework in which choices can be made, and which mediates the
integration between the various aspects. The institutional
framework consists of more than minimising costs, and includes
the motivations of individual decision makers, the ways in which
enterprises are organised and even the nature of the society as
a whole.

•

•

.'

• 22. The availability of resources and skills.
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B. A THEORY OF TECHNOLOGY AND THE CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE
•

.'

It has become necessary to define the concept 'technology' .
Fransman suggests that in the economic literature the meaning has
shifted from technology as the sum total of all known techniques
to transforming inputs to outputs in a specific firm or industry
(1986:584). In the 'engineering' literature, technology is used
in at least two different ways. The first defines technology
broadly, as the way in which knowledge is applied. The second is
much more focused, and refers to a technology as a technical
system with its own physical organizing principles.

•

Here, the term 'technique' refers to the way in which a
particular production unit transforms a given vector of inputs
into a given output at a given time. It is primarily an economic
concept. A 'choice of technique' refers to the process whereby
different techniques known are considered at a given time, and
one technique is adopted by the production unit. On the other
hand, a technical matter refers more to the physical
'engineering' rather than an economic issue. The two concepts
'technical' and 'technique' are closely related and describe the
same phenomenon from engineering and economic angles
respectively. A choice of technique is time specific. It depends
on the conditions prevailing in a particula,r economic system at
that time. It has its exogenous datum in a set of social
relations and conditions. On the other hand, a technical choice
has its exogenous datum in the physical operating principles, and
the state of cumulative learning available to deal with those •

•

.'
The term technology can therefore be defined more closely as the
way in which the technical and economic features are combined
through a process of human learning in a given institutional
context. Human learning rather than the way in which inputs are
transformed into outputs only is the central issue. It includes

•
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•
economic and technical data with their own imperatives within a
definite institutional framework.

1. Economic imperative: Questions of effective demand.

The choice of technique model outlined above can now be expanded
to incorporate uncertainty and product heterogeneity. Triplett
(1985:283-307) and Alexander & Mitchell (1985:161-196) have
attempted to develop more general theories of technical change
incorporating heterogeneity amongst products and processes.
Triplett (1985:283-307) attempts to extend the neoclassical
production function concept to incorporate product
char act.ar i s t.Lca=", The complications. that arise when

•
heterogenous goods are incorporated into the analysis is then
shown. Not only are .there many productive relations between
inputs and outputs, but specifying the relations between them can
be complicated. An example is 'production complementarities' that
might exist between the 'quality' of inputs and of out.pu'ts?",
The rest of the section will extend the model developed so far
in section II.A.

• a. Product heterogeneity and the social use sector.

•

Heterogenous products describe different products that are
comparable in some crucial sense. If they are substitutes, this
common factor is the function which they fulfil in a given
society. A social use can then be defined as a particular
function that is fulfilled by the consumption of one or more
produced commodity. By definition, more than one commodity can
serve the same social use. A social use sector is all those
commodities that, at a given time in a given society, perform the

23. Th. production function Q - f(K,L,M), "with inputs represented 1n the form of characteristics ... is:
Q = rC"XL,;), where " XL and x,. are vectors of capital, labour and .aterials characteristics,
respectively .... [O]utputs, as well as input. are non-hoaoqenoua. We Deaaure output. aa a vector of jointly
produced characteristics (CIU cpu t:: c:::haz-ac:: t:::.ez-.:J..s e.:L es), and the production relations become
aCXQ,xK,XL,XII) • 0." (Triplett 1985:287-8). XQ here represents the output in ter_ of characteristics.

• 24. The degree to ...,hlch this 1. the cas. can differ fro .. ca •• to ca ••. See Triplet.t (1985:288) for a.
description of the case of a brick1ayer coapared to an orchestra.
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same function .
•

Suppose that after consideration two social uses are defined in
the stationary economy of (11.1): Commodities i = 1 and i = 2
produced by industries j = 1 and j = 2 fulfil the same social use
S1' and are substitutes. All the other commodities fulfil social

•
use S2. The rows and columns are reorganised so that all the
techniques associated with a given social use are adjacent in
both the rows and the columns. Then the matrix and vectors are
divided into component matrices and vectors, so that the number
of rows and columns equal the number of social uses identified
in the economy as in (11.11). Each element of ~ is a matrix of
rank equal to the number of commodi ties that the social use
sector is comprised of.

• Rows Coll Co12
1 all au
2 all all

Col (n-l) Outputs
al (.a-l) Xi
al(~-l) ~

3 (11.11)

•
(n-l)

Labour
Prices

a(n-l)l a(n-l)~

an! a~

Pi Pa

a (n-l) (n-l)

an(ll-l)

P(Il-1)

•

The economic meaning of (11.11) is straightforward. It is a
transformation of a price system consisting of n-1 homogenous
commodities into a price system with 2 composite heterogenous
commodities. At time t, n-1 homogenous commodities were produced,
and the relative prices determined, given consumer preferences.
However, the exact composition of each 'composite commodity' can
only be determined after the demand for the various commodities
that make up the social use have been determined. Price formation
is exactly the same as on the basis of homogenous commodities,
without explicit reference to demand.

•
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•
Two matters need further clarification. The first is a method to
define a social use sector. The second is determination of
effective demand in terms of the social use sector.

b. A characteristics approach to define the social use sector.

•

If different commodities fulfil the same function, then the
various commodities comprising the social use sector must have
some similar and some differing characteristics. Furthermore,
users may assign different 'quality' valuations to each
commodity. These valuations are complex, but can be regarded as
being based on the characteristics of the various commodities
themselves. This is similar to the concept of 'characteristics'
and a consumption technology which Lancaster (1966, 1971)
develops. He argues that the intrinsic properties of goods must
be incorporated into an analysis of consumer theory (1966:341).

•

Using this approach, a social use sector can then be defined in
terms of a unique vector of characteristics which are related to
the fulfilment of a given social function. Different quality
levels will be associated with different levels of one or more
of these characteristics. The social use sector is therefore the

individually or in
industries producing
combination, yield at

commodities which,
least a specific

collection of all

combination of characteristics.

c. Effective demand in the context of a dynamic analysis.

•
Effective demand for any commodity is determined by the income
distribution and real wage rate25

, inter-personal distribution
of income, and consumer preferences. In the static economic
model, the quantity system· identifies the effective demand
conditions. They include three elements: demand for consumption

• 25. See the notes on the Enqt!~ curve later 011.
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goods; demand for new investments; and demand for replacing worn
out capital goods (Pasinetti. 1981:46).

In a dynamic context, it can be argued that the evolution of
demand for consumption goods with rises in per capita incomes
will follow a distinct pattern. This is given by the
generalisation of the Engel law: "The proportion of income spent
on any type of good changes as per capita income increases"
(Pasinetti. 1981:70). Thus, as technical change leads to rising
per capita incomes, new social uses will be 'discovered'.
Therefore, the dynamic analysis shows the usefulness of defining
the social use sector in terms of final goods only.

•

Earlier it was shown that a 'vertically integrated unit of
productive capacity' as a measure of capital is necessary for a
dynamic analysis. In short, a VIU refers to all those economic
processes that have to be activated to produce one unit of output
of a final product alone (1980:39). The transformation of the VIU
for homogenous final products into heterogenous commodities is
straightforward. It is simply a reorganisation the vector of
final goods in terms of which the VIU is defined. Each VIU then
becomes all those economic processes that have to occur to
produce a vector of final commodities, all serving the same
social use. The only addition is the dated demand coefficients
expressing the ratio of each homogenous commodity to the total
number of commodities consumed in the social use sector. And to
keep things simple, the total of all the elements of the final
consumption vector could be made equal to one. Then it follows
that the treatment of a homogenous commodity is simply the
special case of the more general VIU for heterogenous
commodities.

•

•

Since the commodities that make up the social use are
substitutes, it follows that the demand pattern for the social

•
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use as a whole rather than the individual commodities will follow
the pattern described by the Engel law. A rise in per capita
income could cause the proportion of the total expenditure on a
specific social use to drop. However, in the context of
heterogenous commodi ties, the characteristics of commodities
could also change, with more 'higher quality' commodities making
up the sector26

•

•

In order to keep the analysis manageable, the set of consumer
preferences at a given time will be taken as determined. This
includes both the preferences for different social uses, and for
different 'qualities' within each social use. While the process
of learning and the distribution of income both affect the
preference formation27, the exact way in which that takes place
is beyond the scope of this thesis.

•

These further effective demand conditions introduced into the
price determination system in (II.11) requires that the relation
between the characteristics and prices of the commodities within
a social use sector be specified. A weak assumption that the rank
order of the prices and 'qualities' of the commodities are the
same will be sufficient. But there is no reason why more
sophisticated models could not be used if required.

d. Heterogenous inputs.

•
The demand for investment goods due to replacement and new
investment can be dealt with simultaneously. Most heterogenous
products are also inputs. In the hypothetical static economy, all
that happens is that firms can now choose between substitutes
amongst their inputs as well. The model becomes much more compli-

26. This is important for a number of areas in econo.lc analysia. Two that come to mind immediately arebaaie needs in welfare .cono.ics, and techno1oqlcal capaci~y in the context of technology transfers.

•
27.. Social use sectors are ordered accordinq to the level or tb. need that they fuIf il.. Suppose thatordering 1. strictly possible. Denote tbe social ua. sectors s1' with i the level of that socla~ use in the
hierarchy_ With a ria. of real wag •• tbe quantity of eacb ~ consumed will incre ••• up to a point. Then two
pos.ibilities ariae. Either a new social uae will be 'discovered' or the quality co.position of each social
uae can chanqe ..
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cated, and the definition of a basic commodity has to be adapted.
In a vertically integrated analysis, things are much simpler.
Because the inputs are resolved into either labour or capital
stock inputs, heterogenous inputs are dealt with in the same way
as technical change.

•
Labour-power is a unique commodity which is itself not
pr'oduced=",and is therefore dealt with separately. Steedman
(1977:88-94) has relaxed the assumption of one single type of
average labour power in the static economic model. He argues that
when the labour force is segmented along skill or other lines,
each type of labour-power is used not only to produce real wages
for that group of workers, but for al.l the other groups of
workers, as well as for profits (1977:90). He shows that under
these conditions, the price system is determinate without having
to reduce each type of labour to some sort of average.
Furthermore, in the case of differential wage rates for different
types of labour, an inverse linear relationship exists between
the different wage rates if the rate of profit remains the same.
Alternatively, if the technology remains the same, a rise in the
wage rate for one type of labour could result in the decline of
the wage rate for the other type of labour, or in the decline of
the rate of profit, or both (1977:100).

•

•

•

This will have a bearing on the technical choice function. The
occupational structure associated with each technique could
affect the structure of personal incomes within the enterprise,
and between the enterprise and the rest of the industry.

e. Implications for the choice of technique.

Product heterogeneity has introduced a number of significant
issues into the choice of technique function:

• 28. See Hodgson, 1982:24
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•
(a) More than one technique producing a given social use can

co-exist at any given time. This requires the price-quality
relations between the various techniques to be specified
and analyzed.

(b) The choice of technique function becomes more complex, and
operates within a dynamic environment. This increases the
uncertainty within which techniques are chosen.•

•

(c) A key area is the impact of heterogenous commodities on the
composition of effective demand. Apart from the normal
changes of demand for final goods with changes in income
distribution as the Engel law suggests, changes in the
characteristics composition of the social use sector can
also follow. Changes in demand for investment goods are
related to economies of scale and learning.

2. Technical imperative

•
The technical imperative presents a new set of exogenous
determinants to the learning process. They are derived from the
application of physical laws in'the functioning of any technique.

a.. Learning and Scaling

•

Technical change is central to productivity growth in an
industrial society. Both 'learning' and 'scaling', are the two
fundamental processes of technical change:

"In its essence, there are two key determinants of techni-
cal progress. One is the process of learning or the acqui-
sition of production skills. The other is the process of
scaling or patterning of the system to perform certain
desired tasks. The role of these two processes in technical
progress turns out to be pivotal in a very interesting and
somewhat surprising way." (Sahal. 1981:306).

Learning can be seen as technical progress in the time domain.
It is commonly expressed by a learning curve showing the

•
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increased efficiency with which a given technique is operated
over time. Sahal, maintains that the concept of learning also
applies to the very process of technical innovation itself.
"[L]earning is a central factor in the evolution of a technique
in the first place. This type of learning occurs both in the
design process (at the level of a single unit of physical
equipment) and in the production activity (at the level of the
plant)" (1981:307). Scaling can therefore be seen as technical
progress in the space domain (1981:309).

•

The key proposition on which most of the work of Sahal depends,
is that progressive flows of innovation are channelled by
physical laws constraining what can be done, the internal logic
of the learning process, and economic variables which retard and
accelerate this process. The consequence is the emergence of what
may be called technical systems. Each system has a set of
underlying physical principles requiring specific 'specialised'
knowledge. These provide the basis for the evolutionary
development of a system, as well as the limits to that
development. The knowledge acquired within the context of one
technical system is tacit, and not readily transferrable to
another system. Sahal (1981:309-313) has generalised these ideas
into four general principles of technological innovation:
(1) Technological guidepost~: Innovation leads to a certain

pattern of machine design, which again sets boundaries for
further innovations. Technical progress has its origin in
bit-by-bit modifications of a given design. The emergence
of a guidepost depends on the synthesis of proven concepts
from the past. The more adaptable the technique is to its
task environment, the more likely it is to become the
vehicle for further advances>",

•

(2) Creative symbiosis: There exist limits to the evolution of

•
29. The "characteristics of such a pattern are qen.ra~i.able. First, t.he emergenceof a techno1oqlca1
guidepost often 1.i •• in the culmination of prior advances. It is seldo. a _.tter of radical breakthrouqh.
... Second, it seems that the greater the variety of taska to whlch a design 1& adaptable, the more likely
it is to serve aa a guide 1".0 the- general. direction of technical. advances." (1.981.:36) see a1.so saba!.,
1.981.:309
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a technique, due to the "fixity of its form" and' the
"complexi ty of its structure". These limitations can be
overcome by combining different technologies to simplify
the overall structure of the system as a whole.
Putty-clay principle of technical progress: Before a system
is formed, there are many possible directions in which
things could go. But as soon as the technical system is
formed, a lot of the know-how becomes specific to that
system. Advances in that know-how can leave other technical
systems relatively unaffected.
Technological insularity: Transferring the know-how between
two technical systems is difficult and costly. While
technology transfer does take place, it is by no means as
easy as generally presumed.

These principles, and the concepts which underlie them, are
crucial for the current analysis. They are present in concepts
like technological opportuni ties and cons t.r-ad nt.s=", and the
technological specificity of each p.Larrt?". Furthermore, as a
dual to the pattern of dynamic development of the economy

( 3 )

(4)

characterised by Pasinetti, they give a technical explanation for
the phenomenon of differential producti vity growth rates in
various industries.

At the same time they present a basis from which the 'technical'
imperative of the choice of technique function can be analyzed.
The system forming nature of technological change has some
important consequences for a proper understanding of the choice
of technique. Firstly, the current production technology places
constraints on the range of techniques that a particular firm at
a given time can choose from. secondly, different 'technologies'
with different sets of technical principles could have
significantly different characteristics. They could have

•

•

•
30. see Coombs, et. 41. 1987:43

31. Ro.eqqer, 1986:68
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•
different levels of opportunity for further technological
advances and learning potential. Enterprises might choose a
technique because it is based on a set of technological
principles which promises greater scope for advance in the
future. Finally, the technical characteristics of a particular
technique might not fit the conditions which the enterprise
faces. These could be the nature of demand and consumer
preferences for products with certain characteristics. Or it
could be external conditions in the economy as well as the
institutional situation internal to the enterprise.

••

Thus, given that technical opportunities exist, the outcome of
technical choices is uncertain and strewn with pitfalls. But,
these opportunities can only be realised if an enterprise
consciously applies resources in order to make it work. The
crucial enabling function of the enterprise amidst all the
uncertainty appears to be the technical counterpart of
economically viable enterprises.

b. A functional characteristics approach

• In the basic economic model, products produced during the
preceding production cycle are inputs in the current production
processes. These goods or services can be ~onsidered as having
particular functional characteristics32• In terms of this
approach, any commodity, be it a physical product or an
intangible service, can be described in terms of a set of

• properly weighted functional char-ac t.ez Ls t.Lcs=", All the
characteristics are presumed to add to the whole in some

32. The attempta to depict a product in terma o~ function. or characteristics ls well documented in the
literature. Triplett (1985) and Alexander and Kitchell (1985) have both qiven overviews 'of the different
approaches.

• 33. The sa.. general ••thod was used to define the &ocia~ use sector.
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functional form34
• Using this approach, it is theoretically

possible to compile a general list of functional characteristics
which will be sufficient to 'describe' all commodities in the
economy.

The system of linear price equations can now be extended to
incorporate a 'characteristics' analysis. The vertically
integrated analysis will not be used, because the characteristics
of each individual input commodity is required. As a result, all
the parameters are dated. The price equation for each industry
i can be given as:

(II.12)

Pi = price for each commodity
aij = technical coefficient as input in each production process
Xi = output of each industry
anj = labour coefficient each production process.
k = n-1
Following Majer (1985:335-351), a distinction can be made between
the functions and the characteristics. Each function is
determined by a sum of m weighted characteristics C 35

ot • Each

•
output coefficient is then represented by a sum of g weighted
functions, fg, and a scalar magnitude Vi indicating the number of
commodi ty units. The bundle of functions f9 def ines , amongst
othêr things, the quality of the product. Thus

•

Each commodity is represented by three components: the price,
quanti ty and characteristics. Each component is determined by
quite different but interacting factors. Changes in the level of
fg, will most likely be accompanied by changes in Pi' and in
changes in the production process itself. These changes can only
be looked at in a dated sense, and it would be erroneous to imply

34. One functional forD often used Is a 11near forD. other approacbe. see the character latte. not ascontributing to a n-dimensional surface or hyperplane, but as cloud. of point. in n-dimensional
Characteristics-space. See for exaDfle SAbal for a forDUiation of a 'manif.at techno .. trlc function' whichdat.rain •• not only a techno •• trio ndex value which represent. the ob••rved features of the 'technology',
but weights the various characteristics in ter •• of inherent technlca1 parameter •. (1985:12-22). Majer usesa function. approach to dat.rain. a quality index level for a particular qroup of products. A weighted
series of functions, each con.isting o~ a weighted series of characteristic., i. used to compute an index
level of quality (1985:336).

• 35. See Majer, 1985:339 for an exa.ple of such an approach.
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any sort of equilibrating mechanism present in the equation ..'
Note that no assumptions about the scale returns have been made.
Each quantity coefficient Vi contains information about the level
of production in a particular production process at time t given
a certain predetermined level of functional characteristics fg.
The specific relationship between short run deviations and long
run price determination becomes important. The level of v
reflects the capacity for which a plant has been designed, and
the estimated level at which the plant expects to produce. Then,
for the sake of simplicity, presume that only one plant operates
in each industry, and that it operates at planned capacity.

•

Suppose that all the possible functions for all commodities can
be listed. Then the g functions that would be the minimum
necessary to indicate.the functional capacity of any commodity
could be selected. The same could be done for the characteristics
to define each function. In principle a 'technical aggregation'
parallel to the price equations, but transformed in terms of
technical phenomena can therefore be performed. Each technical
system, with its technical principles, can therefore be
represented as a particular combination of different levels of
a subset of functions and characteristics. Each weighted vector
of functions, fgwould therefore represent a particular technical
system, and will be represented by a particular set of weights
for the subset of characteristics.

•

• In general then, a commodity can be represented by a vector of
functions. Each function is weighted according to it's
contribution to the total functional capacity of the commodity
by a coefficient ak• Each function is expressed in terms of a
vector of characteristics, c=, which are themselves weighted by
a vector of coefficients, ~k' denoting the importance of each
characteristic cOlin determining the value of fg. This fairly

•
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general additive approach is similar to that proposed by both
Majer (1985:335-351) and Lancaster (1971).

Each commodi ty aij which represents the jth input of the ith
industry can thus be described as a quantity plus a set of
functional characteristics. The latter can be expressed in terms
of a vector of functions, each of which is made up of a vector
of characteristics.

g

pjajj-pjvjE ".xflC
x-1
g .ill

-pjVjE "x<I: IJ xyCy>
x-1 y-l

(11.14)

A number of aspects of this equation can be noted. Firstly, the
same basic equation will hold for each of the input and output
coefficients. Secondly, the vectors of functions and characteris-
tics coefficients ~ and ~ will be sufficient to describe the
scaling aspects of each commodity36. Finally, the additive
functional form implies that different characteristics do not
affect each other. One could imagine that certain characteristics
of a commodity contribute proportionally less to the quality of
the commodity as it increases. The opposite could also hold for• ..
other characteristics. However, for the sake of simplicity, the
assumption of additivity of characteristics will be retained at
this stage.

•

Furthermore, h categories of skills amongst the employees of the
production unit could also be identified, each with wage rate Wh.

For each total industry labour coefficient ~i' and average wage
rate w, the labour coefficients can similarly be described as

(11.15)

where 10 is the amount of labour-power utilised in conjunction

• 36. see SAha1, 1981, Ch9.
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with each function. Each vector of IS indicates the proportion of

the I'"workers of each function falling in each skill category in

the industry.

•

(II.14) and (II.15) therefore represent a transformation scheme

in which input coefficients can be translated into either a set

of functions, each repres~nted by a vector of characteristics,

or a set of labour skill inputs. Each commodity input is

therefore described in terms of a set of functions and

characteristics. Prices no longer represent the mediumwhereby

different commodities are aggregated, but a system of weighted

characteristics and functions in the production process.

•

The fundamental difference between the price system, and the

characteristics system now becomes obvious. The price system can

be regarded as integrative. It provides the basis for

meaningfully comparing dissimilar commodities in terms of the

labour equivalents that directly and indirectly enter into its

production. The characteristics system on the other hand is

insular. Whereas a general set of characteristics, functions and

production steps can be postulated, each technique in a given

technical system will have its' own unique profile of coefficient

vectors a and B. It is not even given that the same profile

will be relevant in the different use contexts.

•

c. Economies of scale.

• Thediscussion above presumes that the functional capacity of the

inputs is fully utilised in each setting. Analogous to 'perfectly

pliable' conceptions of capital, it is implicitly presumed that

commodities can provide the exact levels of functional charac-

teristics required in the production process. In the real world

that is usually not the case. Input characteristics come

'packaged~ in batches called commodities. A firm must purchase

•
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a batch of characteristics, even if it only requires a few of

them. Therefore, the ' excess' functional capacity of a given

commoditycontributes nothing to the production process. It is

a form of waste.

The effects of learning and the presence of indivisibilities

amongstinputs are often discussed under the heading of economies

of scale. It has been used in different oorrt.ex't.s>", Different

aspects have been identified38
, and different theoretical rea-

sons for its existence have been postulated39• From the

literature it also appears that scale factors are closely related

to Learni.nq?", Sahal (~98~:248) argues that while economies of

scale are usually seen as indivisibility of inputs, the role of

scale factors might be more encompassing than is usually

recognised. Some of the indivisibilities might be industry-wide

and even operate on a long term basis. Not all scale economies

are of the reversible type, and scaling is itself primarily a

matter of learning. The learning involved does not only occur in

the production, but also in the utilisation of the technology.

• It becomesclear that the phenomenon is in fact very pervasive,

and is a central part of the functioning of any technique. It has

technical, economic and institutional determinants and effects.

Its effects stretch beyond the boundaries of firms and over time.

Wecan therefore say that scale effects or scaling are concerned

with howefficiently a particular technique fits into its use-

context. Changes in scale is a fundamental feature of

.' technological change, and generally has an evolutionary

character. It is closely related to learning, and can be seen as

37. Roseqqer(1986:67) argue .. that it waa oriqinal.l.y ....ed in the context of ..ffici ..ncy qaina with 1arqe
scale operations. Later the emphasis moved to the effect. on coapetit1on, re.ouro. uae, the environment,
safety riska, fl..."ibil.ity giv ..n uncertainty etc.

38. Roseqqer (1986:68) identifies "returns to &'Oa1.' which i. a technical. concept a.nd is fairly
'technologically specific'1 'econo ..ica 01' aca~.' which is a cost concept: and others l.ike 'pecuniary
econo.ies' .

39. Roaegqer(1986:69) suppl.i .... three: special.iaation, dimensional. ..ffects and indivisibil.iti ..a.

• 40. Enos and Park (1988:18) identifies '1earninq-by-doinq' as the incre.se in efficiency as the scale of
output increases.
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the outcome of a learning process. Said differently, adapting a
technique to its use environment (scaling) is essentially a
learning process.

•

At least three types of learning can be identified in this
context: The first type consists in finding techniques with
characteristics that are suitable to the context in which they
are needed. This is the technical component of the choice of
technique function. The second deals with the efficiency with
which an industry as a whole is organised, including mechanisms
which regulate the interaction between firms. Finally,
innovations and technical change involve the changing of the
characteristics levels required for particular techniques.
Learning here is in the form of scaling41

•

The close and dynamic relation between learning and scaling is
important. The former has to do with choices made and their
effects42

• The latter has to do with the creation of the
technical opportunities to choose from.

• d. The characteristics approach in a dynamic analysis.

So far, the characteristics approach have been developed with
reference to the static price determination system. However, in
a dynamic framework, learning and scaling continually introduce
changes to some of the input coefficients as well as to the
weighting coefficient vectors ~ and ~.

•
41. Changing the "sca~. or technology is often accompanied by chanqe 1n the division of labour amongst lts
components .... [T]he evolution of a system qenerally involve. thr •• process.s: (1) disproportionate qrowth
of its subays~eDS1 (2) change in ~e .. ~erial of its cons~uc~ion, (3) increase in the coaplexity of its
structure." (Sahal, 1981:67)

•

42. As an exa.ple, Enos and Park (1988:18-23) identifies at leaat seven different for.. of learning from
their case studies. All combine to produce an averag_ rate at which direct costs decrease due to all forms
of learning. The forma of learning ~a~ they have iden~ified are Aa follows:

1. Static acono.ies of scale in successively larger planta. The experience of a small pilot plant can
be applied successfully ~o larger plan~s.

2. savings on raw and processed .at.rials.
3. SAvlnqa of energy.
4. Savings ~hrough ~e localisa~ion of supply, especially of capl~al equipa.n~.
5. .Quality iwprove.ents.
6. Reduction of labour costs.7. Ability to operate equipment in exce •• or design capacity, thereby reducing the average cost of

capita1.
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•
The VIU43 again provides a basis for transforming the static
into a dynamic analysis. Technical change results in productivity
growth. And the characteristics analysis now reveals two further
results of technical change. Firstly, the level of

•

characteristics given the direct and indirect labour inputs can
increase. This is the characteristics equivalent of productivity
growth. Alternatively, the characteristics level can increase
together with the amount of labour inputs to produce better
quality commodities.

Thus, an important addition tb the analysis of the VIU must be
made. Not only the composition of the vector of final commodities
changes over time, but the characteristics composition of those
commodities changes as well. Therefore, the level of

•

characteristics of the output in the social use sector have to
be specified with the final commodity in terms of which the VIU
is defined. (See page 19) Using (II.13), an index of
characteristics can be derived which can be incorporated in the
vector of final commodities in terms of which the VIU is defined.
Then, the VIU will be all those economic processes that have to

.be activated i~ the industry in order to prov i.dea unit of output
characteristics. with technical change, the industry can be
regarded as having regained the same productive capacity if the
same level of output characteristics can be produced.
Productivity growth would have been achieved if less labour were
used directly and indirectly to produce this level of
characteristics.

•
e. Optimisation?

Earlier it was argued that physical laws constrained the degree
to which the levels of characteristics in a technique could
change. There are potentially great benefits for enterprises to

• 43. See paragraph A.2 page 17 for an explanation.
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•
move closer to the technological frontier. But do firms attempt
to go as close as possible to the 'frontier' when they are not
sure where exactly the frontier lies? There might be great
penalties involved with a slight movement over the frontier. For
instance, introducing a new piece of equipment in one part of a
production process, which in itself costs only a fraction of the
total fixed investment, might promise substantial productivity
improvements. However, this small step might introduce an unknown
(at first) characteristic into the product, that might ruin the
whole 'brand' of products. The costs of recapturing lost markets
might be considerably more than the benefits potentially yielded
by the equipment.

The emphasis should therefore be on the flexibility to reconcile
different conflicting demands made on the production process. It
could be argued that enterprises try and keep an acceptable
distance above a certain critical level for each of the
constraints that they face.

•
The nature of technical change reinforces this type of behaviour.
The technological insularity principle suggests that information
is not readily available to the enterprise, and what is available
might not be applicable under the particular circumstances.
Furthermore, technical change is often a bit-by-bit change in the
scale of certain of the components. Its success depends on chance
as much as focused effort. There is no way of telling exactly
when the technological principles will present barriers to
further advances.•
The result is that the role of the institutional component of the
enterprise as a depository of learning and experience performing
a mediating function to reconcile these conflicting demands
become more pronounced. Some evidence for the crucial role which
the institutional mediation plays have been seen in case studies.

•
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Fransman (1984: 301-316) described how the machine producing firms
in Hong Kong have adapted foreign machine technology to the local
environment, producing "simpler machinery using lower-cost inputs
and at times incorporating adaptations and modifications that
increased suitability to the local environment" (1984:308).

This case study points to the close relations between the product
characteristics, the production processes, and the institutional
nature of the firm. The origins of the firms were usually humble,
with the owner/entrepreneur learning the art while employed as
a skilled worker somewhere else. Production starts with the
production of simple equipment, usually manual machines. The
owner entrepreneur usually performs the design function, with
only some firms having design departments. The sources of the
'technology' was only indirectly foreign, and was limited to
purchasing capital equipment, which was often acquired second
hand. The division of labour was simple, with those involved in
product design spending most of their time in routine production
activities. Skills were not acquired through formal training, and
the production processes tended to be relatively simple.

•

•

Another case study dealing with the interrelationship between
social structure, production processes and product
characteristics are given by Muller on the activities of
traditional blacksmiths in Tanzania. The two social processes of
colonisation and 'socialist transformation' both regarded the
activities and production methods of the traditional blacksmiths
as primitive and unsuitable. But despite all this pressure, they
have remained, because they have the ability to produce and to
maintain simple agricultural tools suitable to the agricultural
conditions in a particular region (1984:378-9).

f. Implications for the choice of technique function.

•
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The technical system has its own independent contribution to
technical change. Not only does this result in the differential
productivity growth rates in the various industries in the
economic system. It is also a factor that has to be considered
independently in the choice of technique function within a
particular industry.

The characteristics approach has identified how productivity
growth could be result of either quality improvements or
reductions in the inputs for a given level of characteristics
required.

Furthermore, the interrelations between the technical and
economic imperatives have been shown to generate economies of
scale. Learning in the technical sphere are guided constrained
by the principles of change in technical systems. The
characteristics of these systems do not fit the economic context
in which they are applied perfectly, leading to the creation of
economies of scale as well as the opportunities for further
learning in the form of scaling.

•

•

Enterprises therefore have to make a choice and then build on
what they have. The nature of the choice usually involves that
various technical requirements have to be.reconciled with one
another and with the economic and institutional environment in
which they operate. This often require adaptations to the
technique through scaling. As a result the crucial mediating and
enabling role of the institutional framework of each enterprise
is reinforced.

In the final analysis, all choices of technique take place in the
context of uncertainty. Knowing which technique has the greatest
opportunity for further advance is usually only possible with
hindsight, and some form of satisficing rather than optimisation

•
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as an operating principle should most probably be presumed.

3. Institutional imperative: Enabling technical choices under
uncertainty.

Balcerowicz (1986:189) defines institutions as "all formal
to deal with

•
organisations
organisational

and all legal rules", in order
adaptability in different economic systems.

However, the 'social relations of production' concept used by
Leys is wider than merely formal organisational rules and struc-
tures. It includes relations of ownership, classes and the
corresponding form and character of the state. (Leys. 1984:176)
The concept of institutions used here will not only include the
formal structures and organisations, but also the social
processes taking place on various levels. The role of
institutions could be seen as the regulation, facilitation and
coordination of human activities, motivations and conflicts.

•

•

•
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How do these institutional factors relate to the choice of
technique? Enos and Park have commented that even the little in
the line of theory that is available is not very useful. The
neoclassical micro-economic theory of the firm assumes that
knowledge is acquired instantaneously and without cost. Knowledge
is defined extremely broadly, and the local environment is
represented in the theory simply by a different set of relative
factor prices. The enterprise creating and adopting the new
technology is seen as a monolithic body responding to a single-
minded owner/manager, neglecting factors such as physical
bottlenecks, government controls and regulations, conflicting
objectives, unco-ordinated behaviour, risk and ignorance
(1988:18).

• a. Perspectives on the relation between institutional and
techno-economic processes.

Most approaches to the study of organisations have emphasized one
of two perspectives on organisations: Either they are

•
technologically or structurally determined, or they are simply
the product of,human behaviour. The first is present in Weber's
treatment of the bureaucracy, and implies that decision makers
can do little to alter organisational functioning. Child has
argued that at least two broad approaches can be discerned44

(1986:8-12). Both suggest that technology ultimately determines
the production process45• The second perspective is often
associated with the human relations school. It argues that people
can manipulate organisations to serve their ends rather than
being dominated by them (Rushing, WA; Zald, MN. 1976:3).

•

Thompson has incorporated both perspectives into a model in which
organisational technology constrains decision making, but

44. An input-output approach which focuses on the inputs and outputs that are Invo1ved 1n a production
process. And the process approach focusing more on the production and especially the labour process itself.

• 45. This has been seen in at 1east two areas: The imperative to se1ect 'best practice' techno1oqy; and the
assu.ed neutral role that technology plays in society.
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decision makers do have same scope to alter outcomes. In so
doing, new conditions for decision making are created (Thompson
JD • 1957: 7-8) .

Coombs et. al. (1987) have done the same, but in the context of
technology. Technological innovation and technical change always
take place in particular institutions. Furthermore, the

• coordination of individual economic activities in a capitalist
society is carried out "by a mixture of institutions the most
important of which are the firm, the market and the state, but
with other institutions intervening as well" (1987:6-7).

(1) The enterprise: objectives and control structure.

•

The general economics literature contain a number of approaches
to the firm'6. Sawyer has identified three major ways in which
firms have been conceptualised (1989:124-137). The 'black box'
theorists concentrate on the inputs into and outputs from the
firm with scant regard for what actually happens inside them.
This firm47 is usually seen to be profit maximising or cost
min.imi.si.nq?". A second approach is to view firms as complex
social organisations. The focus shifts to the inner workings of
the firm as a social entity. The key question then becomes
whether the firm has a singl~ objective, and what it is. It is
sometimes seen that the existence of a hierarchy of control
'imposes' objectives onto the firm, or that a firm is a
collection of different interest groups, and that the objectives
of the firm are the objectives of the different interest groups
and the resolution of conflict between them49

• This view is
•

46. It shou1d be noted that it 15 not so easy to define what a firm is with any precision.

47. Thi. is generally a privately owned firm in a market environment where there is at least some degree
of competition between dif~erent firma.

48. The transactions costs view of the firm discussed by Williamson is an extension of this approach.

• 49. Cyert • Karch (1963) a~e close1y associated with this view which identifies interest groups with their
objectives.
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associated with a rejection of maximisation50 for a satisficing
objective function. "[W)hen there are several interest groups
within an organisation, if each group strives for a satisfactory
level of whatever objective they pursue a reconciliation

•

between the various groups is possible" (Sawyer. 1989:134). The
third Marxian approach emphasises that privately owned capitalist
firms operate in a capitalist environment. Thus the firms reflect
the conditions of class struggle. But the workers are in an
inferior position not controlling the means of production nor
having access to finance capital. Non-capitalist types of firms
(like cooperatives) might be forced into the same type of
situation by the existence of the capitalist environment.

•
Coombs et. al. (1987) combines the view of the firm as a social
organisation with elements of the Marxian approach. The firm with
its four departments (R&D, Marketing, Production, Strategic
Management) is seen as interacting with a range of external
factors: Scientific and technical developments, market
conditions, cost pressures and demand regularity, and survival
growth and stability prospects (1987:11).

•

•

They develop a model based on the managerial theories, which
don't reduce firms to epiphenomena of markets, starting with the
analytical separation of ownership and control in large
industrial companies first proposed by Berlé and Means (1932).
They first review the theories on managerial motives and firm
structure. Marris (1964) argued that managers will make the
growth of the firm their most important objective, but this is
subject to the constraints of being taken over by another
company. Penrose (1980) argued that a firm is essentially a
bundle of resources (physical and human), and its growth is
conditioned by the managerial resources it possesses, and how
they are utilised. Hay (1983) emphasised that empirical work has

• 50. In the ahsencft of full information, a.n indiv:ldual does not know what a maxi.ising out.coDe would be.
However, a satisfactory outcone can be foreseen. sawyer (1989:134)
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•

not given great support to these managerial theories of the firm,
but that their intrinsic probabilities will continue to exert
influence. The 'behavioral' approach stemming from the work of
Cyert and March (1963) sees the firm as striving towards five
potentially conflicting goals. The firm is therefore presented
as a coalition of managers, that are satisficing, with
incremental decisions being made according to firm specif ic
,decision rules'51..

.'
Coombs et. al. then develop their own synthesis in which firms
are presented as managerial hierarchies, with considerable
autonomy, internally differentiated, facing uncertainty, with
growth as an objective. They will create rather than observe
production functions, and create products and markets (Coombs et .
al. 1987:32-39). They introduce technical change as an active
component of firm behaviour, and conclude that structural
features of the technical environment fundamentally constrain the
direction of growth which a managerial firm can achieve (Coombs
et. al. 1987:40-41). This hypothesis is methodologically close
to the thesis of Thompson discussed above.

•

•

The firm can therefore be seen as 'embodied learning'. This
involves not only managerial knowledge but the knowledge of all
the employees of that firm. This provides,a basis for further'
learning, but is constrained by technical and economic factors.
The decision making process in the firm is seen as satisficing,
rather than optimising. Firm specific decision rules provide the
basis on which decisions are made in the face of a lack of
information, and conflicts of interest. They can be regarded as
the firm's institutional determinant in the choice of technique
function. These decision rules are partly endogenous to the
technical system under consideration, in that prior learning
experiences contribute to their formation and implementation.

• 51. 'Tbi", ....peet wa. a1so dealt with by Helson and Winter (1977).
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(2) Market structure and the ability of new firms to
enter.

The relations between firms might be just as important as the
situation within a given firm. These relations could be vertical
or horizontal.

The existence of vertical integration has been ascribed to both
economic and technical conditions. The transaction costs approach
by Williamson (1975) sees firms as minimising costs of informa-
tion and control by creating or abolishing hierarchical
structures. others have emphasised that technical determinants
could in certain cases be more important, for instance in the

.' case of hot steel corning off a blast furnace that should be
rolled on the same site, requiring vertical integration (Coombs
et. al. 1987:42).

The nature of the relationship between firms in a particular
vertically integrated sector could lead to some economies of
scale. 'Just in time' production systems seem to have done so
under certain circumstances. But some of these benefits could be• pecun l ary=",

•

Horizontal relations between firms are affected by the structure
of the industry, and the barriers to entry for new firms.
Barriers to entry were highlighted as important in the
differential innovation potential between big and small firms by
Dorfman (1987: 223): "We have seen that innovation can occur under
a variety of different market structures, and that the structure
of the market can play an important role in determining the kind
of firm - whether large or small, new or old - that innovates."
These comments should be read in the context of the considerable
debate whether the large monopolistic firms are more innovative

• 52. A dependency relationship between a big ASsembly plant and ... 11 component aanu1acturer can reaaonablygive ris. to power differentials in favour of the bi9ger fir•. For exanple. the reduction in inventories
on the as••ably line could si.ply mean that component supplier. have to hold DOre stocks.
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•
than smaller firms53

• Dorfman (1987:224) discusses the barriers
to entry which confer competitive advantages to incumbents over
potential entrants. These barriers are scale economies, absolute
cost advantages~, aridadvantages in differentiating products55•

Smaller firms also have to contend with established firms that
are potential entrants to new markets opened up by the smaller
firms.

(3) The socia-economic environment

The environment in which firms operate is important for the
analysis of technical choice as well. Apart from factors like
state support for technical change, industrial, trade and
monetary policy, the mechanisms which force firms to make
technical choices are important. On a broader level, the
discussion of whether a market environment is supportive of
technical change is relevant here56• In a market framework, the
existence of both a 'hard budget constraint' and Schumpeterian
rents act like a carrot and stick to entice and force firms to

•
make technical changes. In the context of satisficing firm
behaviour.they set upper and lower boundaries within which a firm
has to operate.

Apart from the macro economic policy framework, it has also been
argued that the interrelationship between institutional and
techno-economic processes operates on a longer term basis as
well. Coombs et. al. (1987:172) maintained that phases of

• accelerated or decelerated growth in a 'long wave', are related
to imbalances between "technical changes and structural changes

53. See scherer, 1984:59-64: Dorfman 1987:2-8

54. These cou1d be capital cost barriers or restrict.ed access to critical production techniques orresources. Dorfman describes how small firBS in the electronics industry firma secured access to capital,
and at the same tiae reduced their capital requirementa by focusing on products at tb_ low end of the
spectrum. (1987:229)

55. "Small, new innovators in the computer industry avoided the formidable product differentiation barriersby tarqetinq custo.ers who were not served by the large e.tablished vendors .... [They] created new markets,
followed other firma into tbeD, or carved out specia1i.ed market niche •. '· (Dorfman, 1987:232)

• 56. see Hanson & Pavitt, 1986 for a discussion of the economics of research and deve10paent in Eastern and
Western countries.
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which have certain predictable dynamic behaviour patterns, and
institutional changes which do not". In this context, structural
changes refer to a sectoral analysis of the economy, in which the
interaction between sectors is a crucial componentS7

•

b. Learning and the integrating role of the institutional
imperative in choice of technique.

The dual role of the institutional imperative can now be
specified more clearly. This duality is parallel to the view by
Thompson discussed above. On the one hand the institutional
structure provides the context in which a technique must be
chosen. It presents possibilities, but also constraints to the
choices that can be made on various levels.

•
On the other hand, the institutional imperative is the
integrati ve component, mediating between the various diverse
technical, economic and institutional requirements that have to
be satisfied. The human learning which is embodied in

•
institutions is the basis for this mediating function. It takes
place on various levels, over time and in space changing the
scale of the various components. In the context of an enterprise
this usually leads to the establishment of various decision
rules, guiding decision mak~ng. It also leads to scaling, or
technical change based on changing the scale of operation of one
or more of the components of a technique. Both are to some extent
enterprise specific.

•

•
57. Blackburn et. al. (1985:59) have attempted to analyze, on a Dacro level, the changing patterns ofmechanisation, which have historically been related with patterns of work organisation, and production and
consUDption technologies. Primary mechanisation, it is argued, consisted in the mechanisation oftransformation processes. Secondary mechanisation consisted of mechanisation of transfer processes into
product linea. Combinedwith "Tayl.orlst work organisat.ion t.echniques and the expansion of lDass consumermarkets for certain goods, a pattern of productive organisation called FordlsD emerged. Neo-Fordism, it is
argued ls busy emerging frOD the constraints of inf1exibi1ity etc. which 1imited the fur~er expansion ofFordlst production processes. The focus has shifted to the mechanisation of the control functions, and the
changes in the work organisation accompanying that.
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c. Uncertainty and the costly transfer of information.'
The enterprise specificity of much of the knowledge and

experience results in two closely related conditions affecting

the choice of techniques by any enterprise. The first is the

difficulty with which information is transferred, and the second

is the prevalence of uncertainty about the parameters or outcomes

of technical choices.

The difficult transfer of knowledge constrains the choices which

could be made. For instance, steward (1977: 3) argues that the

technology available to LOC's is determined by the total number

of techniques available world wide, and the extent to which the

firms in the LOC know about them. But it also creates

opportunities, especially for the , first movers' 58 (Scherer.

1984:63). Once again, the key role which an enterprise's 'base

of embodied learning' plays in enabling efficient technical

choices can be seen.

•
A lack of ' complete' knowledge also concerns the ' outcome' or

effects of particular choices made. With Schumpeterian theories

of technological change, uncertainty is related to the injection

of a set of technological unknowns into the economic system59•

Pasinetti further argued that there is no automatic correction

or 'equilibrating' mechanism in a non-stationary growing econ-

omY;O.

• Choices of technique therefore take place under uncertain

conditions. More importantly, 'uncertainty' in this sense always

58. Dorf .... n (1987:235-239) d.1sc:us...... BO." POBB.1b~. f.1rst aover advantaqes:
1. It take.. time to deve~op an imitat.ion of an innovation,. wh.ich confers a temporary monopo1y on the

first .over. :rt a1&0 takes ti._ to m.ob..1.l.ise resources and arrange for production and marketing.
2. Specialised resources Inay be IDOnopo1i.t!lu!td by a ~irst mover.
3. Tradesecrets and patents ma.y .1&0 put further barri.ers on the transferral. of technical. know-how.
4. In the case of steep learning curve., the rJ..r.t mover may enjoy 10wer unit costa than fo11owera.

59. Free-.an(1982) argued that uncertai.nty consist. of a techno1oqica1 cOlKponent;a lllarket component: and
the broad economic c1imate. (Coombs et. 11.1. 1987: 75).

• 60. Pasinetti does 1i.st some factors working .in the dli.recti.on of some form of 'se1f-correct1.on' that is
po•• ib1e but imperfect, and in pr.1nc:.1p~. not ..uff.1c:.1.nt. (1982:228)
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• implies something that cannot be quantified to a single number
or probability.

Consequently, enterprises have to develop ways of dealing with
uncertainty, also when choosing techniques. It seems that the
assumption that firms exhibit satisficing behaviour as a general
assumption when choosing techniques seems plausible. Nelson and
winter (1974:891-3) formulated it as follows: "The basic
behavioral premise is that a firm at any time operates largely
according to a set of decision rules that link a domain of
environmental stimuli to a range of responses on the part of
firms." These decision rules are stable in the short run. In the
longer run, processes of rule change are triggered by an economic
selection mechanism. A prominent rule change process is goal
orientated search or problem solving activities. To model these
search processes, aspects such as the firm goals, the intensity,
direction and strategy of the search process and the field of
search have to be incorporated.

•
Even the trigger mechanism setting the search process in motion
is firm specific. A simplified model could posit such a trigger
mechanism when the rate of profit falls below a certain firm-
specific minimum. It is possible that more long term movements
in economic and environmental variables might play a role as
well. This might include changes in demand patterns, state
regulations, or even the activities of competitors or market
leaders.

•
The enabling role of the institutional imperative turns out to
be a crucial component of the viability of any enterprise. It
merits much more attention that can be afforded in the limited
space available in this study.

•
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• c. FORMALISING THE MODEL

Before analyzing the choice of technique in a cooperative firm,

the choice of technique model developed so far can be formalised.

Figure II.l summarises it schematically.

•

•

•

ril DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME
~

ILevel of per capita income}--- Rate of profitJ

CHOICE OF TECHNIQUEICONSUMERPREFERENCESJ r-- giventhe firm'sinstitutional
j constraints and resources
I

Distribution of per capita
income amongst workers

QUANTITY PRICE
OF OF

OUTPUTS INPUTS

t t
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS INPUT COSTS OF

OF THE PRODUC- COMMODITIES
CHARAC- 1- TION PROCESS r-- PRODUC-
TERISTICS

FIRMAS ENABLING INSTITUTIO"-
TION

~"- Priccz'Quality
/ Surfaces

.~'<>
p' ~ ,v---- }" . ut '{

ttc\\n11t-_" 1-~"_"

xx = VIABLE SPACE FOR
TECHNIQUE X

VIABLE SPACE FOR
YY = TECHNIQUE Y

Wmin,rmin r,w

STANDARDISED WAGE&PROFIT RATE (r,w)

Figure 11.1. The Choice of Technique Model.
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•

The foundation was laid with the choice of technique model
(section II.A. 3.a page 21), of which equation (II. 9) is the
centrepiece. If the vector of prices and the wage rate for each
of the three techniques are expressed in terms of a commodity
that occurs in all three, the technique which yields the highest
wage rate for a given rate of profit is the most product.Lva=,
These curves can then be plotted on the same set of axes. The
frontier formed by the various segments of the techniques that
are furthest from the origin is the optimal technique for each
distribution of income.

•

•

However, the choice of technique function must be placed in a
dynamic~ and institutional context. In a dynamic world, with
uncertainty, the interpretation of the model changes. Firstly,
firms are bound by the decisions that they have made in the past.
This is reflected in a reduced number of techniques that they can
choose from. And even more important, firms usually make choices
without knowing the outcome of those decisions. Consequently,
optimisation criteria for technical choice. models become less
useful. As a substitute, firms develop rules of thumb which guide
them when makipg choices. These decision rules are often the
result of practical experience in the field (learning), as well
as the way in which the more important and powerful interest
groups in the firm affect the outcome of decisions and the
creation of these decision rules. Furthermore, technical and
economic constraints which the firm faces and the resources it
possesses also influence decisions. These might increase the
riskiness of a venture, or put it out of reach of a firm.•
The technological frontier therefore becomes a hypothetical
frontier. Firms would most likely retain the current technique
while the rate of profit remains above a minimum level. If the

61. In es..ence, the co-s-ariaon of the t.ecbniqu_ yi.i.,. a _aaUZ'. of the r.iat.iv. t.ot._i factor prodUctivit.y
of ._cb t.ecbnique qiven t.be diat.rlbution of inco...• 62. S•• Knoa and Park. (1988:10-12).
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•

rate of profit it falls below that level a search process for a
new technique is triggered. In the mean time the process of
cumulative learning continues, creating the conditions allowing
for the choice of new techniques. In other words, instead of a
technological frontier, a technically viable space'" within
which a firm operates would be formed. It is bounded by the
theoretical optimum technique, the minimum wage range, and the
trigger level profit rate. Uncertainty is indicated by a space,
within which a particular technique is viably operable. The size
and shape of this space, and the position of the technique within
this space are all important elements of the model to determine
some form of 'optimality'. But production anywhere within that
space is 'viable' at a given time. Firms have to identify viable
posi tions within this space-", and hope that the viability
conditions remain stable or change roughly as they expect it to.

•

•

In the model with perfect knowledge, it was assumed that one
optimal technique could be identified, except in the special case
where a switching of techniques occurred. The current model
shifts the focus from optimality to viability. In general more
than one technique can co-exist in a particular industry.
Therefore the term 'switching space' can be used to describe the
area or space in which more than one technique can viably co-
exist.

•
Thus, under the presumption of a certain set of decision rules
which guide firms to make choices, a range of techniques all sat-
isfying some minimum level of economic criteria is viable if they
suit the technical and institutional considerations important to
the firm. The specific choice depends on a set of factors, of
which the nature and objectives of the firm, its learning experi-
ences, barriers to entry etc. are all involved. In the model

63. I~ ia obvious that more than one technique .iqbt sa~ia~y the viabi~i~y condi~ion, i.8. producinq at arate or pro~lt that exceeds the rira spec1~ic triqq.r l.vel at the qiven wag_ rate w at ~i•• t.• 64. Tbi. i..equiva~ent ~o ...rke~ niches and other deeisions tha~ have ~o be _de by the ent.rprlse.
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these will be represented by the final list of techniques which
the firm considers, and which enters into the choice function.

This can be shown on
Figure 11.2. Line AA'
represents the trigger
level of the rate of
profit. Similarly, line
BB' is the minimum wage
rate that the workers in
the firm would find
acceptable.
hypothetical

The
techno-

logical frontier then

• represents an outward

Pro ril r a le
S'

~ , Villi! oprlli .. SHe!

in

boundary to the space in which the firms would be able to operate
viably, using one of the techniques available to it. The current
techniques used by the industry could be represented on the
technical choice map, as well as estimates for new ones.

A

However, the picture presented in Figure 11.2 is not an
equilibrium situation, but is dated. Looking back at the previous
period it contains certain fixed parameters which cannot be
changed momentarily. The most important are the distribution of
income and the set of input prices which can be taken as fixed
at time t. The options for the future are only guestimates on the

•

map.

•

Wage rale

with the distribution of income relatively fixed, it becomes
possible to disregard the potential technical choices at all
distributions of income65 other than the actual one. Figure 11.2
can be,stripped of data for all the distributions of income not
currently relevant. Initially, the price level of each product

•

Figure 11.2. Choice of
uncertain conditions.

technique

65. Technical choices themselves might have an impact on the distribution of income through productivityqrowth etc. But these generally take place gradually over ti ••.
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can be taken as comparable in some way. Then the actual
productivity of the various techniques comprising the social use
sector can be compared. There might be differences in the levels
of wages and profits between firms in a single industry. It is
therefore necessary to standardise the data from the various
firms in order to make them comparable. This has been done in
Figure 11.3.

.~

The magnitudes of AA'
and BB' are determined
by the decision rules of
each firm. A space to
the top right of these
two Iines is formed in

• which the firm could
operate viably. The
results of the choices
which firms have made

Pro ril r a le
B'

~ , Vilbl! tptfllill 'IIC!

set of axes. The actual
can be looked at on the Figure 11.3. Technical choice in a

dynamic economy under uncertainty.

performance level can then be standardised by taking the average
rate of profit and adjusting wage rate or vice versa. In
Figure II.3 the arrows indicate the actual positions of firms
with technique x and y respectively. The lines represent these
standardisation possibilities. If wage rates are standardised to
the average rate of profit in the industry, 'ffave, the productivity
of the firms relative to the industry average can be compared.
It can then be seen that technique y is more productive than
technique x because wage rate v": that firm y would be able to
pay at 'ff"ve is higher than that of technique x at wage rate X"ve.

•

•

B I'" y'" Wage rate

It is easy to show that the adjustment is determined by the
degree of mechanisation66• If p is the price for the commodity

• 66, Capital/labour ratio (Pasinetti, 1980:181)
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produced at volume V, ~, is the actual rate of profit with which
a firm is producing, w' is the actual wage rate paid by the firm,
C is the cost of the inputs (capital) and L the number of workers
employed by the firm, the standardisation can be given as:

.'
pV-C(1+~/) +Lw'
pV-C(l+~I/) +Lw"
:.wll-.£. (n/-n") +w'

L
...n". L (wi/-wi) +n'C

(11.16)

Wil is the standardised wage rate at the average profit rate
~II=~a~ or vice versa. From (II.16) it follows that with uncer-
tainty the degree of mechanisation might affect technical choices
in an interesting way. The prof it rate of highly mechanised
techniques with a low Lie ratio is not as sensitive to changes
in the wage rate as techniques with a high number of workers
employed per unit of capital employed. It can therefore be that
certain techniques have a lower flexibility in the light of
specific types of changes than others.

must therefore be Figure 11.4. Technical choice with
introduced. If a one on uncertainty and heterogenous products

at time t.

•

•
As soon as heterogenous
products are introduced,
the number of equations
representing different
techniques will
increase. A further
determinant on the
technical choice
function, relating to• the demand conditions,

Pr ic e

III V Ilble spice lor I

~ V ilbie Spi ce lo r I

"Wage rate, Profit rateA ,8

one ordering of price
levels and quality levels is performed, only those commodities
which, at a given wage rate and profit rate have a lower price
than all the commodities with a lower quality, will be viable.•
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• If all these 'viable' techniques were to be indicated on the wage
profit frontier, a third axis - price - must be introduced. It
is no longer possible to evaluate different techniques presuming
that the prices of the products produced are comparable. The
price axis therefore lies perpendicular to the wage-profit rate
axes. To simplify matters, the standardised wage and profit rates
could be used which would reduce the number of axes to two. This
is the case in Figure 11.4 .

•

.Figure 11.4 shows that· if prices were reduced, the level of wages
and/or profits will have to be reduced as well. The slope of this
curve is strictly positive, when producing with capital, and it
can be shown that the capital intensi ty67 together with the
labour productivity of the technique determine this slope. This
can be seen in (11.17).

p'v- CIt'+Lw'
pllV- CIt" +Lv"
:.pll.p+};_ (,.;1'_,.;/) +_f (wi'_V)

V V
1et ';'- Jl

:.p".i»£. (,.;1/_",/)
V

(11.17)

• The factors wh;i..chlimit the area in which firms can operate
viably now become clear. By introducing the relation between
prices of different quality products as a further equation in the
set 'of price forming equations, it is possible that certain
'qualities' of products cannot be produced at certain profit
rates. In that case, either ~ome of the industries must fall
away, or the profit rate structure must change so that these
'affected' industries operate with a lower rate of profit, in
order to be able to lower prices adequately to reflect its
position in the quality hierarchy. This can only happen if the
rate of profit does not have to drop beyond the trigger level.
Figure 11.4 gives an interesting picture of such a situation. For
the price level below p', the products from technique yare more

•

• 67. Capita1 output ratio accordinq to Pasinetti (1981:181)
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.'

productive. If the quality of the product y is lower than that
of product x, it means that the ability of the firm producing y
to cope with uncertainty by reducing the wage and profit rates
is constrained by AB-A'B'. However, the ability to raise their
prices is constrained by the technique x. It can then be seen
that the scope for movement of technique y is much less than that
for technique x. Now, due to technical and institutional factors
a firm might not be able to choose technique x. Consequently,
technique y is the only one available to them, with the
potentially adverse consequences that it holds.

•

•

The room for manoeuvre of technique x is therefore much larger
than that of technique y. It does not necessarily mean that x is
more viable than y. But the scope for a firm able to adopt y to
increase their prices in the event of unplanned events occurring
is bigger than for x. However, the nature of the demand for the
various commodities with different characteristics might be such
that it introduces new complexities into the situation. For
example, technique x could represent a technique to make high
quality hand crafted furniture. The furniture is sought after in
specialised markets, where they can receive premium prices. The
firm can only produce low volumes, and has to situate itself
correctly in the market place. Technique y on the other hand
produces mass furniture with mechanised production processes. It
has to have high output volumes with low margins. But they are
able to make cheaper furniture. Therefore, the firms being able
to choose y would have to be big and have access to large amounts
of capital. A small cooperative firm might not be able to choose
y because of its institutional structure. On the other hand, the
craft like technology involved in technique x will make it
unattractive for a large firm, presenting less technical
opportunities for control over the production process if they
were to produce at the output levels required.

•

•
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D. THE CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE IN A COOPERATIVE ENTERPRISE•

•

In the light of the model developed above, the choice of
technique in a cooperative enterprise can now be analyzed. The
first section looks at the nature of the cooperative social
relations, followed by an overview of the historical development
of cooperatives under capitalism. Thereafter the economic
requirements for efficient cooperative institutional arrangements
as well as the productive relations in a cooperative enterprise
are looked at. This is followed by a tentative behavioral model
of the choice of technique in an enterprise with cooperative
institutional arrangements.

• 1. Basic principles: income distribution and worker control

In a cooperative enterprise, different rules and conventions
exist which govern the control over the means of production, and
the claims to the product produced. Thus, on a micro level, some
key elements of capitalist productive relations have been
replaced by a different set of cooperative productive

• relations68
• But on a macro level, a cooperative firm still

operates within a society in which the capitalist social
relations are domi.narrc= ,

Under capitalist productive relations workers are separated from
ownership and control of the means of production, which are
privately owned by a capitalist class (Hodgson. 1982:24).
However, there is no generally accepted definition of
cooperative productive relations70

• This analysis draws largely
on Horvat's definition of "workers' self management", based on

68. Tb. nature of these productive re1ations will be identified in the next section.

69. Two implicit assumptions are sade. Firstly, cooperatives can survive in a capita1ist market economy.
secondly, 'adjustDenta' to tbe capit.alist aarket coul.d be made sufficiently to enable the efficientfunctioninq of a cooperative sector. Thi. is similar to the viewa of those Arquinq for cooperatives as
'third sector' of a aixed economy, rather than viewpoints Buqgeating that coops can only sur"rive if theycan be isolated fro. the capitalist acono.y.• 70. An overview of some of t.he approaches can be found 1n Wright (1979).
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•

the Yugoslavian model. Productive resources are no longer owned
or controlled privately by individual owners. Productive
resources 'belong' to the society as a whole, while the control
over the use of these resources resides in the workers'
collectives. Thus the Roman-Dutch concept of property rights as
absolute control over something, is replaced by 'social property'
rights. Under social property, no specific class of owners of
means of production exists, neither individually nor
collectively. "Everyone is an owner, which means that no one in
particular is an owner" (Horvat. 1982:237). Therefore, everybody
has the same right to use the productive goods of society, and
to benefit from the use of those goods.

Cooperative relations of production can therefore be•

•

characterised by three basic principles71

1. No control over the labour of another. Since production is
a social process, this translates into full worker
participation in the management and decision making within
the enterprise. Every worker, and only workers in a
particular productive unit, has an equal say in the
decision making and control of the productive unit.
Appropriation of the product according to the labour inputs2.

•

and not property ownership. In principle, all productive
property is socially owned, and the society as a whole
appropriates that part of the product 'contributed' by
using accumulated capital. In essence it means that society
as a whole rather than individual property owners determine
the rate of accumulation.
Equal distribution of power and meaningful participation in
decision making.

Cooperative productive relations therefore deal with workers'

3.

control of the productive unit, and distribution of the product

• 71. These principles are based on the theory of socia1 property formu1ated by Horvat (1982).
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• according to work done, not according to property ownership72 •

2. History of cooperatives under capitalism

•

The definition above deals with two general areas: the production
of a surplus: and the means of distributing that surplus. Both
are necessary for a cooperative to be established efficiently
under capitalism. Historically, the success of cooperatives has
been associated with the way in which these two areas have been
dealt with. These developments can be divided into three
per Lods ".

During the phase of competitive capitalism before 1880, cooper-
atives were strongly supported by the early (utopian)• soc i a ï.Lsns> as a moral alternative to the misery caused by
early capitalist development. Some liberal economic theories
based largely on a Christian paternalist ethic also supported the
idea of 'associations of labour' (Hardach: Karras. 1978:1-16).

.The development of cooperatives in the early period of

•
competitive capitalism saw the emergence of idealistic views of
cooperatives as answer to social problems. They concentrated on
giving each worker a fair share - therefore looking at the way
in which surplus is distributed. But their ideas failed in the
long run, after initial successes, and they soon degenerated into
joint stock companies (Oakeshott. 1978:54-59).

•
In the face of massive hardship during the phase of monopoly
capitalist development between the 1880's and WWI, many workers
set up successful producers' coops based on Rochdale type

72. Various schemes in which ownership of productive resources i. dispersed morewidel.y throuqhout society,
but remains in the hands of individua~s wou~d not be inc~uded in such a definition. This wou~d inc~ude
various fol':JDSof cooperativ •• share-ownership sch ..... r ESOP"., col.l.ective ownership by groups ''''herethe coop
is owned co~~ective~y by the members which co~~ective~y ho~d the rights of transfer of ownership rights,
and certain inatanc_ where organisations l.ike a part.lcul.ar co..-unity organisation or union owns theproductive property.

73. See Horvat 1982:17 for a description of the periodisation.

•
74. In this period .arl.y socia~ist thinkers oft.en .nvis.qed 'cooperative' economies as an alternative to
the misery experienced by the workinq c1..a.. But thelr analy••• either focused on the quest.ion ofcompetition, with coop.ration seen as the alt~rnative. or on a return to small scale aqriculturalisn. Some
enviaaqed a change in property rights, either through nationaliaation and state direction of an econo.y ofcooperative producers (Blanc, Fourrier). or throu.gh aore voluntary organisation of cooperati~.res in a aarket
type or structure. (Hardach & Karras 1978: 1-16)
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• principles. It seemed that at last a viable type of cooperative
had been developed. But the distributional aspects of these coops
were similar to capitalist companies, and were the focus of
socialist critiques by theorists favouring nationalisation and
centralised political act.i on?". Oakeshott describes the

•

establishment of British producer coops between 1880 and WWII.
He argues that during this time a more or less working model of
a coop evolved through reduced goals of the earlier coops. The
motives for forming them were low wages; strikes; ideological
commitment to keep consumer coops and labour together; boycotts
of consumers coops by manufacturers, etc. (1978:63). They were
in fact fairly successful economically, but were based on
individual share holding. They had fairly close links with either
the consumers' ·coop movement or the local trade unions.
Oakeshott's review of the debates reveals that they were
essentially struggling with ways to change the nature of
production to a more democratic form. Distributional matters were
not really brought into the picture at this stage, and still took
place largely through individual ownership of capital in the form
of shares. This was a leading impetus towards the tendency to
degenerate, and to failn.

•

since WWII, coops received renewed attention. Mondragon and
others have shown that it is possible to form coops that might
even be more efficient than capitalist firms. At the same time,
the Yugoslavian experiment in workers' self-management, although
not without problems, has started developing towards a system in
which both democratic production processes and socialist
distributive mechanisms can prevail.

Cooperatives and other forms of workers' self government have

75. The opponent. or cooperatives as a part of the strategy towards .ocla~i.m concentrated on centralised
po1itica1 action, and nationa1isation of the productive property. oakeshott 1978:36

•
76. Some members acquired so great a share in the coop, that they errectively had a large say in the runningof the coop. Alternately, .s the share value increased with tb. increa.e in the value of the firm, the
workera that beId shares either took on non-Bember •• s wage labourera, beeaus. tbe workers were reluctantto share the accumulated surpluses with the new ..abers, or sold the coop to a capitalist concern in order
to realise the va1u. of the coop. (Horvat 1982:128)
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• been recurring initiatives taken by workers' themselves, in the
face of severe
successes. These

hardship
practical

or some temporary revolutionary
experiences have led to the

development of much better organisational structures and a better
understanding of the nature of and needs for successful
democratic production met.hod s ?", It would seem that more
successful cooperatives like those in Mondragon have not only
succeeded in developing efficient production and management
structures, but have addressed the distributional matters as
well. The distributional requirements involve two aspects: 1] The
basis on which it is determined how much of the surplus must be
reinvested, and what happens to the rest of the surplus after the
proportion to be reinvested has been determined? 2] Who benefits
from the reinvested surplus? (Burkitt. 1981:171)

The next section will deal with the distributional relations of
the cooperative mode of production defined above,
productive relations in the following one.

and the

3. Economic efficiency of a cooperative institutional

• framework.

In the past, a number of criticisms on an economic level have
been directed at cooperatives. Firstly, they would tend to
restrict output with price increases if the coops are
collectively owned and workers maximise dividends per worker.
This leads to a self-extinction process in which first labour and

• then capital are reduced until only one member remains78•

77 .. Th. structure of o1der producers coops based on the Rochda~. principles has been changed 1n at least
two ways: 1. So.e coops have emphasized the need that a~l and only the workers working in the coop shouldown shares. 2. In some coops tb. work.rs control and ben.rit becaus. tbey are workers and not because they
are owners of sha.res or capital in the coop. This has been the pattern of the lCOKcoops in Britain.(Oakeshott 1987)

•

78. Basica11y they argue that markets wi11 function 1eBs efficient1y (Vanek 1977:18, 'U1enkovitch, D.1984:74) because capital assets are indivisible in collectively owned units. With an increase in the price
of a firms' product, a quasi-rent Diqbt be earned if output is restricted. The appropriation of the quasi-rent is by the members of the firn, based on their beinq members not baaed on the labour inputs that they
have made. Consequently, the fewer members, the Dore rent can be appropriated per DaBber. There would thusbe an incentive to reduce membership. But by now, some capital would become idle, and the firm would reduce
its capital baae. Ultimately this will continue until only one Dember ia left. Counter arguments have beenproposed, focusing on the objectiv@ function 3nd the behavioral premis •• of the 'Zllyrian theorists'. Vanek
(1977:20) argues that firma would not expel members in order to abare tbe quasi rent between fewer members.
Horvat has argued that labour _naged fir_ "'i11 in fact ....xi.ise profite rather than dividends per worker.
(Mi1enkovitch 1984)
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.' Secondly, there would be a tendency to under-invest in firms
where there are no vested claims. Thirdly, cooperative firms
would sooner or later degenerate to ordinary capitalist firms.

•

Attempts to model the behaviour of labour managed firms have all
involved implicit assumptions about the distribution of the value
added. Using the Sraff ian price determination syst.em?",these
assumptions can be evaluated. The value added is distributed
between the amount that is to be reinvested, and the amount that.
is to be consumed. The former takes the form of a proportion of
the current capital used. The latter is distributed in proportion
to the labour inputs provided.

•

Under capitalist relations of production a set of institutional
arrangements has developed over time in which two distinct
classes in society compete for their sharew• The share going
for accumulation (and a bit of consumption) is distributed
according to the current capital ownership. The share going for
consumption is by and large based on labour inputs made. From
(11.4) the price equations per unit of output at time t can be
derived. For an individual industry or firm, where A is the
vector of inputs, ~ is the labour input coefficient per unit of
output and v the value added:

•

p-pA(l+-x) +anw
:.V'- [,,]pA+BnW

p-pA(l+[i+c+b])+aaw
;.V'- [i+c+b]PA+aaw

(II.18)

Profit rate ~ can be divided into at least three components: the
amount to be reinvested, i, the amount consumed by capitalists
c, and the profit share by workers, b. The distinction between
c and b is important. cpA represents the income for consumption

79. Se. Paslnetti (~977:71-73) for a discussion on the assumption •. rt turn. out that the system of (n-1)
linear equations contain ~n+1) unknowns. Two unknowns must:. therefor. be £ ixed to render the system
dat.rDinate. An arbitrary cODDodit:.ycan be set to unity, and tben it remains to fix the level of either ~
or w.

• 80. Obvioua1y, tbe types of factors that contribute to tb... decisiona are di~/erse, and coul.d includeinter.at rate movenents, propensities to save hy various incom. claasea, barqalninq power of the various
claa ••• , and tb. institutional structure 1n which tb.y operate. CBuzkitt, 1984:171-178)
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•

purposes accruing to any person on the basis of individual
property ownership rights in a particular firm. Traditionally
this is exclusive capitalist domain. bpA on the other hand
represents the workers' share of value added due to their power
in the production process relative to the owners of the
productive assets, rather than direct labour inputs delivered8~.
It also represents an 'incentive' or production bonus type of an
element. Therefore, these terms represent the amount of property
income appropriated by the owners and the workers (non-owners)
respectively, as distinct from the labour incomes earned.

•

In the pure capitalist system, b will be 0 and c will tend not
to affect the relation between accumulation and consumption
because of competitive pressures to reinvest. Also, reinvestment
is rewarded on the basis of individual ownership. The same is the
case with c. Thus, in the distribution of income ipA and cpA is
interchangeable from the point of view of the individual
capitalist. They are both based on individual capital ownership.

•
According to the theory of the Illyrian firm, however, workers
maximise the dividend per worker. But capital is not owned
individually. Thus the wage rate w is effectively taken as 0, and
the distribution mechanism= becomes bpA/a". When bpA is
appropriated individually but owned collectively, the
interchangeability between b and i falls away from the point of
view of the individual. The reason is that the appropriation of
bpA is no longer on the basis of ownership of a 'transferable'
measure of capital pA. It is on the basis of the access of a"
individuals to that capital as a fixed unit. Whatever is obtained
in revenue need not be evaluated in terms of the effort to
produce it, but in terms of the access to the capital inputs. The
equilibrating market mechanism therefore becomes getting access

•

81. Usually, it 15 IncoDe appropriated not by all workera, but certain groups of 'privileged' workers.

82. Ward in Milankovitch ~984:73
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.' to capital, which is organised in indivisible units .
Consequently, capital is lumpy by design. It comes in indivisible
inappropriable units. The Illyrian theory of price perversity
therefore essentially argues that market mechanisms are more
inefficient83 under an 'Illyrian' type of cooperative
institutional set-up.

• However, under cooperative productive relations c=Q and b=Q by
definition. In such an economy, there would be no appropriation
of non-labour income. Therefore, the profit component can be seen
as comprising only of a part that has to be reinvested. Whatever
is consumed is appropriated on the basis of labour incomes. The
price equation would therefore become

(11.19)

Notice the mathematical symmetry with (11.4). Only the economic
meaning of the elements of the equation has changed. This is
brought about by the qualitative changes in the organisational
structures of the cooperative enterprises.

•
a. Instability in the intermediate forms of productive

organisation:

•

In the capitalist economy, relative prices are determined by dis-
tribution of income between profits (going to capitalists who
seek to maximise profits ) and wages going to workers seeking to
retain the current level of living or budget-line. (Hodgson.
1982:53). The distribution between the rate of reinvestment and
consumption by capitalists are exogenously determined.

However, when a firm moves closer to being a cooperative, three
potential sources of instability are introduced. Firstly, the
size of cpA/an relative to bpA/an will be determined by the

'. 83~ Sea Milankovitch (1984) with a similar conclusion froD a neoclassical framework.
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•

relative power of worker shareholders relative to non-worker
shareholders. Related to this is the relationship between bpA/~
and w which is determined by the relative power of worker share-
holders to workers not holding shares. This could be stabilised
by ensuring a symmetry between wage payments and share
holding84

• A third potential source of instability is the
determination of the size of ipA relative to the value added v
(or the reinvestment ratio). If the workers do not behave as
capitalists (maximising profits), as the Illyrian theorists
believe85

, the determinants of i will become very complex as
well, and might lead to degenerating tendencies.

••

•
It has been shown that a model of collectively owned cooperatives
based on completely external loan funding in perpetuity would
solve this problem86

• In this case, the interest rate payable
determined external to the firm would effectively determine i.
On this basis two broad approaches to the establishment of
cooperative enterprises can be identified. They have different
instability features.

•
Worker owned enterprises. One approach has been to create coops
based on individual claims, but with restrictions that only
workers and all workers must be owners. Thus, if appropriation
of bpA was on the basis of individual claims on pA, reducing ~
would automatically involve reducing bpA, and the capital rent
can therefore not be appropriated by the remaining an members.
Individual claims reduce the lumpiness of the capital. At the
same time workers can withdraw the capital that they invested,
so the under-investment tendency would not manifest itself.•
But the distribution of income must be assessed. Each worker is

84. This wou1d require new workers joining existing firms to buy large amounts of shares.

85. See the work of Kyqind (~985)

• 86. See tbe work by Vanek 1970; 1972: 1975
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•

also an owner. Thus, labour input is rewarded through w, and
capital ownership through87 (i+b)pA. The same worker must there-
fore now play a triple potentially contradictory role in the
price determination process. First of all, the relation between
current consumption and investment for future consumption must
be determined. There is no longer a single class of people whose
consumption is determined by the amount they invest. Secondly,
the amount of consumption by individual members is determined by
the relation between band w, and the structure of ownership. In
.the special case where the structure of ownership and the
structure of labour inputs are the same this potential conflict
would disappear. But the potential for conflict within a coop
between groups of workers with short or longer term objectives
exists. Furthermore, a potential for conflict between those with
more and those with less ownership would also exist. In fact,
this conflict has often been mentioned as reason for coops of
this type to degenerate into joint stock companies. This
cooperative form based on individual 'worker-ownership' is
unstable, and can only be maintained under .exceptional circum-
stances.

.'

•

•

Worker controlled enterprises. The first conclusion is therefore
that for a cooperative to remain stable, b should either be 0,
or be directly related to the wage structure of the enterprise
(which amounts to the same thing). Then the determination of the
relation between i and w becomes the only question. If it is
determined within the firm, the instability reappears. And if the
coop is owned collectively, and the value of ipA invested is lost
to the individual worker members irrevocably, they might not
invest at all and increase w relative to i. The second conclusion
is therefore that the mechanism which determines the size of i
relative to w should be external to the productive unit itself.
This is similar to the case of the fully externally financed

• 87a There are now vested c1aias.
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firm, proposed by Vanek. Off course, the rate of interest would
be the mechanism whereby society would indicate its preferences
for growth and accumulation relative to current consumption. But
it need not be the only way. It could also be on the basis of a
negotiated rate of return on capital borrowed from private
sources.

.' Elsewhere88 I have argued that as far as the distributional
elements go the efficiency of cooperative firms depends on a
number of institutional factors: The first is well functioning
capital markets. This requires a well developed set of financial
instruments (and a support structure) designed specifically to
serve the worker managed sector (Vanek, J. 1977:23). Secondly,
stable coops require efficient structures determining the rate
of accumulation external to the firm, as well as the distribution
of current consumption according to labour inputs and not capital
ownership. Thirdly, these conditions can only be achieved if
firms are financed in a manner which corresponds to perpetual
debt financing, with a secondary market where different sources
of financing can be exchanged. Fourthly, this should be done in
such a manner that conditions for entry and exit of new firms,
and new members are made as easy as possible to smooth further
rapid adjustments in the face of changing conditions. Fifthly,
any capital rents or quasi-~ents due to sluggish adjustment
should be removed so that they could not be appropriated by
worker managers. Finally, the organisational forms which coops
could take should be as diversified as possible to ensure
efficient operation under different technical and social
conditions.

•

•

•

4. The nature of decision making in a cooperative enterprise.

Under cooperative social relations worker-members control the

• 88. see Van der Westhuizen (1990).
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decisions within the working collective. Two sets of questions
emerge: will such a set of productive relations lead to efficient
management, and under which conditions? And what impact will
workers' participation in decision making have on power re lations
within the firm.

a. Decision making structures and efficient management.

•

It appears as if some sort of consensus exists, or at least a
strong case is made that in principle labour managed firms could
be just as efficient as comparable capitalist firms. The argument
usually rests on the increased motivation due to participation
of workers in the decision making process (Mellor et. al.
1988:107). Added is the argument that a reduction in the class
conflict brought about by the cooperative organisational form
cannot be matched by capitalist firms (Mygind. 1981). Specific
case studies of firms also tend to confirm this. Examples are
Mondragon in Spain, Breman in Holland, various firms in Denmark
etc. (Junge-Jensen. 1981; Levin. 1984)

• The question is how to structure participation in order to ensure
both technical efficiency and democracy. The experiences of
cooperative firms throughout the world present a diversified
picture. Compare for instance the organisational needs of collec-
tives started by highly educated people, seeking a more humane
and personalised working environment with that of the Hoedads
reforestation COOp89. The organisational form of the former is
closely knit, with all members directly involved. (Gunn, C. 1984;
Jackall. 1984). From a theoretical perspective this is to be
expected, and one would suggest that a range of factors would
affect the choice of efficient organisational structure: the
environment and the technical conditions within which it
operates; the age of the enterprise i the motives of those

•

• 89. The Boedads is characterised by a need for the productive unita to be fairly independent. The res~tis a much more fraqmented coop, ~ith representative democracy. almost similar to current agricultural supplycoops, with Dore democratic subunits.
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starting it etc ...'

•

Oakeshott (1978:25) argues that the difficulty about management -
is twofold: The separation between day-to-day management and
ultimate control; and the vague belief that in a fully democratic
enterprise, almost all the functions of management as they are
known today should be dispensed with. The second is simply
utopian, while the first could, according to Horvat, best be
understood as a distinction between professional and political
spheres of authority. In the Yugoslavian case, the basic unit of
organisation is not the enterprise but the work group. Crucial
or far reaching decisions are taken by the general assembly of
workers. But the 'central legislative organ' is the workers '-
council made up of representatives from each work unit, and
commission chairpeople elected by general vote90• The executive
commi ttee replaces the former management board. The workers
council appoints a manager as chairperson of the executive
committee. The general manager presents a development plan, and
if this is accepted by the workers' council, the manager is
appointed for a fixed period (four years), with the programme
accepted becoming a sort of internal law (Horvat. 1982:245).

••

•

•

A number of principles to ensure the efficient structuring of a
democratic firm can be deduced: (Horvat. 197.5: 141)
1. The creation of sufficiently small and sufficiently

homogenous work groups, which allow direct participation of
all the members in making decisions and where decisions are
sufficiently transparent.
The bodies or individuals that make decisions bear
responsibility for them.

2.

3. Execution of decisions is a matter of expertise and not
democracy.

4. Separation of the value or interest sphere from the sphere

• 90. The commissions are technlca1 committe •• advising the workers' counci1 on specific issues.
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•
of expertise; of political authority from professional
authority; of decisions about policy from the field oE

admi.nLs t.r ati i onv".

b. Power relations and participation in decision making.

The evaluation of whether cooperative enterprises have in fact
managed to establish participatory decision making practices
depends to a large extend on the criteria used to judge with.
Against an idealised perspective in which all workers are to
pa~ticipate in making all decisions, the prospects are dim. But
against the view that democratisation is a process not an end
state, the verdict is less pessimistic. (Lammers. 1989:356; Dunn;
Obradivic. 1978:16)

•
What becomes more important is an understanding of how power
relations within firms develop as a result of the way in which
they have been organised. Dunn and Obradovic (1978:22-23) have
argued that the ideal types of a self-managed organisation such
as proposed by Horvat above, should be understood in the context
of an 'intermediate association' 92. The latter is contrasted• with an 'enterprise' with a hierarchical non-participatory
structure on the one hand, and with a 'total association' with

•

complete participation on all issues on the other hand. Power
relations tend to be fluid, and shows cyclical tendencies. They
are associated with the periodic realignment of different sources
of social power. Participation tends to be optimal rather than
full.

91. rn the va1ue sphere each haa one vote of equal weight. In the experience sphere weights depends on the
particular expertise which is souqht for the qiven work. (Horvat 1955:141)

•

92. As intermediary associations they have the following characteristics:
1. Structural duality~ Multiple goals are pursued pro.oting co.plex interactions betweenrepresentative and administrative structures.
2. Poly-functional. It seeka to satisfy aore ne~ds than in conventional bureaucratic orqanisations.
3. CODpreased role structure •. Du. to interaction between representative and hierarchical structure •.
4. Optimal rather than full participation in decision makinq. Due to constraints by the dual structure

and goals of the inter.ediate asaociation. SOcial power tenda to be poly-arChie in the represen-tative structure and oligarchic within the hierarchical structure.
5. Environmental interdependence. Mot sbowing the bigh degree o.f autonoDy and co~lecti'le egois. ofenterprise. or total associationa in a co.petitive social syste •.
6. Different functlona1 group" lnc~udlnq prof ••• lona~ _naqer" etc. Fluid relationships appear at allorganisational levels, and recurrent social conflicts occur between ..abers of the hierarchical and

represent.at.ive structure. An unstable and dynamic equi1ibriua resu~t. in cyclical trends lnworkers' participation and influence. orqani.ational objectiv •• are periodically rea1iqned withdifr.r.nt sourc •• of aocial pow.r.
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•

The interrelation between enterprise structure and power
relations has a crucial impact on the nature of participation in
and control over decision making in an enterprise. A potentially
instable equilibrium holding all the components together is
important. It has to integrate the various objectives of
different groups of social power within the enterprise, and marry
that to the requirements for efficient decision making, and
professional implementation of decision.

•

.c. A simplified model of decision making in a worker con-
trolled enterprise.

•
Any model of decision making therefore has to incorporate the
various sources of power that can affect decisions, and the
structures which guide the way in which they are implemented.
The actual Yugoslavian experience can give some indication of
where to go. In Yugoslavia, there is no enterprise in the
traditional Western sense, but various associations of associated

•

labour operating on different levels. At the lowest level workers
create self-management in the basic organisation of associated
labour [BOAL]93..However, the market unit is formed on the basis
of an efficient division of work. Thus BOAL's are required to be
integrated into work organisations of associated labour [WOAL].
Legally, the WOAL is responsible for the performance of its
BOAL's, and constitute its business unit. Higher levels of
association may form on a voluntary basis. (Prasnikar; Svenjar.
1988:239).

•
Decision making is the result of a complex interplay between
three institutions. Self-management decLsLons " concern basic
business policy of the firm (annual plans & reports, income
distribution, control of operational management, and

93. Leqa~1y a BOAL must be created whenever a techno1oqica1 unit exists, and the economic r••u1ts of the
u.ni t is •• asurabl.e.

• 94. This can be direct via a referendum or workers' councl1. or indirect vla a de1eqate system onto workers'councils: se1f-manage.ent interest groups; banks; local. co..unity_
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• responsibility for personnel management). These are made at the
BOAL level. Operational management undertakes day to day manage-
ment but not personnel activities. Business decisions are made
at the level of the WOAL, supported by a professional service
unit at that level. Thirdly, socio-pOlitical organisations
influence decision making as well. Trade unions represent society
in the decision making process and control all elections. The
League of Communists have a strong indirect influence through the
top management officials (Prasnikar; Svenjar. 1988:243-4)

•

within this structural framework, the objectives of the various
actors are important. Workers generally aim for growth in
personal incomes; stable employment and income; and capital
accumulation but not at the expense of growth in personal
incomes. Managers stress personal income, career stability and
status. This is related to goals which managers hold of the WOAL:
growth in economic power and capital accumulation. Socio-
political organisations should pursue desirable social objec-
tives, while the sociopolitical community is interested in
employment generation and taxes. Analytically, the objective
function of the BOAL and WOAL is. pluralistic, with economic
objectives dominant (Prasnikar; Svenjar. 1988:247-9).

•

•

In the local situation95
, worker controlled firms operate in

very much the same basic framework. The three elements (workers,
some form of management and community interest) are also present
in the making of decisions. But in the South African context, no
general organisational structure has emerged. This has generally
led to two sets of problems. Firstly, the relationship between
workers and managers have been unclear and problematic. An
attitude of 'no bosses' has led to managerial roles and authority
being informal and ineffective. This has been complicated by
marginality of cooperative ventures. Secondly, cooperatives then

• 95. This section is based on o~servatlon and invo1veaent with cooperatives in the Western Cape d~lng tb.past three years.
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find themselves dependent on support from the outside as a result
of their marginal position. This mostly takes the form of an
outside service organisation, which supports cooperatives for
ideological or developmental reasons. Furthermore, funding of
these cooperative firms in the form of grants often accompany
such a relationship. Service agencies are also not properly
equipped to deal with the managerial and entrepreneurial demands
made upon them. And at the same time, the relationship of
authority and responsibility of the service agency with the
cooperative is unclear, resulting in what can be called
'management by generally poor advice'.

•
But the essential components of a cooperative as an intermediate
association similar to that described above are present locally
as well. This requires that the relations between the cooperative
and the outside communi ty are clear. Furthermore, the
relationship between self-management functions and operational
management has been clarified in the context of the basic
principles outlined above (section D.4.a page 77).

•
The objectives of the various actors are also quite similar to
those discussed above. Workers generally want access to a job in
the first place with an increase in a standard of living as well
as a pleasant working environment following96• The objectives of
those coop members playing a managerial role are more difficult
to define. My own observations are that they are twofold: on the
one hand, there are people with political motives. On the other
hand, there are people with longer term economic motives. This
often involve individuals who would not otherwise have access to
finance to start up small businesses. Finally, the objectives of
service agencies are even more difficult and varied. Some have
definite development or welfare objectives, while others have
political objectives seeing cooperatives as a way to expand their

•

• 96. Jaffee 1988: 52 and own experience.
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own political programmesn. To this should be added the• objective of those multiple sources of funds, from overseas
welfare agencies to local big business 'social responsibility'
programmes.

d. Technical choices in a cooperative firm
behavioral model.

towards a

This section is very tentative, and is based to a large extent
on my own observations and involvement with cooperative
enterprises for the past 6 years, together with some of the
experiences of cooperative enterprises in other countries98•

•

A model of the choice of technique in a cooperative can be
developed. The coop will be faced by a minimum rate of profit
(rate of accumulation determined externally to the firm), and a
minimum level of wage rates acceptable to the worker members.
Grants from service agencies tend to lower the minimum
performance level required affecting the choice of technique,
which could inhibit the development of learning processes
creating competitive advantages. The choice of technique will
then be made according to the conditions within and facing the
particular production unit.

•

•

The range of choices open to a cooperatively structured firm will
be determined by the access it has to two basic resources:
financial and managerial. Both are potentially problematic, as
has been shown elsewhere. In fact, evidence from cooperatives all
over the world suggest that effective coops often get by with
relatively less of these resources than what could be expected.
This applies especially to supervisory staff levels, and with

97. See Jaffee, 1988:2-14

•
98. Examp~es of these experiences can be found in Llndkvi.t • West.nbol. et. a. (1987) for the experiences
in the Nordic countries, Jackal! & Levin et. al. (1984) for the experience in America, Bradley & Gelb (1981)for tbe Mondragon experience, Abell & Mahoney (no date) ~or an analyst. of SDa11 scale producer cooperatives
in developlnq countries, Chaplin & Cow. (1977) for an earlier British experience, Collins ~ Collins (1984)
and JaLfee (1992) Lor a SOuth ALrican perspective, and Linal1y Bellas (1975) for an earlier view of tbePlywood cooperatives in Northwest United states.
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•
lower levels of salaries for managerial staff. But there are two
minimum conditions that could constrain development: The first
is that some form of capital provision beyond the means of the
individual members must be available using means other than
collateral as security. Secondly, a minimum level of
'entrepreneurial skills' must be present in the enterprise in
order to provide the leadership required to get access to other
resources needed.

•

This would suggest that ways of forming new cooperatives are
limited by these impediments: either they should start by
bringing in some members with entrepreneurial skills, and start
small. In this case they will find the same constraints as
ordinary small businesses, but with potentially more problems in
some areas and less in other areas. The increased collective
focus and aims provide resources strengthening the small business
making it more resilient than equivalent privately owned small
businesses. It might also be more difficult to attract suitable
'entrepreneurial' resources but not impossible. The
availability of some agency specialising in providing finance to
cooperative enterprises on a non-collateral basis would also be
important. An alternative way to start cooperative firms would
be by converting existing medium sized or larger firms from
privately owned to member controlled firms through some form of
worker buy-out or company initiated mechanism. In this case, a
technical base will be existing, and the choice of technique will
most probably be similar to that of a non-cooperative firm. Much
will depend on whether the cooperative conversion takes place in
a crisis situation or not. This type of experience has not been
common in South Africa, with the exception of a number of
attempts to use retrenchment packages to start up new
cooperatives.

.'

•

Cooperative enterprises will have to adapt the techniques in

•
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.'

existence continually if they want to survive. The technique here
is used in a broader sense than the narrow 'technical' aspect.
Cooperative enterprises that possess sufficient managerial
capacity seem to learn easier, possibly because members have more
motivation to learn and a longer term interest to remain in the
enterprise. In fact, cooperative enterprises seem to need and
enable more sophisticated management techniques than privately
owned firms of comparable size and technology. This could both
be a drawback, and a strength.

•

•

There is sometimes a tendency for cooperative enterprises to be
unbalanced in terms of the various aspects of productive
behaviour. Production is logically the strongest focus, while
marketing, product development and financial management are often
the weak links. This ought to translate into advantages for
cooperative enterprises in choosing techniques that present a lot
of learning opportunities in the production sphere. In order to
realise this potential, sufficient production management capacity
should exist to create the capacity to learn. At the same time,
there might be an incentive to choose techniques that easier to
use and operate. by workers. It is possible that less productive
techniques are chosen because they are less strenuous or
unpleasant rather than because they are potentially slightly less
profitable.

•

•
The ability of a cooperative enterprise to adapt its
institutional structure to the requirements of the techniques
chosen and the economic conditions will influence to a large
extent the viability of particular technical choices. Some of the
more important aspects here are the willingness create the
conditions for sufficient managerial authority, and find ways of
dealing with conflicts and conflicting interests. It is difficult
to model these required responses before hand. They often need
intimate knowledge of the technical and economic aspects of a

•
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particular industry and technique .•

•

Because of the limitations of capital and managerial resour.ces,
especially for a new firm, it might be difficult for cooperatives
(apart from those started up through a worker buy-out) to operate
with economies of large scale. They might have to restrict
themsel ves to techniques that can operate more flexibly on a
smaller scale with higher value added processes. The reality is
often that cooperative enterprises find themselves in the sector
that is relentlessly competitive with below average wage rates
due to the labour intensity of these techniques. Cooperatives
will either be able to use their institutional characteristics
to generate flexibility and learning advantages over competitors,
or will most probably be at a disadvantage.

•
Within these conditions, the options can be placed on a continuum
between the following two poles:

•

The first can be called the 'appropriate technology' choice. A
cooperative group operating at the fringes of the economy can
find a niche where they can operate with their current knowledge
and skill base. In practise this often means low quality products
and cost cutting, often using cheaper capital goods and
materials, little overheads etc.. In terms of the technical
choice model this involves finding a technique with a small
viable space. Thus, many of these techniques are only marginally
viable. The experience in the Western Cape has been that
cooperatives following this route tend to have a particular
decision making structure. They are usually characterised by a
strong leadership figure, without proper skills. These leaders
are in strong control in an informal manner. The service
organisations associated with them have very little part in the
technical choices made, except for providing some information and
often helping to arrange funding. But making and implementing

•

•
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• these choices remain within the cooperative with their existing
pool of skills. They also resist any attempts to bring in more
ski Lls , and are prepared to accept very low wages. Formally,
everybody in the coop usually receives equal wages.

.'
The second can be labelled the 'high value added' approach. The
search for a technique is extended to one that promises higher
value added, and usually a bigger viable operating space. This
aften inval ves changing the institutional situation of the
cooperati ve, and a minimum requirement would be to bring in
skills. This would increase the capacity of the coop to learn and
assimilate new techniques. The institutional framework associated
with this option often involves a support organisation with more
entrepreneurial skills available. There is usually also
differentiated wages, and an acceptance of the need for
professional management.

•

•

The rest of the thesis will analyze the brick-making industry in
the Western Cape, in order to analyze the technological
opportunities and constraints that cooperative firms will face
in order to start up.

•

•
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CHAPTER III
TECHNOLOGY IN THE BRICK MAKING INDUSTRY IN THE WESTERN CAPE

This chapter analyzes the techniques actually in use in the
industry. The aim is twofold: to demonstrate that the approach
to analyze the choice of technique functions developed in Chapter
II is useful; and to draw specific conclusions about the
technological structure of the brick making industry in the
Western Cape and its consequences for the choice of technique by
cooperative enterprises.

•

A key part of the analysis presented in this section is based on
the development of a technique with which to analyze the
characteristic profiles of individual techniques within the
industry as a whole. Following the theory of technology developed
in the first section, in which it is argued that the scaling
properties of techniques involve the efficient combination of a
range of sub-system components into an efficient whole. The
implication is that each technique will present a unique
characteristics profile, and that within an industry a range of
technical profiles will emerge as a result of the constraints
laid by the underlying technological principles. The various
components identified in the first section will be taken, and the
crucial correlations between product charac~eristics, technical
profiles, economic factors, and institutional characteristics
will be shown.

•

• A set of analytical and measurement tools with which to analyze
the technological profiles is developed. They are based on the
multivariate statistical analysis technique Correspondence
Analysis, as well as a synthesis of various 'technology
measurement' techniques. An appendix presents an overview of
these techniques. The one drawback of most of these techniques
are that they require a lot of data. However, it was felt that

•
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•

by analyzing the technological profiles of the various techniques
actually in use, we might uncover correlations or clusters of
associated characteristics associated with the institutional
characteristics of particular firms. This might give us an
understanding of the types of technical choices open to
cooperative firms. This is also what was found, and some
interesting profiles and correlations were made. In future more
sophisticated measurement tools than those which were used here
can be developed to apply the technique to other industries.

•

•

The first section will define the shelter social use sector, and
the vertical building elements [VBE] components industry as a
major input into that social use. The method of analysis will
then be discussed. Thereafter, the efficiency and technical
choice possibilities of various firms are analyzed using the
model developed in the chapter II. This will be followed by the
economic structure of the different firms. Then the product
characteristics are analyzed, followed by the technical
characteristics profiles of various techniques. Finally, the
institutional characteristics of the firms within the industry,
and of the industry itself will be analyzed.•

•

•
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A. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND TO THE SHELTER SOCIAL USE SECTOR
•

This section will define the area of study, the 'shelter' social
use sector, and note some of the analytical difficulties involved
in making the definition operational. The vertical building
elements [VBE] component will be identified as the focus area of
the study.

1. Definition of the 'shelter' social use.

•

A social use sector is defin~d as a range of final commodity
substitutes. The final good in this case, is the need for shelter
for iridividuals and families. The need for shelter is one of the
most basic human needs and has to be fulfilled before many
o t.he r s ",

2. Some analytical problems caused by the definition.

•

There are three types of problems to deal with in order to make
the definition operational: Firstly, a wide range of commodities
go into the pr9duction of a shelter. It is beyond the scope of
this study to look at all those components. It will concentrate
on only one of the subsystems, the vertical building elements.
vertical building elements perform at least two structural
functions: carry the roof structure, and enclose the sides of the
shelter from the elements. The analysis will further be limited
to the production of concrete and clay masonry vertical building
elements [VBE] for use in the construction of residential units
in the Western Cape only. This choice can be justified for a
number of reasons, apart from the lack of space. In the sphere
of low cost housing at least, most developments in housing
construction methods have occurred in the area of walling (NBRI.
1987:G1). And concrete and clay masonry also make up by far the

•

• 1. Mas1ow's materia1 safety needs. (Schein 1980:85)
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• biggest proportion of the VBE industry .

.'

Secondly, the same products contribute to more than one social
use. VBE are not only part of houses, but are also part of the
production of industrial buildings, other public places etc ..
Strictly speaking, bricks used in the production of industrial
or commercial buildings and paving are not part of the shelter
social use sector. They are inputs involved in the production of
other goods or services, and are therefore not final commodities.
However, in so far as VBE are concerned, it will be very
difficult to isolate these from VBE used in the provision of
shelter, mainly because of a lack of relevant data.

• Finally, some firms contribute to more than one social use,
aggravating the problem of data availability. However, housing
represents at least 75% of the market for bricks2• Furthermore,
most of the smaller firms are not really affected, and that the
few bigger firms supply most of the masonry used for industrial
buildings.

• 3. Broad overview of the shelter social use.

a. Economic factors.

(1) Housing demand, income distribution and affordability.

.' A house is a commodity of a special kind. It has to last for a
long time, and has to provide its inhabitants with safe and
pleasant conditions in which to 1ive. One approach to the
determination of demand for housing is premised on indifference
curves3• Another approach regards housing as a basic need, which
each family needs to be productive. Housing needs are then

2. Interview with B Voorna. (Nov. ~989)• 3. see Billebrandt (~985:Chapter 4) for a neoc~aaaical treatment of the subject.
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calculated by taking the population figures, assuming the average

• family size, and calculating the number of housing units
required. This is compared with the estimated housing stock, to
arrive at a figure for the 'housing shortage'. Usually, different
assumptions are made for different 'population groups'. However,
such calculations are often unsatisfactory due to poor dat a'I

and implausible assumptions madeS.

•

•

In practice, the need for shelter and the ability to pay for this
housing of a given level of characteristics must both be
incorporated into the determination of demand. Effective demand
is affected by a number of factors, of which the level and
distribution of income, prices of available housing and of other
goods and services are but a few. People with a very low income
have proportionately less money available for housing than people
with higher incomes due to minimum nutritional and clothing
requirements to stay alive. Demographic and cultural factor~
playa role as well as the availability of money7.

•
The NBRI (1987:B1) constructed a table utilising some of these
assumptions8 for the country as a whole. The results are
summarised in Table 1. 55.11% of households cannot afford a house
at all, while 21.47% could only afford a basic shack, or a very
basic core house.

The Urban Foundation looks at the 'black housing market backlog'
as consisting of 4 segments: 10% can afford 'conventional

.' housing', which can be supplied by private builders without any

4. See Loots, 1985 for examp1 •• of such prob~... in the We.tern Cap •.

5. KB2X, 1987:B1-3: Grim.a, O.F. jr. 1976:62

6. See the approach by a deve10pment company, Go1dstein Bom •• , which examines 'household size, employment
type, interest in home ownership, and an inco •• profi~e of tb. township. "we found striking differences in
affordability levels and houae design preference. in townabipa that are onl,y a few kilo_tres apart.. I. (HSA,
Hov 1987:8) See a150 Grim.s 1976:62 .

7. See an interview with 0 Horton, FM 7/7/1989: p57-8 and with 0 Ackerman in FM, 7/7/1989 p61-4.: MBaI,
1987:51

•
8. They use 1985 data, and aasuae a household sUbsistence levelot R342 per Dontb. Tbey also assuae that
a~~ houainq shortages occur a.ongst people earninq below R900 per .ontb, as ~.11as an interest rate of ~7\
repayab1e over 2S year. without any prob1ema of access to loan rinanee. They a1.0 assume housing shortages
distributed uni£or.1y amonqst the different inco •• cateqories.
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Table lo Housing Affordability in South Africa.

• INCOME INCOME FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING % OF
ACCOMMODATION LOAN SHORTAGE TOTAL

1- 99 0 133000 20.f)
100-199 0 108000 16.7
200-299 0 114")00 17.7
300-399 8 556 70000 10.8
400-499 108 7511 68500 10.6
500-599 208 14467 55500 8.6
600-699 J08 21422 39000 6.0
700-799 408 28377 34000 5.2
800-899 508 35332 25000 3.8
TOTAL 645000 100.0el
Source: NBRI
Note: 1985 data assuming a subsistence level of R342 per month. Interest rate of 17% pa. over 25 years.

difficulty. The 'starter homes' segment, 33% of the backlog,
requires lower quality finishes and smaller sizes to bring the
cost within the R15000 to R30000 range. Thirdly, 40% of the
market is for 'incremental homes'. This means site and servicee

schemes and upgrading projects which cost between R3500 to
R15500. These are essentially 'non-habitable products' for which
the occupant must devise their own means of shelter. Finally,
"about 20% of people who can't even afford a R3500 product and
must rent or be given government assistance •.." (FM. 7/7/1989:73)

e
(2) Provision of housing and effective demand in the Western

Cape.

Data to analyze the effective demand for housing in the Western
Cape alone is not readily available. Consequently, various other
sources had to be used as approximations. These are generally
only available in racial category format. Therefore this
superficial overview will follow suit.

•

Roughly half of the number and 64% of the value of the housing
units completed in the country as a whole between January and May

•
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in 1988 belonged to people classified as 'white'9. During that
year 8666 housing units were completed in the Cape Town area, of
which roughly 4300 would then have been for whites. The average
price for all 8666 units was R40326, If 60% of the value of
houses completed were for 'whites', then the average cost per
house would be R48762. This is considerably lower than the
figures which the United Building Society presented as the prices
of new houses during the third quarter of 1989: R103841 for a
small, R145341 for a medium size and R180699 for a large new
houaa+". Since data on income distribution and housing supply
for whites in the Western Cape are not readily available, an
estimate is that about 3000 housing units above the R~OOOO range
are supplied to whites annually.

•

•

The Urban Foundation [UF] has produced two confidential reports
for people classified 'coloured' and 'black' respectively. In
1986 they estimated the total housing need of 'coloured' people
in the 01 statistical region as 229950 units. The actual supply
·was 134955 units, of which 42% belonged to the private sector.
Apart from the backlog of 60000 to 70000, 5500 new housing units
are required each year. Supply is about 2900 units, adding 2600
to the backlog annually. Of the 5500 units needed, only about one
third (1700) could translate into real demand which can be met
by the private sector. If the prices of these dwellings could be
dropped to between R20000 and R30000, another 20% of the need
(1000 units) could be supplied. That leaves 55% of the total need
to be satisfied in some other way. Furthermore, it was only
between 1978 and 1982 that housing provision exceeded demand.•
For Africans the situation is even bleaker. Accurate data are
almost non-existent. Presuming the total population to be roughly

9. Out of 14725 units comp1eted between January and May 1988, 49.7' went to whites and 24.7\ to Africans.
Of the tota1 expenditure on housing of R683m, 64,~' were for whites and 15.7' for Africans. {or whites,average floor sizes remained fairly constant (~156~) between 1986 and 1987, with toe cost per ~ inc£eased
by 6.5t to R384.46/m2. For Africans, the average size per unit decreased by 6.6~, to about 78.3mf. The
coSt/D2 increased 9.6t to R375.04. (RSA: August 1988:6)

• 10. The difference could be accounted for in that many of the cheaper houses built ~ere not included ~ith
the OBS data. For instance, houses below R30000 and above ~300000 were exc~uded. Se1f-he~p and other low
income housinq wou1d not be adequately reflected either. Quarterly Housing Review, Ju1y-Sept 1989:9
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700000, and a household size of 6.,57, the UF estimates that
124282 housing units are required. The existing stock of housing
is 21105 formal housing units, 42416 informal but permanent
units, and about 700 hostel units. It appears as if the number
of families that can afford anything more than a co're/shell house

•

is as low as 3%. That means about 97% of the African population
need to be housed in units costing less than R25000. Furthermore,
about 45% of the population can almost not afford any form of
housing.•
Table 2. Estimates of housing need in the Western Cape.

•

Population 1990 popu- growth family New
group lation rate size housing

estimates required
African 700,000 4.08% 6.50 4,393
Coloured 1,300,000 2.8 % 4.60 7;913
White 670,000 1.9 % 3.80 3,350
TOTAL 2,670,000 1:.; ':;::;6

Source: Own calculations and estimates. See text for the
references used.
The data are intended as an indication of the order
of magnitude only.

Table 2 is a compilation of data extracted from various sources
ment,ioned above, as well as those guestimates by Thomas (1990)
and the Draft guide plan for the Cape Metropolitan Area (1984).
It is by no means accurate, and intended to give some indications
of the order of magnitude only.

•

Note:

Roughly one third of all new housing requirements could be of a
conventional type. This usually means brick and mortar construc-
tion. For the rest, lower cost solutions will have to be found.
These have traditionally been sought in two fields: technical and
institutional.

• b. Technical factors
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Table 3. Summary of Affordable Housing estimates.

•

.' Sou

Population New Affordable housing
group housing

RO-20000required R20-35000 R35000+
% no % no % no

African 4,393 45 1,977 45 1,977 10 439

Coloured 7,913 47 3,719 20 1,583 33 2,bl.l

White 3,350 00 0 20 670 80 2,680

TOTAL 15,656 5,696 4,230 5,730
ree: Own calculatlons anc estlmates.

Note: The data are intended to give an indication of the order of magnitude only.

A first glance suggests that the potential for radical technical
change to drastically alter the nature of the sector's technology
is limited.

"Advances in home-building technology over the past 30
years have been minimal when compared to developments in
other technological fields and they have scarcely had any
impact on low-cost housing." (NBRI. 1987:G2)

However, the changes in industrial building systems that have
occurred can be analyzed along a number of axes: The first is the
choice of materials. A distinction can be made between 'light'
and 'heavy' materials. Earlier, steel framed construction methods
in the nineteenth century were replaced by reinforced concrete
structures in the twentieth (Clarke. 1982: 4). A second axis deals
with the way in which the materials are prepared and delivered

to the site. Traditionally, artisans on site used the most basic
building elements. In time, these elements were adapted to

•

•

•

(1) Historical background.

various degrees.
specialisation: rationalised traditional;

Clarke has identified four levels of
'dimensionally

coordinated' units in an open and flexible building system;
closed systems; and complete prefabricated houses (1982: 2-3). The
third axis is related to the second, and specifies the degree of

production of these components in a factory situation, to be
assembled on site only. This normally coincides with reduction•
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• in skilled and unskilled labour used on site, and increases in
semi-skilled and managerial labour in the prefabrication and
planning process. (Clarke, 1982:15) Finally, the degree of

mechanical handling of materials on site has increased as well.

.'
In South Africa, the development of industrialised and innovative
building systems has really only started in the last twenty to
thirty years (Clarke, 1982:13). They seem to have had little
impact. EvenweIl estimated that about 1% of total construction
in 1965 was of an industrialised nature, and that these would
grow at about 3.8% p.a. (Clarke, 1982:14). However, in the mid
1980's, the trend seems to be reversing~~.Many of these systems
are industrialised systems, replacing labour with mechanisation
and prefabrication, mostly in large schemes. And by far the
largest number involved design modifications to hollow concrete
blocks~2. One of the reasons is that "successful application of
industrial building in the low-cost housing market is dependent
on ... large-volume production of relatively standardised designs
within a reasonapIe distance of the production facility.". User
preferences and cost factors also seem to favour those systems
that are technologically closest to the conventional masonry:

•

• hollow concrete blocks laid in an innovative way. (NBRI,
1987:G2). Thus, with increased emphasis on low cost housing,
'ordinary' hollow concrete blocks have become more important as
a building material rather than sophisticated alternative systems
or alternative materials..' Another reason for the relatively poor performance of these
alternative systems seems to be the lack of suitable skills to
produce them, and the massive retraining which will have to take

~~. or the 75 'innovative building systema' which were registared at the Aqréaant Board since 1969, only
about halr wer. in use in by 1987. By the end or 198., 60000 bousea had been built by these syste_. That
represents an average or 9t or total bousing supplied between 1970 to 1981, with a peak or 17t in 198~. Tbis
has declined to 5t in 1983.

•
12. SChlotfeldt bas sbown that in total 3.350 bouse. ware built with 'innovative metbods' between 1980 and
1984. ~ th ••• more than 90' occurred in larqer housing ach.... , a. opposed to single hou •••. And of the31450 hous .. in schemea, 84.3' used 'hollow concr.t. blocka laid in an innovative aanner' (againat 0.4\ in
tb. sinql. bou. •• ). Large precast concrete panela bad 6.1' and l' of tb ... rket share respectively, cast
in situ con~rftte 3.7t and 3.6t, tiaber fr~. with various type. of cladding 1.1t and 26.2" atael fraDe •.8t
and 63.6t and .aall precast panal. ot and 5.3' respectively. (NBRI, 1987:G2)
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place if such systems were to be implemented on a large scale~3.

•

•

The NBRI has argued that the drop in innovative building systems
in 1983 was due to large manufacturers moving back to hollow
concrete blocks used in a conventional way. Hollow concrete block
technology seems to have "established itself as an extremely
economical method of construction in mass housing schemes, where
the contractor often establishes a block-making plant on site."
(1987:G2) Reasons advanced are: cost (lower material costs and
labour as well as lower skill requirements: no need for expensive
equipment): Adaptability and flexibility (large and small scale
operations: building designs and easily extendable using local
materials) and consumer acceptance in the tradition of masonry
construction. (NBRI, 1987:G2-G3)

•

•

In conclusion the move towards industrial building systems
represents capital intensification in the case of shortages of
skilled labour, or where time is of crucial importance. But the
experience in other countries has shown that these effects are
not uniform between construction projects in different sectors.
And when these are viewed in the larger whole of services,
maintenance etc. the picture is less sharp. What is clear is that
direct labour costs are less, while capital depreciation and
material costs are higher. (Clarke, 1982:23-25) Furthermore, in
an analysis of 46 housing projects, the NBRI found that there was
a clear trade-off between the rate of housing delivery and the
number of jobs created per house14•

e,
other developments include using more plastic p~oducts in
plumbing, prefabricated trusses in roofs, and new roof sheeting
profiles with better features in specific applications like low

~3. In an eva~uation or an experimental projeet in Belhar in 1986, tb. CSt. comments: "What has come out
of tbe project is that most of the innov..tive technoloqy c..n be ..pplied only by skilled ..rti ....n.. ,
entrepreneurs, contractors or developers .... Tb. project baa also shown that .elr-h.lp and s.lr-buildar
housing ia only likely to succeed if tbe technique enployed·and the building materi ..ls used are re~..tive~y
si.ilar to conventional or traditional building syste_ witb which people are gener..lly fa.ili ..ro "0 (Bousing
Research Review, Mo 9/1987)

• 14. Rousing Research Review No 1~ 19&8
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• slopes or longer spanning capabilities; in the sphere of 'self
help' housing the increased use of local materials in 'low
technology' or upgraded indigenous methods of home building in
formal housing schemes. "In other respects a comparison of
current low cost-housing construction methods and materials with
those of the 1950's reveals remarkably little change. (NBRI,
1987:G3).

• (2) Vertical building elements.

(a) Basic components.

•
The wall construction techniques can be. analyzed in terms of
three components: the materials used: the building systems (the
way in which the materials are formed into a walling unit); and
the supply systems (the way in which the whole building system
is organised.)

•

.The heavy weight materials used range between unburnt clayey
soil15: a mixture of sandy soil and portland cement or lime;
concrete: calcium silicate: burnt clay: gypsum16: natural stone.
Then there is a range of lightweight board products like gypsum
board, different types of wood board and insulation materials
called 'sandwich panel wall'.

•
The production systems can be seen as basically two types:
Preparing the materials in a modular format which is assembled
in some wayan site: and casting the raw materials in s Lt.u-? .

The latter requires the construction of mould systems, which
differ in size from a small movable mould to large modular

15. Adobe, or hand 'moulded, unburnt, sun-dried bui~dinq block made of soil containing a fair amount ofclay. Piae-da-terre also uses clayey soil, but is ra..ed into a fora on tb. wall itself.

16. Gypsum blocks are usually manufactured to high pracision, and is only suitable for interior walling.It does not se•• to be viable at the ao••nt (Borneeranti 6 Viss.rs, 1986;135).

• 17. Examples are the Pise-de-terre system, the Zen••l. system, in which treated gum-pales are planted,
covered by wire ••sh, and fi11ed with 1oca11y avai1ab1e aateria1. or rubb1e. (KBRX 1987:G13-14). Anotherexperimental .ethod that haa been used ia a SDA11 'travelling Dould', in which sand-cement aixture is
compacted by hand, the mould removed and •••• abled e~s.wber. on the wa1~ (KBRX 1987:G11-12).
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.' systems which require that almost the whole structure be included
in the mould. The advantages of 'cast-in-situ walls' are that the
materials are handled or processed only once, and the surface is
often of high quality requiring little extra finishing. A variety
of materials can be used. (NBRI, 1987:GI0). On the other hand,
some form of standardisation is generally a prerequisite, because
the moulds should be used as many times as possible~8.

Pre-produced modular systems on the other hand differ not only
in the materials that are used in the construction of the

•

modules, but also in the design, size and shape of the modules,
and the methods by which they are secured during assembly. The
majority of housing construction taking place utilises this type
of .construction .sys'tem , in which masonry bricks are assembled
using a layer of mortar as a binding method. Later on different
sizes and shapes of products have been developed, mostly using
concrete as a material. One could see the range from ordinary
bricks, through hollow blocks to different sizes and shapes of
precast panels. These are mostly cast from concrete, but systems
in which bricks are first cast into panels have also been
developed. Then there are light weight panels which are assembled
using a light weight frame of wood or metal ~9.

•

The supply systems can range from supplying individual houses
to larger scale systems in which more than one house is
constructed at the same place and time, reaping some scale
benefits. These could be of two types: It could involve a job
rationalisation, in which jobs are fragmented so that one team
performs the same function over a whole range of houses. Or it
could involve standardisation of the design of the housing units,
or some of their components which involves scale economies. This

186 For .xa.p~.the BRI:SC syste., "amply demonstrated the re.slbl1itr or using 1abour-intenaive technique.and a r.latively large basic planning and construction .odu1e to real •• ao .. of the ben.rita available tro.
the app.llcation of standardisation and ma •• productloDe" (IIBltI,1987:G10)

• 19. "Wh.ther tbi. Ctopian Meccano set will ever .. terialiB. at a price affordable by the .. sses remain to
b•• een" (IIBJI:I:, 1987:G12-13).
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• is generally a prerequisite for mechanising the building process
to any great extent. It has the drawback that the more
standardised the less flexible it becomes. It then becomes
difficult to provide housing with an element of individual
'touch120. In conclusion, we can note that the coordination
requirements of both these integrated production systems increase
considerably.

(b) Scale economies in the provision of housing.

•

From what has been said so far, it is clear that some scale
economies can be generated by standardisation, and specifying
larger projects. Whether this also implies that a few large firms
handling large contracts are more efficient than a lot of smaller
firms handling the same contract is not apparent, and is
difficult to determine. Smaller firms have lower overhead costs,
while larger firms could have a more efficiently organised
production process2~. At the same time, some of the benef its
which large firms enjoy might be pecuniary22.

• The costs of housing are affected by the size, site, design and
the specifications of the individual components of which the
dwelling is made up of. The ability to be able to specify some
of these subsystems would generally increase the cost of the
house. But, there is not a direct relation between reduction in
costs between the different components. The NBRI identifies three
groups of components in so far as their costs change with a
change in the surface area of the house. Elements like plumbing
and electricity installation are almost not affected by changes
in the floor space. The 'horizontal' elements (roof and flooring)

•

20. SODe attention to detalled elements cou1d remedy SODe or th••• constraints. An example is the experience
of W.J. Levitt, who "created the residential vera ion of the Kodel. T, constructing a8 many as 1.50 bouses perday. They were built with conventional materials, and all ware baalcally tb. sa•• conventional looking
house. By varying colours, window placement, roof linea, and •• tbacks, Levitt made buyers feel that each
house was so•• wbat unique ... (Cvi"tanicb; BSA, OCt .1987)

2~. se. HBRX, ~987:B6

• 22. So.. SDall brick making firms have compl..lnad of tb. practica by larqe coapanlas to gradually incraase
the r.pay.ent periods to &aa~~ companies, especia~~y in difficu~t periods.
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•
are affected directly. But the vertical elements are affected to
a lesser extent. A study performed showed that to increase the
size of a house by 10% only increases the cost by 4.3%. In this
study, the non-varying costs made up 44% of total costs,
horizontal items 30% of total cost, and vertical items 26% (NBRI,
1987:B8-9)23. Because the price of housing units does not fall
proportionately with its size, certain sub-elements have to
absorb relatively more of the cost reductions. The potential for
such reductions are given by the technology involved in supplying
each sub-system.

•

Therefore, with a reduction in total cost of a house, the options
are constrained in two ways: less flexibility due to greater
standardisation to reap economies of scale or cheaper materials
which might have to differ from the traditionally preferred
masonry cons t ruc'tLon=".

•

Another source of scale economies is associated with the design
and layout of land-use systems. In essence, higher density of
land use for private living would tend to be cheaper, but this
must be counterbalanced with sociological factors brought about
by these higher densities2s• New computer based design processes
can also cut the costs of designing township services26 and
houses. computerised
tendering systems27•

other systems include estimating and

•
23. "(T]he main expense of bui1dinq a house is the p1umbinq and e1ectrica1 wirinq. This costs just as much
whatever the size of the structure. And we cannot 90 on reducing the size of houses indefinitely." CT
11/1/89

24. Se. th. work done by Dr. F Fraseura in Port E1izabetb, where residents ava1uated their she11-houses as
"poorly bull.t, poorly finished, poorl.y insulated, relativel.y expensive, too small and Offering litt1e
securing elther to tb .... elvea or their property." FM7/7/89 p66. A longer term trend towards lower qua1ity,ebaaper finisb •• , unpainted houses and fewer extra's lik. built in cupboard. ls predicted. "Alroady there
ls so•• acceptance of cheaper products like concrete door and window ~raa•• , thinner g1azing, [cheaper] ...
paints, ce.ant slab flooring and concrete bricks and blocks that can be wanufactured on site" ibid p66.

25. See NBRX,1987 Section C

26. RSA, May 1988:p27 describes how technica1 advanc•• have put progra...... for the design of township
service. witbin reach of .ost developers, reducing tbe desiqn. ti•• with more than sot.

• 27. Sea the xtend systell instaJ.1ad by OVCON. dave10ped by Brett Schachatt Construction cOllpany. KSA. OCt
1988:28
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( 3 ) Design characteristics which determine the 'quality' of a
house.•

•

Meyer (1982:1-9) has outlined the following minimum requirements
to ensure that building systems fulfil their function. These are
grouped under four headings: Health (including resistance to rain
penetration; rodent attack; thermal performance and condensation,
especially in the 'Southern Coastal Condensation Problem Area.).
Secondly, safety in relation to fire and the structural strength
and stability. Thirdly, habitability, including acoustic
performance. Finally, the durability of the structure.

•
The most basic characteristics required become more pronounced
when dealing with low cost housing. As the total costs increase,
these technical constraints become less pronounced compared to
aesthetic factors. The basic technical requirements which will
limit the choice of materials and construction techniques can be
seen as structural stability; thermal performance and rain
penetration. Added to these are geological and climatic features
specific to the region itself, and the basic design and layout
and how this is related to the occupants' requirements (NBRI,• 1987:F3).

c. Institutional factors.

(1) Standards.

• Building standards are regulated by the National Building Regula-
tions. In recent years calls have been made for the reduction of
standards applicable to the construction of low cost houses28•

But there has also been some opposi tion29 • Whatever the case
might be, a process has been set in motion which has seen

28. See fox exaDP~e Roalvext, in RSA, Jan/Feb 1988:p9 and Webb in KSA Juna 1988:p20

• 29. For .xa.p~.,tb. western cape KAster Builder.' Aaaociation called for the aaintenance of standards.
(RSA, June 1988:p5)
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lowering of building standards under certain circumstances .•
In the case of innovative or new construction methods, which are
not yet contained in the building regulations, a separate system
of regulation has been instituted. This involves the Agrément
Board, which supplies Agrément certif Lcat.Lorr':". "Such

•
certification will provide a basis for the use of unconventional
building methods in a manner that will ensure that proven and
accepted health and safety standards are maintained for both the
occupants of the buildings and the community in which they are
situated." (Schlotfeldt, HSA Nov 1987:12).

•

MANTAG (Minimum Agrement Norms and Technical Advisory Guide), the
'second tier of the Agrément certification system, was initiated
in July 1985. It was .stimulated by the changes in government
urbanisation policies, and is restricted to "simple, single
storey detached dwellings constructed with the use of innovative
building materials, components or methods, in areas designated
.by the local community or a regional authority as areas where
site-and-service schemes, self-help schemes and simple shelters
are acceptable." (Schlotfeldt, HSA Nov 1987:16). Based on a set
of performance criteria meeting essential health and safety
standards, it will give adequate shelter without becoming a
danger or health hazard.

•

•
MANTAG31 comprises two parts: A mandatory part, which specifies
the essential criteria which have to be satisfied, and a
technical advice part which provides technical advice on other
(non-mandatory) aspects of the performance criteria that are not
mandatory but should be kept in mind by prospective occupants.

30. This concept was introduced in 1969 to encourage the uae o~ innovative building DAterials, aethoda,
components and products. Performance criteria was' related to tbe conventional construction •• thods.
(Scb1otfeldt, RSA Nov 1987:12)

•
3.1. The Agr6aent and XAlfTAGcr.1ter.ia represent a funda_ntal differ.nce In approach. KAlfTAGrequire. no fire
rating but only provisions made for safe exit to the exterior in the case of fire. Thermal performance is
permitted to fall .s low .s the 'minimum winter outdoor temperature at the cold.st time of day in the are.
where the dwelling i. located, and the 40~CStandard Effective T.~r.tur.' tb • .axi.u.. Water penetration
of the wa11s is permitted if it wi11 not go onto tb. f1oor, and wi11 not weaken tbe structure. Fina~ly,
substances that are known to have a harlllful effect on the occupants may not be used as materials
(SCblotfeldt, RSA Nov 1987:16).
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•
The essential criteria refer to behaviour in fire, structural
strength and stability, termite resistance, thermal performance
essential for health requirements, weathertightness, ventilation
and natural lighting (Schlotfeldt, HSA Nov 1987:16).

(2) Institutional support for the provision of housing.

• A number of institutions support the provision of housing in some
way. The National Housing Commission supplies housing units to
lower income peop le'"..

•

Three types of semi-private institutions are involved in the
provision of housing: The Development Bank of Southern Africa
[DBSA]; South African Housing Trust [SART]; and utility Housing
companies. The DBSA does not provide finance for housing as such.
They support the private sector to finance and carry out the
developments, while the OBSA loans itself "are mainly channelled
into the provision of bulk and connector services to prepare the
way for private involvement." (Roelvert, HSA March 1988:21) The
SART was established in January 1987 as the first major joint
housing Lnitiati ve between the state and private enterprise. They
aimed not only at 'improv[ ing] the quality of life of lower
income communities through the funding and initiation of mass
housing', but seek to do this in a way that maximises job
creation, opportunities for entrepreneurs and the application of
own resources of individuals within the communities33• utility
Companies are formed with the express purpose of providing the
housing needs for low income families. There are no shareholders,
and dividends are channelled back for new projects34•

•

•

Private developing companies, apart from mining companies, "were

32. Between 1950 and 1986, they supplied 849345 unita. (OOsthuizen, KSA oct 1987:35)

33. Roe1vert, 1988:21

• 34. By 1982 there were only 2 large utility housing eo.pani .. , but since then up to 1988 24 have been
established that function. with aome .ucc •••. The Urban Foundation ha•• stablished 6. (Ro.lv.rt, 1988:22)
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slow and still are reluctant to become involved in low cost• housing. They concentrated on the needs of the higher income
communities which only form a small segment of not more than 5
percent of the total market." (Roelvert RSA March 1988:22)

•

A new strategy of government departments calling for the develop-
ment of and entire town, like in Blue Downs in the Western Cape,
stimulated private sector developers to do intensive research .
Consortiums of private sector companies were formed to tackle
large scale projects on a joint basis. A consequence is that
owners now replace tenants, since 'the private sector simply
cannot accept the risk of building for tenants on a rental basis.
Individual contracts with the prospective owners are signed, the
financing directed via a financial institution. This has meant
that the occupants get a say in the choice of location, design,
specifications and f ina L: cost of a unit. (Roelvert RSA March

•
1988:23)

•

But a number of matters need to be kept in mind when assessing
the role of private companies. Firstly, most of the houses are
dependent on some form of subsidy35. Most of the houses are in
the same type of price range36, and have the same type of floor
surface ar ea>". Finally, little attention is being paid to
options in the market below the R30000.

(3) State housing and land use policies.

• A fundamental shift occurred in state housing policy since 1983.
The burden of providing housing was shifted to the private
sector, and the states 'responsibility' was reduced to providing

35. BSA, OCt ~987:26

36. LTA Co.iat provided houses in the '.idd1e ineo .. group' range in (R35000 - R60000) in B1ue Downs. (RSA,
oct 1987:26)

• 37. e.g. Go1dbe1, a joint venture between Bellandla and G01datein, bul1t houses se111ng2fro. R50000, to
qualifY fo~ tbe first ti•• hom. owntirs (00709) sub.ldy. Th••• houa •• have on averaqe 74 • floor space, on
330. p1ota. (RSA, OCt ~987:2~)
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•
plots and services; and to assist in special categories where
people would not be able to obtain proper housing38• At the same
time, the state slowly started to sell approximately 500000 state
houses to present tenants39• Government subsidies only apply to

•

the interest rate and the determination of the redemption period.
Recipients whose income is too low to qualify for such a scheme
must be helped by welfare agencies40 (HSA, 8/1988:32-33). One of
the consequences of the change in policy is that massive housing
projects are no longer undertaken. Private sector companies have
to build houses and sell them before being able to build more.
Consequently, the demand for VBE has become much more volatile.

•
Urbanisation and land use policies changed when, with the
abolition of influx control, certain forms of property rights for
African people were introduced. The 1978 99 year leasehold scheme
was 'improved' by adding perpetuity rights in 1981, and full
ownership rights were implemented in 1986. (HSA, March 1988:22)
This has highlighted the constraints on the availability of
suitable land for the development of hous Lnq=", especially in
the Western Cape where land suitable for housing is particularly

• scarce42•

The Group Areas Act, started by regulating the ownership and
occupation of immovable property on a permanent basis among
people classified as belonging to different races. In time this
also became extended to temporary occupation, and included social
and labour matters. (Oosthuizen, HSA, Oct 1987:p35). Apart from

•
38. Where it is not possible for theD to get funding frOD private financial institutions: and in providing
for the aged, pension.rs and those with an inco •• so ~ow that no other for. of relief is possible.
(Roel',ert, Jan/Feb 1988: p3).

39. In tba Western cape only 7.8\ of 20041 allocated house. were sold by Karch 1988. (RSA, Kar 1988:p17)

40. The principle ~as that at R800 per month (1988 figura.), a person could afford to pay 25\ of income to
housing, which amountedto a house 'J'a~u.d a.t R30000. .Belowthat, interest is subsidised on la Sliding scale,because it cannot be taken that such lA person can still spend 25' of income on accommodation. The values
of houses incorporated into tbe schene tbus ranges froD R10000 to R30000. (RSA, 8/1988:32-33)

41. Land costs constitute an important co.ponent in the cost of low-cost housing.• 42. See Housing. Karch 1989 p 47.
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the fact that people were moved against their will43,• insufficient land for housing people classified as 'Coloured' and
'Indian' was provided44• This and illegal means of circumventing
the act, distorted prices significantly.

4. Implications for the brick making industry.

.' The higher income market segments are almost saturated and at the
lower end of the spectrum lack of effective demand (concurrently
with high levels of real social need) limit the provision of
housing given the current circumstances.

•
It seems as if two types of approach would be needed: changes to
increase access to affordable housing. This could include housing
subsidies, measures to increase access to finance and channelling
state resources into the housing sector45• Secondly, technical
changes leading to a reduction in the quality and cost of
building materials and methods used, coupled to the provision of
subsidised land and services.

• Table 3 gives an indication of the order of magnitude of demand.
Three categories of effective demand for housing are

•

distinguished. Firstly, those that can afford houses of up to
R20000. While some of these will not be .able to afford any
housing at all, the rest will have to be satisfied with non-
conventional means and other types of core housing that can be
upgraded later on. Next, the demand for housing with scaled down
characteristics follow46• The third category involves those
households which can afford 'conventional' housing •.

43. Between ~950 and ~984 ~26~76 faai~ie. were resett~ed, 69548 of them in the Cape Province. (RSA, oct
~987:35)

••. Th. OF con~idential report estimates that twice •• much land are a~1ocated to wbites in the Western
cape, while tb. nuaber of people classified 'wbite' are ba~f tbo•• clasaified 'coloured'.

45. S.e the arqument by T Ad~ar in SA Bui~der March ~988:20• 46. An exaapl. would be the Delft 'affordable housing' project.
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.'

This would impact on the brick making industry in various ways .
In the conventional housing segment, the change in state policies
is important. Because developers must now sign contracts with
individual owners, a 'stop-start' pattern of housing construction
is developing. This results in developers building smaller
batches of homes which are sold before starting aqaLrr'".This
has a major impact on the brick making industry, in that it
requires smaller batches of VBE's rather than large continuous
flows. This implies that the production processes have to become
much more flexible, and able to adapt to variations in demand
levels.

.'

•

In the 'starter homes' sector it is unlikely that smaller
builders will be able to make any major impact because of scale
factors under the current circumstances. That will leave their
role in the more saturated and smaller conventional market, and
importantly, in the upgrading market if they are able to adapt
to those kinds of circumstances. The potentially large upgrading
market of the 'self-help sector' will require cheap materials in
small volumes easily accessible to the builders. This might
itself be affected by institutional factors such as financing
arrangements.

•

.'

• 47. Interview with Kr. Low fro. Murray. Roberts, OCtober 1989.
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B. METHODOLOGY.',
The analysis of technology is data intensive. A key

.'
methodological task will therefore be to develop analysis and
measurement techniques which can be used to compress large
amounts of data, that are often not strictly comparable, into a
manageable format. In this section, the data used will first be
presented, and the measurement techniques introduced .

1. Sources of data.'

•

The data are primarily interviews with a cross-section of firms
operating in the industry, as well as with individuals48 closely
related to the, industry. 'Further data were obtained from
secondary sources such as technical and academic publications
related to the brick making industry, and the Central Statistical
Services.

•

Two sets of historical data from within the industry were
obtained. They are not necessarily independent. One was gathered
by an individu~l, Mr. Low, who has been involved in the industry
for a long time. The second originates from the records kept by
the Western Province Masonry Manufacturers' Association [WPMMA).

a. The Low data set in
Table 4 covers the Table 4. Yearly sales of VBE in

millions of brick equivalents.

•
period 1983 to 1989. It
only gives yearly sales
figures for concrete and
clay products in
millions of brick

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

444.0
446.0
330.0
297.0
377.0
386.0
316.0

71. 5
82.2
92~8

140.0
172.0
155.0

517.5
412.2
389.8
517.0
558.0
471.0

equivalents. That would
include both VBE and

YEAR CLAY CONCRETE TOTAL

Source: R. Low

• 48. These include suppliers of equipment, local govern.ent officials, academic and research personnel
involved in a support capacity, and individuals that wer. directly involv.d in the industry in the past.
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pavers. The data were originally compiled from personal
resources, up to 1986. From 1987 the WPMMA served as the basis
for the data.

b. The WPMMA data series in Table 5 has been kept up since the
beginning of 1987. The data are derived from voluntary monthly
returns of sales and stock figures by member firms. These are
collated by the WPMMA, and total figures are returned to the
members as a whole. They use the data to determine their
individual market sharev ,

•

However, the data from both sources only cover the larger firms
in the industry. The composition of the contributing firms also
changed over time, with clay VBE producers supplying information
more consistently than concrete VBE producers. The columns
labelled 'FIRM' in Table 5 indicate the number of firms that
contributed each month. The total sales were divided by the
number of firms contributing data in the concrete and clay
masonry sections respectively for a particular month. In this way
an average production per firm figure for each month in both
sections of the industry were derivedso• Note that small firms
are under-represented, and have a different product mix from
large VBE producers. They might also experience different
seasonal and even cyclical patterns. So the data should be
approached with caution.

•

•
c. The survey of brick making firms. Interviews were conducted
during the period October to December 1989 with 29 firms. Prior
to that, a list of firms engaged in the brick making industry was
compiled (Appendix B). References were obtained from the
classified advertisements section of local newspapers, the Yellow
Pages, other firms, and by generally attempting to collect as

49. This data are sensitive and It is not easy to obtain, and for that matter verify, the data given.

so. This oft cours. a&&u.e& that tbe different fir .. have exactly the sa.. product co.position, and that
the rirms that submitted data erratica11y ware of averaqe output with an average output profile.
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•

•

Table 5. Monthly Brick Production per Firm. (In 1000 brick
equivalents)
Source: WPMMA.

I CLAY , CONCRETE i
I

----FACE--- PLASTER -------TOTAL----- -------FACE-------- ---PLASTER-- ------TOTAL-------
IIOHTIIPAVER BRICK BRICK SALES STOCK FIRM PAVER BRICK BLOCK BRICK BLOCK S.~ES STOCK FIRM
Jan 87 279 604 1917 2521 7257 9 85 5 10 164 501 680 1478 7
Feb 87 429 794 2691 3485 7874 9 156 4 33 273 697 1008 1534 7
Kar 87 411 909 3151 4060 7846 9 164 5 26 293 761 1085 1470 8
.~pr87 537 874 2649 3522 8403 9 143 11 14 362 687 1074 1514 8
Kay 87 434 765 2349 3114 8943 9 136 8 20 275 681 983 1569 7
Jun 87 468 962 2630 3593 8399 9 115 11 23 274 779 1087 1565 8
Jul 87 437 1025 3294 4318 7323 9 134 7 18 332 868 1226 1478 7
Aug 87 355 895 3734 4628 5718 9 290 4 16 520 817 1357 1191 81
Sep 87 497 870 3707 4577 5754 9 185 11 8 439 918 1376 1508 8
Oct 87 509 1145 3810 4955 5450 8 187 10 10 308 1150 1478 1189 8
Nov 87 650 1189 3381 4571 4855 8 238 7 10 364 1076 1456 1039 7
Dec 87 395 799 2383 3182 6405 8 95 8 4 175 601 787 1055 7
Jan 88 422 756 4380 5136 6144 8 64 6 5 297 816 1124 1143 7
Feb 88 432 1196 3377 4573 6272 8 120 13 8 308 1110 1440 1205 7
Kar 88 559 1137 3619 4757 6585 5 163 4 18 145 1211 1378 1235 7
Apr 88 442 941 2794 3735 7242 5 190 20 21 285 1331 1657 1093 7
Kay 88 387 990 2988 3978 6457 5 144 12 15 310 1020 1357 1392 7
Jun 88 342 1099 3333 4433 5833 5 217 15 15 165 1318 1513 1677 7
Jul 88 426 1054 3265 4320 5140 5 229 14 12 164 1180 1369 1520 7
Aug 88 459 1216 3657 4873 4398 7 210 12 15 389 1201 1618 1751 7
Sep 88 559 1256 3277 4532 3691 7 256 17 14 546 1413 1990 1767 7
Oct 88 596 1155 3478 4633 4100 7 245 12 4 363 1082 1461 1887 7
Nov 88 751 1007 3522 4530 4660 7 273 15 7 316 1045 1383 2014 7
Dec 88 350 405 1485 1890 6166 7 164 8 5 175 391 579 1861 7
Jan 89 439 702 2167 2869 7575 7 111 12 5 256 695 967 1605 7
Feb 89 531 819 2496 3315 8510 7 156 44 17 345 887 1292 1620 7
Kar 89 603 929 2460 3390 9634 7 181 14 10 285 849 1158 1969 7
Apr 891 544 835 2308 3143 9884 7 177 19 11 372 978 1381 1960 71
Kay 89 419 801 2525 3327 10269 7 153 12 10 348 937 1306 1919 7
Jun 89 392 859 2686 3545 9304 9 169 12 24 285 1233 1555 2237 7
Jul 89 333 732 2109 2841 9459 8 107 10 16 281 853 1160 2163 7
Aug 89 432 722 2872 3594 8670 9 112 11 38 261 1039 1349 2295 7
SeD 89 400 715 3027 3742 7296 9 144 16 11 275 1090 1392 2267 7
Konthl~1Averaae 461 914 2955 3869 7016 7.6 167 12 14 302 946 1274 1611 7.2

much information as possible from various other sources. It was
not possible to draw a sample from these firms on any
authoritative basis. Instead; it was attempted to get a proper
spread of firms geographically and as far as possible according
to the techniques in use by various firms. The names of the firms
visited will not be indicated for the sake of confidentiality.

Interviews lasting for between one and two hours were conducted
with the managers, or in isolated cases production managers of
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•
firms. They included a guided tour of the plant and facilities .
In most cases interviews included observation of the actual
production process which was then discussed with the
interviewees. On the whole, people were prepared to give
considerable information and insight into the nature of their
firms' operations. with the exception of two firmsSl., it was
possible to get information about the financial situation of the
firms as well 52 • A 'managerial bias' could be present due the
managers being the only source of information apart from our own
observations.

The structured interviews were recorded on tape, and later
transcribed. While a lot of quantitative information was

•
obtained, extensive note was taken of qualitative information
indicating elements of the firm's nature that would otherwise not
be available.

2. General method of analysis.

•
The analysis will aim to uncover what can be called the
technological profile of the industry. This includes linking the
characteristics of the economic, technical and institutional
imperati ves of each technique. The institutional sphere, together
with the uncertainty which accompanies it should be added. There
are trade-offs between all these dimensions53

•

•
The analysis techniques used will emphasize data exploration and
description. Firstly, various descriptive techniques will be used
to present the survey data. Then multivariate analysis tech-

•

5l.. It is suspected that these firma were in SODe forD of financial. difficul.ty.

52. The Infor.atlon qiven was qen.rally not exact, based on the knowledge of the interviewee rather than
~inancial stateDents. For instance, Dost o~ the financial data were baaed on an estimate for an 'average
septeaber month. This caused a lot of proble .. in ..xing the data co~rabl.e and r.l.iabl.•. Throughout, it
was attempted to limit these errors by cross referencing to other sections of the interview and co.paring
the re.ults. xt is not possible to describe each instance in which data were altered without jeopardising
the confidential.ity aqreement with firma.

• 53. "(I]nnovatlve activity shapes tb. nature of trade-offs betwe.n various characteristics of technology
aa .uch as it reflects it.tI C5aha1, 1985:12).
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niques, in particular the technique known as ' Correspondence

analysis' [CA], will be used to describe the profiles of

characteristics and achieve a reduction in the number of

dimensions in the data. CAis principally a method to display a

multi tude of data in one graphical display (Greenacre 1984: 3 ) .

It is really a variant of principal components analysis applied

to categorical rather than continuous data. (Greenacre & Hastie

1987:446). "Correspondence analysis is an exploratory

multivariate technique that converts a data matrix into a

particular type of graphical display in which the rows and

columnsof the matrix are depicted as points" (Greenacre & Hastie

1987:437) .

• Anon-technical explanation of the type of interpretation which

can be madeusing CA.boils down to taking the row and column

profiles of a data matrix, and projecting them onto a first and

second or third principle axis. Usually, these are taken in a

two-dimensionalplane. Rowpoints that have similar profiles are

. organised close together on each axis. The same is the case for

the column profiles. CA provides an explanation of the

• interaction or dependence between the rows and columns of the

matrix. The orientation of each principal axis gives an

indication of the principal components underlying or best

•

describing the rowand column profiles. The contribution of each

principal axis to the total is indicated by the ' principal

inertia'. But the contribution of each row and column profile to

the principal inertia can further be seen in the geometric

interpretation, in that they largely determine the orientation

of the axis.

3. Themeasurementof technology.

There are a multitude of approaches that are utilised by analysts

to measure techno+ogy, but none is generally accepted. An

•
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.' overview has been presented in Appendix A. This analysis will
attempt to develop a method using CA, with elements from
techniques developed by others working in the field.

•

It could be seen as the combination of a heuristic approach to
the selection of characteristics and functions, with the
engineering approach's concept of characteristics as clouds of
points in multidimensional space with a trade-off surface
reflecting the choices made under given economic condi t.i ons>".
Thus, technology will' be portrayed by a multidimensional trade-
off surface, and each technique as a unique profile of points in
n-dimensional characteristics space. CA is a unique method with
which to analyze these profiles, in that the number of dimensions
are reduced, and. similar profiles are geometrically presented in•• clusters. The components that contributed most to this
orientation are identified. In the rest of the analysis, the
technological profile of each technique is compared with the
others in the sample, and techniques that are similar are
identif ied. Through supplementary points, th~ir relationship with
other characteristics are explored.

• Furthermore, the 'quality' of each commodity will be represented
by a properly weighted set of characteristics and functions. The
specific characteristics that should be incorporated in the
calculation are specific to the industry under consideration. The
danger of choosing insufficient characteristics which then become
misleading should also be notedSs.

•
In order to determine the characteristics to be included, the
nine cell matrix developed by Van Wyk (1988:322-340) was used and
extended into a sixteen cell matrix. Van Wyk focuses on the

54. Notice that the concept of a state of the art as a 'llAxiauaachievab1. amountlrrespecti ve of costa doas
not feature in the .na~ysi •. Th. implicit argument is exactly that firms do not seek to push technology to
the ~i..its. They seek to make suft'icient profits. We "ou~d aa a rwe expect t'ir....not to use techniques that
operate c~ose to the technica~ li.ita - except under specia~ conditions.• 55. see Alexander & Kltch ..~~, 1985:162
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• analysis of artifacts in terms of the function which they perform
(process, transport, and store) and the nature of the output that
they deliver (matter, energy, and information.). To this the
output of 'feedback', and the function of 'control' was added.
sixteen basic functions which can be used to characterise any
'artifact', or commodity were therefore specified.

TYPE OF FUNCTION•
o
U
T
P
U
T

PROCESS TRANSPORT STORE CONTROL

MATTER xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx

ENERGY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx

INFORMATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx

FEEDBACK

• xxx - Van Wyk's model.

•

Van Wyk further suggests a number of 'standard trends' which
could be used to measure technical progress of each function.
These trends include two structural variables (size and
complexity) and four performance variables (efficiency, capacity,
density, accuracy). The scheme proposed by Van Wyk is primarily
geared to measure individual commodd.ties or 'artifacts'. But when
applied to a production process in which large numbers of
commodities are combined, two further problems emerge. Firstly,
the production process comprises various steps, in which
different inputs are used and intermediate outputs produced.
Therefore, the way in which the various commodities should be
weighted in the production process as a whole should be added.
This was done using a trial and error method.•
Furthermore, the sheer volume of data required to do an analysis
of the kind Van Wyk proposes will make it impossible in the
context of analyzing production processes rather than
'artifacts' . Therefore a proxy for the characteristics

• measurements must be sought. These can not be used as
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•

quantitative measures of the level of technology, but as a means
of analyzing the profile with which various functions are
combined in a single production process. The measure used as a
proxy in this case will be the degree of mechanisation of each
separate function in terms of one of three levels. Manual only,
manual with some mechanisation, and completely mechanised. An
example might make this clear. A manual brick press would use no
other energy than human effort to form bricks. Then one find
machines in which human effort to compress the concrete is aided
with an electrical vibrator. Finally, the completely mechanised
machines form bricks without any human effort in the formation
function itself. Human effort might still be used to operate
controls of the machine. But that is a different function -
feedback processing - or giving feedback to the matter processing
function which deals with the formation of the bricks.

•

•

•

The classification produced will then be used with a
correspondence analysis to uncover the technical trade-off
profiles. The simplicity of the coding system should be noted .
.Obviously, more sophisticated systems would have been preferable.
But by keeping things simple, and using the CA technique which
seemed to work well with this type of data, the analysis was kept
manageable. A lot of scope for more sophisticated models exits.

•

•
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C. CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE.'
In this section the choice of technique function developed in the
previous chapter is used to analyze the choices of'technique by
the firms included in the survey. Based on an analysis of all the
inputs into the production process, the relation between the
product price, quality and efficiency of the firms is analyzed.
The analysis of the various techniques' efficiency will form the
basis for the subsequent analysis. Efficiency here refers to the
'total factor productivity' of the firm as a social and economic
unit throughout this section. It has been measured as a
relationship between inputs and value added per unit of capital
and per worker.

•

• 1. The range of technigues included in the study.

blocks. 10 firms produce
both bricks and blocks. Furthermore, 8 (27.6%) firms produce clay
masonry products, while 21 (72,4%) produce concrete masonry
products 57• Of the firms producing concrete masonry products, 9
(31.03%) use egg-layers and 14 (48.28%) use static brick presses.
2 firms use both. Of the clay masonry producers, 7 (24.14%) firms
use clay extruders, and one (3.45%) a hand mould. Two of the
firms produce facing bricks in tunnel kilns, one uses a simple

An initial overview
reveals a significant

•

diversity of techniques
used in the industry. Of
the 29 firms included in
the sample, 22 (75.9%)
produce bricks56, while

(58.6%) produce17

•

Result 1 Number of production lines
per plant.

NO OF
LINES PCT CUM%FREQ

1
2
4

28
6
3

75.68% 75.68%
16.21% 91.89%
8.11% 100.00%

CASES
MISSING

37
o

56. SOlid or hollow product which is light enough to be handled by a worker with one hand. The popular sizes.
are imperial (220x'105x73)and maxi bricks (220x90xl15)• 57. Including calcium silicate products.
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form of chamber kiln for facing bricks, and clamp kilns for non
facing bricks. 6 firms therefore use clamp kilns. Three of the
firms producing clay bricks use tunnel dryers, and the rest dry
in the sun.

.'
In the survey, a
distinction was made
between firms, plants and
production lines. Firms
are legal entities, and
most of economicthe
information as well as
the institutional
information in the study

• given for firmsare
rather plants.than
Plants refer to a single
production technique
used. It is obvious that

Result 2. Firm size distribution
according to employment by
occupational category.

Blue collar employment:
EmI2loyeesFirms Pct. Cum%

0-10 6 20.7% 20.7%
10-20 6 20.7% 41.4%
20-30 4 13.8% 55.2%
30-40 4 13.8% 69.0%
40-50 2 6.9% 75.9%
50-100 3 10.4% 86.2%

100-150 1 3.5% 89.7%
150-200 2 6.9% 96.6%
200-250 1 3.5% 100.0%

White collar employment:
EmI2loyeesFirms Pct. Cum%

0- 2 16 55.2% 55.2%
2- 4 7 24.1% 79.3%
4-10 2 6.9% 86.2%

10-15 3 10.4% 96.6%
15-20 1 3.5% 100.0%

Note: Percentages do not add
due to rounding errora single firm could oper-

ate more than one plant
at one or more geographical locations. Most of the technical•
information are given for plants, rather than firms. A single
plant may have more than one production line of the same type
running in the plant. Whereas a plant is a technical unit, a
production line is an organisational unit. The sample comprises
of 29 firms which include 37 plants, and 52 production lines. The
concrete masonry producers experience more organisational
variation, with smaller technical units resulting in more
production lines per plant and per firms8• The clay brick indus-
try, however, seems to be using only one production line per

•

'. 584 O~ 'the 21 ~ir .. in the concrete masonry industry, 2 £i1::_ have 3 plants, mostly at the saDe geograpbica.l
site. Of the 52 production lines, 43 were in the concrete ..aonry industry.
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.' plant, and mostly one plant per firm59 •

The firms are generally small to medium in size, although some
are part of larger groups of companies. According to monthly
sales value, 14 (48.3%) firms were small (less than R100,OOO.00)
8 (27.6%) large (more than R200,OOO.00) while 7 (24.2%) firms
were medium sized. Result 2 summarises some indicators of firm
size based on employment. Nearly 70% have less than 40 employees.
79% of firms have 4 or less white collar employees6o• No single
firm is extremely la~ge. The biggest has about 230 employees61•

•

2. Capital Labour ratios per unit of output.

• relationship between
the capital services and
The

labour services per unit of
out.putr" is presented in
Figure 111.1. It appears as
if substitutionfewer
possibilities exist in the

; . clay compared theto
concrete masonry industry.

KI Q'r------------------------------------,
•

• ,.
lit

° ..
.0 o .c

DDBlilDc " 0
M

0

0,15 0,1 0, 15 0, ! 1,2l 1.3
li Q

° ClluetA! • Cll'

Output in Brick Equinlents
Figure 111.1. capital
substitutability.

labour
Figure 111.1 suggests that
product quality differences are an important aspect of the choice
of technique. certain firms seem to be using both more capital
and labour per unit of output. But they might be able to sell
their bricks at a higher price to cover their costs. The
implication is that the choice of technique analysis should
incorporate the existence of heterogenous products.

•

59 .. Tb. 8 fir ... 1n the clay brick industry have one plant eacb. Onedo.. have .are t.ba.none plant associatedwith it. But it was only possible to include inforaation abo~t one plant in the analysis.

60. Inc~udlnq managers and clerical stafr. owner manaqers are treated a. managers.

61. It should be noted that &ome sa.pIing error is involved bere. According to our inforaatlon the biggest
£ir .. in the West.ernCap. has about 600 people •• ployed directly and by direct subcontractors at tbree
planta. Even this .ight be a low figure, since so.. or their other plants have been closed down.

• 62. Capita~ services were obtained by adjusting the capita~ stock at book va~ue for capacity uti~isation.For tb. sake of consistency, the va1ue of 1and and delivery trucks wer. not included with the fir.. that
bad sucb lnveat.Jllent.& .. Labour services are the tot.a.~ n1.Ulber of labour hour. by a~~ e.p~oyeea in the fir •.
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.' 3 • Choice of technigue in the context of heterogenous prod
ucts.

•

The choice of technique function is closely related to an
analysis of the relative efficiency of the various techniques.
Efficiency is used here in the sense of total factor productiv-
ity, and not X-efficiency or similar usages. In order to make
comparisons between firms, the wage rate, and the profit rate
will be standardised in the way developed in Chapter II. Occupa-
tional and skill differentials will be taken into account as
well. This leads to an analysis of the relationship between the
prices and the quality of the output products.

a. Wage rate, profit rate and efficiency.•

I-

The wage rate was measured in two ways: as the average wage (the
wages and labour bill divided by the number of employees) or the
hourly wage rate. The latter, however, does not reflect the hours
worked. In order to arrive at actual hourly wage rates, the
hourly wage rates supplied by the firms were adjusted using the
total labour costs of the firm. The proportion of the wage bill
going to a particular occupational categor~3 was divided by the
number of labour hours expended'" in order to arrive at the
hourly wage rate for each oc~upational category.

•
The profit rate6S refers to the ratio of the value of sales
minus the capital costs, divided by the capital costs: not to the
rate of return on assets. The capital costs comprise all inputs,

63. Four categories were used: unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, white collar. See notes 72, 73, 74, 75 and
74 for aore detail about the definitions.

64. Nota that the number of hours overtime were included with tb. total number of hours. But no provisionwas ..de for the higher payaent for overt! •• , and wou1d ba spr.ad over the whole nUBber of hours ~orkad.
A alight diacrepancy Right ariae when differentiating between tb. wage rat •• for different skill levels.

• 65. Two fJ.ras were not prepared to qiv. sufficient information 1n order to calculate the profit rates. Some
figures could be constructed for fira [OJ, but should be treated witb caution. Fira [Dj was excluded.
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excluding labour costs66. Assets are represented as depreciation
costs on a monthly basis. The return on assets for the firms in
the sample were 43% on average if the firms were weighted
equally67 compared to 55.44% as defined above. This is the
average profit rate that will be used as the basis for
standardisation of the wage rates later on.

In Chapter II it was shown that the wage rate and the profit rate
enable comparisons of the relative 'efficiency' of various
techniques. At a given time, the distribution of income is given.
Therefore the vector of relative prices is given as well. The
value of the capital costs (inputs) can then be determined from
(11.16). Thus, the value added (pV-C) and the way in which it is
distributed between the workers and the owners of the capital68

(C'Ir + Lw) can be seen. Furthermore,· more 'efficient' firms can
be identified because they will be able to pay higher wage rates
for comparable levels of 'Ir.

•

Figure 111.2 presents the relationship between the wage rate and
the profit rate for the firms included in the study. It exhibits
the expected pattern (Figure 11.3). But the existence of• different skill and occupational levels have not been accounted

66. In order to make the ca1~ations easier. rt Is assumed that wages are paid at the end of the period.
steedaan (1977:105) bas shown that it does not affect tbe re&u1ts. We have ~ooked at the different resu1ts
i£ the prorlt rat•• ara calc~ated USing tb. various .. thoda represented by tb. plot below. Distortion
occurs in the case of very labour intensive fir.. where labour coata aak. up sqpatantial part production
costa. Tb... are removed when skill differentials are brou ht into account. ~ - 89.1~%)

Standardised Profit rates
Watel elcluded from capital costs

1101 : : : :
: : : :

t SDI ···········r···········-r··········r·········r·········..! .
t 101 ··········"[···········-:···········r··········;·········"[············r·········
so. . ~ +-£I.. .,.············i·············~········+············: . 0: : : :o.~__~:~O~~ +: +: ~: ~: __ --4

···········~···········t············t············i·············t············t············
1 ill l 1. 110. L-__.....i.... .L- __ ---'- -'-- __ ---'- .......__ _...J

. ~OI .. IDI III 10. ~Oll iD.10.1III
Wlg.s inclldsd in capItIl costl

•

67. If the profits and investments for a11 the fir.a in the industry are added, the co11ective return on
aS5eta drops to 10.5t, signifying that tbe sD411er firma maintained a higher rate of return on asseta.

• 68. se. Pasi~etti, 1980:22 for a qen.ra1!sed treatment of thio matter.
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for. Firms with more
skilled labour,
receiving higher wages
will result in inflated
average wage rates, and
vice versa.

Therefore, a number• standardisations were
mad e . The s e
transformations are

of

I~------~------~------~-------L------~D
·501 0% lU; 100% I ll:t 2001

Profil Ral!

Aclual profil rale IS. aYerag. nge rale

I Wege rele (RI h c s r )

o

o
o

IIIIO~

00 0
o
o

o

o o

based on the presumption
that the cost of capital inputs and labour time are given with

o

the given income distribution at a specific time. similarly the
volume of output is given. From (II.16) it follows that three
parameters measure the relative efficiency of the firms: p,~ and
w. If the firm is very efficient, it would either have higher
wage or profit rates than other firms, or would be able to reduce
its price, p, Thus, the data for the various firms must be
standardised in order to be comparable. Initially, the level of
prices for each firm will be taken as given.

•

o
o

Figure III.2. Wage rates vs. Profit
rates for 28 brick making firms.

b. A standardised profit rate.

The average wage rate w' and profit rate ~' for each of the
firms69 were calculated first, and then a standardised profit
rate ~. using (II.16)70. ~s represents the profit rate that the
firms would have received charging p for their products, but
paying w' wages to their employees. The same was done to get a•

69. Nota that the firms contributed equa11y to tbe d.tar.lnation or tb. average wage rates, and the average
profit rate. where they were ca1cu1ated. They were not weighted according to fir. size or 80_ other
criterion. The calculations done were a~so baaed on hourly wage rat •• and •• ploy.ent levels.

70.
(w'-w) L

C•
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.',

•

•

•

•

•

standardised wage ra+e" wS
, which is the average hourly wage

rate which the firm would have been able to pay to its workers
and still retain the average profit rate rr' (55.4% in this case).

But when skill for differentstructures and wage rates
occupations vary, an average wage rate introduces some distortion
into the transformations. For instance, where a firm employs
predominantly unskilled workers the average wage rate w* for the
firm might be lower than w'. But the firm might be paying higher
wage rates per skill or occupational category than the average
for the industry as a whole.

Table 6. Average profit and wage rates for 28 firms.

Profit rate (wages part of costs) 15.2%
Profit rate (wages excluded from costs) 55.4%
Monthly wage rate R664.91
Hourl!lwage rates:
Average (all occupations) w R 3.31
Unskilled Wu R 2.11
Semi-skilled wa R 2.83
Skilled wa R 9.57
Managerial WD R 14.87

Therefore, skill adjusted standard profit rates, rr~k, were calcu-
lated. Data were collected on the number of employees that worked
in each of 4 occupational categories: unskilled labourers lUI
semi-skilled machine oper at.or-s " skilled andartisans
supervisors73 la' and finally, clerical and managerial employees
1•. Data on the number of ordinary and overtime hours which blue

71..

72. The criteria used to d~stinquish between unskl~l.d and semi-skilled employees were: The existence of
waqe di.ffer.ntia~&: The type of work perfor.ad (e. 9. _chine operators): The extent of training and
experience n.eded to perfora a job.

73. Skilled workers had soma formal apprenticeship training. Howevar, it was not always possible to separate
skil.led and supervisory staff. Apprentices often perfor •• d so•• kind of lII&flagerlal function as we.ll,
especially tb_ smaller firma. Consequently, the skilled artisaDa and supervisors ware lumped together.
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• collar workers worked74 per week were collected as well. Hourly
wage rates wu, wa' Wa' w..could therefore be computed. A.verage
hourly wage rates for all the firms v;", Ws I , W I..waI ,

calculated as wel17s• They are presented in Table 6.

rrsk• This can be interpreted as being from the least to the most
.efficient..Compared with the qualitative information gathered
during the interviews, the ordering seem to make intuitive sense.
Notice that a small clay brick firm [6], using no mechanical
preparation equipment at all is least efficient. The most
efficient firm [2] is a clay brick firm with a characteristic
productivity bonus scheme whereby workers are paid progressively
more for each unit of bricks completed. They also use some of the
least expensive mechanised preparation plants, operate throughout
the year, and have made a lot of their equipment themselves,
indicating the presence of shopfloor based learning processes.
A.similar situation was found in firm [5], producing concrete

Figure IIL3

represents
the results
of this
standardi-
sat ion
exercise. The
firms were
s 0 r ted.' according to
the skill
adjusted
standard
profit rate

•

•

Profit F1ate Wage Rale
200% R20

t 50% RIO

100%
RO

50%
R - 10

0%

-50% R - 20

- t 00% R- 30
60PK INHUJLGRBTQCFA5M~EB137S2

Firms [1- 8 Clay; A- U Concrete)

----- ACTUAL PROFil RATE

..... STANDARD WAGE R.Io.fE

--+- HOURLY WAGE RATE

c:J HILL ADj PROFT RATE

Nole: Sorltd b, stllladJlSltd
standardised p,ofil late

Figure III.3. Comparisons
efficiency
firms.

of
of 28

the relative
brick making

were

74. rt was presumed that clerica1 and managerial employees worked .0 hour working weeks, with no overtime.
This might be an underestimate for tbe sma11er firms. Supervisor. were presumed to work the same hours as
ski~~.d artisans_

• 75. It not possible to obtain data on the remuneration levels or DAnagers, nor of the profits that went to
owner aan.gers. Ln order to at 1east leave the fir.. co.parable a manaq.rial sa1ary was imputed to a11
managers where more detai1ed In£ormation was not avai1&b1e. S•• tbe section on the econoaic analysis for
a aore detailed discussion.
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masonry.•

•

The values for ~sk are given by the bars in Figure III.J. Notice
the S shaped distribution. Furthermore, some indication of how
the standardisations affect the data for the firms can be seen.
The least efficient firm [6] has a very high actual profit rate
while the actual wage rate is quite low. But the technique used
is labour intensive, and wages make up the biggest part of the
costs of the firm. Therefore, raising wages to the industry
average levels results in the profit rate falling well below
zero. The opposite is the case for firm [0] which is capital
intensive, but operates inefficiently, with low profit rates to
start with.

c. Efficiency, prices and quality.

•

It follows that the actual product price lever6 could influence
the evaluation of efficiency substantially. If it was possible
for a firm to maintain their prices sufficiently high relative
to their producti vity, then the presumption that price levels can
be left out of the analysis is mistaken. Two possible reasons can
be advanced why such price differentials exist: The market
structure in the industry77; or the relation between the prices
of the products and their qu~lities. Both would provide elements
of monopoly power to the incumbents allowing them to increase
prices relative to productivity.

• Note that the measure of efficiency is based on the production
costs of inputs (both labour and capital) plus mark-up.
Heterogenous products do not affect the efficiency measures, in
so far as producing different quality products entails different

76. The price measures are not derived from the list prices but from t.he financial data qathered froD each
fir•. The sa~es fiqures were translated into voluae unita and the averaqe price per volume ~aB determined.
rn so far aa It was possible, product diversity were taken into account.wbencalculating the voluateoutput.

• 77. Different levels of mark-up wil.l have to be expJ.ained. I:n particular. a distinction should be made
betwe.n temporary monopoly rfltnts due to lnnovI'!Ilt.lon,and monopoly rent.. due to power relat.ions between firms.
The for.er have somethinq to do with efficiency, the Latter not.
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input costs. However, if heterogenous products enable differ-
ential mark-ups, the focus has to shift to the institutional
arrangements which allow this to happen.

•

Figure
shows

111.4
the

relationship

• between the
efficiency
( 7rSk ) and the
a ver age
product price
of each firm.
No simple
pattern can be
seen. As the

Profit Rate Prieel Brick EQui~alent
2 r-----------------------, 0,04
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profit rates Figure III.4.
increase from

Relationship between product
price and firm efficiency.

0.3

0,2

0,1

. 0.1

left to right, the actual price varies almost in a random
fashion. This is confirmed by an initial analysis of a scatter
plot of the data in Figure 111.10.•
Figure 111.4 further shows the relationship between the actual
price p, and the standardised price p/78. The latter is calcu-
lated79 and shows the prices which the firms should have charged
had they all paid the average wage rates, and received the
average profit rate.

•
The difference between the standardised and actual price level
follows the same pattern as the standard profit rates. This is

78. In Figure rXI .• the prices are .~pr••sed per brick .qulva~ent. other measur" of output such as the
weiqht cou1d also be used. But it will be shown later that output per ton is not a good ..&sure except when
looking at raw material usage.

79. 'Ir" Is the average standardised profit rata for the industry as a whole and fI' for each firm.
Standardised price p' is given by

•
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.'

.'

•

•

•

to be expected in the light of the trade-off between p, w and ~ .
Note however, that the absolute levels of both the actual and the
standardised prices follow a similar pattern. But neither seems
to show any simple relation with the profit rates. It suggests
that the actual price level is determined by something other than
the 'efficiency' of the firm only. Apart from quality differences
and market structures, the perceived pattern might also be the
result of the choice of output measures .

. 1 0 I 0
1 I 0 0

1 0 0 I
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. tOO 0
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Figure 111.5. CA plot of output measures.

An alternative output measure could be weight rather than volume.
But Figure III. 5 suggests that neither of the output measures has
any correlation with the efficiency indicator. Figure III.5 is
a CA plot, of which the column contributions were given by the
standardised profit rate [PS], the price per brick equivalent
[RB] and per ton [RT] as well as standardised prices80 per brick
equivalent [SB] and ton [ST]. Firms with above average efficiency
levels would be expected to have below average prices. That is

80. A standardised price would be tbe price that a :fira would have to charge if tbey wanted to have average
~aqe and profit rates.
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•
not the case for actual prices measured either in terms of volume
[RB] or weight [RT]. These two points both lie at right angles
wi th the horizontal axis, and [PS). The orientation of the
vertical axis is determined by the price per brick equivalent
[RB] upwards, and the price per ton indicator [RT] as well as the
standardised price per ton indicator [ST] downwards. The
orientation of the firms show that those in the bottom half
[PiNiHiCiAiJ] (corresponding with above average price per ton
values and below average price per brick equivalents values)
produce hollow concrete blocks only. The firms in the top half
prpduce solid bricks only. It is interesting that both clay and
concrete brick producing firms find themselves here. Figure 111.5
therefore confirms that product differentiation rather than
choice of output measures are responsible for the absence of a
correlation between absolute price levels and efficiency. In
Figure 111.5 the quality indicator [QF] lies adjacent to the
price per brick equivalent indicator [RB], but to the opposite
side of the price per ton indicator. This suggests that products
with a high price per volume tends to be of above average quality
and below average price per weight.

• Furthermore, the price per brick
equivalent indicator is more

comes quality

PRICEI TONIII ,-- ----,

o
141

suitable as a measure of output UI

it to
II

II

UI

than a weight based measure when

41

•
measurements. A quality index
based on a range of characteris-

II

I~-~-~--~-~-~-~• '.1 1.1 '.1 1.4
QUAlITY INDEX

0.1

tics measurements was con- Figure 111.6. Price - quality
st ruct.ed=". It can be seen from relationship

(R2=.225 with price dep. )
Figure 111.7 that a close
relation between the price of a product as measured in brick

• 81. A fu~~ explanation o£ how tbi. index wa. created wil1 fol1ow later.
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equivalents, and the quality index number ex i st s":". This.' relation is not so strong between the quality index and the price
per t.onne " in Figure 111.6.

A further reason why the price
per brick equivalent is a more
sui table measure than a price
per ton is that users of the
bricks normally don't buy brick
on a per tonne basis; but on a
volume basis.

But the correlation between

PRICEI BRICK EQUIVAlENT
1.4

0.11
0

1.1 C

0.21

I.!

0.11

1.1 0
C

0.05

0.1 1.1 I.l 1.4 0.5 1.1
QUlIlITY INDEX

Figure 111.7. Price quality
relationship e "

(R2 = .772 with price dep.)

•
quality and act~al price levels
is not the only factor affecting the actual price levels. It
appears as if firms producing certain qualities of products have
been able to raise their prices relative to the efficiency with
which they operate. In Figure 111.5 no correlation between the
price per brick equivalent [RB] and the standard profit rate [PS]
(efficiency) is apparent. However, as soon as the price level is
adjusted to wh~re firms would pay average wage rates and receive
average prof its, a negative correlation develops between the•
standardised price [SB] and profit [PS] rates. But the
relationship between the price [SB] and quality indicator [QF]
becomes much weaker".

This suggests that actual price and quality of products are
closely related, but different firms producing certain types of
products were able to increase the actual price level relative
to the industry average. Product differences might therefore also

•

82. The reqresslon had a R2ot .772, and tb_ qua1ity index had a co.ft'iei.nt of .53 at a siqnifica.nce level
of 0.000 with tbe price p~r brick equivalent dependent. ~f the standardised price per brick equivalent is
taken as dependent, the ~ drops to .319

•
83. The regression had a R2 of .225, and tbe quality index had a coefficient of 140.1 at a siqnificance
level of 0.009 with tbe price per ton dependent. If tb. standardi.ed price per ton is taken as dependent,
tbe ~ drops to .057

84. sae footnote. 82 and 83.
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shape the inter-firm relations themselves.

the quality of the products they
produce. That would entail that
prices are determined on the
basis of average production costs rather than some external price

The ratio between price and
quality index is instructive in
this regard. If firms passed on
efficiency gains to their
customers, it would mean that
more efficient firms would have
higher quality/price ratios than
less efficient firms relative to

•

Ratio Qualltyl Pricea.s

l
D

2.5
c

! III~ D ~~ D

c 9:J C!il
u I:b

D
t.5 .....

CD
I C

0.5

I-, - 0.5 I I.S , 1.S 2
Still ~di. Profil Rate

PlICES PER BRICl EQUIVAlENl.F1gure III.8. Quallty,
and firm

price
effi-

ciency.
(R2=.025 with standard profit
rate dependent)

setting measure. However, if firms with certain techniques are
able to produce at a higher margin, no direct relation between
price and quality needs to be manifested.

The latter seems to be true in

•
this case. In Figure 111.8 the
quality/price ratio was plotted
against w~. No linear rela-
tionship was found (R2=.025 for
w~ dependent and the price per
b ric k e q u i val ent
Lndependerrc'") , In Figure 111.9

the quality/standard price
• relationship is plotted. Here a

positively sloping relation

A1110 auallt" Stlndard Price3_5.-----__;_--------------.l.5
C

1.5 1.5

uD.5

OL-_ _L __ ~ __ ~ _ _L __ ~_~I
- , - 1.5 I 1.5 1 1.5 !

Stili Adl. ProIII Rale
.Rlef5 PU ulcr fQUlYAlEMl

Figure III.9 Q u a I i ty,
standard price
and firm effi-
ciency.

(R2=.644 with standard profit rate dependent.)

(slope = .712) was found if the quality/standard price per brick
equivalent measure is taken (R2::.644 with the wsk dependerrt.v'),
This is similar to the hypothetical case in which all the effi-

85. If price per ton Is used as independent variable, ~-.033• :~~_;!3qua~ity/priC. per ton is used aa independent variab~e the re~ationabip beCODea Ducb poorer with
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• ciency gains are given through to the users in the form of lower
prices.

•

In conclusion, it appears that product quality differences
combined with inter-firm power relations rather than measurement
distortions underlie the observed price differentials.
Furthermore, quality differences seem to be an integral part of
the power relations between firms in the sector as well. This
suggests that the structure of demand in a social use is a key
component in determining the nature of inter-firm power
relations. Identifying market niches created by consumer
preferences for products with specific characteristics is a key
aspect which has to enter the decision making of every firm. In
certain circumstances the technical conditions in such a market
structure could facilitate the formation of monopolistic
conditions in which firms are able to raise their· prices more
than their level of efficiency would normally allow for. Matching
the technical conditions of production with the structure of
demand will be a key factor in the viability of cooperative
firms.

• d. Price, quality and efficiency: the position of individual
firms.

•

The result so far, that a close relationship between the
technical and demand issues in the form of the quality and price
of outputs exists, was expected. The lack of a linear
relationship between prices and efficiency given product
heterogeneity was also suggested by the theoretical model. This
relates back to Figure 11.4 of the technical choice model
developed in Chapter II. In Figure 111.1.0two sets of graphs were
combined: The first depicting the relationship between the
price/brick equivalent and the standard profit rate (rk); and
the second between the quality index and the standard profit rate

•
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•

•

.'

•

•

•

P ric e I Br IC k E q U iva le n I Quality Index

,3 5 ~------~----~----------------------~,6 0
L 7

L
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d
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0% 4 3 %

Skill Adjusled Profit Rale

Figure 111.10. Price, quality (underlined) and efficiency per
firm.

(~Sk). The code for each firm is entered on the plot, and for the
quality index data the firm code is underlined.

Notice firstly the close relation between the price and quality
plots. But more interesting is the way in which the firms are
grouped on the plot. The theoretical model suggests that each
product associated with a particular quality will be able to
function in a viable space. This space will be bounded by the
minimum level of wages and profits acceptable, as well as the
existence of another product with a higher quality which provides
an upper boundary beyond which the price cannot move87•

In Figure III.10 the firms can be divided into different areas
based on the price that they charge per brick equivalent, taking
into consideration the type of production technique and the
nature of the product that they produce. The area below line aa

87, The specific relationship between quality and price. could be much Dore sophisticated if needed.
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• i

contains information for all those firms that produce hollow
concrete block products with manual processes [A,B,J ,P]. The
average capital costSSto output ratio for these firms is .0737.
Two firms, [E,I] do not fall in the same area even though they
use the same processes. However, they produce bricks and not
hollow blocks. The area between lines aa and bb contains
information for those hollow block making firms that generally
produce with some type of mechanical equipment, [C,F,G,M,N,T,S].
The average capital cost to output ratio for these firms is

•

.0905.

.'
The area above line bb contains those firms which produce high
quality concrete blocks, generally with .quitehighly mechanised
techniques, [K,O,Q]89. The capital cost to labour ratio for
these firms is on average .1741. Interspersed between the
mechanical and manual block making plants are the (solid) brick
makers, concrete and clay. The area in which they fall is bounded
by lines cc and dd. Notice that the clay brick producers
[2,3,4,5,8] seem to be more efficient than the concrete brick
firms [E,I,L,R,U]. The concrete bricks also seem to be more
expensive than the clay bricks. They are definitely more
expensive than the hollow blocks, except those produced by the
big firms with capital intensive production techniques. The
average capital cost to output ratio here is .1100.

•

•
The clay face brick producers, using tunnel kilns, [1,7] are
found above line dd. Notice that firm [5] also produces high
quality products and some face bricks, but their prices are
significantly below the relative quality of their products. The
average capital cost to output ratio for these firms is .1634.

In this section therefore, the basic choice of technique

88. Notice that this is not tb. capital services to output ratio which wo~d have been much lower. This 1s
due to the cost of raw aaterials that are also included with the capital costs.

• 89. Firm (B] which falls into thia segment ia producing a specially designed block which ia used without
.ortar, but produced with a less ••chani ••d proc ••s. It i. therefore so•• thing o£ a special case.
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•

determinants were identified as the existence of heterogenous
products in the context of uncertainty and a structure of demand
that has to be related to the technical conditions in the
industry. They are the same for each firm, cooperative or not.
It was also shown that this is very close to what was expected
given the theoretical analysis in chapter II. In the subsequent
sections the economic, technical and institutional imperatives
which both constrain and enable a cooperative firm to choose any
of these techniques and to operate it efficiently, will be
analyzed.

•

•

•

•

•
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D. ECONOMIC STRUCTURE.•
The economic structure can be seen as the outcome of the learning
processes by each enterprise. These outcomes will be dealt with
in two parts. Firstly, the way in which the firms interact with
the external environment in which they operate will be analyzed.
The second part analyzes the learning processes involved more
directly with the economic aspects of each firm: capacity
utilisation, investment and cost structures of firms and how
these relate to product, technique and firm size characteristics.

.'

1.' Learning and the external environment.

• a. Dealing with seasonal variations.

Seasonal fluctuations have a major impact on the production and
demand profiles of firms. It seems that climatic conditions are
a key source of seasonal fluctuations.

• Each firm was asked how
seasonal factors affected
their firm. 76% experienced
low sales in winter, with

majortwo sources
decline: winter rain
reduced building activity,

• rain reduced theand
production capacity of clay
firms using clamp kilns,
and concrete firms using
mainly egg-layers on an
open slab without roof
cover.

•

of

Table 7. Seasonal changes affecting
the brick making industry.

a. Months during which highest
and lowest sales were recorded:
Period Highest Lowest
Summer
winter

15 (83%) 4 (21%)
3 (17%) 15 (79%)

Missing 12 11
b. experience of Seasonal
Changes in Demand for their
Products.
Low in winter
No clear pattern
Peak in December
winter better

(76%) 19
(4%) 1
(4%) 1
(12%) 3

Missing = 5
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• However, 3 firms reported better sales in winter than in sum-
mer90• They produce clay and concrete bricks (as opposed to hol-
low blocks) in winter91• Finally, one firm experiences a peak in
December when the other firms close down. This is a small firm,
using mainly hand-equipment to make concrete blocks. These are
sold to owner builders during the holiday season.

• In order to deal with these variations in production levels,
firms pursue one of two strategies: some firms carry increased
stocks while others lower production. This has significant
implications for the need for firms to be flexible, and might
affect areas like capacity utilisation etc. A priori it would
seem likely that more mechanised firms would build up stocks,
while less mechanised firms cut down on production. Two reasons
can be advanced: the cost of machines relative to the raw
materials and labour in the finished product is higher with more
mechanised firms; and bigger mechanised plant with a process-type
of technology might not be able to reduce the number of workers
employed with decreases in production levels for technical
reasons. It can then be expected that clay brick firms operate

• largely on full capacity, carrying stocks to deal with
fluctuations. Big producers of concrete products also carry
stocks to deal with fluctuations. But they are more flexible than
clay producers. Smaller concrete masonry producers are much more
flexible in so far as production volumes go.

•
The size of stocks relative to sales per firm for both clay and
concrete products was traced for the period January 1987 to
September 198992• Figure III.11 suggests that concrete brick
firms have lower levels of stock relative to sales, compared with
clay brick firms. This result is strengthened by the curing time

90. Apart from the face brick factories, on1y two firms produce non-facing bricks in winter: one uses a
dryer and a type of chaaber ki1n, and the other on1y a c1aap ki1n.

•
91. These tendencies co~d not be identified using the data by the WPNMA, because it is not sufficient1y
di ..aqqraqated.

92. Derived from tb. data supp1ied by the WPMMA. See the section on methodo1oqy.
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•

Ratio Stocksl Sales
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• Figure 111.11. Ratio of stocks to sales.

•

•

•

of up to three weeks after production required by concrete
products. But the data above have a number of problems, the
biggest of which is the bias against smaller firms.

Result 3. Independent Samples T-Test on the Stock/Sale ratio of
three groups of firms.

SMALL CONCRETE PRODUCERS.
SD
0.501
1.682

GROUP
Small Concrete
Big Concrete

N MEAN
16 0.617
5 2.910

SEPARATE VARIANCES T= 3.008 D.F.= 4.2
POOLED VARIANCES T= 5.027 D.F.= 19

PROB = .040
PROB = .000

BIG CLAY VS. BIG CONCRETE PRODUCERS.
GROUP
Big Clay
Big Concrete

N MEAN SD
7 2.925 3.278
5 2.910 1.682

SEPARATE VARIANCES T= 0.010 D.F.= 9.3
POOLED VARIANCES T= 0.009 D.F.= 10

PROB = .992
PROB = .993

The data collected during the interviews were then used and
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• recoded into three groups: big93 clay producers; big concrete
producers; small concrete producers. The stock/sales ratio of
each firm was calculated, and the groups compared. The results,
presented in Result 3, were contrary to expectations in one
respect. There seems to be no difference in the stock/sales ratio
between the big clay and concrete brick producers. However, the
smaller producers have stock holdings that are much smaller
relative to sales than the big producers (61.7% compared to
291%) 94. Clay brick firms have to operate at a much higher
capacity to remain vLable?", They therefore rely on stocks
rather than idle capacity to deal with fluctuations96• The same
seems tó be the case with big concrete block making plants.

• This is a finding which is relevant to the choice of technique
by a cooperative. Smaller firms seem to absorb seasonal vari-
ations in reduced production rather than higher stockholding.
Such variability of incomes can be quite problematic, especially
in so far as fixed membership rather than casual workers are
involved.

• b. Cyclical factors and the choice of technique

cyclical factors further affect the choice of technique in the
industry. Many of the interviewees emphasised the peak-trough
nature of the building industry in the Western Cape, and
suggested that this impacted significantly on technical
dacisLone'", The tendency has reportedly also been for the

•
93. Fir.. with a total. investment in plant and equipment below and above R1m.

94. It shou1d however be noted that the rindinqs above are made on a 81ng1. observation of data for each
fir •. Furtheraore, there are two factors that Bight influence the conc1uaiona above .. saa1.1er concrete brick
p1ants might be qrowinq fast in new marketa or increasing tbeir market ahare. Both would tend to reduce
stock lev.la re1ativ. to sa1 ••.

95. K. Ingra., Auquat L989.

96. One clay brick plant Is preparing to deal. with th ••• variations 1n a new way. They have a relatively
10w machine cost co.ponent which is due to the. rebuildinq run-down s.cond band equip.ent. Consequently,
they want to DOveawayfro .. bui1dinq up larqe stocks durinq .u.aar, and rather keep the 1eve1 of production
constant using chaaber kilns and dryers.• 97. It is suggested that th .... cyclical fluctuation .. will seriously inhibit larg .. inv ....tDent.. in plant, wh..n
tbere i. uncertainty about the ~evel of deaand.
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cycles to become shorter and.' more severe. Some years ago,
Corobrick estimated the Western

1111041111001 ol Bllc~ Eqillalelli

511

411

Cape masonry market at around III

III .750 million brick equivalents
per annum. The actual demand in
1989 was most probably only 500

• mi 11Lon?", areActual data

I II .

IIIl 1111I !II III!I!l4 1115

........ CII! SALES ....... CONCRETE SUES __ rOTH SUES

Figure 111.12. Annual sales.
Source: R. Lowdifficult to obtain, but the

data supplied by Low provide some idea of the development of the
industry over time~. Figure 1iI.12 shows the cyclical nature of
the sales of especially clay masonry. In the concrete VBE

industry, however, the cyclical changes have been less severe.
This is most probably because of the high growth rate that the
industry has achieved. A simple least squares regression of the
sales levels on time gives some sort of indication of the trends.
The results are to be found in Result 4. The indication is that

•

concrete masonry sales grew by 21% per annum since 1984 with the
projected curve explaining 78% of the variance. The clay masonry
industry had a negative growth rate of -11,5% per annum. However,
only 15% of th~ variance is explained by this regression.•
The ability of firms to cope with these cyclical trends is
affécted by the cost structure of the firms, which is derived
from the technique that the firm uses. Firms with high
fixed/variable cost ratios are less able to operate at low
capacity, and would be more vulnerable in the case of demand
instability. The cost structure of the firms will be analyzed in
the next paragraph. A preliminary conclusion is that larger clay
brick firmsl= and some large and mechanised concrete firms are
more vulnerable than smaller concrete firms with lower fixed

•

98. Interview with K. Inqra., August 1989.

•
99. The production o~ pavers ls lncl.uded 1n the data. Por the period 1987 to 1989 pavers constituted
approKi.ate1y LOt of tota1 sales.

100. Some of tb. larger c1ay brick manufacturers elo •• down who).. pl.ants when the demand drops, and then
restart the•. (R. Low, Nove~r 1989).
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•
Result 4 Least Squares Regression of Sales Data on Time.

•
Observations: 1984 - 1989 (yearly)

TOTAL SALES =
Significance:
R2

Adjusted R2

CLAY SALES =
Significance:
R2

Adjusted R2

CONCRETE SALES =
significance:
R2

Adjusted R2

( 9.429) TIME -
(0.608)

0.0717
-0.1602

(337.90)
(0.829)

(-11.485) TIME +
(0.444)

0.1523
-0.0595

(433.32)
(0.009)

(20.974) TIME
(0.007)

0.8705
0.8382

- ( 17.41)
(0.556)

costs. The limited access which cooperatives have to capital to
carry large amounts of stocks, suggests that they would have
difficulty in entering these industry segments.•
In all, smaller less mechanised firms seem to be more flexible
in the face of demand variations. But much of this is at the cost
of jobs for casual unskilled workers. As with the seasonal
variability, cooperatives with a relatively fixed membership
might not perform as easily in the small scale sector unless a
way is devised to deal with two matters: periodic slumps during
which the production levels have to be curtailed; and boom
periods in which production has to be expanded rapidly.
Strategies such as diversification as well as appropriate
marketing will have to be part of such a package.

•

•

•
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c. Substitution of Concrete for Clay products•
A further question is whether
the higher growth rate of
concrete block products

products
simple

relative to clay
represents a

.' substitution, or the opening
of new markets.

Some of intervieweesthe

ProDortiOi 01 Total Sales
tllil r------------------,

IIIl . ...... _ _ .

ill .

~II .

III _- - .4 - - - - - - - -' - - - 1.

Ir,~ll----:t,,-!I8,.,...~--:-t 9*11'-----;-;1I"'"'.. '-----:-:t !""'ll--'t~,.C::-8 -~t 18I

~ CLH ...,.... COMCIEIE

Figure III.lJ.
Total Sales.

Proportion of

suggested that the industry as
a whole was declining, but that concrete products were growing
and were making inroads into markets previously held by clay
brick manufacturers. Some even suggested that this occurred at
a rate of 5% pa. This is apparent when the sales of concrete and
clay products relative to the total sales are compared. In
Figure 111.13 a fairly smooth rate of substitution emerges,
tapering off at a 33% of total sales volume level.

•

But it is also possible that low cost housing projects have
presented whole new markets, given the overall trends which
Result 4 shows. This is confirmed by the large number of smaller
firms producing concrete blocks that were established in the last

•

5 years101
•

The implications for establishing new cooperative firms are that
the growth in concrete products sales seems to be tapering off
(Figure 111.12 and Figure III.1J). If new firms were to be
formed, their ability to orientate correctly in terms of new and
growing markets will be crucial. This might well mean that the
viability for establishing cooperative firms on any significant
scale will depend on institutional factors such as finance

•

• 101. See the section on technical matters later on.
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provision for housing and state housing policies.
•

d. Marketing and sales strategy.

•

The economic relation between the enterprise and the external
environment ultimately concerns a correct reading of, and
catering for effective demand. This has been identified as a key
component in the choice of technique in Chapter II. How did the
various firms structure the relationship with their customers?
During the interviews, questions were asked about who the major
customers of the firm are; where most of their sales went to; and
what marketing strategy was used. The results are presented in
Result 5.

•

•

The most important component in the marketing strategy seems to
be a personal or informal relationship between brick maker and
builder. 59% of firms reported this as the most important
component in their marketing strategy. A second finding is that
the security of receiving bricks on time, in the quantities
required, is very important especially for the bigger
construction firms. This seems to be the reason why big
construction firms deal with big brick producers, and are even
prepared to pay a premium for those products. Smaller firms,
especially producing clay bricks, likewise tend to build up
relations with smaller contractors.

•
One bigger concrete block manufacturer concentrates on the
smaller clients when demand is high, because of the higher
margins on the sales to smaller customers. In the difficult
times, they concentrate on the bigger firms to get their products
out, and because of the credit risk which smaller builders pose.

The market structure appears more clearly in a correspondence
analysis on the recoded responses presented in Result 5. Notice

•
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•
Result 5. Views on Each Firm's Relationship with the Market,

their Market Profile and Strategy.

CODE
BARRIERS TO ENTRY AS IDENTIFIED BY EXISTING FIRMS

LABEL
EA
EB
EC
ED
CASES

FREO

-->

PCT
9

10
3
1

42.86%
47.62%
14.29%
4.76%

28 MISSING

FINANCE
MARKET SHARE/STRUCTURE
TECHNICAL
EASY TO ENTER
--> 8

CUSTOMER PROFILES
• CODE FREQ PCT LABEL

EE 5 17.86% OWNER BUILDERS
EF 7 25.00% SMALL CONTRACTORS
EG 6 21.43% MEDIUM SIZE AND A SPREAD
EH 10 35.71% LARGE CONTRACTORS
CASES --> 28 MISSING --> 1

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF MAJOR SALES
CODE FREO PCT LABEL
EI 1 3.85% SWELLENDAM
EJ 4 15.38% BOLAND• EK 10 38.46% TOWNSHIPS
EL 12 46.15% GENERAL CAPE TOWN AREA
CASES --> 26 MISSING --> 3

•

CODE
MARKETING STRATEGY IDENTIFIED BY RESPONDENTS

PCT LABEL

NOTE:
The totals and frequencies do not add up because firms
could be recoded into more than one category.

EM
EN
EO
EP
EQ
ER
CASES

FREQ

-->

10
8
9
3
4
5

34.48%
27.59%
31.03%
10.34%
13.79%
17.24%

29 MISSING --> 0

ADVERTISE
SALES REP OR PERSONAL CONTACT
INFORMAL
LOCATION
SERVICE AND QUALITY
MISC

FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CODES:
ET IDe FUNDING TA CLAY PRODUCT PRODUCER
EO BANK FINANCED TB CONCRETE PRODUCT PRODUCER
EV EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER FINANCED TC BRICK PRODUCER
OA LARGE FIRM TD HOLLOW BLOCK PRODUCER
OB MEDIUM SIZE FIRM TE USING AN EGG-LAYER• oe SMALL FIRM TF USING A STATIC PRESS
KX MAXIKU1( OUTPUT CAPACITY TG USING A PUG-KILL
MA AVERAGE OUTPUT CAPACITY
RF RETURN ON INVESTMENT (FIRM EST. NOT CALCULATED)

that the quality of the display is not high. The first three
dimensions together only have an inertia of 44%. Figure 111.14
and Figure 111.15 show the relations between the first dimension

•
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.Flgure 111.14. Marketing strategy. (Dimensions 1 & 2). See

Result 5 for description of the codes.

•
(19.85%) and the second (15.12%) and third (9.06%) dimensions
respectively. The results are given in Result 6.

•

CA presents a type of principal components analysis with
categorical data. The first principal component is the clay vs.
concrete masonry differentiation, and is given along the first
dimension: Clay producers [TA] to the left and concrete producers
[TB] to the right determines the orientation of this display
along the first dimension. The second dimension is largely
determined by the customers: with sales to large contractors [EH]
to the top and sales to owner builders [EE] to the bottom. The
third dimension is largely determined by sales to small contrac-
tors [EF], to the bottom of the display.

• Notice that the firm size indicators seem to lie diagonally
across the display, with the small firms [OC] in the second and
the medium [OB] and big [OA] firms together in the fourth
quadrant.

•

The clay masonry industry seems to follow a marketing strategy
based on quality and service [EQ], with sales to the medium sized
construction firms and a spread of customers [EG]. They saw the
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•

•

•

•

•

technical barriers to entry [Ee] as more important than the rest
of the industry.

ERp

EP~

TG

"r A

ED
EF

k=1:X{-1.83;1. 7} k=3:g{-2.28;2.57}
EI

k=1:x{-1.83;1. 7} k=3:Y{-2.28;2.57}
Figure 111.15. Marketing strategy. (Dimensions 1 & 3). See

Result 5 for description of the codes.

The analysi~ thus seems to support a differentiation between
three market segments in the concrete masonry industry. These are

.visible largely within the second and third dimensions of the
display. Firstly, some firms sell mostly to large contractors
[EH]. These firms tend to have larger capacity [MA:MX], and use
largely static brick presses [TF]. Furthermore, they tend to use
informal contacts or representatives [EN] as marketing strategy.
These firms also use other marketing strategies of which
tendering is the most common.

The second marketing segment is found to the left of the display.
Sales here go largely to owner-builders. These firms emphasise
locational factors [EP] as important for their marketing, and
largely use egg-layer technology [TE]. Furthermore, they find the
barriers to entry as mostly financial [EA].

The third segment is a group of firms which sell to the smaller
contractors [EF]. They tend to be the advertisers [EM]. These are
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Result 6. Analysis results for Figure 111.14 and Figure 111.15.

•

Note: See Result 5 for description of tne codes.

•

Inertia and percentages of inertia:
k=1 0 •369 (19. 86%)
k=2 0.281 (15.12%)
k=3 0.169 (9.06%)---+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+COLI QLT MAS INRI k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl---+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
EA 337 37 19 -196 40 4 -266 74 9 460 222 46
EB 454 41 18 209 54 5 470 270 32 - 326 130 26
EC 112 12 29 -562 71 10 -408 37 7 117 3 1
ED 237 4 33 12 92 11 2 19 - 874 51 11 -1056 75 27
EE 649 15 38 859 161 31 -1363 406 101 613 82 34
EF 574 21 36 303 30 5 -259 22 5 -1268 522 205
EG 179 18 31 -.677 144 23 -110 4 1 313 31 11
EH 613 31 30 -98 5 1 971. 512 103 419 95 32
EI 228 3 47 -709 19 5 -849 27 9 -2197 182 95
EJ 327 13 32 -1162 303 48 - 304 21 4 -124 3 1
EL 215 40 24 303 82 10 289 75 12 253 57 15
EM 468 30 29 621 209 31 -222 27 5 -654 232 75
EN 459 24 33 255 25 4 953 348 76 - 475 87 32
EO 472 27 31 - 644 193 30 -774 279 57 - 27 0 0
EP 585 9 45 1419 216 48 -1758 331 98 .595 38 19
EQ 388 12 36 -1231 269. 49 -602 64 15 555 55 22
ER 441 15 43 472 41 9 937 161 46 1143 239 115
ET 235 3 34 -1832 171 29 -644 21 5 920 43 16
EU 316 32 29 438 115 17 545 178 34 -195 23 7
EV 519 3 48 1572 88 21 -2333 194 62 2574 237 126
TA 838 24 32 -1391 774 124 -348 49 10 -194 15 5
TB 905 62 14 598 833 60 154 55 5 87 18 3
TC 307 65 11 -262 221 12 163 86 6 -8 0 0
TD 706 50 20 678 616 63 112 17 2 234 73 16
TE 752 27 31 861 337 53 -953 413 86 -57 1 1
TF 794 41 25 402 141 18 859 646 109 91 7 2
TG 793 21 32 -1479 763 12 3 - 251 22 5 144 7 3
OA 350 24 32 -651 168 27 494 97 21 461 85 30
OB 117 21. 36 -442 61 11 413 54 13 -77 2 1
OC 631 41 26 695 415 54 -458 180 31 -206 36 10
RF 464 147 27 -353 359 49 -113 37 7 -154 69 21
MX 318 3 3 -158 15 0 679 271 5 232 32 1
MA 357 3 2 -384 118 1 528 223 3 141 16 0---+------------+-------------+----~--------+-------------+

•

•

•
the smaller firms [OC], which tend to use their own finance [ES]

to an extent, and medium sized firms [OB] which tend to rely on

commercial bank finance [EU]. The smaller firms see easy entry

into the market [ED], and the more medium sized firms suggest

that tough market conditions and achieving a market share [EB]

are the main barriers to entry.

Thus, the market segmentation is closely related to the technical

•
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•

choice function. Clay producers tend to have their own markets,
often associated with close contacts with customers. Personal
sales contacts, quality products and service are very important.
The bigger concrete producers sell to the bigger construction
companies, often at higher price levels. They tend to use static
machine presses. Very small firms on the other hand, using mostly
manual machines, sell directly to the owner builders. And in
between a slightly less defined group of firms sells to the
medium sized as well as the small builders. They are mostly
advertisers.

•

•

This analysis therefore suggests that the potential for
cooperatives in the clay and large scale concrete block sectors
of the industry will likely be limited due to institutional
constraints. The most notable are technical and financial
barriers to entry. The medium sized market, where relatively low
barriers to entry exist, is relatively saturated. That leaves the
very small scale market for largely owner builders. Smaller scale
cooperatives might be able to function here, with location and
close contact with the end users as an important component of
their marketing strategy. Supplying masonry to the larger
construction firms would not be possible for the smaller firms
because they require a more stable supply of products and spare
productive capacity when they need it.

•

2. Learning and the interface between technical scale and
economic efficiency.

•
The rest of the section will analyze the economic outcome of
technical choices made in the brick making industry. This type
of discussion often takes place under the heading of returns to
scale, or economies of scale. The former can be seen as a
physical and the latter as a cost effect of the size of a

•
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• production unit, plant, or fir~=. Here, the term economies of
scale will be used in the sense of the interchange between
technical characteristics and economic consequences of a
technique. Scale factors are the outcome of technical change and
innovation. Economies of scale is the economic outcome of these
scale factors. Both are the result of learning.

• a. Investment structure.

Rosegger (1980: 69) suggests that there are three reasons for
increasing returns to scale: specialisation, dimensional effects,
and indivisibilities. Equipment and fixed assets represent some
of the more important indivisible inputs into the production
process. It can be argued that different techniques, representing
different technical scale components would inval ve different
investment structures. This would affect the choice of technique
by a firm in that it might not be able to meet the investment or
the scale requirements involved.

•
The investment structures of the various firms were disaggregated
into equipment [EQ], fixed assets~03 [FA], and stocks [SK], each
as a ratio of the total investment. The debt/equity ratio was
used to see how these were financed.

•

Figure 111.16 contains a CA plot in which the investment
structures are analyzed. It appears that firms financed largely
through loans tend to be using it for equipment rather than stock
or fixed assets. These firms tend to be concrete block producers
[TO] •

The main determinant of the first dimension, with 47.5% of the
inertia, is the type of financing. The portion of investment

102. See Ro.eqqer 1980:67-68• 103.Fixed .&&ets lnc~ude the bui~dinq. etc. but not the v.~ue of ~and which is excluded from the .na~ysis.
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.Flgure 111.16. Investment structure of 28 br1ck mak1ng f1rms.

•

•
funded by equity [EY] and by loans [LN] lie at opposite ends of
the axis. The equipment indicator [EQ] has a high correlation
(.461) with the first dimension, and is closely associated with
above average loan frequency [LN]. The concrete block producers
[TO] are also correlated with these two.

•

The orientation of the second dimension is largely determined by
the stocks [SK] and fixed assets [FA] ratios. But both are to the
negative side of the horizontal axis, suggesting that firms with
below average debt-equity ratios tend to either have above
average stocks or above average fixed assets ratios.

•

The third dimension has not been plotted, but suggests that firms
using egg-layers have a specific investment structure. From
Result 7 this axis is largely determined by fixed assets and
loans in a negative direction. This suggests that firms using
egg-layers have above average fixed asset ratio~ , and are
financed by loans. This most probably relates to the nature of
egg-layers: they need a big concrete slab on which to work, which
is a big part of the investment in a egg-laying brick plant. The
equipment is relatively inexpensive.

•
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•

•

•

•

•

Result 7. Results of the CA plot in Figure III.16.

INERTIAS AND PERCENTAGES OF INERTIA
k=l 0.1653 (47.5%) k=2 0.0982 (28.2%) k=3 0.0708 (20.3%)

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
----+------------+-------------t-------------t-------------+--------------------------------------
N)~EI QLT MAS Itml k=l COR CTR! k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRj DESCRIPTION
----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t--------------------------------------
FA 981 76 214 -331 112 50 692 490 372 -609 379 399 FIXED ASSETS!ItrvESTMENTrOV.L
EQ 946 303 152 288 476 152 120 83 45 260 387 289 EQUIPMEtrrjINVESTMENT TOTAL
SK 968 142 208 -270 143 63 -622 759 559 -184 67 68 STOCKSjIlrJESTMENTTOTAL
EY 883 383 122 -300 813 209 33 10 4 81 60 36 EQUITYjIlrJESTMENTIOT~L
LH 981 96 304 953 823 526 -144 19 20 -392 139 208 LOANSjIWiESTMENT IOT)L
----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t--------------------------------------t
SUPPLEMENTARY COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
----t------------+-------------t-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------t
N)~E I QLT MAS INR I k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTION
----t------------+-------------+-------------t-------------+--------------------------------------t
INT 552 11 38 767 492 40 -99 8 1 -250 52 10 INTEREST PAYMENTS
PL 286 20 181 837 222 84 -326 34 22 -310 30 27 LOAN PRINCIP).LREP),YMElrrS
TO 357 3 7 442 242 4 -42 2 0 -301 112 4 CONCRETE BLOCK PRODUCERS
TE 209 2 10 25 0 0 35 1 0 -664 208 10 PRODUCERS USING EGG-L~YEPS
C3 212 1 12 -707 87 2 222 9 0 814 116 7 CONCRETE BRICK PRODUCERS
C4 299 1 10 540 124 3 510 111 4 -391 65 3 SMALL TO MEDIUM SCALE COnCRETE BLOCK
----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------t
llote: Supp. colum indicators with low quality excluded.

Therefore, it seems that firms' access to different kinds of
finance has a bearing on the technical choices which they make .
.The implication should be noted: A group of firms that ~ere
largely smaller, financed with loans, manufacturing concrete
blocks could be identified. They tended to have below average
stock/investment ratios. Access to different kinds of finance
seems to be associated with different choices of techniques. It
is also likely to influence the enterprises' responses to the
seasonal fluctuations. The firms with predominantly debt
financing tended to spend less of it on maintaining high stock
levels. This suggests that they would let the equipment stand
idle rather than having to build up large stocks.

The consequences for choice of technique by cooperative firms are
that access to finance emerges as a key area. Given the problems
which cooperative firms experience in obtaining finance, it can
be expected that the area of capitalization with seasonal
variability, are problem areas. These will limit the technical
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choices open to them to smaller scale concrete block
manufacturing techniques. In fact, the only cooperative brick
making firm included in the survey experienced both problems
severely. The impact of seasonal variability were dealt with by
keeping membership stable but having very low wage levels. The
limited access to finance was dealt with by accepting credit from
an equipment supplier at significantly increased interest rates,
and keeping stock levels so low that production was affected -
typical problems of under-capitalization.

•

•
b. Labour inputs and wages.

Labour inputs into the production Table 8. Presumed management
salaries.process are related to the size

and technique of the production
processes of a firm. It has been
suggested that there are economies
of scale in managerial inputs up
to a certain point and dis-
economies when further increases

Investment Salary
R 20000
R 100000
R 200000
R 1000000
R 5000000
R10000000
R10000000+

R1000
R2000
R2500
RJOOO
RJ500
R5000
R7500

• .in scale .increase the complexity
of the organisation requiring more effort to manage (Rosegger,
1980:71).

Labour inputs are not homogenous either. Data on the skill and
occupational structures of the workers in each firm104 were
collected. These were collated into 4 basic occupational

• categories: Unskilled workers [Kl]; semi-skilled workers
including machine operatives [K2]; skilled artisans including
supervisors [K3]; and finally clerical and managerial workers105

[K4]. These labour inputs were translated into labour hours, and

104. In the previous section C.3.a paqe 120 a detailed account of how the data were collected and collated
was qiven.

• 105. See section C.3.A pAge 120.
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the wage rates that they received were ca Lcu Lat.ed-?".• Information on the salaries of managers were not available in
most cases. In other cases owner managers did not take a regular
salary. Therefore a presumed salary structure for the management
of firms related to the size of the investment in the firm was
used. The scales at which this has been done are represented in
Table 8.

•

•

If economies of scale were present in labour inputs, especially
managerial and possibly skilled labour inputs, it would limit the
choice of technique by smaller cooperatives as well. To the
extent that occupational and wage structures were technically
determined, the scope for cooperatives to alter these would
diminish, placing further constraints on their viable operation.
On the other hand, the occupational structure also reflects the
share in the distribution of income by cooperative members. The
coops might not only function in the low skill segment, but
consequently also in the low wage segment. That would potentially
increase their viable space in that even relatively low wages in
coop relative to the industry as a whole could be above average
wages for the particular individuals.

In order to investigate the relation between occupational
structure and wage rates, a CA plot was done. The actual labour
hours were treated as supplementary, while the ratio of

•
unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled to total non-managerial
labour inputs were active. The results are not displayed here.
The major impression is that the wage structure seems to be

~d:Th~e h~~t!r~:~u:a~~~~w::e£f:;'~:::dt;'::o:ro:e::aW~rrk°':.~at;.~d~~~·h~~l~o,:!~:sr~~.;n~~~..:!~~ns:i~~
or occupational category. Discrepancies arose between tb. two sourc •• , and it was decided that tbe totalwage bill was more accurate than the hourly wage rates .pecified. Furthermore. information about the average
overtime worked was included, but tbe i.pression was cr.ated that thi. was overstated. Consequently, the
hourly wage rate ~or eacb ·skill cateqory was calculated in tb. following way:

•
where L - total. labour bill froD financial data

W ~ waqea calculated using hourly wage rates
a - occupational categorytot - all occupational cateqories together
B _ total number or ordinary and overt!.. labour hour.
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•

almost independent from the occupational structure. A clear
correlation between firm size and wage structure could not be
shown either. The only case where some correspondence appear is
for large automated concrete block firms where the skilled
component of blue collar workers is above the average. These
firms tend to have below average wage rates for skilled
employees, but above average wage rates for unskilled and semi-
skilled employees. Two possible explanations can be given for
above average unskilled and semi-skilled wage rates. Firstly,
with total wage payments a smaller proportion of total costs,
these firms might be able to pay more. Secondly, these firms
might require more responsible workers to operate expensive
equipment, without disruptions. These factors obviously increase
workers' bargaining position.

•

•

•

It suggests that for most firms, except those producing with
expensive equipment in fairly automated plants, wage rates are
not directly affected by the technical characteristics of the
firms. Furthermore, the absence of any clear pattern suggests
that institutional rather than technical arrangements1m within
firms are more important in the setting of wage rates. Therefore
some scope for variation exists.

This is important in that it increases the scope for cooperatives
to organise their operations in a way they prefer. This is
obviously subject to the productivity constraints that they face
along with other firms that may be paying much lower wage rates.

•
Because little correspondence between the wage and occupational
structures were found, the occupational structure was analyzed
independently. A much closer relationship between the
occupational structure and the techniques chosen was found. The

•
1.07. This t.opic has been debated quite extenslve~y in the 1it.erat.ure between those proposing 4 close
technical deteraination o£ .labour proc•• sea, and e.pirica~ studi •• fail.inq to find that. It has been
proposed that this cou1d be due to the level of analysi. at tb. level of t.b. fir., and not of the productionunit, which for the current would affect this analysis to so •• extent as weI!.. But, most of tbe firms in
our study havo only one production unit.
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Figure 111.17. Occupational structure of 27 brick making f irms ,

.' firms generally employed very few skilled workers. 44% of the
firms have no skilled1.08production workers, and in 90% of
firms, the ratio of skilled to total blue collar employeesl.09
was less than 10%.

•

Further, smaller firms have a higher ratio of white collar
employees to total employment. Similarly, the smaller firms used
less skilled labour, while the larger firms, using more
sophisticated production processes tended to have more skilled
labour as a proportion of the total production workers, and more
semi skilled workers as proportion of the total number of
production workers. These results can be found in Figure III.17
and Result 8. The horizontal dimension, with 61.4% of total
inertia, shows a major orientation between firms with largely
unskilled workers [K7], associated with above average managerial
labour inputs [KO] on the right hand, and firms with largely
semi-skilled workers [K8] associated with skilled labour [K9] to
the left. It could be interpreted as the 'mechanisation divide'
which technically corresponds with smaller firms [OC] using egg-

•

108. Which comp~.t.d an apprenticeship. Here we bave inc1uded supervisors.• 109. Includinq supervisors.
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•

•

•

•

•

layers [TE) on the right versus non egg-layers on the left.

Result B. Occupational structure of
(Figure III.17)

27 brick making firms.

IKERTXAS AMD PERCENTAGESOF INERTIA
1 0.178545 61.38\ 2 0.094648 32.54\ 3 0.017709 6.09l

COLIJXlfCONTRIBliTIOKS--+-----.------------+-------------~-------------+-------------+---------------------------------.Jl NAMEI QLT KAS INRI k~l COR CTRi k~2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRiOESCRIPTION---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------.-------------+---------------------------------+1, K7 :1000755119: 21.1966 1881 1.5 5 2) 36 28 56/unskill.ed/Total Bl.ueCol.lélrempl..:
21 K8 ,1000165 4301 -771 784 549! -404 216 285, -12 0 1 Semi-skilled/Tot Blue Collar empll
31 K9 /1000 44 381/ -998 391 2431 1245 608 7131 -11 0 U/'Ski11ed/TotalBlue Collar emp1. I
41 KO 1000 37 70 315 179 201 27 1 Ol -674 819 942,White Collar/Total employment '---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+---------------------------------.COLliKlfCONTRIBUTIOKS--+-----+------------+-------------~-------------+-------------+--------------------------------_.JSI NAKEI OLT MAS INRI kml COR CTRl k-2 COR CTRl kc3 COR CTRjOESCRIPT~ON---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+---------------------------------.61 PR I 208 716 6591 40 6 61 -225 1.893831 59 13 139jProfit Rate
7'\PS I 2371036 505\ -25 4 41 -132 122 1901 125 110 910lStandardised Profit Rate
10 02 I 265 191 202 -252 207 681 37 4 31 128 54 17710uaJ.ityindex
11\ MX \ 753 34 2411 -830 329 129\ 939 421 3121 73 3 10lMaximum production capacity
12 MA 523 34 1831 -672 286 85 604 231 1301 107 7 221Averaqe production
14\ W1 \ 2672046 892\ -110 95 1391 115 104 286\ 93 68 989\UnSkilled ~aqe rates15 K2 546 6954594 -1024 54540831 33 1 8 -17 0 12 Unski1led labour bours
16\ W2 \ 2372727 582\ -47 36 341 86 119 2141 71 82 780\Semi-skilled~aqe rates
17 K3 768 4047947 -1361 32441941 1582 438 -I -192 6 841 Saai-ski11ed labour hours
19\ K4 \ 282 8713494\ -362 113 641\ 444 1691817\ 16 0 13\Skilled labour hours20 W4 432' - - -149 1501817 122 1012311 163 180 - Manaqerial labour hours
21\ TA \ 254 2 25\ -353 43 2\ -645 142 11\ 448 69 28\Clay products22 YB 223 7 8 107 33 0 22~ 146 4 -122 43 6 Concreteproducts
23\ TC \ 555 7 9\ -326 290 4\ -29 2 0\ 310 263 39\BriCk producer24 TO 347 6 13 176 46 1. 400 238 10 -207 63 14 Block producer
25\ TE \ 231 3 22\ 538 147 5\ -274 38 3\ -297 45 161USinq Eqq-layer26 TF 246 5 17 -238 52 1 456 192 10 47 2 1 Usinq Static press
28\ OA \ 327 3 24\ -538 120' 5\ 652 176 13\ 276 32 12 Larye firm29 OB 247 2 26 -515 74 3 -698 136 11 361 36 16 Med ua size firn
30 oe 364 5 17 544 282 8 -81 6 ol -283 76 21 Smal1 firm
321 C2 I 536 1 281 -574 57 31 1651 474 411 -165 5 21QUality concrete blocks - automatI---+-----~------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+---------------------------------+

This does suggest some degree of increasing returns to scale on
management labour inputs. positive betweencorrelationThe
'unskilled [K7) and managerial labour inputs [KO), and the small
firm size indicator [aC] suggests that smaller firms tend to have
above average 'managerial labour time input requirements. The
firms involved [P,E,J,A,I] generally use manually operated egg-
layers [TE) or smaller static machines in which most of the
materials handling is still done manually [H,U,C]. But, if the
assumption about higher managerial wage rates associated with
bigger firms is correct, the impact on costs for the firm is
unclear and could well mean higher managerial labour costs even
though more managerial labour hours relative to the total number
of labour hours are used.

still, the impact on technical choices in a cooperative is
significant. By choosing a small scale production process, the
managerial inputs requirements are bigger relative to the number
of worker members.
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•
Furthermore, an interesting relation between the occupational
structure and the technical characteristics of the firms is
found. Smaller firms rOC] tend to use predominantly unskilled
labour [K7] with egg-layers [TE]. Medium sized firms [OB] use
more semi-skilled labour [K8]. These are largely clay brick
producers [TA]. However, the big automated concrete block

-producers use more skilled, including supervisory, labour [K9]..'

•

This is an important finding, with significant impact on the
choice of technique for a cooperative firm. Bigger firms, using
more mechanised techniques require more skilled labour, and
supervisors. Furthermore, smaller firms use less skilled labour.
But from the interviews it became apparent that problems wi.th
supervision often mentioned by owners of small firms were
actually problems of scale. Consequently, a variety of piecework
and other managerial· mechanisms were developed in order to
compensate for the absence of supervision. Cooperatives, on the
contrary, have been reported to need fewer supervisors compared
to capitalist firms (Levin 1984:27). If this is the case, smaller
scale cooperatives might be at an advantage.

•

•

Finally, notice that there is a tendency for increased skill
usage with increasing mechanisation. This is a remarkable
finding, which is directly opposite to the expectations of those
suggesting that deskilling is associated with more mechanisation.
In the light of the discussion in previous sections it even
appears as if the more mechanised firms, and especially the
larger firms with higher levels of mechanisation of the materials
handling aspect of their operations, are less efficient (and
profitable) as well. It is instructive that many of the
techniques of the more efficient medium sized firms were
developed, or partly developed locally with the expressed
intention to make it adaptable for the local conditions. These
invariably meant a shortage of skilled labour, large numbers of

•
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.'

unskilled unemployed, and low levels of unskilled wage rates~~o.
This can also be related to a comment made by a manager of a
large clay face brick producer, which suggested that a few years
ago it was general practice to look for labour replacing
technologies. Now, with changes in the exchange rate, capital has
become so expensive that a balance between labour and capital
costs has been achieved~u. Finally, the lack of properly
skilled computer programmers was a key reason why some of the big
clay brick factories did not automate certain stages in their
production processes.

•

•

The implications for cooperatives are simple. To the extent that
cooperatives comprise largely unskilled unemployed, the type of
technique that they choose will have to take note of the
technical constraints which they face. On the other hand, it
appears that techniques which fit such a skill structure exist,
and could even be more efficient in the light of supervisory
constraints on such techniques operated by capitalist firms.
However, the technical and quality constraints which they will
face must be addressed. Access to adequate managerial skills is
a rnajor component, as is the demand for products with the
characteristics that they can produce using these techniques.

•

c. Cost structures.

The input costs for each technique were divided into costs that
could be regarded as fixed and costs that would vary with

• different output levels. The distinction between 'fixed' and
'variable' costs will therefore give an indication of the
flexibility~12of the firms under changes in demand.

~~o. Interview with designer ot the Profile block makinq equipment durinq April ~989.

• 1~~. Interview with H Voor.a, November 1989.

~~2. Not flexibility in product specifications in the sanae that Kaplinsky (~990:~-S) uses the word.
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Table 9. Cost structure of various types of production
technique.•

Machine Labour Overheads MaterialsTechnical class
A. ACTUAL CAPACITY UTILISATION:
Percentage of total production costs:
Manual clay bricks 1.03% 63.48%
Manual concrete 1.80% 22.90%
Mech. concrete block 8.59% 26.12%
Clay bricks (Non face) 22.11% 22.29%
Concrete bricks 6.97% 19.30%
Auto. concrete block 18.58% 19.88%
Clay brick (face) 28.90% 22.16%

12.05%
6.82%
7.21%

10.78%
4.66%
4.94%

16.74%

23.44%
68.48%
58.08%
44.82%
69.06%
56.61%
32.20%•

Per brick equivalent output:
Manual clay bricks
Manual concrete
Mech. concrete block
Clay bricks (Non face)
Concrete bricks
Auto. concrete block
Clay brick (face)

R.034
R.074
R.073
R.066
R.107
R.123
R.074

R.002
R.002
R.Oll
R.033
R.Oll
R.040
R.066

R.092
R.024
R.033
R.032
R.030
R.043
R.051

R.018
R.007
R.009
R.014
R.007
R.011
R.039

Per ton output:
Manual clay bricks
Manual concrete
Mech. concrete block
Clay bricks (Non face)
Concrete bricks
Auto. concrete block
Clay brick (face)

• R2.917
R4.054
R4.847
R4.017
Rl.927
R5.018

R12.215

R5.675
R39.565
R36.328
R17.888
R28.387
R63.017
R23.161

R.250
R1.041
R5.731
R8.696
R2.960

R17.987
R20.68l

R15.367
R13.084
R17.050
R8.910
R7.859

R22.224
R16.090

B. HYPOTHETICAL 85% CAPACITY UTILISATION:
production costs:Percentage of total

Manual clay bricks
Manual concrete
Mech. concrete block
Clay bricks (Non face)
Concrete bricks
Auto. concrete block
Clay brick (face)

1.03% 63.48%
1.40% 21.43%
7.28% 24.68%

21.98% 22.18%
5.72% 17.90%

14.61% 18.08%
28.90% 22.16%

12.05%
4.12%
6.52%

10.76%
3.05%
3.24%

16.74%

23.44%
73.04%
61.51%
45.09%
73.33%
64.06%
32.20%

•

Per brick equivalent output:
Manual clay bricks
Manual concrete
Mech. concrete block
Clay bricks (Non face)
Concrete bricks
Auto. concrete block
Clay brick (face)

R.092
R.021
R.029
R.03l
R.026
R.035
R.051

R.018
R.004
R.008
R.014
R.004
R.006
R.039

R.034
R.074
R.073
R.066
R.107
R.123
R.074

R.002
R.001
R.009
R.032
R.OOa
R.027
R.066

•
Per ton output:
Manual clay bricks
Manual concrete
Mech. concrete block
Clay bricks (Non face)
Concrete bricks .
Auto. concrete block
Clay brick (face)

R15.367
Rl1.512
R15.172
R8.793
R6.913

R18.377
R16.090

R2.917
R2.274
R4.l76
R3.995
R1.168
R2.945

R12.215

R5.675
R39.588
R36.329
R17.888
R28.391
R63.056
R23.161

R.250
R.763

R4.315
R8.579
R2.254

R12.015
R20.68l

•
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•
Four categories of costs were distinguished: Machinery [MC],
overheads [aC], (raw) materials [RC], and labour costs [LC]. The
machinery costs include depreciation costs113 which are fixed,
and maLrrt.enanoe=", hiring of equipment115 and other costs
which are variable. Fixed overheads included administrative costs
(excluding salaries)l..l6 and rent117

• Variable overheads

•
included marketing costs and Regional Services Council levies.
Material costs included mining costs, fuel and electricity, coal,
sand: cement and aggregates, and general running costs.

At the outset a trade-off between the machine and raw material
cost components was expected, especially in the case of concrete
masonry manufacturers. Bigger presses can supposedly compress and
vibrate products more strongly, lessening the requirement for

• costly cement;'>", However, a set of complementari ties rather

•

than substitution between inputs was found. Increases in one cost
component often meant that Incr-eases in other cost components per
unit of output occurred as well. Furthermore, a significant
difference between cost structures of clay and concrete masonry
producers was found. Clay producers tend to have above average
machine and overhead costs, while concrete producers tend to have
above average raw material costs. Labour costs tend to be between
19% and 26% of total costs for all techniques except manual clay
brick manufacture.

•
1~3. Very few fir .. were ab~e to give a c1ear id•• of depreciation cost •. The va1ue of machinery wasdepreciated by 201 per annum, except where the owner. specirlca11y mentioned a different period, usually
sborter, for faster w•• rinq equip.ent.

114. Maintenance costs are q.n.ra~ly very high ..pecially 1n the concrete brick industry, which work under
very abrasive conditions. It 1s po.Bib~. that fir.. did not report .. int.nance co.ta all that accurately,
because the information was not at hand. SO" dealer. of equipment and fir" which pr~vioU&ly used eqq-
layers sugge.ted that they are susceptible to .uch higher .. int.nance costa.

115. Birinq or equipment was not common.

116. Often fir .. wou1d not specify the •• genera1 runninq cost •. In tho •• ca... a fe. ranging between RSOO
and R~OOO per .onth depending on the situation wa. added.

117. In ca... where no rent was paid because the 1and wa. owned, rent was ca~cu1ated as 10' of the va~ue
of the land and bu.ildings. T'he va1ue of tbe land and bui.ldinqs was then not added to the invest.ent costs.
This was done in order to ensuze coaparabi1ity between dif£erent £ir .. , ao .. of which paid rent, and others
which did not.

•
118. Firma were re1uctant to specify the cost of cement that they uaed, bae.ua. tbi. cou1d revea1
infor ... tion reqardinq their mixtures to co.petitors. But rawIUlterial costs, of whicb ce•• nt is roughly 50\,
DAke up between 4.' and 71\ of the tota1 production costa. Tb. co.parab1. rang_ for c1ay brick factories
is 23' to 49'. If the production levela of tbe fir .. ar. scaled up to as" tb. raw material coata for clay
firas remain the SaDe, but for concrete fir .. it riae. to between 53' and aot.
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•
Table 9 contains the data on the cost structures for both the
actual and a hypothetical 85% capacity utilisation levelu9• It
is clear that the labour costs per brick equivalent of output
increase with increases in the machine costs per unit of output.
Raw material costs per ton of output also tend to increase with
machine and labour costs. However, clay products have lower
absolute raw material costs than concrete products. And the
absolute raw material costs of manual concrete block plants are
both high compared to other costs, and slightly higher than those
for small mechanical concrete block producing techniques.

•

These findings are explained by technical factors, including the
characteristics of the output. More mechanised production
processes produce better quality products, using more expensive
raw materials, and more labour costs per unit of output. The high
labour costs per unit of output for automatic concrete block
plants is most probably due to the higher level of skill
required, resulting in higher wage rates and in significantly
higher managerial salary costs at current relatively low
volumes1H• The only counter to the trend outlined above is that
manual clay brick manufacturers have very low machine and raw
material costs per unit of output, but very high labour costs.•
A CA was performed with the 4 cost components as a ratio of the
total costs as active columns. A set of technical indicators was

•
added as supplementary points, shown in Figure 111.18. The three
firm size indicators [OA] indicating large firms, [OB] medium
sized firms and [OC] small firms lie on a 'size axis'. But the
quality of display of the medium sized firms is very poor, with
the quality of the other two much better (Result 9). This mainly
shows the above average machine cost component of large and below
average machine cost component of smaller firms. More important

119. Se. the neKt paraqraph. Firms operating on capacity ~ev.1s above 85' wou1d be tb. same in both tab1es.

• 120. Given their genera11y low levels of production voluae, this .ight chang_ if their output was increased
elo ••r to capacity.
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is the product type
es
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TB CSMMC ReTD

OBTt": --C4 .....
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k=1:M{-1.86;1.84} k=2:y -.91; .78}
Figure I I I • 18. Techni c a I
characteristics associated with the
cost structure.

• which is being produced.
producingFirms clay

andproducts [TA]
concrete products [TB]
lie opposite each other,

quite
quality displays.

with high
Clay

both

• producers tend to have
above average overhead,
machine and labour cost,

low raw materials cost ratios. A different andand more
the producers.isdiversified picture for concretetrue

Techniques using egg-layers [TE] are associated wi~h low machine
costs, while those using static machines [TF] are associated with
above average raw material costs, and below average labour costs.
This does suggest that some form of substitution between labour
and other input costs were taking place. However, in absolute
terms all cost components per unit of output was higher for the
more mechanised concrete block plants.

•

• Result 9. Supplementary column'results for Figure III.lB.

PERCENTAGESOF INERTIA:
-1 58.23' k-2 30.67' k-3 11.10'

COLUXK CONTRIBUTIONS----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------+NWI QLT KAS IIntlk-l COR CTRl k-2 COR CTRl k-3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTION I----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------+MC 11000124 4661 -807 ~ ~I 149 32 491 102 15 63j MACHIKE COSTS/TOTAL COSTS ILC 1000 242 189 115 92 30 -328 ~ 465 148 154 262 LABOUR COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
oe 1000 79 171 -274 191 56\ -390 ~ 2i:4 -408 ~ ~ OVERHEAD COSTS/TOTAL COSTS I
Re 1000 554 174 170 506 151 165!Z2. ~ -29 15 24 RAW MATElIXALCOSTS/TOTAL COSTS----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------+
SUPPLEKEHTARYCOLUKK CONTRIBUTIONS----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------+KAlIl!!I QLT KAS IIIRI k-1 COR CTRI k-2 COR CTR I k-3 COR CTR I DESCRIPTION I----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------+TA I 643 3 391-1007408 271 -764 235 301 -7 0 ol CLAY MASONRY PRODUCER I
TB \ 642 7 16\ 407 411 111 305 231 12\ 4 0 Ol COKCRETE MASONRY PRODUCER I
TC 128 8 14 -~74 90 2I 47 7 0 102 31 4I BRICKS AS PRODUCTS I
TD I 204 6 241 342 156 61 '186 46 41 42 2 0 I BOLLOW BLOCKS AS PRODUCTS I
TE I 365 3 371 810 3~1 20I 4 0 0 I -337 54 18I USING EGG-LAYERS I
TF I 284 5 301 133 15 11 494 210 201 261 59 16\ USIKG STATIC BLOCK PRESSES ITG 584 3 41 -1247 522 37 -322 35 5 -283 27 10 USIKG PUG-MILL
OA \ 416 3 39\ -980 387 261 213 18 21 170 12 41 LARGE FIRM IOB 36 2 43 -330 30 2 70 1 0 -142 5 2 MEDIUM SIZE FIRM
oe I 523 5 271 707 499 24\ -152 23 2\ -34 1 0\ SMALL FIRM IC1 I 364 1 501-1862270 23 -763 45 7 -792 49 22 CLAY BRICK FIRMS WITH T~~EL KILNS I
C2 \ 171 1 47\ -426 30 21 672 75 121 622 65 271 AUTOMATXC CONCRETE BLOCK FIRMS I
C3 ~77 1 47 663 73 61 781 101 161 -146 4 21 CONCRETE BRICK PRODUCERS I
C4 \ 62 3 39\ 379 57 4\ -90 3 0 \ 65 2 11 MECBAKISED CONCRETE BLOCK PRODUCERS \C5 247 1 47 1038 180 14 253 11 2 -583 57 241 MANUAL CONCRETE BLOCK PRODUCERS
C6 I 225 2 451-~001219 171 -145 5 11 -80 1 11 CLAY BRXCK PRODUC. EXCL. TUKKEL KILNSI----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------------------------------+

•

•
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•
Indicators for product quality are not included in the display.
However, the producer quality index [Q2], is strongly associated
with above average average machine cost ratios, but not related
to raw material cost ratios. This quality index is mainly
composed of the compressive strength of the products. Therefore,
more mechanised plants produce better quality (stronger) products
using more expensive raw material and labour inputs .

•

•

The implications for the choice of technique by cooperative firms
are firstly, that they will have to use techniques with
relatively high machine cost components if they want to produce
higher quality products. If clay and automatic concrete block
firms are excluded from the range of techniques that they can
choose from (as is concluded elsewhere), their options are most
likely some form of concrete brick or block technique [C3, C4, C5 ].
with egg-layers, the position is fairly fixed, and the cost
structure seem to be dominated by those factors determining the
first dimension: High raw material and low machine costs. But,
the absolute level of material costs is lower than for the other
techniques. As a result, poorer quality bricks are produced with
cheaper machines and materials. with static block presses, the
situation is more fluid, but overall, higher quality products are
produced using techniques with above average machine cost
components, and significantly higher levels of production costs
per unit of output.

•

•
Secondly, the firms therefore have to decide at what level they
are going to operate and accept the product characteristics which
it implies. The crucial question is then whether they will be
able to sell products with the characteristics as specified.

d. Capacity utilisation and cost structure.

The sensitivity of firms to variations in production levels were

•
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• analyzed. Hypothetical production cost structures were
calculated, by scaling up the variable costs proportionally with
production volume increases to a capacity utilisation of 85%.
Those already operating above 85% of capacity were not
changed~2~. It became clear that the basic pattern alters very
little. Most of the concrete firms moved in a direction where the
raw materials cost proportion of total costs rises .

•

•

The consequence is clear: increasing the volume of output makes
the raw material costs even more important, and reduces the
machine, overhead and labour cost components. From the point of
view of an individual firm, raw material prices are externally
determined, giving the firm little control over costs. with raw
material cos·ts then contributing between. 53% and 80% of total
costs, mix design ought to play an important part in the
technical life of any concrete brick producer. It also becomes
apparent that the productivity of the larger automated concrete
block plants increases. Their machine, overhead and labour cost
per unit of output decreases. However, these costs are sti 11
above that of smaller mechanised production processes in absolute
terms.

•

•

Two technical consequences affecting the learning possibilities
of the concrete industry also follow: Firstly, with the high raw
material cost content, the scope for learning and productivity
increases beyond mix design is rather limited. Most learning and
scaling attempts have gone into two areas which remain: product
design and the design of production machinery.

secondly, the potential for new materials to significantly reduce
the raw materials costs present the opportunity for a lot of
improvements in the industry.

• ~2~. This included all the clay brick fir ...
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•

•

•

•

•

•

The clay brick industry is affected in a different way. Between
30% and 45% of their costs are machine and overhead costs. It is
likely that reduction in production volumes will affect them
severely. This point was emphasised by people in the clay brick
industry.

e. Cost structure and efficiency .

So far, the influence of various technical choices on the cost
structure of the various firms has been analyzed. But which cost
structure elements characterise the more efficient firms?

Result 10. Stepwise multiple regression of efficiency of 25
brick making firms.

Skill adjusted profit rate =
(1.369)

-(1.537)
-(8.591)
+(7.140)
-(4.283)

P(2 tail)
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.010
0.065

Raw material costs/rand output
Overhead costs/rand output
Overhead costs/production costs
Machine costs/brick equivalent output

N = 25 R2 = .877R = .937 ADJ. R2 = .853 SEE = 0.150
DURBIN WATSON D STATISTIC 2.006
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION -.003

The following firms were outliers and excluded: [1,7,0]

A stepwise multiple regression analysis was, performed with the
skill adjusted profit rate, the index of efficiency, as dependent
variable. Initially, a large number of cost indicators were
included: the four major cost components as a ratio of total
costs, sales in rand, sales in brick equivalents and in tonnes,
and the three quality indices. The two clay face brick ·firms were
excluded because they were outliers, as well as firm [0].

Result 10 gives the results of the analysis.

Notice that labour costs do not feature. This is most probably
related to the fairly constant proportion of labour costs out of
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•
total production costs found above. Raw material costs and
overhead cost per rand sales as well as machine costs per brick
equivalents all have negative signs, suggesting that more
efficient firms are able to reduce the raw materials, overheads
and machine costs per unit of output. This is to be expected.

•
On the other hand, the overhead costs as a ratio of total produc-
tion costs increases with efficiency. This needs some
explanation. It most probably suggests that the techniques of the
more efficient firms tend to be those that have a high overhead
cost component. In ~his case it is the clay brick firms. From the
section on the choice of technique, it became clear that the clay
brick firms were amongst the more efficient.

• This finding has a crucial implication for cooperatives. The more
efficient firms were characterised by factors related to
efficient management rather than 'harder labour' . The willingness
of coop members to work harder than their non-coop counterparts
could all come to nothing if they are not prepared to do what is
needed for th~ enterprise to be managed efficiently.

•

•

Notice further the output measure used in each of the significant
variables. Why are the raw material costs/output in Rand and the
overhead costs/output in Rand measures significant rather than
measures based on tonnes or brick equivalents? One answer lies
in the quality of the products. Earlier it was shown that a close
correlation exists between the price of a product and the quality
thereof. If the quality (and cost) of the raw materials used were
a significant component to the output quality, then a measure
compensating somewhat for the output quality (via the price)
would be better than one simply based on a weight or a volume
that did not change with changes in quality. The same argument
would hold for overhead costs, but in a less direct way. Clay
brick firms produce better quality products, and have higher

•
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• overhead costs. A output measure in sales value rather than
volume or weight incorporates quality differences better.

The machine cost measure
is more directly related
to output volumes, brick
equivalents in this

• case. This suggests that
a different cause
underlies the relation
between machine costs
and efficiency. But,

.~ q.iven :that the capacity
of a brick press is
determined by the volume
of output that it can
produce at a time, this
is to be expected. Brick

Re
a

5
A

1

2

Me

6
1c=1:X<-.72i.S2l- Jc=2:y<-.64;.S8l-

PS

Le .

oe

Figure 111.19. Cost structure
efficiency in 7 clay brick firms.

and

presses are more efficient if they produce more volume of output
per unit of time.

• To get a broader perspective, the standardised profit rate (~k)

[PS] calculated earlier as a measure of efficiency was included
wi t.n the correspondence analysis of the cost structure. The
results for 7 clay brick firms~22 are displayed in
Figure 111.19; and Result 10. It is quite apparent that
efficiency is correlated strongly with the first dimension only.
Thus, firms with above average efficiency, are correlated with
below average machine costs [MC] and raw material costs [RC] but
above average overhead costs rOC] as a proportion of total costs.
There is no correlation with labour costs. More efficient firms
are able to reduce machine and raw material costs, and no clear
pattern related to labour costs exists. It appears, therefore,

• 122. Firm [6], which has on1y 3 employe .. , exerted a very big influence over tb. total orientation of the
disp~ay (60' of tota~ inertia), and wa. treated as supp~e.entary.
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•

•

•

•

•

that some scale economies are present in the efficient
utilisation of machine costs and raw materials relative to the
overhead costs that have to be incurred.

Result 11. Results of CA plots Figure III.19 and Figure III.20.

A. CLAY PRODrCT FIRMS:

InERTIAS ~lIDPERCENTAGESOF nlERTIA
10.028051 68.61% ~ 0.001111 2.72~
2 0.006483 15.86% --------
3 0.005238 12.81% 0.040883

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIOnS
-----t------------t~------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------I
n~~EI QLT MAS INRI k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTION I

I-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------
KC 997 99 221 -222 541 175 -150 247 344 -138 209 3621 ~~CHINE COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
LC 866 92 86 -75 1~7 18 -63 105 57 153 614 411 LABOUR COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
oe 936 52 153 235 457 102 -214 380 366 109 99 118 OVERHEAD COSTS/TOT~.LCOSTS
Re 985 171 347 -275 906 459 70 59 130 41 20 54 RAW MATERIAL COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
PS 999 586 193 109 877 246 34 85 104 -22 37 55 STANDARDISED PROFIT RATE I

-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------
B: CONCRETE PRODUCT FIRMS:

HIERTIAS AND PERCEllTAGESOF INERTIA
1 0.024488 43.58% 4 0.004805 8.55%
20.017833 31.74% --------
3 0.009066 16.13% 0.056192

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------
N)~EI QLT KAS INRI k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTION

-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------
KC I 983 37 282 83 16 10 -633 926 824 -134 41 72 MACHINE COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
LC 426 119 97 -31 21 5 56 67 21 125 338 204 LABOUR COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
oe 949 31 263 -546 627 378 -233 115 95 314 207 338 OVERHE.~ COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
Re 1000 318 194 -145 614 273 56 93 57 -100 294 353 RAW MATERIAL COSTS/TOTAL COSTS
PS 931 496 163 128 890 334 12 8 4 25 33 33 ST)JU)ARDISEDPROFIT RATE

-----+------------t-------------t-------------t-------------+------------------------------------

This corresponds with some observations about the most efficient
firm [2] in the survey. Apart from the fact that they work during
winter as well, they use a clay preparation process which is the
most simple of all the firms, and have produced fork-lift attach-
ments to ordinary tractors which are much cheaper than
commercially produced forklifts. They have also placed greater
emphasis on the structuring of their labour processes, with no
supervisor and an incentive scheme. Their machine costs and raw
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•

material cost components are therefore quite a lot below their
competitors. And during the interview they mentioned that to
increase the output of their plant would involve the need to
purchase another tractor, bigger preparation equipment etc.,
which would not be cost effective. This suggests that they are
operating as closely as possible to an optimum level of scale.
At the same time, this firm is not the biggest clay producer. The
scale effects are therefore not simply a matter of size, but a
matter of learning to use and acquire inputs that go well
together.

•

•

The position of firm [1] corresponds more with overhead costs
[Oe] than with standard prof it rate [PS] ~23.The reason for the
inefficiency here seems to be that the overhead costs of this
firm are too high~24. This is in line with observations during
the fieldwork~2s.

•

Figure III.20 contains the display for 19 concrete brick
firms~26. Result 10 reveals that firm efficiency [PS] once again
correlates almost exclusively with the first dimension, and that
this corresponds with below average overhead costs [DC] and raw
material costs [RC]. Table 9 suggests that the firms with the
lowest proportion of raw material costs are the small mechanised
block production processes. The manual production processes have
a very high raw material cost component (73%), but in absolute
levels they are quite close to the small mechanised production
processes. Big automated production processes have a relative raw
material cost component below the two mentioned above, but an
absolute cost level higher than both. Overheads generally make

123.The corre1ation with the first dimension is on1y 33t,whi1e it is 52'with the second dimension.

1.24. For exa.p1e the cost per brick equiva.lent for tbi. fir. coapared to fir. (7) which ba. a silli.la.r
technique is .s fo11ows:
:!:"~terlai costs: ~~1 ~:4 Overbead costs: ~~~ &:2
Machine coats : 5.5 7.7 Labour costs : 6.2 4.1

125. The firn is current1y undergoing major structura.l adjustment. to .lower theIr overheads. Competitors
have &1so commented on their high overhead cost structure.

• 126. Firm [0], which has only 3 emp1oy ••• , exerted a very big Inf1u.nce over the total orientatIon of the
display (••, of total Iner~la), and was treated aa .upp~eD.nt4ry.
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Figure 111.20. Efficiency and cost structure in 19 concrete

masonry firms.

up a very low proportion of total costs. The question for a
concrete masonry producer is therefore whether a technique can
reduce raw material costs but still produce sufficient quality
products. This could involve different technical choices, but
ultimately the choice is not the capital labour ratio given the
wage level, but quality price level given the demand pattern for
different quality and price goods.

•

•

The difference between the display for clay and concrete firms
suggests that the concrete masonry industry experiences a
different set of scale economies from the clay masonry industry.
For clay masonry producers the objective is to design a
production process in which all the eguipment are used to their
capacity without bottlenecks. The objective for a concrete
masonry producer is to keep the raw material cost component as
low as possible given guality constraints.

•

The message throughout this cost structures analysis is that
various techniques involve cost structures which are not
substitutions but complementarities~ These are associated with
differences in product characteristics, as well as cost per unit
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• of output. Successful techniques are able to match these with
effective demand.

•

Cooperatives will have to take these economies of scale
seriously. It involves managing the enterprise efficiently. In
the clay masonry industry the key is making optimal use of all
the equipment. In the concrete masonry industry the situation is
more complex. Adapting the technique and the characteristics of
the products it produces to the demand for these products seems
to be the key factor. This involves having the flexibility to
ad~pt the technique to different conditions. If cooperatives do
not develop the capacity to learn fast and efficiently, which
involves proper management, they would probably not be viable.

•

•

•

•
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E. PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS .
In the preceding pages, the crucial role played by product
characteristics in the viability of a technique has been
identified. Displaying a high correspondence with the price, the
product characteristics and price forms the crucial link between
the market and the nature of demand on the one hand, and the
technological and economic conditions and constraints under which
firms operate on the other. In this section, the measurement and
analysis of changes in product characteristics will be presented,
and in the following section the correlation between aspects of
the production techniques and the product characteristics
identified.

•

.' Important characteristics in·terms of which to measure technical
change will be identified first. Then the characteristics of the
products produced by the firms in the sample will be analyzed.
These will serve as background to construct quality indices, and
analyze their nature and performance. Finally, the changes that
have taken place in the product characteristics over time in the
sample of products will be analyzed.

• 1. Changes in the product technology.

•

No fundamental changes occurred in the VBE industry during the
past 20 years. Conventional masonry construction have not been
replaced by 'innovative building methods'. Changes have occurred
especially in the low cost housing market though, with modular
hollow concrete blocks becoming more important127•

Schlotfeldt (1988) 128 argues that hollow concrete blocks are now
dominating the low cost housing field. Large panel systems
virtually disappeared when the state stopped financing large

127. See also section A.3.b.(1) page 97.• 128. KSA Kar 1988 plO-ll
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•
housing schemes in 1983. Small panel systems have always been
limited, but with the advent of the MANTAG system, there was a
small a resurgence of interest. For blocks, a variety of systems
are available which lay them in an innovative manner, with 9.
having been granted Agrement certificates and 2 Mantag

•

certificates. Little information is available about their use,
but it is not high. The' innovative' building systems encountered
during the fieldwork were related largely to the choice of
materials and the design of the block unit itself. They were all
self-aligning units. One product was constructed using a mixture
of concrete and polystyrene balls. It produced a lighter product,
which was solid, and used as a dry-stacking product. Drawbacks
were that it was used in the production of non-cavity walling,
and that the materials were relatively expensi ve129• Another
product was designed to reduce the skill needed to build them
into a wall. The agent bonding different blocks is a concrete
slurry that is poured into grooves after the dry products have

•

been stacked130•

•

Another system does not use a concrete slurry, but has mortar
joints which are filled after the blocks have been stacked to
increase their stability. Firm [HJ has produced a batch run of
the products, and is building a number of low cost houses with
the product in order to popularise it in the low cost self-build
housing market. Using some of the information supplied by the
interviewee, it transpired that the cost of blocks per square
metre would be R6.50 higher than comparable width (140mm) single
skin concrete blocks. But building with the block enables the use
of unskilled labour which is lower paid, and between 25% and 50%
faster for the walls. The end result was that there was no

•

129. "The product. can compete with dual. skin cavity wal.linq, but not with singl.. skin wal.l.lnqu. D. Doveton,
OCtober 1989.

•
130. They suffer fro. a number of drawbacka: In order to prevent the prob~.ma of water penetration, theproducts must by made very accurate1y. Coupled with the need for .p.cia~l••d moulds in which to nake the
products, this tends to lncreas. the cost. of production. Post hoc inspection to supervise whether the
slurry haa been poured into the qroovea ia a150 not po.albl.., which wou1d increase the n.ed for direct
supervision.
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significant change in the cost of a houseuJ..•
Products based on burnt clay have not been able to adapt so
readily. Attempts to produce clay based products competing with
hollow blocks were seemingly unsucceas rut-v .

2. The characteristics used to evaluate the quality of masonry

• products .

A combination of the heuristic and functional approaches to
technology measurement were used to develop a quality index133•
The characteristics used were specified and weights applied to
the characteristics according to a specified schedule. The
characteristics are measured so that they increase with quality.

•
The range of characteristics selected falls into two classes:
those more directly related to the design and those more closely
associated with the performance of the products. The design
aspect would be important for a direct user (bricklayer), and
affects the ease with which products can be handled134•'. Characteristics like the ratio between the volume of a product,
and its weight [VW]135 will be an important feature for the
users of productsl~. But certain products are wider than
others. This means that less could be used to build an actual
wall. From the builders' point of view, the more wall in volume
you get, with the less mass that has to be moved, the better.

•
131. The size of a house with 52m2 wall. was taken as b•• ia for the calcu~ationa. On tb. other hand, tbeproduction faci1ity wa. erected on site, so savinqa in transport costs were not accurately ref1ected.

132. Maxi-bricks, developed by the clay brick industry to cOllpet.e against. hollow concrete blocks aretbe ... lv•• now produced by concrete brick plants. Xnt..rvi.w with D King, sept..aber 1989.

133. S.. Kajer, 1985:335-351 and Len>, 1985:249-264

134. Liqbter products can be built faster. Biqqer products require tbe ua. of both hand. to lift, ~hile
smaller products can be handled with one hand, tb. other applying the mort.ar.

135. VW - !(l1.ll.lJ+14)/4)*!!Wl.wl+wJ·+w4)/4)*!!hl.hl.hJ+h4)/4)
Welght!kg)*lOOOOOO i

where li 1s t.be .. length aeaau.reaents, wi -is the " width ... aure... nb, h is the " height ae.sureDenb, .11
in .i11i ..tr••. VW is the vo1u.e/weiqht ratio.

• 136. Thi. was emphasised by a concrete block producer which developed a 'hollow .Axi-brick', the size of
a. maxi brick, but the weight of an ordinary imperial brick. The a.me st1·.nqth was attained with the
inclusion of slightly DOre cement. The product wa. new for the firm, and in deaand. This WASdue to an
increase in 3~'in the 1ayinq speed of the product by bricklay.rs.
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Therefore, the surface area to weight ratio of the product was
added. For products with a comparable volume/weight rat.Lo=",a
narrower product would have a lower weight, but the same surface
area. Thus the narrower product would have a higher surface
area/weight ratio. This incorporates another effect, which is
important in the Western Cape. Dual skin walling is regarded as
preferable for rain penetration purposes. Products with a narrow
width are used in a dual skin wall, which would be regarded as
being of higher qualityl..l8. Furthermore, certain products have
special features which enable easy building, or are especially
pleasing aesthetically etc. This includes special 'alignment
protrusions', or face brick properties. In order to accommodate
for these, a dummy variable was added [FA]l.39.

most often use these as B. ACS;;;URACXMEASUREMENTS
indicators of quality. Valu~ Freg ~ CUM~

.7 7 12.96% 12.96%

.6 4 7.41% 20.37%

.5 12 22.2'2% 42.59%

.4 12 22.22% 64.81%

.3 9 16.67% 81.48%

.2 3 5.56% 87.04%

.1 7 12.96% 100.00%

•

•

Some characteristics are
more related theto
performance of the
product.
called

They will be
producer

characteristics because
producers themselves

•

•

Table 10. Appearance Codes and Accu-
racy measurements.

A. APPEARANCE CODE DESCRIPTIONS
Value Texture Unevenness
.7 Very smooth None
.6 Very smooth Yes
.5 Smooth No
.4 Smooth Yes
.3 Coarse No
.2 Coarse Yes
.1 Very poor and uneven

l.37. SW - « 11+l.2·n]+14 \t4).«~+h2 +h3+h4) (4)
w.lqt(kq) .10000

wh..r .. 11 is th.. " length ........ur.._nu, hi is the 4 heiqbt _ ....ur.._nu, both in IlLill..i....tr .... sw is the
surface area/weiqht ratio.

138. One exception here 1s the use of 140 mm wide b~ock. for 6inq~e skin ~ow cost housing wa~linq, which
g.ner.~lv leaves a much lower quality hou ••. A duaay variable for single or dual skin walling would bave
d..al.t with this. But s.inc.... ost of the .... products are used for industrial building, and male. up a s.....ll
proportion o£ our a••ple and of tbe totaL production we left it a. ia.

•
139.Special products with ..elf-aliqning f ..atures wer.. coded a. 1. Similarly, clay face brick product. and
special concrete brick t"e.tur •• which i.prov. the perforaanc. of concrete products (.\leb as a water
repellant silicone layer to prevent eff~ore.cenc.) wer •• 1.0 qiven • va~u. of 1. Lower qua~ity c1ay face
products, tbe 'seai-face' and overburn products, aB well .a concrete face products were given a value of
0.5. Tb. reat of the products were given a value of o.
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Compressive strength [ST]140 is the characteristic that is used
most often. Another 'producer characteristic' is the appearance
of the products, which is important in order to help market the
products (Table 10). The final two measures are also more related
to the production process: The squareness of the product, or the
variance in the lengths of the various facets141.; and the
accuracy with which the product is made with reference to the
standard product size142

• These characteristics relate more to

•

• the production process rather than the design of the products.

At least one very
variableimportant

should have been
included in the list,

• but could not due to the
non-availability of
data. is theThat
measures of drying
shrinkage in concrete
block products, and
moisture expansion in

• clay products. Most
firms do not even per-
form these types of
testing, so it would be

difficult tovery

Table 11. Weights used in the
struction of quality indices.

A. OVERALL QUALITY
Code Description

INDEX [Q]
Weight

con-

•
determine the contribu-
tion of these factors. Other characteristics left out are related

VW Volume/weight
SW Surface/weight
FA Special features
ST Strength
AP Appearance
DI Squareness
AC Accuracy

15%
10%
10%
50%
5%
5%
5%

more to the nature of the material used rather than the

B. USEE QU~II~ INDEX [Q1]
Code Description Weight
VW Volume/weight 40%
SW Surface/weight 10%
FA special features 20%
ST Strength 30%
C. PRODUCER QUALITY
Code Description

INDEX [Q2]
Weight

ST Strength
AP Appearance
DI Squareness
AC Accuracy

70%
10%
10%
10%

140. ST = Co.pressiv. strenqth (KPa)/100.
The ••asureDenta were calculated by tbe Portland C••ent Xnatitute.

~41. DI aMAx[varCil+iJ+iS+i4)+varcw\+wJ+ '+w.)+varC61+hJ+6S+b4),1]
wh.re 11 is tb ... length aeaaurelllents, wY is the • width De_urea.Dta, hi is tb•• height aeasure•• nt&, all
in mill1 ••tr••. DI is the index of squaren.sM.

•
142. AC = 1

MAX[Abs(ii-1)+Aba(W*-w)+AbS(hÏ-h),1J
where li la tb. average of tb ... length ••• aur••• nts and 1 t.b. standard length. 'rb. saae applies to the
width (w) and heiqht (h). AC is an indek of accuracy.
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•
individual product. To some extent the better performance of clay
products with regards to thermal qualities and acoustic
performance will be reflected indirectly in the chosen measures.
Clay tends to have a lower density and a higher strength/weight
ratio. This means that clay products in general will reflect
higher strength and lower weight consequently higher
volume/weight and surface/weight ratios .

• After selecting the characteristics, the weights that make up the
indices must be specified. Sahal has suggested a method using the
characteristics internal to the data only143. But in the absence
of adequate data, a more heuristic approach was followed in the
specif ication of the weights. A summary of the weights used .in
the calculation of the quality indices is found in Table 11. They
~re based largely on a subjective analysis of the importance of
the various characteristics.

•

Product samples were collected from all the firms interviewed.
The samples were not selected using a rigorous sampling
r'out Lne "?", which should include samples of between 6 and 12
products per batch14S depending on the type of product. In some
cases it was not possible to get even 2 products. These were
measured and an evaluation about their appearance made. After a
month of curing the 101 samples were taken to the PCI testing
laboratory, where they were weighed and then crushed to determine
their compressive strength.

• 3. Products included in the survey and in the test procedure.

The products that were included in the survey are listed in

143. Sahal, 1985':1.-37

144. The SABS specifies the saDplinq procedures that should be followed to select products for tetitinq forboth clay and concrete products. se. SASS 227-1986

• 145. Some variability occurs within each batch due to the performance of the brick press.s and the nature
of the flow of naterials into the moulds. The products In the outer rim m19ht be filled less and the centre
mo~da Dare co.pletely. That aeans so•• products wo~d not only be heavier, but will also be compresaed
better. We were not ab1e to take this kind of variability into account.
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Result 12. Products in the survey and in
Resul t 12, together the testing procedure.
with an indication•
of the frequency
with which they were
mentioned as major
products. The

•
frequencies of these
products used in the
construction of the
quali ty indices are
also listed. While
Resul t 12 does not

.'
represent all the
products that are
actually being
produced by the
industry, it does

il ! 1 i !iPROOOCT-------------'SIZE-------,LISTED---,TESTED---,
! CODE TYPE ! L \Ii HI FREO }, :FREQ._ }, ,
:1'1 Maxi-brick :1220Xl15X901 5 6.94, 5 9.26

1
'

i 2 stock :220x 73x105 i 10 13.89: 8 14.81
119 Maxi (hOllOW)11220X90X11511 1 1.3911' 1 1.8511
:1- Driface :1220x 73X105

j
l 1 1.39~ - 0.00!1

ill Calc. silicatl1222X 73x1051 1 1.3911 1 1.8511
!13 M190 I390xl90x190 'I lt 19.4(1 13 2L07'1
14 M90 I 390x190x 901 1115.28( 814.81j
i8 3j4M90 1 290xl90x 90

1
4 5.56;1 2 3.70

1i 5 MHO 1'390X190XHOj 7 9.721 4 7. H
,0 Lockblock 415X190X1501 1 1.39! 1 1.85~

IB90 . 90x495x228 1 1.391
- 0.00'

1- IB150 II 150X495X228111 1.3911 - 0.0011
16 NFP '1220x 73x1051 6 8.33 6 11.111
17 Overburn I 220x 73x1051 2 2.781 1 1. 85
- NFX 220x 73x105 2 2.78 - 0.00

117 FBS I 220x 73x105 2 2.78 2
17

3.70iSemi face 220x 73x105 2 2.78 2 3.70j ,

Note *Where a firm sample consisted of nore than one
product it is recorded only once for the purposes
of the tested values.

*CODEcolumn indicates the recoded product code
used in the text

give some indication
of the relative importance of different products. As the first
CODE column indicates, the various product groups were grouped
into 10 different product types.•
The quality values for each product were then used to produce
three sets of quality measures. The first is the firm quality
indices. These were constructed by adding all the values for the
tested products from a particular firm, and averaging them. The
second set of indices could be regarded as product qual ity
indices. If more than one of the same product from a particular
firm were included, they were averaged to give one quality index
per product per firm. All in all 54 quality measures were
obtained in this manner. These will be used to analyze the nature
of the quality indices in the next paragraph. Finally, the prod-
uct type quality indices were constructed. These consist of the
data aver~ged for each product type as recoded in Result 12 for

•

•
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all firms together.•
4. Characteristics of

the guality indi-
ces.

In the preceding

• paragraph a set
characteristics,
weighted in a particular
way to construct
quality index, was
proposed. The weightings
were based on• analysis and

Result 13. Dimensions of the prod-
ucts included in the
tests.

of

a

an
an

LENGTH
Code Freg % CUM%
222.00- 26 48.15% 48.15%
290.00- 2 3.70% 51.85%
390.00- 25 46.30% 98.15%
415.00- 1 1.85% 100.00%
WIDTH
Code Freg % CUM~
90.00- 16 29.63% 29.63%

105.00- 20 37.04% 66.67%
140.00- 4 7.41% 74.07%
150.00- 1 1.85% 75.93%
190.00- 13 24.07% 100.00%
HEIGHT
Code Freg ~ CUM~
73.00- 20 37.04% 37.04%

115.00- 6 11.11% 48.15%
190.00- 27 50.00% 98.15%
200.00- 1 1.85% 100.00%
N=54

intuitive feeling for
the aspects that are important for the industry. These decisions
will now be analyzed.

Firstly, the product quality index was analyzed on a CA plot. The
columns contained the actual measurements as well as the quality
indices. The weights were the same as those used in the calcula-
tion of the actual overall quality index, displayed in Table 11.

•

Figure 111.21 displays the analysis. The rows, containing
references to the product type, are displayed on the left set of
axes. Apart from a few individual firms, all the others lie in
a straight axis, perpendicular to the group of 'outliers'. The
latter include all those products with a special feature
component to it. Most of those are face bricks [7], but one cal-
cium silicate brick [1] and one hollow block with self-aligning
features [0] also contribute.

•

•
Result 14 indicates that the orientation for the first two
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• +=CAP/SW)
P6

7

P4
P5
PS

P7

•
e fA

.
k=1:x(-.8S;1.85} k=2:y(-9.79;1.89} pak=2:y(-S.?9;1.8S}
Figure III.21. Product quality index.•

•

dimensions of the display is determined by three variables:
Volume/weight [VW], strength [ST], and special features [FA].
Most of the products therefore fall along the axis between a high
volume/weight ratio, and a high compressive strength. The supple-
mentary column points give an indication of where the various
products are located. Ten dummy variables [PO-P9] were recoded
as binary variables to indicate product types.

AC DI, 1'9 P.1

~P4

FA
K P7

P5 AP QI

•
PS

1c=1:)(-.95;1.4~) Pil 1c=2:yo(-.1.87; .6S>

Figure I11.22. Product quality index. (Cont.)

•
Then the special features [FA] indicator was left out of the
active display, by treating it as a supplementary column. This
enables a better analysis of the interrelation between the other
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•

•

•

•

•

Result 14. Results for the analysis in Figure 111.21

INERTI)~ XND PERCENTAGESOF INERTIA
1 0.222886 54.82% 5 0.012016 2.96%
2 0.093776 23.06% 6 0.006430 1.58%
3 0.049679 12.22% --------
4 0.021819 5.37% 0.~06606

COLUMN CONTRIBVTlotlS
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t-------,------------------------- _
N)JlEI QLT M.~ INRI k=l COR CTR: k=2 COR CTR I k=3 COR CTR I DESCRIPTIOtl

-----+------------t-------------+-------------t-------------+------------------ _
'lW I 950 359 111 -261 546 1101 -173 239 u51 -144 165 1501 VOLUME TO ioJEIGHTImIO
SW 1508 199 u -182 399 30 -53 34 6 I -80 76 25' SURFACE AREA IQ \.lEIGHTRATIO
ST 997 210 264 549 587 283 449 393 451 -94 17 37 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
AP I 289 75 31 -129 99 6 -5 0 0 179 190 48 APPEAR)lICE
DI I 849 80 91 -246 131 22 169 62 24 550 656 488 SQU)~EHESS
AC I 543 44 80 -410 224 33 30 1 0l 488 318 209 DIMENSIONAL ACCU~~CY
FA 1000 34 382 1843 742 517 -1057 244 404 250 14 43 SPECIAL FEATURES

-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------S'uPPLEMENTARYCOLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------'N}JlEI QLT IQ~ INRI k=l COR CTR I k=2 COR CTR I k=3 COR CTR I DESCRIPTION
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t---~--------------------------------Q 50 997 0 2 37 0 -0 2 0 1 1100VERALL QUALITY
Q1 9691350 127 -70 127 29 -143 534 295 -109 308 322 USER QUALITY INDEX (DESIGN)
Q2 972 688 176 98 92 30 235 529 404 191 350 504 PRODUCER QU)LITY INDEX (PERFORMANCE
PI 49 4078610 67 1 8' 480 271000 428 211497 PRODUCT 1 - M.~XIBRICK
P2 53 5429130 -295 13 211 486 341364 201 6 441 PRODUCT 2 - STOCK BRICK
P3 I 350 8818409 -830 1772723 -644 1073900 -505 664527 PRODUCT 3 - M190 BLOCK
P4 99 5428240 -680 751124 -124 2 89 367 221471 PRODUCT 4 - M90 BLOCK
P5 I 53 2719040 -753 42 691 -315 7 286 227 4 282 PRODUCT 5 - MHO BLOCK
P6 272 4078093 182 4 60 1028 1314580 -1055 1389112 PRODUCT 6 - CLAY HON-FACE BRICK
P7 556 3395326 1831 5255100 -392 24 556 -207 7 294 PRODUCT 7 - CLAY FACE BRICK
P8 10 1369100 :-317 4 61 347 4 174 -243 2 161 PRODUCT 8 - 3j4M90 BLOCK
P9 13 687471 -299 2 27 520 6 196 474 5 306 PRODUCT 9 - MAXI BRICK HOLLOW
PO 439 686976 1846 811037 -3792 344%103 759 14 786 PRODUCT 10 - LOCKBLOCK

-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------

characteristics.

The close resemblance between Figure 111.22 and Figure 111.21 can
be seen. It turns out that the strength indicator becomes more
important along the first dimension, and the squareness indicator
[DI] more important along the second. But the negative
correlation between the volume/weight and strength indicators
remains. The other indicators are of a lesser quality, suggesting
more variation between products.

The clay [P7] face and non-face [P6] bricks seem to have moved
closer. A fairly close resemblance between the squareness [DI],
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.1
Result 15. Results for display in Figure III.22

INERTIAS AND PERCENTAGESOF HIERTH
1 0.163896 63.12% 5 0.006537 2.52%
2 0.054364 20.94% --------
3 0.022054 8.49% 0.259651
4 0.012800 4.93%

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------ItlAKEI QLT Itl_S INRI k=1 COR CTR I k=2 COR CTR I k=3 COR CTR I DESCRIPTIOfI !

-----+------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------
irw 952 372 155 -272 684 168 -167 258 191/ -32 10 18 VOLUME TO WEIGHT RATIO
SW 528·206 55 -148 318 28 -80 92 24 90 117 76 SURFACE .~EA TO WEIGHT RATIO

• ST 1000 217 483 759 996 762 -27 1 3 -35 2 12 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
AP 290 77 48 -98 59 5 165 168 39 101 63 36 APPEARANCE
DI 963 83 137 -128 38 8 588 805 527 228 120 194 SQUARENESS
AC 987 45 122 -326 152 29. 510 371 216 -570 464 664 DIMENSIONAL ACCUR~CY

•

•

•

•

-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------SUPPLEMENTARYCOLUMN CONTRIBUTlotlS
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------+------------------------------------1
NAKEI QLT MAS INRI k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTION

-----t------------+-------------t-------------+-------------t~-----------------------------------
Q 2011032 29 35 169 8 -14 29 4 4 3 1 OVER~L QUALITY
Q1 7231397 247 -96 202 79 -155 520 614 -7 1 3 USER QUALITY INDEX (DESIGN)
Q2 974 712 299 233 497 236 228 476 680 -8 1 2 PRODUCER QUALITY INDEX (PERFORM}~CE
PI 154 421 - 284 10 208 567 382489 950 106 - PRODUCT 1 - MAXI BRICK
P2 22 561 - 14 0 1 375 211450 35 0 31 PRODUCT 2 - STOCK BRICK
P3 396 912 - -946 2414977 ~566 865372 -507 69 - PRODUCT 3 - M190 BLOCK
P4 112 561 - -631 671362 385 251534 345 20 - PRODUCT 4 - M90 BLOCK
PS 126 281 - -769 451013 201 3 209 -1004 77 - PRODUCT 5 - K140 BLOCK
P6 130 421 - 768 761516 -650 543275 40 0 30 PRODUCT 6 - CLAY NON-FACE BRICK
P7 341 351 - 1454 2814529 -647 562698 -189 5 571 PRODUCT 7 - CLAY FACE BRICK
P8 25 140 - -47 0 2 -70 0 13 800 244071 PRODUCT 8 - 3/4M90 BLOCK
P9 58 70 - 9 0 0 625 9 504 1454 496729 PRODUCT 9 - MAXI BRICK HOLLOW
PO 53 70 - -914 15 358 -1065 201464 1044 193467 PRODUCT 10 - LOCKBLOCK
FA 202 35 787 988 168 209 -444 34 127 75 1 9 SPECIAL FEATURES

-----+------~-----t-------------t-------------+-------------+------------------------------------

accuracy [AC], and appearance [AP] seems to exist. This is
encouraging, since the latter was a subjective evaluation and the
first two are calculations based on the measurement of the
products.

A final feature concerns the position of the overall quality
index [Q], which is included as supplementary points in all the
displays. The same is the case for both the user or design
quality index [Q1] and the producer or performance quality index
[Q2]. The overall quality index is almost always very close to
the centre, suggesting that it has no specific correlation with
any of the individual points. This would suggest that the overall
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quality index is a relatively fair combination of all the
characteristics in the equation. On the other hand, It appears
as if a trade-off surface, defined by the strength and weight of
the products, exists. certain products are weaker, but lighter;
others stronger but heavier.

•

5. Learning and changes in the product technology over time .

• Table 12. Actual·values of the 'Product Type Quality Indices'.

C o Ol 02 vw SW ST ACAP DI FA
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3450
2625
2387
2373
2612
2587
2775
4320
2625
3200

1100
2175
1919
1254
1750
1713
2058
3250
1800
2600

6050
3017
2913
3912
3444
3688
3492
5395
3425
3700

1275
0739
0783
1261
0962
1123
0877
0882
0908
0975

0560
0505
0496
0438
0705
0534
0558
0576
0665
0740

0150
0642
0556
0177
0288
0262
1025
1790
0525
0650

0350
0250
0194
0204
0203
0225
0133
0180
0200
0350

0098
0317
0248
0156
0309
0233
0132
0134
0238
0430

0010
0078
0132
0135
0169
0238
0056
0056
0072
0075

1000
0083
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0700
0000
0000

•
C is the product type code (See Result 12). The
other headers are the same as in the text.

Note:

The implications of the quality index data for an understanding
of the learning processes in the industry needs further comment.
Learning in the realm of products take two forms. The first is
to learn how to produce them. The second deals with the ways in
which these products could be improved. That means changing the
characteristics of the products to be more sui table for the
purpose that they are intended for.

•

Figure 111.23 shows the results of a CA of the 'product type
quality indices', or the average quality index for each product
type over the industry as a whole. The display is essentially the
same as the two above, with the exception that the weighting of

•

the rows are different146
•

• 146. There are on1y 10 products types, and not 54 products per fir" that aake up the rows. Eachproduct type
wi~l therefor. contribute .q1~11y to the display, irrespective of how many actual aa.ples there were.
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P6

Jc= 1 :)({- .~'1;2 .11} k=2:y{-1.59;1.4'1}
Figure 111.23. Product type quality index.

•

Notice how closely together products [3,4,5] are in the display.
They all represent different types of hollow concrete blocks and
are associated with high volume/weight ratios, and low strengths.
On the opposite side of the display are the clay face bricks [7].
The other solid bricks are all on an axis perpendicular to the
one above. This suggests that they share the strength with face
bricks on the second dimension. It is also interesting to note
that the surface area/weight indicator [SW] is quite strongly
correlated with the first dimension. Product [2] is quite
strongly correlated with dimension 1 but not with dimension 2,
which reflects the trade-off between volume and strength.
Concrete maxi bricks [1] and clay non-facing bricks [6] seem to
have the same characteristics profile. This would suggest that
if prices of products are compared, the prices of concrete maxi
bricks should be comparable with clay non-face bricks. That could
explain why concrete maxi bricks as a product are suffering, and
why many concrete producers which previously manufactured the
maxi stopped doing so.

•

•

•
Products [8,9,0] are of special interest. They represent products
that have only recently been developed. [8] is a 3/4 M90 block,
which was developed to be lighter and handle more easily, without
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•

•

•

•

•

Result 16. Result of analysis displayed in Figure III.23

INERTIAS }JID PERCENTAGESOF INERTIA
1 0.191401 60.91% 5 0.002780 0.88%
2 0.097538 31.04% 6 0.000180 0.06%
3 0.015674 4.99% --------
4 0.006654 2.12% 0.314226

ROW CONTRIBUTIONS
-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+------------------------------------jNAMEI QLT MAS UIRI k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTIOn
-----+------------+-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------\o I 999 119 401 921 798 526 460 199 258 -40 1 12 PRODUCT 10 - LOCKBLOCK I
1 891 90 16 -125 274 7 -110 213 11 -151 403 131 PRODCCT 1 - ~~XI BRICK I2 937 83 22 -270 884 32 -66 53 4 -7 1 0 PRODUCT 2 - STOCK BRICK
3 944 82 72 -292 308 37 359 463 108 219 172 249 PRODUCT 3 - M190 BLOCK
t 902 91 51 -335 635 53 211 252 42 -51 15 151 PRODUCT 4 - M90 BLOCK i5 913 90 67 -336 482 53 282 340 74 146 91 122 PRODUCT 5 - KltO BLOCK
6 928 96 66 -161 120 13 -400 742 157\ 120 67 88 PRODUCT 6 - CL~Y tK>N-FACEBRICK7 993 149 238 517 532 208 -477 453 347 63 8 38 PRODUCT 7 - CLAY FACE BRICK
8 817 90 23 -253 785 30 -15 3 0 -49 30 14 PRODUCT 8 - 3/4K90 BLOCK
9 970 111 43 -268 586 t2 -23 4 1 -216 380 330 PRODUCT 9 - MAXI BRICK HOLLOW

----- ------------ ------------- ------------- -------------+------------------------------------COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+------------------------------------1Hool QLT HAS INRI k=l COR CTRl k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPl'IOH I
-----+------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------VW 947 337 68 -87 121 13 203 652 142 105 174 236 VOLUME TO WEIGHT RATIO
SW 768 199 26 -152 558 24 56 77 6 -74 133 70 SURFACE AREA TO WEIGHT RATIO
ST 999 209 237 47' 6 2 -594 990 757 34 3 15 COMPRESSIVESTRENGTH
AP 873 79 20 -37 17 1 210 558 36 -154 298 119 APPEARANCE
DI 959 79 58 -370 590 56 71 22 4 -284 347 406 SQUARENESS
AC 753 35 61 -516 493 49 272 137 27 258 123 150 DIMENSIONALACCURACY
FA 998 61 530 1631 981 854 211 16 28 -35 0 5 SPECIAL FEATURES

-----t------------t-------------t-------------+-------------t------------------------------------SUPPLEKEBTARYCOLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------
-~~~l-~::-~-~~l--~:~-~~-::~l--~:~-~~-::~l--~:~-~~-::~l-~~~~~~~~------------------------
Q 216 998 0 2 191 0 -1 20 0 -0 4 0 OVERALL QUALITY
Q1 9481345 94 73 241 37 109 542 163 60 165 310 USER QUALITY INDEX (DESIGN)
Q2 930 676 111 -129 325 59 -166 534 190 -60 71 157 PRODUCERQUALITY INDEX (PERFORM}~E
PI 164 345 - -285 8 146 -352 12 437 -1206 144 - PRODUCT 1 - MAXI BRICK
P2 39 345 - -617 35 686 -211 4 158 -53 0 62 PRODUCT 2 - STOCK BRICK
P3 428 345 - -668 40 805 1148 1174658 1746 271 - PRODUCT 3 - "190 BLOCK
P4 121 345 - -766 591057 676 461617 -409 173682 PRODUCT 4 - K90 BLOCK
PS 273 345 - -768 581062 903 812882 1164 134 - PRODUCT 5 - M140 BLOCK
P6 286 345 - -368 14 244 -1282 1745804 957 97 - PRODUCT 6 - CLAY HON-FACE BRICK
P7 696 3456273 1181 2442512 -1526 4078228 506 455641 PRODUCT 7 - CLAY FACE BRICK
P8 48 345 - -577 33 600 -48 0 8 -393 153389 PRODUCT 8 - 3/4M90 BLOCK
P9 419 3458786 -613 47 676 -72 1 18 -1726 372 - PRODUCT 9 - MAXI BRICK HOLLOW
PO 902 3458146 2105 5977979 1473 2927671 -317 142214 PRODUCr 10 - LOCKBLOCK

-----+------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t------------------------------------

jeopardising the modular frameworku7• The position of [8 J on
the display therefore represents a shift from the position of
[4J. The hollow maxi brick, product type [9J, has followed the
opposi te path: from the position in the left bottom of the
display more upwards parallel to the x axis. These two products
have ended up with rather similar characteristics. That is
significant, and could imply a tendency for the characteristics

1.7. Ther.rore, they deve~oped the ho11ow b~ock which 1. 290 instead or 390 mm 1onq.
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of products to move to a position midway between the current maxi
brick and the hollow blocks. If this is indeed the case, it would
imply that more pressure would come to bear on the clay brick
manufacturers. The third product, (0], has moved in the opposite
direction. But this is something of a special case.

•

Usually, with the

• t e c hno log Y
measurement tech-
niques
learning

employed,
involves

improvements of
quality with time. In
Figure III.24 the

• product type quality
indices have been
plotted against the

QUAliTY INDEX
D.S r-----,-----...,.--------,-----,--------,

.J
0.4 ~ ~ ····j··· ········..·········r························

JJ
oe

O. 3 ··········~6··········<························1················~;·····~·····~~4········~~······,······~·~··.

o . 2 00 0 .. 00 T 0'" 0 .. 0 0 0 .. 0T"" 0" 0"""""0"" 0r 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'" 0 "or 0 0 0 o. 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0

DI L T r -r

D~------~------~------~--------L- ~
4S 55 65 75

YEAR FIRST PRODUCED
85 95

Figure 111.24. Product type quality index
vs. year first started producing.

year that the technique was first used by any of the firms in the
sample. Learning in this case seems not to have involved
producing better quality products. Initially, the quality of new
products decreased. But in the late 1980's the quality seemed to
be increasing again.•
6. Implications for choice of technique by cooperatives

There are indications that smaller but lighter products are the
direction in which things will be moving, and that better quality
products will be demanded. This will have implications for the
techniques that can be chosen, especially those using egg-
layersU8, as will be shown in the next section.

•

14.~ rn the next section it will be shown that egg-layera tend to produce lower quality products.
f'urther.ore, .ost eqg-.layers are used to produce biqqer hol-I.owblocks. In fact, one manu.facturer of eqq-layers in the Western Cape suggest. that solid bricks cannot be made effectively with an egg-layer. In the
next sectlon this will be shown to be related to the larq. volume of materiala that must b. moved in theeaa. of a solid block. Furthermore, laying bricks with an egg-layer on their aid .. Deana that a low volume
of products are produced per 'drop'. But the condition. under which the 8Qq-1ay.r work are not aufficl.nt~y
controlled to .nabl. tbeD to be mad. on their ·edge without a biqb wastage ~actor. All in all, tb. trend
s.... to be again.t egq-1ayerB.•
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F. TECHNICAL PROFILES.

It was argued earlier that an industry such as the brick making
industry is characterised by a number of technological systems
characterised by complementarities between various of its

•

components and subsystensv". The task at hand is to identify
those systems, and to see which of the components are fixed, and
which can be varied to serve different institutional conditions .
It was alluded to in the previous section that the relationship
between product characteristics and some of the technical
elements are relatively fixed. Earlier it was shown that certain
of the economic aspects of each firm was more variable within
Gertain technological systems, and not within others.

•

•

This section will analyze the technical structure of the
industry, identifying the technical prihciples at work, and the
technical opportunity which they present for changes in scale
(technical change) and organisation. The integration between
various subsystems within the techniques and the organisational
aspects of a plant's functioning will be analyzed as well. This
includes the i~plications which certain choices'in one stage of
the production process have on others and on the potential for
variation in productive organisation. Finally, the changes of
techniques which have taken place over time will be examined.

1. Technical opportunities in the brick making industry.

• To start with, a syst.en of measurement of the nature of a
particular technique within the larger whole~50 will be

149. Learning in the technical .ense lnvolv •• chanq •• 1n scale of the technique alonq a set of technical
principles. This often require. disproportionate changes in the scale of the sub-ele ..nts of a technique.
The technica~ potentia~ or opportunity for such learning ia part~y determined or constrained by physica~
laws. Bottlenecks then develop in tb. integration of the various parts into the whole (sabal 1981:67).

•
150. Notice that tb. method of analysis which we develop attempts to combine two strands of technology
.e.surement techniques. The first is generally geared to analyzinq tbe technical trade-Off. involved in
single 'artifacts' (saba~, 1985:1-13). This is USUA~~y done by Deasuring different characteristics which
are analyzed. The ••cond type of approach .or •• xp11cit1y ••pbasise. that techno1oqy in used in a process.
They therefore attempt to construct broad mod.1s wbereby the diff.rent aspeeta that affect the.e production
processes are evaluated (T.chno~ogy Atlas project, ~987(~), Sharif, 1986:1~9-~72).
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.' developed. Then an intuitive description of the various
technological principles will be given. Finally, this measurement
tool will be used to analyze the technical principles of the
brick making technology.

a. Classification system.

.' various methods have been employed to measure technology, mostly
in order to determine the extent of technical change that a new
product or technique involves~5~. But no single generally
accepted analysis technique has so far emerged. In section 11.2
a product classification matrix based on the model used by van
Wyk was developed. Using this model most of the activity in the
various stages of the production process can be specified.•

•

Seven stages involved in producing bricks can be distinguished:
extracting raw materials [E]; mixing and preparing the raw
materials [M]; forming the bricks [F]; removing the green bricks
from the place where they were formed to the place where they
will harden sufficiently to be handled [Cl; curing the bricks to
harden sufficiently to be used for building purposes [I]; storing
the completed product and repacking them [PJ; and delivering the
completed product [D].

In almost all stages eight different types of activity occur.
Four are actions performed on materials: processing,

•
transferring, storing, and controlling. And four are the same
actions, but performed on the feedback that governs the process.
These eight output-action combinations can be numbered from [1]

to [8].

The seven basic processing steps combined with the eight object-
action combinations form a 56 cell matrix which can be used to

• 151. For an overview see Append!. C and the first i •• ue of Techno1oqica1 Forecasting and 5001&1 Chanqe, Vo1
27 1985, for a whole ranqe of approachea.
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characterise the production process for each brick making• technique.

within each of the 56 function cells, a large number of
characteristics could be used to designate the nature of each
technique.
information on each of these would be virtually impossible in the

It is clear that to collect sufficient technical

• scope of this study. A second best solution was used:
function was classified as simply one of four index numbers based

each

on the degree of mechanisation of that function:
function was not performed, 1 if the function was performed with

o if the

non-mechanically powered tools only,
performed with both human and mechanical power inputs; 3 if only

2 if the function was

mechanical power was used to perform a certain task152••

•

Apart from the mechanisation indices, data on the number of
employees and the proportion of their time spent at each stage
of the production process153 were obtained as well. These were
added to get the total employment, [KT]. The ratio of workers in
the raw materials extraction stage to the total number of workers
is given in [KE]. The ratios in the other stages in order are
[KM], [KF], [KC], [KI ], [KP], [KO] .

These matrices were analyzed using correspondence analysis. To
do so the characteristics of each output-action were recoded into

• 152. For examp~e, in the forming stage of a static concr.te block making machine matter processing take~
place in the shaping of the concrete in the mould. Mo human effort i. involved in the forming proeesB
itself, thus (F1-31. In macbin •• wh.re a programmable logic controller (PLC) controls the co.pre •• ion phaae,
the feedback will be mechanical. Thus [FS-3]. 'Ln tbe ca•• wh.re an operator 'itlou1dcontrol the process
through a set of hydrau1ic valves, the feedback ~..,ouldbe lllAnual, and (P5-1]. In certain cases, t.h. operator
would si.ply start tbe proe ••• each cycl., and the ..cbine would control the rest. Then (FS-2]. This would
also be tbe case if tbe operat.or used a series o'f gauge. and other control instr\Ul.nta fro ..which to contro.l
the process.
The transfer of aateria1s froD the previous Dixing stage in this type of DAchineusua11y take. the forD of
a skip or a chute which 'f.eds concrete into the hopper. If tbi. proc... is controlled, by a.n operator,
opening a va1ve lIanu.a11y,then [P2-2] because peop1e fi11 the skip with spede., and [F6-1] because feedback
Is aanual.

~~:ecc:.~~~~;''lc~·.li:~r~:3:~j:~~! i:!~~~khofr:s::fi:~!!;.a~~'t~!ïa:;~· t~~~:htO:~:a:lc::t;:~tt~q:-~i~h
auto_t.ically open the hopper to £.111 tbe JIlOu.1d-boxaa much a. i. needed. There'fore, even though no visible
control instru.ents are used, [F7-3 J •

Tbe final action is the control action, in which the flow o~ .. terial. is controlled. In the caae of a
mecbanica.lly operated va.lve sy.te., [F4-3J. In the case wh.r. a labourer contro.!s the flow with a spade,
[F4-1]. The final are. is the control of tbe feedback. Ber. we qenerally think of measures ~hich control
the f10w of feedback itse1f. This woud invo1ve 11nking the feedback in the one stage to those of other
stages to ensure a SDOOth production rW'\ etc. :In our ca •• a c.ntral co ..puter requ.lated the control beto;",een
different co.pon.nts, but the operator had to stand by to ensure that everythinq went s.oothly. Thus [FS-2].

• 153. In ca ... where one person performed tasks related to two .taqes, the contribution of that worker was
divided pro ~ata between ~h. two staqes.
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•
three binary variables. An output-action that did not occur in
a particular technique would have 0 for each variable. For
example, the feedback processing in the mixing stage [P5] would
become three binary variables (P51]; (F52]; [F53] of which one
would be 1 if feedback was manual, semi-mechanised, and
mechanised respectively, and the other two would be 0~54.

• This can be interpreted in the light of the work by Blackburn et .
al. (1985:27-29;51-54). They use Bell's categorisation of three
basic processes in manufacturing: transformation, transfer, and
control of these two. These three can be conceived as a three

•

dimensional space that moves outward with increased mechanisation
of each of the components. In this model, the basic processes
have been increased to 16, of which eight are active in the brick
making industry. Furthermore, the distance which they have moved
are measured in terms of a three point scale. Because there is
no specific reason why the three point scale will be linear in
reali ty, each measurement was recoded into a three variable
binary code. This variable can then be displayed graphically,
using correspondence analysis to display these variables in a two
dimensional plane.•

•

The recoding scheme is such that any set of three variables
related to a single output-action can have only one that is '1',
with the other two '0'. A horseshoe type of display would follow
if a single underlying gradient was ordering both the row and
column yariables. This is a well known effect in multidimensional
scaling techniques, which suggests that a non-linear effect is
present.

Where the data is in a binary format, these rows and columns can
be reordered into a matrix where "the mass in the columns shifts
monotonically from the top to the bottom as we move across the

• 154. rn principle this scale can b. extended to many Dore points, but that will immediately increase the
data require.ants.
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•
columns" (Greenacre, 1984:229).
Such a hypothetical data matrix 1

ABC 0 E F G HIJ KLM N

Notice the reordering of the
3

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

was produced in Example 1. 2

rows and columns in the bottom
4

matrix. The CA display is
provided
Notice

in Figure III.25. H J K L C B N MEI A 0 F G
the horseshoe. 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Furthermore, ordering of rows
4

and columns in the bottom matrix
1

is the same one as the ordering
of the columns on the first

2

Example 1. Matrices showing the
Thus, the band of points moving horseshoe effect.
principal axis in the display.

• diagonally across the matrix can be seen in the shape of the
horseshoe. In the classification model the gradient will be the
level of mechanisation ordering brick making plants and the
mechanisation characteristics simultaneously. In terms of the
analysis, a composite index of the level of mechanisation from
almost fully mechanised on the right hand side to almost fully
manual on the left will be formed, if a single underlying
gradient is present. This gradient can be interpreted as a set
of technical principles, and the horseshoe a representation of
the technical trade-off profile.

•

•
The form of the display can be explained in terms of the
distances between the points. Points with similar profiles are
presented close to each other, while points with opposite
profiles are presented as far as possible from each other. The
points at the end of the horseshoe are as far as possible from
each other, while attempting to place those lying adjacent in the
reorganised matrix as close as possible to each other.

Thus, if all the action-output variables, as they were recoded

•
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into three variables each,

• are presented simulta-
uneously, and the display

remained the shape of a
horseshoe, the conclusion
would be that a progressive
mechanisation of all the

• output-actions that make up
the production process have
taken place.

.1.1

I

ElM BCH
AD 1

HL
2 J

f G H·1

·IJ
·1 0.1·u ·1 ·1.5 1.5

Figure III.25. Example of the
'horseshoe' effect.

This would enable two further types of analysis: Firstly, the
level·of mechanisation of an individual technique relative to the
total can be analyzed. Furthermore, the profiles of subsets of
techniques can be studied. If they were all part of the set of
techniques governed by a single set of technical principles,- a
clear profile of the scaling aspects of that technique would be
found. Firms lying adjacent on the display would have a similar
technical profile. Any gaps or peculiarities in the profile will
identify bottlenecks or constraints to further technical advance.

•

• Secondly, the position of the· three recoded variables of each
output-action can be looked at to give an indication whether that
subsystem of the process is generally above or below average in
its level of mechanisation. In this way a combined picture of the
behaviour of the mechanisation profiles of different subsystems
relative to each other will emerge.

•
In conclusion, a theoretical or standard technical trade-off
profile was developed, in which the firms become slightly more
mechanised as they moved along the horse-shoe in a CA display.
This is due to a single underlying gradient representing the
technical principles and technical learning. It presents a
display of the model of technical change based on learning which

•
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•
Sahal first developed. Innovation, it was argued, consists in the
changes of scale around a common set of technical principles. But
with the scale changes, all the sub-systems have to change, and
some sUb-systems have to change more than others.

•

Of course, this type of analysis holds the possibility of being
extended to include much more than three categories. One could
also model different behaviours, and use that as a theoretical
'standard' against which individual firms could be displayed. But
that will not be attempted here.

b. An intuitive investigation of the technical principles at
work.

• The most important distinc- Table 13. Types of hardening pro-
cesses.

tion between the different
techniques lies in the way NO % CUM~ QESCRIPTION

27 72.97% 72.97% CEMENT
in which the bricks are 2 5.41% 78.38% LIME

8 21.62% 100.00% HEAT
hardened. Table 13 shows N=37
that most firms1.SS in the

• survey use cement. Heat
used for baking clay, is next, and lime last.

Cement based techniques
principles

Table 14. Types of hardening agents
used by concrete brick
making firms.have technical

in which a chemical process
that is not dependent on
high heat levels is used to•

HARDEJrIJlG AGEJIT
KO , cux LABEL2 6.96' 6.90'1.4 48.27'55.1.7'1.3 44.82'1.oo.oot

LiRt XifD sTEAk
ORDIJlAlIY PORTLAIfD CEJlEJIT
RAPJ:D IlAltDElUMG CEMENT

bind the materials
together. This leads to much better control over the nature of
the final product than is the case with baked clay. Concrete
products essentially only need to be moulded. The strengthening

• 155. But most of the output in vo~ume ls not in cuncrete.
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•
occurs by itselfl~. Clay products need to be baked at very high
temperatures, which is a difficult and expensive process to
control. Calcium silicate based processes are in between clay and
concreteU7• A chemical reaction takes place, much like cement
being made inside the pr-oduct;'>", requiring some heat to cure
the bricks.

The concrete based production process is geared towards•

•

compacting the concrete as densely as possible in a moulded form.
This adds to the final strength of the product, and ensures that
the product can be extracted from the mould without breaking. The
'green' product is then left to harden to such a level that it
can be handled further without breaking. Being a chemical
process, the 'mix design' or mixture of various raw material
components is crucial for a successful resultl~.

• c
c
p-

I E
-Ii

[

M

61

k=1:X<-2.14;1.16} k=2:y(-1.57;1.26}
Figure 111.26. In search of a technical trade-off profile.
(Dimension 1 and 2.)

• Crucial aspects in forming bottlenecks and constraints are the
way in which the concrete is moulded, and the way in which the

156. £n tbe survey ordinary portland cement (48') and rapid hardening ceDent (45') were DOstly used.

157. Ln interviews it appeared that making ca1cium silicate brick., using lime .s a binding agent, is no
longer so viable. It was oriqina~ly started to uae a special type of lime wa.te in a local quarry, ~hichhas by now been u.ed up. New supplies are difficult to obtain, and transport co.ts are high. Th. proc •••
al.o require. a special high quality sand, whicb is baco.ing scarce. (R Low, Hoveaber 1989)

158. calcium and silicate are aix.d. Th. gr••n bricks are tben co.pr ••• ed quite strongly, and are heated
1n a st••• autoclave.

• 159. So.. of tb. s.aller fir •• plMce a premiuD on the mixinq phas., suqq ••tinq that it ia the most important
In the whole process.
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materials are handled. The former seems to be a crucial
• determinant of product quality characteristics. Stronger

•

compaction capacity is associated with higher quality products.
The way in which the materials are handled throughout the
production process places constraints on the capacity of the
technique, as well as the organisational and employment
generating characteristics. A critical factor affecting both
quality and capacity of the technique, is feeding the concrete
into the moulds. This is especially important in the case of egg-
layers, where the ability of the human body to feed in large
amounts of material is limited, and the scope for mechanising the
process is limited as well. Furthermore, handling the products
after they have been moulded, and the ability to mechanise these
functions place limitations on the techniques used for forming
the products.•
In the case of clay masonry producers, the techniques are less
varied. Key technical variables are the drying and baking of the
bricks.

c. Technical trade-off profiles.•

•

A correspondence analysis of the survey data was performed to
analyze the technical trade-off profiles. All the plants were
included as active rows, and all the action-output subsystems -
recoded into three variables each - as columns. Figure 111.26
contains a display160. This does not have the shape of a
horseshoe, with the clay firm indicators all to the bottom of the
display, and the concrete indicators to the top. The ~ottom right
of the display turns out to be those firms which do extraction
and firing stages in the production process. The display on the
second dimension is therefore largely governed by the fact that
the concrete brick firms .do not perform extraction of raw

• 160. The 1ast two character. fr~m the na.. of each column variable have been omitted.
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k=S:y<-1.6.1;2.46>
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sk=1:K<-2.14;1.16>

Figure 111.27. The technical trade-off profile. (Dimensions 1 &
3)

• materials, nor do they need to fire their products. The absence
of a horseshoe on the first and second axes should have been
expected, and corresponds with the two sets of technical
principles in the industry.

The display was then turned on its head to show the first and
third principle axes in Figure III. 27. The horseshoe shaped
technical trade-off curve appeared161• This time the first two
characters from the column variable codes were omitted to show

:.

the 'mechanisation level' part of the codes only. It is clearly
visible that the manual processes, recoded as 1, lie on the right
hand bottom leg of the horseshoe. The 3's on the left bottom
represent the fully mechanised processes, and the semi-mechanised
processes with '2' codes lie on top.•
The first conclusion is that firms with manual processes in one
sub-system tend to have manual processes in the other sub-systems
as well. The same holds for the semi-mechanised and mechanised
processes. This is in accordance with what was expected on the

• 161. If the c1ay brick firms are supp1ementary in the disp1ay, thereby not affectinq the orientation of the
main ax •• , the sa •• horseahoe dispLay appears on the first and •• cond di .. nalon.
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• basis of the theory of
technical principles.

Next, the profiles of
the three subsets of
firms corresponding

•
with the different ways
of forming bricks were
analyzed. Concrete
block plants with
static presses reach
right across the whole
horseshoe, starting

•
with firm [Hl] .Ln the
bottom right, through
[Ml] on top right down
to [01]. It therefore
appears if theas

•

technical principles of
a static plant will
enable scale var-Lat.Lons
from the most to the
least mechanised. The
same cannot be said for
the egg-layers, nor for
the clay brick firms.
Both stretch from the

• right-hand bottom

Result 17. Results of column points
in the CA display in
Figure III.?6 and
Figure III.27. See page
189 for an explanation
of the codes.

corner to just inside
the first quadrant. This suggest that their level of
mechanisation is relatively low, midway between the manual and
semi-mechanised centroids, and restricted. Egg-laying concrete
block presses have a key bottleneck in the transfer of raw
materials between the mixing and forming stages that cannot be

•

Crdered according to their first p.rincipal coor.jir:ates.
SAME LT MAS I~'R k=1 k=2 k=31~AlIE tT MAS :NR k=l k=2 k=3
F3J 205 1 13 -2:40 148 -1612M61 897 35 1 68 181 -~a
C83 205 1 13 -2140 148 -1612,P31 650 15 7 118 66 887
M82 578 3 12 -2072 235 -1323!F71 JJ1 ] 12 120 469 1878
P73 578 3 12 -2072 235 -13231~1 419 8 10 171 1C6 1173
C53 353 2 12 -2038 278 -1179\P42242 2 13 :72 470 2015
C63 306 2 12 -1960 116 -1172(IF52630 10 8 220 -1014 477
P43 878 6 10 -1849 171 -862C61 647 32 2 240 186 28
P82 878 6 10 -1849 171 -862,CJ1 436 12 7 251 -762 52
C73 520 4 11 -1816 263 -815M81 702 32 2 257 176 73
C33 654 5 Il -1809 227 -798113 174 2 8 273 -1334 J12
C43 654 5 11 -1809 227 -798153 174 2 8 273 -1334 J12
C13 503 4 Il -1793 198 -707182 174 2 8 273 -1334 312
P33 502 4 11 -1748 210 -893E23 880 7 8 402 -1574 -38
C62 91 1 12 -1725 132 -99 123 880 7 8 402 -1574 -J8
K53 790 7 10 -1682 174 -536P81 811 26 5 415 440 209
MJ3 790 7 10 -1682 174 -536F32 73 1 14 457 J28 1568
P32 267 3 12 -1626 107 -401P41 803 25 5 461 452 202
P72 267 3 12 -1626 107 -401151 103 1 9 462 -1566 -37
C82 514 6 11 -1552 219 -176C81 793 29 3 465 174 40
C52 155 2 12 -1549 119 -236E13 979 8. 7 481 -1493 -175
F53.806 9 10 -1484 223 -305E33 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
F63 806 9 10 -1484 223 -305£43 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
F73 806 9 10 -1484 223 -305E61 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
FS2 603 8 10 -1402 233 -141E81 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
K33 634 10 8 -1127 -87. -61 131 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
F33 845 12 8 -1117 280 369 141 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
D32 158 3 12 -1070 283 663 161 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
M22 179 5 11 -821 446 505 171 979 8 7 481 -1493 -175
P22 22 1 13 -777 135 399 III 711 6 9 551 -1546 -337
P42 22 1 13 -777 135 399181 711 6 9 551 -1546 -337
MY2 157 3 12 -737 279 1054E51 837 9 8 556 -1240 -309
C72 72 1 13 -681 195 1423E71 837 9 8 556 -1240 -309
K43 801 14 6 -649-644 -241F81 839 27 4 566 168 45
F43 778 18 5 -610-421 109C41 734 24 5 582 104 -293
M52 304 4 12 -581 362 1406F12 153 5 14 637 873 196
F23 753 19 5 -557-383 182M51 834 25 5 639 155 -129
P23 587 18 6 -557 254 396 F61 849·25 5 651 159 -85
C32 519 6 11 -554 377 1460M21 827 17 10 740 797 -192
F62 198·2 12 -533 274 1737F51 872 17 10 759 824 -195
P72 198 2 12 -533 274 1737C21 596 12 11 793 757 -489
C23 467 15 6 -482-498 49 D31 682 16 9 815 102 -553
M23 574 13 6 ~479-705 -39 F21 915 15 11 860 S60 -473
D33 358 16 7 -479 242 349 F41 915 15 Il 860 860 -473
C42 550 7 11 -427 424 1405M41 887 13 12 918 868 -670
F13 504 23 4 -377-172 232P21 764 10 14 1010 1068 -895
F22 183 1 13 -112 611 2462121 107 1 Il 1038 -923-1129
MB 206 30 2 -91 103 135 Fll 571 8 14 1047 807 -1004
M42 629 8 11 -76 527 1441MI2 90 1 16 1048 1264-1146
C71 419 18 5 -61 -408 383 PIL 90 1 16 1048 1264-1146
P61 795 29 4 -42 522 -34 P51 90 1 16 1048 1264-1146
M32 479 7 11 -32 552 1353MU 290 4· 14 1096 531 -1164
C22 150 8 12 -9 603 512 E21 162 2 13 1097 -69 -1256
P71 673 16 7 66 70 859 EU 94 1 15 1156 786 -1382
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•

mechanised easily. The same holds for the storing activity during
the repacking stage in the production process. In the case of
clay based products, the mechanisation of the transfer activities
between the forming, firing and repacking stage appears diffi-
cu lt1.62

• This is also the case for the storage acti vity during
the repacking stage163

• Furthermore, it appears as if economic
conditions currently are against substantial increases in
mechanisation. A manager of one large clay brick firm suggested
that the exchange rate regime has increased the cost of capital
equipment to such an extent that the replacement of labour by
machines are no langer the objective that it was 6 years ago164

•

Thus, clamp kilns and egg-layers present technical constraints
to further mechanisation. Tunnel kilns are experiencing economic
constraints.

•

•

•

Finally, the data in Figure 111.27 confirm another finding that
has been made several times. There are quite a diverse range of
technical options in the middle mechanisation range. This is seen
in the relatively wide dispersion of the points in the top curve
of the horse-shoe. Once you move towards either end-point, the
options become fewer and the trade-offs more fixed. This would
of course be expected if a single underlying gradient expresses
the gradual steps in the mechanisation process.

d. The basic steps in the production process in terms of the
classification matrix.

• In this paragraph the seven basic steps in the production
processes will be analyzed one by one, and the results will be
summarised in the next paragraph.

162. Whl~e It is technically posslble to do 1n certaln ca••• , it appears as If current economic conditionsdo not permit. To mechanise the settlnq of the kilns require a tunnel kiln~ or at least a chamber kiln. ~ith
a tunnel. kiln,. the whole setting proeeaa can be ..echanised (One clay face brick factory ia currentl.yinvestigating tbe develop .. nt of such a system by a resident special.ist in auto .. tion technology). With a
chaaber kiln, the bricks have to be stacked D4nually on a pal.let in a spacial. foraat (the sc. BVB packs).
A specially adapted forklift can then remove the bricks fro. the pallet and stack the_ in a kiln.

163. Face bricks have to be sorted according to colour. Du. to tbe abrasive conditions, It is not
technically possible to ••chanise the aortinq proc.s •.• 164. B Voorma. (Nov. 1989)
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• Table 15. Mechanisation of the various functions during· the
extraction stage.

E5 FEEDBACK CONCERNING THE EXTRACTION PROCESS ITSELF
CODE NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION

El MATTER PROCESSING - REMOVING MATERIAL FROM THE QUARRY
CQQ:ENO ~ CUM~ DESCRIPTION
0 29 78.3% 78.3% NO MATTER PROCESSING
3 8 21.6~ 100.0% MECHANISED MATTER PROCESSINGE2 MATTER TRANSPORTING - MATERIALS TO THE PLANT
CODE NO ~ CUM~ DESCRIPTION
0 28 75.6% 75.6% NONE
1 2 5.4% 81.0% MANUAL TRANSFER TO WORKS
3 7 18.9% 100.0~ MECHANICAL TRANSFER TO WORKS
E3 MATTER STORING (TEMPORARY STOCKPILE IN THE QUARRY)
CODE NO ~ CUM~ DESCRIPTION• 0 29 78.3% 78.3% NONE
3 8 2l.6~ lOO.O~ MECHANICAL STORING MATERIAL
E4 MATTER CONTROL - OVER THE FLOWS OF MATERIALS

DURING THE EXTRACTION PROCESS
CODE NO ~ CUM~ DESCRIPTION
0 28 75.6% 75.6% NONE
1 1 2.7% 78.3% MANUAL
3 8 21.6~ 100.0~ Mf:CHANICAL

•

•

•

o 28 75.6% 75.6% NO INFORMATION FEEDBACK
1 9 24.3% lOO.O% MANUAL INFQRMATIQN FEEDBACK
E6 INFORMATION FEEDBACK ON THE TRANSPORTING OF MATERIALS
CODE NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
o 29 78.3% 78.3% NO INFO FEEDBACK
1 8 21.6% 100.0% MANUAL INFO FEEDBACK
E7 FEEDBACK ON THE TEMPORARY STORING OF MATERIALS
CODE NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
o 28 75.6% 75.6% NO FEEDBACK
1 9 24.3% 100.0% PEQPLE OBSERVE GIVE FEEDBACK
E8 FEEDBACK ON THE CONTROL OF THE FLOW OF MATERIALS
CODE NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
o 29 78.3% 78.3% NO FEEDBACK
1 8 21.6% 100.0% PEQPLE QBSERVE GIVE FEEDBACK
SOURCE OF THE
NO %

EQUIPMENT
CUM% DESCRIPTION

1 11.1%
1 11.1%
7 77.7%

11.1% SECONDHAND
22.2% SELF MADE

100.0% SUBCQNTRACTED
OF EQUIPMENT USED TO EXTRACT RAW MATERIALSTYPES

NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
75.6%
89.1%
97.3%

100.0%

75.6%
13.5%
8.1%
2.7%

NONE
BELLY SCRAPER AND BULLDOZER
BULLDOZER
WHEELBARROW FROM THE SAND-HEAP

28
5
3
1

(1) Extraction.

Only one concrete block firm165 extracts some of its own raw

165. On. c1ay brick firm i .. busy pr.paring a p1ant to us. the wastag_ from the c1ay brick factory to produce
concrete c••ent blocks.
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•

•

materials. A worker with a wheelbarrow collects sand from a
nearby sand-dunei66• The likely reason is that the raw material
requirements are both fairly standard, and diverse. It would
therefore involve a large capital expenditure to get going. There
are substantial scale economies in the production of cement, and
most likely in crushed stone as well. Furthermore, it is not
really feasible for anyone firm to produce both aggregates, sand
and cement .

Table 16. Mechanisation profiles of the extraction stage.

DESCRIPTION El E2 EJ E~ E5 f:6I:;7Ea EMPLOYEES PLANTS
Wheelbarrow 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.80 1
Belly scraper 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 0.58 4
" (mining own clay) 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 10.00 1

Bulldozer 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 0.74 2
"(transfer by !l~nd) 3 1 3 3 1 J- J. 1 0.02 1

• MATTER:
Process(E1) Transfer(E2) storage(E3) Control(E4)

•

•

3 3 3 3

1 1

FEEDBACK
Process(E5) Transfer(E6) storage(E7) Control(E8)

1 1 1 1

Extraction is a major component of the production of clay bricks.
clay is much scarcer than aggregates. The qualities of clay also
affect the nature of the technique167 and the products produced
considerably. Therefore mining the clay is usually an integral

166. It .uat be re.oved in any case.

167. It was suqqested that on. of the first tunne1 ki1n. that was e.t&b1ished in the Western Cape was a
fai1ure becauae they did not tak. s~ficient coqniaanc. of the ciay qua1ity at the chosen site.
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•
part of the technique. Access to a quarry serves as a significant
barrier to entry.l68. In practice, the majority of firms sub-
contract the actual mining out to somebody else to prevent large
scale equipment being idle a lot of the time. Only one firm has
its own mining equ ipmerrtv", Some firms also opt for importing
clays from other locations to combine with the clays that they
mine locally to produce face bricks with colour variationsDo •

• The mechanisation profiles of Table 16 are schematic

•

representations of a sub-set of the data in Figure III.27. They
sU9gest that the materials extraction techniques are more
mechanised than average. Even the most 'manual' firm uses a
mechanised extraction technique. This results in 'pulling' the
3 along the trade-off profile to the right bottom, which is where
most of the non-mechanised points are massed. The feedback
actions on the other hand are all manual.

(2) Mixing and preparing the raw materials.

•
The preparation of raw materials in the clay brick factories
requires a process of grinding and mixing to ensure that the clay
is fine and of even texture. Apart from the firm using shovels,
preparation is done mechanically. It starts with an automatic
box-feeder, and a system of conveyors between a range of mixers,
crushers and rollers. Most firms use a disintegrator with some
other preparation equipment. Notice that the most efficient firm
[2] uses very cheap preparation processes: a disintegrator, sieve.' and a hammer mill1.71..

168. At least one concrete block fir •• "plicitl.y .....tioned thi" "" the reason ",hy they decided not to
produce clay bricks.

169. They do so for technica1 r•••ons, and uae second hand equlpaent to he1p reduce the costs. They also
emphasise tbe need to uae the scarce 01.4y resource optiaal.l.y, and aining tbeir owno1..y q1ves better control
over its management. They consequently also do not i.port other clay. fro. other sit ••. This appears to
involve significantly hiqher emp.loyaent (1.0ti..,,) in'the .ininq st.qe of this fir. co.pared to other firms.

170. certain chemica1s, especially manganes., and the way and te.perature at which the product is baked also
affect the colour and texture o£ the bricks.

171. Interview. with equipment suppliers sugge.ted that mor. people are inter ••ted in hammer mllls lately.
That is related to experienc.a el.sewberesuggesting that a ba_er .ill can workefficiently even with wetter
claya. (John Lloyd, December 1989)
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Table 17. Materials preparation equipment.

•

•

NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
CONCRETE MIXING
3 10.3% 10.2%
2 6.9% 17.2%
2 6.9% 24.1%

10 34.4% 58.6%
10 34.4% 93.1%
2 6.9% 100.0%

CLAY PREPARATION
1 12.5% 12.5%
1 12.5% 25.0%

12.5%
25.0%
12.5%
12.5%

37.5%
62.5%
75.0%
87.5%

HAND MIXING
ADAPTED CONCRETE MIXER
TILTING PAN-MIXER.
SMALL PAN-MIXER
PAN-MIXER PLUS AUTOMATIC WEIGHTBATCHER
PAN MIXER WITH BINS (VOLUME BATCHER)
HAND MIXING
WETPAN, HIGH SPEED ROLLS, STOCKPILE,
CIRC. SCREEN FEEDER, SECONDARY ROLL .
DISINTEGRATOR, SIEVE, HAMMER MILL
DISINTEGRATOR, HAZOMAG, FINE MILL ROLL
DISINTEGRATOR, HAZOMAG
DISINTEGRATOR, STOCKPILE, HIGH SP.

ROLL.LUMPBREAKER,PRIM ROLL,MIXER,FINAL ROLL

1
2
1
1

12.5% 100.0%1

In the concrete brick making techniques, loading the materials
into the mixer has been mechanised to some extent. One can
distinguish between processes where the materials are loaded into
the mixer directly, and where the materials are first stored in
a container, which usually serves a batching function as well.
In 68% of the production lines, aggregates are loaded manually
of which 63% goes directly into the mixer. 32% of techniques
mechanically load the raw materials into a batcher.

•

• Transferring the mixed materials from the mixer to the press can
take a number or routes. More than half the firms have a manual
lin~ between these two processes. Some techniques (10%) mount the
mixer on top of the press, so that the materials are dropped
directly into the mould box or its hopper. About 36% use another
piece of equipment to effect this linkage. It is usually a skip
which hoists the materials up to the level of the mould box. But
it could be a conveyor or simply a chute.

•

The mechanisation profile in Table 18 shows a bigger spread of
points along the 'horseshoe'. The processing of materials is gen-
erally mechanised more than average. Even firms using generally
manual production techniques have semi-mechanised mixers. For the
transfer of materials into the mixer, the level of mechanisation•
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Table 18. Mechanisation profiles of material preparation tech-
niques.

• DESCRIPTION Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 EMPLOYEES PLANTS
CONCRETE MIXING:
Mix by hand I I 0 I I I 0 1 4.20 3
Pan-mixer with no batching plant:

Tilting 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 3.30 2
with skip 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 3.63 4
Small ordinary 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1.58 4
with hand pre-mix 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 5.00 1
with scoop loader 3 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 3.52 1

Pan-mixer with batching plant:
Conveyor, loader 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1.43 4

• Automatic batcher 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 1.00 1
Boom scraper 3 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 1.50 2
Weight batcher 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 1. 26 1
" 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 3.00 1
" 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0.60 1

Bin batcher 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 3.00 1
Mechanical 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 4.00 1

Adapted concrete mixer
3 I 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.80 2

CLAY PREPARATION
Manual 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.75 1
Mechanical 3 3 0 3 1 1 0 1 3.80 5

• with stockpile 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 8.50 2

MATTER:
Process(MI) Transfer(M2) storage(M3) Control(M4)

•

•

2 2
2

3
3 3

1 3
1

21

FEEDBACK
Process(M5) Transfer(M6) Storage(M7) Control(M8)

2
2 1

1
3 I 3 1

2

is generally on par with the other processes. The temporary
storage of materials in a batching unit is generally not
performed by finns with manual production processes. But for
semi-, and mechanised firms the level of mechanisation of storage
is generally on par with other sub-systems. The general control
of material flows are on an average mechanisation level, while•
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•
the level of mechanisation of the feedback actions are slightly
below average.

•

Of interest is the feedback on the transfer of raw materials into
the mixer, which is only done manually. This includes things like
loaders, cable scoops etc. which cannot be mechanised easily. The
same is the case with control of the feedback. In fact, no fully
mechanised feedback control exists in this stage, even in the
most mechanised plants.

•

Thus, the pattern emerging is that the level of mechanisation is
above average when processing the raw materials. Mechanisation
of feedback is not possible for the loading of materials into the
mixer or storage device. But bigger firms have been able to
mechanise the batching function, as well as the feedback
processing on the batching function. For smaller producers
though, this is not possible, and they generally load the raw
materials directly into the mixer. These comments should be seen
against the background of the critical nature of the materials
preparation stage for the quality of the final products. Because
changes in the moisture content of the raw materials, as well as
in the consistency of these raw materials affect the consistency
and quality of the concrete mix that is produced, the batching
process must take these into account. This is a difficult matter
to mechanise. So, the bigger producers which mechanise the
batching process, in order to ensure consistent mix qualities,
must ensure a consistent quality of raw materials. This con-
tributes to higher raw material costs.

•

•

Smaller producers, on the other hand, have workers that handle
the mixing component. Efficient production and high quality
products therefore depend on the motivation and efficiency of the
individual workers responsible for the mixing process. Quite a

•
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Table 19. Mixing process mechanisation.

•

•

•

•

Ml MIXING PROCESS ITSELF
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
1 4 10.8% 10.8% HAND ·WITH SPADES
2 1 2.7% 13.5% BOTH HAND AND SOME MECHANICAL
3 32 86.4% 100.0% MECHANICAL MIXER
M2 TRANSFERRING INTO THE MIXER OR BATCHER PLANT
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
1 18 48.7% 48.6% HAND
2 5 13.5% 62.1% DRAGLINE/SKIP
3 14 37.8% 100.0% CABLE SCOOP ON CRANE
M3 TEMPORARILY STORED BEFORE THE MIXING PROCESS

IN BATCHER BINS
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
o 19 51.3% 51.3% NONE
2 7 18.9% 70.2% BATCHER OPENED MANUALLY
3 11 29.7% 100.0% BATCHER OPENED MECHANICALLY
M4 CONTROL OF FLOWS OF MATERIALS
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
1 14 37.8% 37.8% PEOPLE WITH HAND TOOLS(SPADES)
2 8 21.6% 59.4% PEOPLE OPERATING VALVES.
3 15 40.5% 100.0% VALVES OPERATED MECHANICALLY
M5 CHECKING MIXING PROCESS AND THE CONSISTENCY
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
1 26 70.2% 70.2% PEOPLE CHECK THE TIMING ETC.
2 4 10.8% 81.0% MECHANICAL TIMERS
3 7 18.9% 100.0% MECHANICAL TIMERS AND FEEDBACK
M6 INFO TO SEE THAT QUANTITY AGGREGATE INTO

MIXING/BATHINGPLANT ACCURATE
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
1 37 100.0% 100.0% MANUAL

•

M7 FEEDBACK TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNTS TO BE RELEASED
FROM THE STORAGE DEVICE.

CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
o 19 51.3% 51.3% NONE
1 8 21.6% 72.9% PEOPLE DECIDE
2 3 8.1% 81.0% PEOPLE READ INSTRUMENT
3 7 18.9% 100.0% MECHANICAL DECISION
M8 CONTROLS OF THE FLOWS OF FEEDBACK INFORMATION

THROUGHOUT THE COURSE OF THE MIXING PROCESS.
CO NO % CUM% DESCRIPTION
1 34 91.8% 91.8% PEOPLE CONTROL THE FLOWS
2 3 8.1% 100.0% PEOPLE USE INSTRUMENTS

EQUIPMENT
% CUM%

MIXING
NO DESCRIPTION

number of small firms complained about this aspect1.72
, and most

identified it as a key matter in ensuring product qua.Litiy , On the
other hand, a skilled and efficient worker could be much more
efficient in controlling the output quality of the concrete mix,
and incorporate variations in the moisture content etc. than an

13
16
7
1

66.6% 66.6%
29.1% 95.8%
4.1% 100.0%

MISSING
NEW
SECOND HAND
SELF HADE

• 172. The most efficient concrete b~ock producer 1. curr.nt~y inve.tigating the Insta11atlon of a f10w meter
to control. tb. £1.o'w.of additive. and water into the • .ix. They ascribe part of their current succes. to a.
reorganisation of the mixing proce ••. They have rraqm.nt.d the job. Invo1ved so that each person on~y tak ••
re8ponalbi1.ity for one task in the mixing proc •••. Howthey are attempting to • .chanl •• so•• of those tasks.
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automatic batching plant can easily be.

Therefore, an interesting relationship exists betw~en the
technical structure, the firm organisation and the product
characteristics. Firms that fail to deal with these in an
efficient manner will face considerable obstacles. For a
cooperative, a minimum level of mechanisation at this level seems

• unavoidable. But the batching function will most probably still
be done manually. If cooperative workers have higher levels of
motivation, requiring less supervision, they could have an
a~vantage over non-cooperative firms.

(3) Forming the masonry units .

• The clay firms are using a number of different makes of
extruders. Important factors influencing the choice were
maintenance· ccscs '?", reliability174 and the source of the
equipment. Most firms use second-hand refurbished machines
brought in from overseas, at a third of the price of a new
machine. Figures of up to 80% of extruder sales being second hand
were mentioned. It was also suggested that it killed local
attempts to build extruders175•

In the concrete brick forming stage, a range of equipment
sizes176 is found. A significant number of the larger machines
were imported second-hand, but smaller machines tended to be new
and locally produced ..'
Table 20 reveals that even equipment of the same type have
different mechanisation profiles. There are also a large range

173. It ~a.suggested that some cheaper extruders h~v.hlqher maintenance costs.

174. Hlgh down tl.e •• ant substantia11y 10wer capacity uti1iaation.

•
l.75. Al.thouqh, t.echnical. and design probl.e_ with the prot.ot.ype al.50 pl.ayed a rol.e. The l.ocal. company
atte.pted to use a hydrau~lc rather than an .~.ctrica~ power source, but it did not work. The company went
bankrupt.. (Kr. Peisal., February l.990)

176. Th. ai •• h.r. is based roughl.y on the si •• of the aoul.d.
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Table 20. Mechanisation profiles in the forming stage ..' DESCRIPTION F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 EMPLOYEES PLANTS
CONCRETE:
Small egg-layer 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2.0 7
Large egg-layer

Coronet type 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 3.2 3
Profile Probriek 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 3.5 2

Small static
Doubell Hyperstat 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 4.5 2
Birkenmayer VBO 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2.0 1
Rosa Commetta 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1.2 1

Medium static
VB 1/2 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2.7 1
Meta Galante 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 4.0 1

• VB 1/2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 2.0 1
Schlosser 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1.0 1
Advance Engineering 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1.0 1

Large static
VB 3/4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 4.0 1
VB 3/4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2.0 1·
Schlosser 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2.5 2
Columbia 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2.0 1
Alfa 3000 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.0 1

Duplex 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1.0 2
CLAY:

Hand moulded 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.7 1
All extruders 3 3 0 3 2 1 0 1 3.2 7• MATTER:

Processor(F1) Transfer(F2) Storage(F3) Control(F4)

•

•

•

2 2
2

3 2 3 3
3 1

1
1

FEEDBACK
Processor(F5) Transfer(F6) Storage(F7) Control(F8)

2 2 1
2

1-
3 1 3 1 3 2

3

of profiles. This suggests that there are quite a large number
of efficient combinations of subsystems in this stage of the
process. Once again, this is especially true for the medium sized
plant. The mechanisation profiles of the forming stage are
similar to that of the mixing stage. The materials processing
(actual forming) is more mechanised than average, with the
materials transfer and control functions on average. The feedback
actions are similar to the mixing stage as well. But whereas the
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Table 21. Equipment used for the forming of masonry units.

•

•

•

•

% CUM%NO DESCRIPTION
1

SMALL HAND EGG-LAYERS
2 5.5% 5.5% DOUBELL DIY
2 5.5% 11.1% DOUBELL JUMBOSTAT
3 8.3% 19.4% WILKENSON

EGG-LAYERS
2 5.5% 25.0% PROFILE PROBRICK
1 2.7% 27.7% PMSA CORONET
1 2.7% 30.5% KADETTE
1 2.7% 33.3% CORONET LIKE

SMALL STATIC MACHINES
2 5.5% 38.8% DOUBELL HYPERSTAT
1 2.7% 41.6% ROSA COMMETTA ITALY - IMPORTD
1 2.7% 44.4% BIRKENMAYER VB 0

MEDIUM STATIC MACHINES
1 2.7% 47.2% ADVANCE ENGINEERING
2 5.5% 52.7% VB1/2
1 2.7% 55.5% SCHLOSSER (HIGH PRESSURE?)
1 2.7% 58.3% META GALANTE

LARGE STATIC MACHINES
2 5.5% 63.8% VB3/4
2 5.5% 69.4% AUTOMATIC SCHLOSSER
1 2.7% 72.2% AUTOMATIC ALFA 3000

DUPLEX MACHINES
2 5.5% 77.7% DUPLEX

EXTRUDERS
1 2.7% 80.5% MORANDO
2 5.5% 86.1% BRADLEY & CRAVEN
2 5.5% 91.6% FRH
1 2.7% 94.4% THOMAS
1 2.7% 97.2% STEELE 75

FAST HIGH QUALITY STATIC MACHINES
1 2.7% 100.0% COLUMBIA - AMERICAN

MISSING

OR SECOND HAND FORMING EQUIPMENT USED
% CUM% DESCRIPTION

/

feedback on the transfer of materials was totally manual in the
mixing stage, it is mechanised to the same level as the actual
transfer processes. Some firms even have mechanical feedback
control177• Finally, note that the smaller plants, using manual
egg-layers and some small static machines, do not have a material
storage component in their forming stage. This means that the
concrete is poured directly into the mould box, and not into a
hopper. This makes sense because it would be almost impossible
for human power to operate a manual hopper storage facility.
Instead, the concrete is dropped into the mould box in small
manageable quantities. For egg-layers, which have to move around,

•

• 177. Tbe firm with these equipment have a centra1 computer that monitors the integration of the various
subproce •••• , and ensure. that ev.ry~hlnq qo~. accordinq to plan.

NEW
NO
9

18
10

0.0% MISSING
64.2% 64.2% NEW
35.7% 100.0% SECONDHAND
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the added weight will impede mobility of the machine.
•

.'

It appears to be more difficult to automate successfully with
second hand equipment. This is due to the abrasive environment,
with machines which are slightly run down requiring more active
human input to ensure effective functioning. Furthermore,
relatively little advance in technology of large brick presses
has taken place. The advances that were made, were often made
locally, and were based on adapting smaller overseas designs for
local conditions.

•

The physical constraints in the brick forming machines seem to
be related to the way in which the compaction process is
organised. The factors which govern it are the size of the mould,
and the way in which the mould is filled. As the mould gets
bigger, the volume of material that must be fed in increases. The
possibilities for unequal filling of the mould in the centre and
the edges therefore increase with size. This is less of a problem
with egg-layers, because the mould is generally filled manually.
Related is the problem of uneven compaction: the larger a mould,
the more likely that the pressure on the products on the sides
will be less than the centre.

•

•

It appears as if a number of scale factors affect the output
capacity of these firms. Bigger firms tend to install more
production lines rather than design massive presses. In order to
compensate for the speed which static machines can achieve due
to their inability to mechanise the transfer of mixture into the
mould box, egg-layers tend to have bigger mould sizes. This also
reduces the space on the concrete slab that is wasted due to the
movement requirements of the machine.

The interrelation between the mixing and the forming stages seems
to be an important potential bottleneck, especially for egg-

•
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•

layers. It is very difficult to mechanise this transfer link
between the stages in the production process. The phase of
loading the concrete into the mould box then becomes the factor
determining the rate of output. More than one firm using egg-
layers suggested that the larger egg-layers, where only one
person can fill the mould box, tend to be slower. This is also
very hard work for a single labourer. Quite a few tons of raw
materials must be moved into the mould box efficiently and evenly
on a daily basis.

•

Egg-layers also need to be relatively low weight to be mobile.
This places limits on the compressive pressure which can be
applied to compact the concrete without the whole machine
lifting. The upper end of the range of egg-layers currently in
use experiences this problem already.

•

A final scale effect is in the labour required to operate the
machine. A big and small machine are generally operated by
roughly the same number of workers. But the overall number of
workers relative to the machine costs are relatively low. 51% of
firms had 2 or less workers on the forming stage. Most of these
were clay brick firms. 40% had between 2 and 4 workers, and only
9% had been between 4 and 5,22 workers in the forming stage. The
small range is significant, given the wide, range in output and
level of mechanisation.

•
On the other hand, it appears as if a bigger press is needed to
justify the costs of installing the control equipment in order
to automate the clearing and the storage as well as tne repacking
stages. Only the plants with bigger machines have installed such
equipment. This suggests that the nature of the forming stage is
determined by (and determines) the requirements of other stages
of the production process:
after the forming stage,

the materials handling during and
the nature of the products, the•
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organisation of the production process etc ..

•

It should also be noted that changing over from one to another
mould could be a rather time consuming exercise. Some firms
mentioned periods of up to 6 hours for a small egg-layer. This
could lead to some specialisation amongst producers, as has
already happened. One firm has virtually captured the market for
maxi-bricks. This firm produces mainly maxi bricks. The only
other option is for firms to build up stockpiles of one product
before starting with the next. This tend to reduce flexibility.
On,the other hand, large firms with many production runs can more
easily dedicate some production lines to a specific product. This
would therefore constitute an increased returns to scale effect.

•

•

Finally, note that the raw material costs are related to the
amount of raw materials per product unit, or the weight/volume
ratio. But the machine costs are largely related to the costs of
each compression. This means that filling the machine board with

,as much 'value' as possible will lead to lower machine costs on
aver aqe '?". This involves a product design which is high, fills
the board completely while using as little raw materials as
possible.

•

Earlier it was suggested that static brick presses are associated
with higher quality concrete products. It was mentioned by some
of the equipment manufacturers that static machines allowed for
greater control over the forming process1.79.And static presses
were shown to produce products with a higher compressive
strength.

The choice of technique for the forming stage of a cooperative
is not straightforward. It will depend on a number of factors

•
178. One firm was suffering because It was producinq mo~ar b10cka on a DOu1d desiqned for imperial sized
blocks (an i.ported .achin.), It could only fill the .achin. board 70', This i... diately added a pre.iu.
of 3o, to their already high DAchin. cost co.ponent.

1.79,Profile Enqineerinq (Auqust 1.989)
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mostly related to other stages in the production process. But the
guality and characteristics of the output and the future learning
potential of technigues should be key components. If the argument
that product characteristics are going to move in the direction
of smaller units is correct, then static rather than egg-laying
presses should be chosen. Furthermore, it seems as if firms

•

should attempt to specialise. But that could be a limitation in
terms of marketing. Consequently, a form of horizontal
integration between a number of smaller firms each producing a
single type of product should be investigated.

•

(4) The clearing stage.

Table 22. Materials handling equipment.
•

•

•

EQUIPMENT
NO %

USED TO REMOVE THE PRODUCTS FROM FORMING STAGE
CUM% DESCRIPTION

This stage deals with the process from where the green bricks are
formed to where they are strong enough to be handled. For the
clay brick firms this includes stacking them on a kiln car into
a drier for the tunnel brick techniques, and on pallets which are•

MISSING16
CONCRETE
2 14.2%
2 14.2%
5 37.7%
3 21.4%
2 14.2%

CLAY
5
2

14.2%
28.5%
64.2%
85.7%

100.0%

MANUAL TROLLEYS
MECHANICALLY POWERED TROLLEY CARTS
GANTRY PLUS CONVEYOR SYSTEMS
FINGER CARTS AND SHELVES
FORKLIFT LOADING STACKE~ PALLETS
FORKLIFT AND PALLETS
KILN CARS

71.4%
100.0%

71.4%
28.5%

EQUIPMENT
CASES -->
NO %

USED TO REPACK THE"HARDENED PRODUCTS
18 MISSING --> 19 CODE (00)

CUM% DESCRIPTION
NO EQUIPMENT19

BY HAND10 55.5% 55.5% FORKLIFT
3 16.6% 72.2% OVERHEAD CRANE AND GANTRY SYSTEM

MECHANICAL PALLETlSER
4 22.2% 94.4% FINGER CART
1 5.5% 100.0% FORKLIFT AND DEPALLETISER

EQUIPMENT USED DURING THE DELIVERY (EXCLUDING LORRY)
% CUM% DESCRIPTIONNO

17
17
3

"MANUAL LOADING
85.0% 85.0% FORKLIFT ONTO LORRY
15.0% 100.0% GANTRY OR CRANE ONTO LORRY
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•

removed by forklifts to dry in the sun by the other mechanised
clay firms. For the manual clay firm it means carrying the bricks
to an open area where they are left to dry. For the egg-layers,
the clearing action consists in moving the machine on. The
products remain where they were formed until they are hard enough
to handle. T~e static machines require an action which removes
the machine boards from the press and places a new board under
the mould box .

•

•

Of those firms using some equipment, nearly 15% use manual
trolleys of some kind. 20% uses a finger cart system stacking the
products in shelves. This is the most mechanised way of doing it,
and is usually associated with mechanical palletisers. 40% are
using gantry and conveyor systems, while the rest use forklift
and shelf systems.

•

Table 23 shows the big variation that are found during the clear-
ing stage. There is usually no matter processing involved. But
some of the plants that do heat or steam cure their products do
so essentially as part of the clearing operation~80. Amongst the
static concrete plants, the level of mechanisation of the
materials transfer function is above average. But in the storage
function (stacking the machine boards with green bricks ) the
level of mechanisation is more or less average. The same is the
case with the matter controls.

•
The feedback actions are generally mechanised well below the
average in this stage. This re-emphasizes the point made earlier
that only the bigger plants have the scale that can make an
investment into the mechanisation of the feedback functions
viable. For the rest, firms use manual feedback on the clearing
process. In one case of potential mechanised feedback, a firm
with an 'automatic' gantry did not use it because of breakages

• 180. This cou1d have been p1aced in a separate stage or with the firing stage of the clay bricks. But the
transfer and storaqe activities are more pronounced.
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Table 23. Mechanisation profiles of the clearing stage.

• DESCRI;ETION Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 ca EMPLOYEES PLANTS
CONCRETE:
Egg-layers

Push machine on 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1.00 10
Partly motorised 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.33 J
Fully mechanical 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 1 0.50 1

static machines:
Trolleys 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2.73 2
Conveyor 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 3.00 1
Gantry & forklift 0 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 1.50 1
Gantry & conveyor 0 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 3.00 1

• Trolley carts 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 9.00 1
Gantry & conveyor 0 3 2 2 0 1 1 1 3.60 3
Trolley carts 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2.00 1
Finger cart/shelves 0 3 3 3 0 3 1 2 0.50 1
Forklift/ shelves 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 1.00 2
" 0 3 3 3 0 1 3 2 3.00 1

Finger cart/shelves 0 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 0.00 1
CLAY:
Manual stacking 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.45 1
Forklits & kiln cars 0 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 13.29 7

MATTER:
• Processor(C1) Transfer(C2) Storage(C3) Control(C4)

•

•

•

1 2
2

3 1
1

3 1 3 3

FEEDBACK
Processor(C5) Transfer(C6) Storage(C7) Control(Ca)

2
1

1 1-
2 2 2

3
3 3 3

caused if something went wrong. The onLy form of really effective
mechanisation of the feedback during the clearing stage seems to
be if finger carts and shelve systems are used. The same goes for
an automatic stacker system which stacks the machine boards a
levels high before being removed by a forklift. For the rest,
semi-mechanised forms of clearing, with manual feedback seems to
be the only alternative.
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The differences between the way in which static and egg-laying
presses clear finished products are instructive. Egg-laying
plants do not use an added storage function, whereas static
plants have to store the green products first. This means that
ways of mechanising the further materials handling actions are
limited when using egg-layers. Furthermore, the handling systems
involved in storing the machine boards with green products from
static machines are significantly more complex than is the case
with egg-layers.

•

•

The conseguences for a cooperative firm choosing the technigues
are therefore that the shift from an egg-laying to a static
machine press will involve more sophisticated technigues for
handling the materials. In the end. the capacity for a
cooperative firm to manage this will be crucial.

Notice also that most of the employment created is in the
handling of materials and green products.

(5) Firing the products.

•

•

only clay brick firms fire their products. Drying and firing are
both matter processing sub-systems. The technical constraints to
mechanising the transfer and storage function of this stage have
been discussed. Table 24 shows that with clamp kilns the products
are sun-dried and stacked into a clamp kiln by hand. There is
usually no control over what happens once such a kiln has been
lit. Therefore, the feedback processing is O. Chamber kilns do
afford some control which can be excercised manually. Therefore
the feedback processing becomes 1. In the case of tunnel kilns,
the processing becomes mechanical. So does the feedback, and
significant control instrumentation goes with controlling the
temperatures in and movement of bricks through the kiln.

•
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••

'.

•

•

•

•

Table 24. Mechanisation profiles for the firing stage of clay
bricks .

DESCRIPTION Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 EMPLOYEES PLANTS
Manual clamp kiln 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1.05 1
Forklift/ clamp kiln 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 13.50 4
Forklift/chamb. kiln 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 34.00 1
Kiln car/tunnel kiln 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 2 17.50 2

MATTER:
Process(I1) Transfer(I2) Storage(I3) Control(I4)

3
3

1 1 1

1

FEEDBACK
Process(I5) Transfer(I6) Storage(I7) Control(I8)

3 2

1 1 1 1

·Notice that the interrelation between the burner, the control
equipment and the movement of the kiln cars through the kiln are
all variables which affect the heat in the kiln. One firm has
installed a self-developed computerised control system which
enables it to keep the kiln temperature at a more stable level.
They are then able to burn the kiln at a higher and more stable
temperature, which improves the quality of their products. They
have also been able to increase the production of their kiln to
above the supplier's specifications181..

(6) Packing the hardened products.

For' clay firms producing face bricks, this usually involves
sorting the products, and then stacking them onto pallets. Where
colour is very important each brick might have to be restacked

1.81.. Kr. watermeyer. (NOvember 1989)
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Table 25. Mechanisation profiles for the repacking stage.

• DESCRIPTION P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 EMPLOY~ES PLANTS
CONCRETE:
Manual restacking

Clean pallet in oil 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 3.00 1
Restack pallets 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2.00 1
From concrete slab 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1.86 9
with forklift 0 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 6.68 10
Train/chain system 0 2 3 2 0 1 1 1 0.38 1

Stackers and depalletiser
Wrapped by hand 0 3 2 3 0 1 2 2 4.50 1
Wrapped mechanic. 0 3 3 3 0 1 3 2 4.89 3

Crane and gantry system:'. " 0 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 8.10 1
" 0 3 2 3 0 1 2 2 2.00 2

CLAY
None 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 4
Manual 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 15.00 2
Forklift 0 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 54.50 2

MATTER:
Process(P1) Transfer(P2) Storage(P3) Control(P4)

•

1

1
1

2
2

1 3

2 2 1
3

2 1 3
1 1 3

FEEDBACK
Process(P5) Transfer(P6) Storage(P7) Control(P8)

•

quite a number of times to ensure that different batches do not
hav~ visibly different colour shades1~. Other clay firms do not
restack the products I and the deli very vehicles are loaded
directly from the kiln. A significant amount of materials
handling is avoided this way183.

•

182. The leading firm is currently investigating meehanising this aspect. A substantial number of peopleare involved in the sortinq process. At least one firw ha. contracted this labour intensive task to a
sUbcontractor.

• 183. The clay firD that is most efficient. [2J. has investigated the possibility of palletising their
products. They £ound it to be not viable.
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•
Concrete firms with egg-layers repack either on a stockpile, or
directly onto a pallet, depending on the way in which it will be
loaded for delivery. 72% use some form of mechanical assistance,
while the rest repacks the products totally mechanically.

•

The mechanisation profiles in Table 25 suggest that the materials
transfer action is relatively more mechanised, while the other
functions are mechanised below average. Note that only one firm
has some processing associated with the packing stage. That is
the firm producing a special block with pr-otrus i.ons-v . It
appears as if some technical constraints in mechanising many of
the steps associated with special block shapes exist. That could
make them too expensive and difficult to produce for the market
they are aimed at.

•

•

Notice that the transfer of products to the place from where they
will be delivered is fairly manual for those firms that have pre-
dominantly manual techniques. But for the rest, the transfer
function is significantly mechanised. The use of. forklifts or
other mechanical material handling equipment is prevalent. Other
firms use manual trolleys or carry the products by hand. Feedback
on this stage is manual for all the production processes.

•

The storage function has an opposite profile. Notice that the
storage function is either totally manual in the case of the
manual firms, or they are highly mechanised in the totally
mechanised firms. It appears as if very little 'middle ground'
exists in this sUb-system. Once again this confirms the
observation that mechanisation of this action is difficult, and
usually only goes with fairly mechanised plants. When it comes
to the feedback of the storage function, the picture becomes more
clear. This is one of the 'below average mechanised' sub-systems.

• 184. This b10ck require. a specia~ly shaped metal machine board. To prevent the. from rusting, they have
to be c~eaned in oil a£ter being cle4r.d. This is a labour intensive proceSB.
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• The same tends to be the case with the control over the movement
of materials, and especially over feedback in the packing stage.

(7) Delivery.

•

The delivery stage is much the same for all the techniques. The
only difference lies in the matter storage function. This deals
with the loading of the products onto the truck. The mechanised
techniques include forklifts and overhead cranes with gantries.
Some firms load by hand. Other do both. But, this function is
usually relatively mechanised. The [2] and [3] points are both
in the top left quadrant, while the [1] is in the bottom right.
(The profiles, have not been provided.)

• Notice that some of the firms with clamp kilns load by hand
straight from the kiln to the lorry. This removes one of the
stages of materials handling. On the other hand, firms that load
wi th a forklift must usually have the materials loaded on
pallets. This requires that the repacking stage be of a certain
nature. Firms which load by hand might be able to exclude some
or the extra work which comes from handling the materials as
well. In cases where products are loaded manually, it is often
left to the transport subcontractor to supply the labour as

•

we1118S
•

•
Therefore, as the level of mechanisation declines, the
organisation of production becomes much more important to achieve
efficient operation. Obviously, where the production process is
highly mechanised, including the integration between the various
stages in the production process, the organisation of production
has become fixed and relatively inflexible.

• 185. rt shou1d be noted that to keep the workers emp10yed on the different staqes of the production process
in order, I added ~ worker for each 10 tons of products that have to be 10aded every day.
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e. Some conclusions and implications for the choice of
technique.•

•

The general pattern emerging here is therefore that the earlier
forming stages are relatively mechanised. The factors which act
as constraints are generally the flow of concrete and matters
affecting that. Thereafter the later stages in handling the
formed products are quite different. The matter storage functions
are more difficult to mechanise, and the feedback on them even
more so. They are largely constrained by the way and scale in
which the units were formed in the first place.

•

The consequences of this technical analysis for the traditionai
choice of technique function is important. Only in the case of
static concrete block plants is it possible to substitute capital
for labour. The other techniques present technical barriers to
such substitution. Moreover, there are significant differences
in output characteristics between the less and more mechanised
techniques even within the group of static plants. And associated
are quite clear differences in output characteristics of the
various techniques. In the case of high quality face bricks, the
amount of labour required to produce them is relatively higher
than lower quality products. The reason is that certain aspects
of the materials handling component (sorting) in this regard is
very difficult if impossible to mechanise. This is exacerbated
by the unevenness of some of these products. The profile is
therefore not primarily a substitution between labour and
capital, but scale change of the characteristics of one or more
of subsystems of the technique. This requires associated changes
in the characteristics of the other subsystems. And the choice
of technique involves matching these sets of technical
characteristics with the required product characteristics on the
demand side, and the firm's characteristics on the institutional
side.

•

•

•
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• 2. Technical profiles and productive organisation.

In the previous section the technological systems were analyzed
from a purely technical perspective. However, these systems
extend into the economic and institutional domains as well. In
this section, these interrelations will be shown.

• a . Technical profiles and efficiency.

•

The mechanisation indices were then included together with
information for product quality and firm efficiency in a CA plot.
The results of this analysis are remarkable in a number of ways.
Not only did it result a fairly stable display, but the
orientation of the firms were very close to those found in the
analysis of the interrelations between various factors involved
in earlier determination of the choice of technique function186•

This suggests that some related phenomena were ordering the firms
on the first principal axis in both cases. It also presents
further evidence of the interrelationship between technical and
economic factors. In the theoretical model this was formulated

• in terms of transition formulae whereby technical characteristics
get translated into economic inputs and consequently scale
economies.

220

•

The only firms that do not correspond all that well, are the clay
brick factories. This is possibly due to the coding system which
under-represented size factors in favour of function. But an
alternative explanation is that the technical principles of the
clay brick factories are such that they require a much larger
scale of operation in order for the reduced level of
mechanisation to be efficient. This would be supported by the big

• 186. Tbe di.p1ay has not been lnc1uded in the text. There the basi. or the analysis were fir .. , and not
p1ants, aa is currently the case.
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•
costs and size of a minimum sized mechanised clay brick
pLant;'?",

•

JCT
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Figur'e 111.28. Quality and efficiency
mechanisation indices.

relative to the

• lfote: Two sets of supplementary colUlIl indicators are presented on the two sets of axes.

•

The results are strengthened by the quality and efficiency
indicators in the correspondence analysis display (Left set of
axes in Figure III.28). Care should be taken when interpreting
them, as they were added as supplementary ,columns. Notice that
the general orientation is similar to that in the choice of
technique cont~xt. It appears that the most mechanised processes
are the least efficient in the 1989 economic environment. At the
other end of the spectrum, the upper end of the egg-layer plants
are'associated with above average efficiency [PSK]. For static
plants, the efficiency indicator is negatively associated with
the most mechanised plants. (The same is the case with the clay
brick firms). However, the quality in display of [PSK] is low
(19.9%), and most of that (15.1%) is along the first principle
axis. But the suggestion is that the less mechanised static
concrete and clay brick plants, as well as the slightly more
mechanised egg-laying plants were relatively more efficient. This

•

•
~87. Estimates for the cost of a basic c1aap ki1n factory ranqed between a4 ml11ion and a9 ml11ion rand,
depending on the type of preparation p1ant inatal1ed. For a tunnel ki1n factory, the loweat estimate was
a18 mi11ion. on the other hand, firma with the same 1eve1 of mechanisation (not necessarl1y with the same
output capacity) cou1d be established for under R250000 if th_ coat of a fork1ifl: was inc1uded. J:n
compari.on a concrete plant with a level of mechanisation comparable to that of a clay brick plant can be
.uch saall.r if it uaed a static .acbine pr••s.
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•
is comparable to the findings throughout the analysis which could
be summarised in two points: they were more flexible and
adaptable to changing circumstances, and they were able to
provide cheaper products with lower quality in smaller quanti ties
in a time when these were required due to changing economic and
institutional conditions.

'. This is further illustrated by an analysis of quality factors of
different products that are associated with mechanisation levels.
Looking at the design characteristics, it appears that [Ql]
representing bigger and lighter products are associated with the
egg-layers, and smaller static plants. Furthermore, the finding
that these firms produce products which are below average in
strength is reflected here as well. [STR] indicating compressive
strength is situated at the opposite side, suggesting that firms
with static mechanised presses produce stronger blocks. However,
the quality of the display in Result 18 is 60.5% with 56.6% along
the second principle axis. This suggests that the strength is not
so much associated with the increasing mechanisation of the
production processes as a whole (along the first principle axis),
but with the different sets of technical principles (along the
second principle axis).

•

•

•

The conclusion is therefore that different sets of technical
principles present different learning potential with regards to
changes in the technique itself. But, even techniques which are
relatively limited in terms of potential for technical change
still has scope for learning to be used efficiently. Some of the
most efficient firms use such egg-layers, which have been
mechanised up to their technical potential limit.

Smaller static machines, however, appear to yield higher learning
potential both in terms of their use and innovation aspects. A
similar conclusion can be made with regards to product character-

•
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•

•

•

•

Result 18. Supplementary column indicators for Figure III.28.

NAKEi QLT KAS INRi k=l COR CTRi k=2 COR CTRl k=3 COR CTRl DESCRIPTION
-----t------------t-------------t-------------t-------------t-----------------------------------KT 438 871 368 133 16 27 -658 394 881 179 29 103 roT~L L~]oUR TIKE EXPENDED
KE 92 0 1 686 45 0 -480 22 0 -512 25 0 LABOUR TIKE IN EXTRACTIONSTAGE
KM 589 7 2 283 129 1 529 451 4 -74 9 0 L)]OUR TIKE IN PREP~~TION STAGE
Kl 551 7 2 268 94 11 585 451 61 -70 6 0\ L~ TIME IN FORKING STAGE
KC 69 5 1 -107 16 0 -58 5 0 184 48 1 LABOUR TIKE IN CL~~~ING STAGE
KI 889 2 2 502 85 1 -1530 787 11 -229 18 0 LABOUR TIKE IN CURING STAGE
KP 356 9 2 -297 182 1 275 156 2 95 13 0 L)]OUR TIKE IN PACKING STAGE
KO 177 5 1 111 20 0 -34 2 0 -308 155 2 LABOUR TIKE IN DELIVERY STAGE
LT I 34823891241 563 2341321 142 15 113 -368 1001194 TOTAL L.~UR TIKE/TOT>LOUTPUT
LE 123 49 8 59 9 0 216 114 5 -U 1 0 LABOUR TIKE IN EXTRACTION/OUTPUT
LH 484 458 418 783 257 490 482 98 248 -555 129 521 U.BOUR TIKE IN PREP~~TION/OUTPUT
LF 305 535 587 719 181 483 535 100 357 -262 24 136 L.~UR TIKE IN FORKING/OUTPUT
LC 92 305 188 342 73 62 -42 1 1 -171 18 33 L.ijl(){JRTIKE IN CLEARING/OUTPUT
LI 233 907 154 135 41 29 245 135 127 -159 57 85 LABOUR TIKE IN CURING/OUTPUT
LP 274 392 217 379 100 98 492 168 221 -97 6 14 LABOUR TIKE IN PACKING/OUTPUT
LO 283 352 455 701 146 302 -137 6 15 -667 132 579 LABOUR TIKE IN DELIVERY/OUTPUT
EP 989 91 85 484 97 37 -1457 879 453 -180 13 11 MATTER-ACTIONSIN EXTRACTIONSTAGE
EF 953 32 28 521 119 15 -1359 808 139 -246 26 7 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN EXTRACTIONSTGE
KP 790 280 9 -247 702 30 1 0 0 87 88 8 MATTER-ACTIONSIN PREPARATION"STGE
KP 920 159 12 -377 736 39 185 177 13 -35 6 1 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN PREPARATIONSTG
FP 831 272 17 -333 689 53 -7 0 0 151 141 23 MATTER-ACTIONSIN FORKINGSTAGE
FF 850 193 24 -503 782 85 144 64 9 -35 4 1 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN FORKING STAGE
CP 825 174 17 -457 817 63 43 7 1 13 1 0 KATTER-ACTIONSIN CLEARING STAGE
CF 894 124 13 -468 774 47 104 38 3 -151 81 10 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN CLEARING STAGE
lP 960 48 47 443 76 16 -1503 880 251 -98 4 2 KATTER-ACTIONSIN CURING STAGE
IF 813 31 34 430 65 10 -1457 747 155 -53 1 0 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN CURING STAGE
PP 854 143 22 -492 613 60 307 238 31 33 3 1 KATTER-ACTIONSIN PACKING STAGE
PF 873 97 11 -377 473 24 341 386 26 -65 14 1 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN PACKING STAGE
DP 778 211 4 -31 20 0 192 741 18 29 17 1 KATTER-ACTIONSIN DELIVERY STAGE
DF 897 106 2 68 106 1 181 755 8 -40 37 1 FEEDBACK-ACTIONIN DELIVERY STAGE
TP 9571220 26 -206 759 90 -94 158 25 47 40 10 TOTAL KATTER ACTIONS - ALL STAGES
TF 979 743 26 -288 906 108 44 21 3 -69 52 13 TOTAL FEEDBACKACTIONS - ALL STAGE
Tl 439 230 5 -78 III 2 -133 326 9 11 2 0 MECK. INDEX - KATTER PROCESSING
T2 634 429 5 -97 285 7 -100 305 10 38 44 2 MECK. INDEX - KATTER TRANSFER
T3 929 255 33 -527 824 124 -50 7 1 181 98 31 MECK. INDEX - KATTER STORAGE
T4 899 307 6 -187 710 19 -93 176 6 -25 13 1 KECK. INDEX - KATTER CONTROL
T5 839 140 10 -378 768 35 -42 9 1 -106 61 6 MECK. INDEX - FEEDBACK PROCESSING
T6 726 209 3 -95 249 3 108 321 6 -75 156 4 MECK. INDEX - FEEDBACKTRANSFER
T7 954 179 30 -641 953 128 -10 0 0 20 10MECK. INDEX - FEEDBACKSTORAGE
T8 851 215 3 -124 376 6 82 166 3 -112 309 10 MECK. INDEX - FEEDBACKCONTROL
MXB 269 31 12 -260 69 4 -423 184 13 127 17 2 KAX. CAPACITY IN BRICK EQUIVALENTS
MXT 296 86 38 -218 41 7 -509 225 52 182 29 10 KAX. CAPACITY IN TOHNES
AVB 440 19 6 -134 22 1 -554 370 13 200 48 3 AVE. CAPACITY IN BRICK EQUIVALENTS
AVT 471 52 20 -107 12 1 -636 403 49 238 57 Il AVE. CAPACITY IN TOHNES
STR 605 4 1 -35 2 0 -593 566 3 151 37 0 COMPRESSIVESTRENGTH
QR 31 10 0 2 0 0 19 12 0 -24 19 0 TOTAL QUALITY INDEX
Ql 517 13 0 112 193 0 126 245 0 -71 79 0 USER QUALITY INDEX
Q2 415 7 0 -190 261 0 -139 140 0 45 150PRODUCER QUALITY INDEX
PR 368 27 4 348 359 6 37 4 0 -42 5 0 PROFIT RATE
PSK 199 37 3 151 123 1 97 50 1 69 26 1 STANDARDISEDPROFIT RATE

istics. The egg-layers are more limited in terms of the nature
and characteristics of the products that they can produce. If the
analysis in the previous section on product characteristics is
correct, the nature of the products demanded would move closer
to ordinary bricks (smaller from the blocks side and lighter from
the bricks' side). Techniques using less mechanised forming
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•• processes can be expected to become progressively less efficient .
Smaller blocks tend to be heavier per unit volume, and to get
them strong enough a stronger press might be needed. This would
affect the egg-layer viability severely.

Finally, the technical factors which are associated with the
relative efficiency of various techniques can be identified. The

• demand for a certain type of product with specific
characteristics emerged due to various institutional factors188•

•

Markets for poorer quality but cheaper hollow block products were
created, which suited the technical conditions of less mechanised
production processes. At the same time it presented significant
obstacles for the larger scale highly mechanised plants, that
have to produce high quality products at fairly constant high
volumes to recover the higher production costs that they face.

b. Productive organisation.

•

The finding that a great deal of the efficiency of various
technigues are not related to machine capacity per se, but to the
way in which the technigue is operated within the firm, places
productive organisation as a key determinant of success and
viability. The object then is to identify those areas that are
fairly fixed given the technique and those more dependent on the
organisation of production.

•
Two sets of measures reflecting the amount of labour time used
in each stage of the production process were calculated. The
first was the proportion of the total labour time [KT_]that went
into each stage of the production process. They were labelled
[KE,KM,KF,KC,KI,KP,KD] for each stage respectively. The
labour/overall output ratio for each stage of the production

•
188. Th••• include the change of state policies which only really worked through in the mid to late 1980'slthe slowdown in building 'high-income' hou ... and qr•• ter emphasis on low cost housing: 1••• high volume
contracta; t.h. need.to cut coata 1n both tb. construction and ....teri.l coata of walling in low cost houseslthe relatively low wage levels: and the local dev.lop .. nt of little-aechanised production technique. to suit
the local environment.
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.' process, labelled [LE,LM,LF,LC,LI,LP,LD), and for the production
process as a whole [LT) 1.89 were also calculated. These points
were added as supplementary columns, and are displayed on the
right hand set of axes in Figure III. 28. Notice that the
orientation of the display is the same as before, but the scale
of the axes is different.

'. The previous findings that the feedback actions in all stages are
mechanised below average are now extended to the materials
actions in the packing and clearing stages. This is confirmed
strongly by the position of the indicators for the proportion of
the labour time spent on the clearing and packing stages [KC,KP),
which lie towards the top left of the display. Most of the labour
time used in the more mechanised plants are thus used in the
clearing and packing stages. All the other indicators of labour
time ratios are on the opposite side, with the delivery stage
(KO] somewhat on its own. This supports the earlier observation
that mechanised loading of materials on trucks can only take
place if the products have been prepared for this. But it is more
difficult to mechanise these matter storage functions. This
suggests that less mechanised plants had above average labour
ratios in the extraction, preparation, forming and firing stages

•

•
(KE,KP,KF,KI].

•

The labour/output ratios for the clearing and the packing stages
(LC,LP] are both to the left of the total, preparation, forming
and delivery indicators [LT,LM,LF,LD). This confirms once again
that the labour productivity in the clearing and packing stages
are below average for the more mechanised plants. Thus the
indicators for above average labour/output ratios for these
stages are pulled in the direction of the more mechanised
production processes. But in the mixing, forming, and delivery
stages, the labour producti vity of the more mechanised stages are

• 189. In the case of the 1abour/output ratios, we rep1aced the values for those firms that do not perform
extraction or firing with the co1umn averaqe of the rest of the fir.a.
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higher.•

•

Thus, the key aspects governing the viability of enterprises from
the technical system can be identified. The principal finding is
that all those activities which involve feedback, as well as
those involving materials handling (and storage) are mechanised
with great difficulty given the technological principles at work.
Attempts to mechanised these aspects of the production processes
places constraints not only on the technology that can be used
in the other parts of the production process - especially the
forming stage but also tli.equality of products and the
flexibility of production volumes. The resultant efficiency is
low g1ven current institutional arrangements. Mechanising the
materials processing functions seemed to be easier, and related
to product characteristics rather than efficiency per se. The
ability of a firm to produce quality products therefore depends
on the machinery in the forming stage. The efficiency of the
process as a whole is largely determined by the efficient
organisation of production as a whole, with much less
opportunities to mechanise these. This largely involves materials
handling and f~edback and control over the production process.

•

•

•

In the light of the observed greater variation in the
organisation of production by the middle sized concrete block
producers, the options for cooperatives are beginning to emerge.
Leaving aside the clay brick segment in which the barriers to
entry are largely economic in view of the minimum scale
requirements, limited access to critical raw materials etc., two
sets of conditions emerge in the concrete brick making area. In
those plants where the feedback is mechanised, most of the
materials handling has to be mechanised, and the nature of the
materials forming stages has to be of a certain type and nature.
These highly mechanised plants have to produce higher quality
products for economic and technical reasons, and need a•
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•

relati vely high capacity utilisation to be efficient. On the
other hand, most of the other concrete brick producers have a
range of options as to how to organise their production process.
The quality of the products they produce is largely determined
by the choices thy make in the forming stage, for which a whole
range of equipment options are available. On the other hand,
efficiency of the plant as a whole depends on the way in which
the production process is organised, leaving much more scope in
the hands of the people in the enterprise to manage it
efficiently, with sufficient scope to alter the organisational
arrangements to suit the needs for cooperative type ventures.
Whether these opportunities will be used effectively, is another
matter. No a priori judgement can be made on this score, and it
depends on the people involved whether they will be able to get
it together. That question lies beyond the scope of this this
study which seek to identify the technological opportunities and
constraints.

•

•

3. Learning and changes in the production technigue.

• Before analyzing the institutional and organisational aspects
within the enterprises and the industry in the next section, the
evolution and impact of technical changes on enterprises and the
industry and the way in which technical choices are made within
enterprises will be investigated.

a. Historical perspective.
•

In order to analyze the history of the choice of technique in the
industry, the firm codes in Figure 111.27 were replaced with the
year in which the technique was first chosen; the year in which
the last major technical change took place; and the year in which
the last major organisational change took place respectively.

•
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.F1gure 111.29. Techn1cal cholce and efflclency.

•

From the display in Figure III.29 containing the three plots, a
number of observations can be made. Firstly, there seems to be
two sources or 'locations' of learning in the industry. The first
deals with learning in the machine producing industry. The second
in the machine using industry. A lot of learning has taken place
in the former, as suggested by the establishment of new firms
rather than changes in existing firms. Most of the newly
established firms are towards the right side of the display -
also the more efficient side. Many of the less efficient
techniques were chosen in the late 1970' s, while the more
efficient less mechanised techniques were first chosen in the mid
1980's.•

•

The importance of local technological capacity, especially in the
machine producing sector, has been emphasised in the litera-
tureHO. It appears that similar results follow from this analy-
sis. Taking the forming stage as indicative of the technical
principles, the source of the equipment was analyzed. Evidence
suggests that the more efficient techniques adopted later were
produced locally.

The techniques chosen before 1975 were produced overseas. These
were all clay brick techniques. During the period 1975 to 1985,
6 new techniques were chosen. Of these only 1 was produced

• 190. See Pransman 1984:303
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Table 26. Source of technique and year of adoption.

•

1934-1975 1975-1985 1985-1989•

Imported.

0 1 14

0 2 1

7 3 5

Locally produced

Locally produced
under licence

N=J3

Note: The Pearson Chi-square statistic is significant at the
1% level, but is suspect because more than 20% of the cell
populations below 5.

•

locally, while 2 were produced locally under licence and 3 were
imported. In the period after 1985, 70% of the techniques chosen
were of local origin, with 5% produced under licence and 25%
imported.

•

But a further significant point is that of those techniques that
were imported during the past 5 years, four out of the 5 (80%)
were second hand equipment191• In contrast, only 2 out of the 14
(14.3%) locally produced techniques chosen after 1985192 were
second hand. This also corresponds with the reasons why the
particular firm adopted the technique193•

•

Finally, note that the imported equipment was on average of a
much larger capacity than the locally produced techniques. It is
also interesting to note the relative absence of organisational
change in the concrete plants using imported technology. We would
not like to attach too much weight to it, given the difficulty
of assigning dates to technical events. But it does seem that
these techniques have much more fixed production organisation,

191~The remaining piece of equlp.ent was a sma~~er one, and the reason for importing was giv.n as producingquality products at a sma~~er scale. ourinq the interview it also transpired that stronq family contacts
with t.he source country pl..yed a significant rol. in the actual. decision on the type of machlneto purchase.
rt is also less efficient. (Firm [Cl)

192. Or 3 out of 15 after 1984 (20')

• 193. Tab1e 27 sbows tbat 6 firms (21.4') suqq •• ted that they cbose tbe technique because the second band
or cheap equip.ent was available at the ti.e.
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.' confirming the earlier observation that certain techniques places
technical constraints on organisational flexibility.

b. Reasons why technical choices were made.

Table 27. Reason why the technique was chosen.

FREO PCT DESCRIPTION
• MACHINE INPUTS9

3

25.72%
2
6
1

5.71%
17.14%
2.86%

Problems with previous machines
Second hand (cheap) machine availability
Latest technology

RAW MATERIAL INPUTS

8

8.57%
1
1
1

2.86%
2.86%
2.86%

22.86%

To work away quarry waste
Best utilisation of clay resources
Machines do not work on these clays

PRODUCTS

•
8

3
1
1
1
1
1

8.57%
2.86%
2.86%
2.86%
2.86%
2.86%

22.86%

Quality of products
Made for own use. Started to sell
Brick shortage in 1977 decided to make
To expand production and product range
Promote product in the self-build market
Capacity to make cheap face brick

SIMPLICITY AND MAINTENANCE

2

2
1
2
1
1
1

5.71%
2.86%
5.71%
2.86%
2.86%
2.86%

5.71%

Spare parts locally available
Local manufacturer in WC - for repairs
Simple and easy to maintain
Less training required for workers
If break less down time - repair self
Easiest and most economical

PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY

• 5

1
1

2.86%
2.86%

14.29%

Productivity and efficiency
Most efficient

FINANCE
Slowly expanding, less capital expensive
Finance limited
Cheapest preparation process

N=37

1
3
1

2.86%
8.57%

Table 27 presents the reasons proposed by respondents why they
adopted the particular techniques. Significantly, wage levels
never featured, and 'economic' reasons barely feature194

• The.'

2.86%
MISSING=2

rest of the factors were roughly evenly divided between the
characteristics of the technique, of the products, of the
material inputs and of the maintenance and operation. All of
these can be regarded broadly as 'technical' reasons. The
interesting element here is that firms discounted the

• 194. Lack of finance ~s the most important slnq~e factor.
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institutional changes in their technical choices without• explicitly recognising it. No firm suggested that a technique was

chosen because state policy or the nature of demand changed. The

enabling role of the institutional component is not always

recognised by those affected by it.

•
This result would support the theoretical presumption which

suggested that matching a technique, its product characteristics,

the economic conditions which it faces and the technical capacity

of the firm itself are key determinants of technical choices

rather than simply economic criteria alone. The technical choice

function therefore becomes extremely complex, and is time

specific. Any of the conditions that affected the choice .of

technique might. change, leading to different choices in a

different period. That this has happened in the brick making

industry in which the pace of technical change is 'supposedly'

very small is significant.

•

•

The changes in technique which the firms were busy introducing,

or which had been introduced since the technique had been chosen

are presented ~n Table 28. Notice the importance of changes in

the mixing and materials handling components, relative to the

forming stages. This confirms the observation that learning

within firms has to do with the materials handling components,

while learning about the materials forming component largely

takes place outside the firm. The earlier conclusion that a lot

of learning in the industry took place outside the brick

producing firms themselves seems to be supported as well.

•

Someevidence of interaction between locally produced equipment

manufacturers, and the users of their equipment in so far as the

forming equipment goes were found195•

• 195. In one case, a firm using a s..a.~l. Doubel.~ sta.tie br1ck pr••• deve1op.d changes to the equipment which
were suh.equent~y introduced .into 1ater de• .1qnB of the equ.ip... nt by the aaanufacturer. In another case, the
equip.ant. producer use.. .1t to produce pav.1nq br .1cJc&.
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Table 28. Changes in technique brought about or in the process
of happening.

• %FREO DESCRIPTION
27.03% NONE TOO MENTION10
21.62% CHANGES TO THE MIXING AND PREPARATION8

2.70% Changed from ash to concrete
8.11% Changed the mix consistency
8.11% Better control over the mixing process
2.70% Refining rolls installed

13.52% INCREASED MECHANISATION OF MATERIALS HANDLING

1
3
3
1

5
2.70% Installing conveyors etc. More automatic
2.70% Plan to computerise the sorting process
5.41% Mechanised setting
2.70% Mechanised handling

5.41% INTRODUCED NEW TYPES OF FORMING MACHINES

1
1
2
1•

2
5.41% German instead of American machines

5.41% BUILT OWN AUXILIARY EOUIPMENT
2

2
5.41% Own brick splitter

10.82% PRODUCT CHANGES
2

4
8.11% Stopped making bricks
2.70% Preparing to make face bricks

13.52% WANT TO EXPAND
3
1

5
5.41% Increase production
8.11% Increase capacity

2.70% REORGANISED TO SOLVE SEASONAL PROBLEMS
2
3• 1

2.70% Increase dryer capacity1

N=37 MISSING=O

c. Technical and organisational change

Organisational change was often the result of technical choices.
For most firms the establishment of the firm was the last
organisational change as well. But in roughly half of the
remaining firms organisational change was associated with changes
in the organisation of production (Table 29). In the other firms
organisational changes were required to enable further technical
development and chanqes '?", This corresponds to the importance
of the organisational aspects, especially in the less mechanised
firms, in order to improve their efficiency which we identified
earlier.

•

•

In order to get an understanding of the nature of the technical

196. This Dost~y re1ated to t.chnlca1 change in one of two ways. Yn some ca••• new manaqerla1 staff ware
brought in to introduce technica1 change. In another case, a ..nageaent buy-out resulted in significant
product and process innovations.•
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•

•

•

•

•

Table 29. Organisational change experienced by each plant.

FREO % DESCRIPTION
19 52.78% NO CHANGE
4 11.11% NEW MANAGEMENT

1 2.78% Problem with old manager
1 2.78% To do quality control, Research & Development
1 2.78% Management buy-out of disinvesting firm
1 2.78% Help with new product line

10 27.78% CHANGE THE ORGANISATION OF PRODUCTION
1 2.78% New machines less dependent on experienced

worker
3
3
1
1
1

4

8.33% New static machines
8.33% Changed mixing procedures
2.78% Depends on the number of shifts worked
2.78% Introduced a bonus-piecework system
2.78% Reduce staff, rationalise to increase product.

11.11% FIRM REORGANISATION
1 2.78% Restructure to reduce overheads
1 2.78% More efficient organisation
1 2.78% Economic crisis - reorganised and moved

N=37 MISSING=l

changes that took place inside the firm operation, they were
asked about the nature of the last significant technical changes
which they introduced. The results are summarised in Table 30.
Roughly one third experienced no change, one quarter introduced
a new line of the same type, and another quarter changed the type
of brick press that they were using. In all cases this involved
moving up the ladder of mechanisation. This is most clearly
visible in the movement from DIY hand moulds to small manual egg-
layers to bigger mechanised egg-layers. Some producers changed
from egg-layers, mostly for reasons of product quality and high
levels of wear and tear on egg-laying plant.

The position of the clay brick firms are slightly at odds with
what has been said so far. Most of the clay brick techniques were
chosen in the late 1960's, or the early 1970's, and they
experienced little major change during the past 20 years. But
they are busy undergoing some change at the moment, with a number
of firms moving towards face brick production in chamber kilns.
Another item which some firms are looking at, is the mechanical"
setting of the chamber or tunnel kilns. Organisational changes
invalved replacing the supervision of labour function with a
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Table 30. Technical change undertaken.

• % DESCRIPTIONFREO
29.73% NO CHANGE11

ADDED ANOTHER LINE TO CURRENT PLANT27.0210
Another profile probrick
Another duplex
Added an automatic machine line
New face brick line in chamber kiln

CHANGED THE FORMING STAGE EOUIPMENT

2.70%
2.70%

18.92%
2.70%

24.32%

1
1
7
1

9
Went from simple block to diy egg-layer
From diy to wilkensonjjumbostat egg-layer

2.70% Bigger mech. Egg-layer (poor quality
2.70%1

2
2

products)
3 8.11%
1 2.70%

5.41%

• Introduced static machines
Bigger extruder

CHANGES TO A SUBSYSTEM8.11%3
Changes to improve machine quality
Added cement silo
Changed gentry from manual semi-automatc

CHANGES TO THE PLANT AS A WHOLE

2.70%
2.70%
2.70%

10.81

1
1
1

4
Renew the plant totally
Moved to cheaper land without roof
Install concrete plant. Chamber dryers

5.41%
2.70%

2
1
1 2.70%

MISSING=ON=37
•

comprehensive scheme of progressively increasing production
bonuses.

d. Technical change and efficiency.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to relate specific f o'rms of
technical change to the efficiency of the firms directly due to
lack of data. But it did appear as if changes in the organisation
of production are associated with efficiency firms in a general
type of a way.

•

The most efficient firms in both the clay and concrete brick
industries are characterised by changes in the organisation of
production. The former introduced a system of progressive
production bonuses discussed earlier. This was supplemented by
some of the cheapest clay preparation processes in use~97.

The most efficient concrete masonry firm on the other hand had

• 197. rnc~udlnq a hammer aill and a sleve.
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•

a very 'Taylorist' organisation of production, with jobs
fragmented as much as possible. They have also focused on changes
to the mixing stage, and have introduced mechanised egg-layer
machines produced locally in the Western Cape. But this firm has
strong links with the small builder sector of the building
industry. The family running the plant have been builders
themselves. It therefore appears that they have been able to
position themselves very close to the market developments as
outlined earlier.

•

•

On the other hand, the most inefficient firm was a small scale
worker cooperative, which did not have the technical capacity to
run the firm efficiently. Neither did they have sufficient
finance and the managerial ability to organise the production
process efficiently.

e. Constraints to increased production

Table 31. Technical limits to expansion.

•
FREO % DESCRIPTION
10 27.02%
5 14.28%

16 43.24%
9 24.32%

15 40.54%

Market demand
Labour skill, management, only one shift
Fixed plant limitations
Weather related
Machine capacity related

.' The firms identified the machine and fixed plant capacity as the
most important limitations to further expansion. Market and
weather factors are next, while labour is last on the list.

f. Learning, productive organisation and labour processes

•

with the low levels of mechanisation of feedback as background,
the firms were asked about the importance of the skill and
training of the workers in the production process. They were
asked whether the machine or the workers determined the quality
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Table 32. Workers role in the production process.

•

•

•

A. DO WORKERS AFFECT THE OUALITY OF OUTPUT?
FREO % DESCRIPTION
18 51.24% WORKERS DO AFFECT QUALITY

5

9
7
1
1

25.71%
20.00%
2.86%
2.86%

14.29%

Does affect
If not properly mixed.
Clearing from the press and transit
If not vibrated properly

WORKERS DO HAVE SOME EFFECT
2
3

5.71%
8.57%

Do affect, but not in any key activity
Some workers element but mostly machine

WORKERS HAVE NO EFFECT12 34.29%
6
6

17.14%
17.14%

Do not affect
Small percentage worker effect

N=37 MISSING=2

B. ~D~O---!..!.W~O~R~K"=!.ER~S~A",-F",-F..=!E~C"",T___,:T..!.!HlA:E!.......£P.£:A~C::.J.E~O!.o!:F____:P:.£R~Q!,!,D~U~C~TuI~O:!.!.N!....!..?
FREO % DESCRIPTION
15 40.54% WORKERS DETERMINE PACE
4 10.81% WORKERS DO HAVE SOME EFFECT

18

2
2

5.41% The mixing speed is crucial
5.41% Workers can slow down

48.64% WORKERS DO NOT AFFECT SPEED
17
1 2.70%

45.95% Do not affect
spéed determined by quality requirements

N=37 MISSING=O

of the output. The results are summarised in Table 32. Two
aspects are significant. Firstly, the large number of firms in
which workers have a determining influence on the quality and the
pace of production. And the equipment of all 13 plants where
workers do af.fect the quality of the output were produced
locally. That is to be expected, given the labour intensive
nature of the locally produced equipment. Secondly, the
importance of the mixing process as a key factor amongst these
firms.

•

Then the focus shifted to the training policies of each firm. 24
(64.86%) had no training policy. Two of·these were contemplating
or busy bringing in training policies. A further 7 (18.92%) had
on the job training only. This suggests that more than 80% of the
plants had the most minimal training schemes for workers~98.

.'

•
198. Of the 6 p~ants that had some form of training, one .aphasi ••• training operators, another practisedjob rotation, and a third bad a ten day traininq programme to train the people that have to unpack the
bricks fro .. a dup~ex pre.s. only one firm, operatinq thr •• plants has a tralninq policy whereby each
employ•• receives so•• for. of foraa1 training .. Incidentally, this i. a fir. with quite a .echanised
production process.
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It turns out that not only is the organisation of production an
important area, but the role of workers becomes more important.
Given the low levels of training, worker motivation could
significantly add to the efficiency of the firm, as well as .the
quality of the output. However, 48% of the firms had no
productivity scheme apart from ordinary supervision and setting
targets. 28% of the firms had systems of production or attendance
bonuses, while 12% of the firms had systems of piecework. In one
case workers got a certain amount per block produced which they
could share amongst themsel ves. In another case the machine
operators were paid per drop, and in a third case the workers
were paid per pallet produced.

•

•
When it comes to consultations with workers over technical
issues, 70.8% of the firms had no consultations with workers
whatsoever. One firm suggested that unions are not interested in
technical matters. 8.3% of the firms had some form of
consultation with workers if changes affected them. 12.5% of the
firms had regular contact with workers or union committees. One
firm called general meetings of workers if this was required.
Finally, only the workers cooperative responded that workers were
part of all decisions.•

g. Conclusion.

Two aspects emerge that have a bearing on the choice of technique
function. Firstly, the opportunities for learning presented by
the small to medium sized concrete brick plants emerges as quite
significant, with a learning curve of technical choices going
from simple to more sophisticated machinery taking place. This
links in with the earlier observation of greater organisational
flexibility in this industry segment. There was quite a bit of
evidence of such organisational adaptation in the industry
already, with various piecework and incentive schemes. This is

•
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•
counterbalanced with the very limited attention given to worker
training in the industry. Given the critical role which often
quite unskilled workers performed, one would expect more
initiatives in this direction. In the longer term, the hard and
often menial nature of some of the work in the industry will
present a different set of problems, which might force higher
levels of mechanisation of the materials handling processes .

• 4. Conseguences for cooperatives.

•

The technical imperative outlined above can be summarised in two
parts: Firstly, the forming component has an important effect on
product characteristics. Learning in this component mainly takes
place outside the user firms, and the requirements for
cooperative enterprises would simply be to be able to slot into
existing networks and to develop the capacity to use the
equipment. Here choosing techniques which would allow the
enterprise to produce products with appropriate characteristics
is of the essence.

•

The second part includes those areas where learning generally
takes place within the firm. This includes the productive
organisation, specifically with regards to the material handling
and feedback functions. These areas are difficult to mechanise
efficiently. Consequently, workers do have a lot of control over
these functions. The ability of cooperative structures to enable
enterprises to have highly motivated workers, as well as the
ability to manage the production processes efficiently, will be
crucial for their success.

•

•
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G. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK.•

•

This section analyses the institutional framework in which
technical choices are made, and its relationship with both the
technical and economic imperatives. The institutional framework
is social in nature, and constitutes embodied knowledge or
learning. A key feature of an institutional framework is that it
is characterised by power relations between groups of people .

The history and the motivation of the managers that run the
individual firms included in the survey will now be analyzed.
Then the focus shifts to the market structure that integrates the
firms horizontally, and thereafter the vertical integratiori
between the firms, and their input suppliers.

•
1. The firms. their objectives and histories.

Table 33. Ownership of 29 brick making firms.

FREO ~ CUM~ QESCBIETION
7 24.1% 24.1% OWNER MANAGER
9 31.0% 55.1% FAMILY MEMBERS

• 6 20.7% 75.9% OWNER MANAGERS WITH OUTSIDERS
3 10.3% 86.2% MANAGERS WITH SOME OUTSIDE COMPANIES
3 10.3% 96.6% ANOTHER COMPANY
1 3.5~ 10Q.0% WOEJS;~RM);!H~ER~
CASES --> 29
MISSING --> 0

•

The managerial theories of the firm take their point of departure
from the separation between the owners and managers. Some of
these theories then suggest that owners strive for higher
returns, and managers for higher growth. This survey· suggests a
different and much more complicated picture. Firstly, the extent
of separation between ownership and control was not all that
marked. Of the 29 firms, only 10% were owned by companies other
than the managers. In 86% of the firms, the owners have at least
some direct input into the management of the firms. Only one firm
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•

•

•

•

is worker owned and managed. In 76% of firms the owners played
a direct role in making technical decisions. In the rest of the
firms (except one) professional management took the decisions.
In the worker managed firm the 'manager' advised the workers on
the decisions to take.

Table 34. Minimum return on investment requirements by different
categories of managers .

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Owner
Managerls

Profess.
Managemnt

Worker
Managers Total

Not Important
Important

12 (57%)
9 (43%)

1 (25%)
3 (75%)

1(100%) 14 (54%)
12 (46%)

TOTAL
MISSING

21
1

4
2

1 26
3

Reasons given by the various categories of respondents:
Owner Managers - Not Important:

4 Personal reasons (satisfaction, keep busy, etc.)
2 Investment minimal. Need no consideration.
2 Expansion or promoting a product with growth potential.
4 No intension of leaving because of capital invested.

Owner Managers - Important:
7 Some· financial reason the minimum between 10-15%.

(Mostly the bank rate)
2 Require higher rates of return to provide for

uncertainty.
Professional Managers - Not Important:

1 vertical integration. Would not want to buy bricks from
competitors.

Professional Managers - Not Important:
3 Financial reasons (given fluctuations in the industry)

Worker Managers - Not Important:
1 To create jobs.

However, the objectives stated by decision makers were quite
different from that generally assumed. 52% of the firms (mostly
owner-managed) regarded a question on the minimum rate of return
that the firm would find accept anle=" as not important. In
those firms where 'professional' or non-owning management took
decisions, they had above average minimum return requirements.
This is a reversal of the managerial firm growth and the neo-
classical theories' expectations. It therefore appears as if
other motivations than profit maximisation are prevalent, and

199. Before they decided to leave the industry_
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that 'satisficing' is more common than maximisation even in firms
owned and managed by individuals. Obviously, it is doubtful ..±:.ha1=-
most of these firms will operate continually with almost 0%
returns on their capital invested. But it does say something
about the motivations.

Table 35. Objectives of decision makers when making technical
choices .

•

•

Profess.
Kanagemnt

Worker
Managers

OWner
Manager Is Total

8 (3H)Firm characteristics:
Personal
Growth
Employment

Product characteristics:
Product Quality
CUstomer satisfaction

Process characteristics:
High Tech.
Cost implications

4 (20%)
1 ( 5%)
1 ( 5%) 1 (100%)

18 (69%)

4 (15%)
1 ( H)
3 (13~)

9 (35%)
2 ( 8),)

Respondents were asked about the objectives which they have in
mind when making technical decisions. Growth of the firm was
stated as the most important by only one firm, and an owner
managed one at that. Another four firms had aims of a
personalised nature. More significant is that product or service
characteristics were by far the most important objectives.
(Almost 42% of all firms, with almost 80% of the professionally
managed firms.). The other 30% of firms concentrated on matters
related to the production process, of which only one emphasised
high technology. The other firms emphasised reduction of
production costs and the cost implications of technical choices.

•

1 (20%)

3 (60%)
1 (20%)

6 (30%)
1 ( 5%)

1 ( 5%)
6 (30%)

7 (30%)
1 ( H)
6 (26%)

There are two basic implications of the results. Firstly, the
goals that managers pose are far different from those generally
assumed by managerial theories of the firm. In the case of the
brick making industry, quality products rather than high growth
rates seem to be a more important motivation for technical•

TOTAL
MISSING

20
2

5
1

1 26
3
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•

•

managers. For firms where owners have a more direct input into
management, the picture becomes more diverse, with cost
constraints and other objectives related to the firm itself
becoming more important. Secondly, these motivations should not
be isolated from the other constraints which the firms face, and
the existence of multiple objectives which get lost in the simple
classification scheme that were used. This is close to the
Penrose argument that a firm should be seen as a bundle of
resources, both physical and human.

Table 36. Experience and educational background of 40 decision
makers in 29 brick making firms.

A. EXPERIENCE OF THE DECISION MAKERS:
FREO % DESCRIPTION
5 17.2% OTHER FIRMS PRODUCING BRICKS
8 27.5% CIVIL ENGINEERING, HOUSING, CONSTRUCTION
9 31.0% MECHANICAL ENG., FITTER, TURNER, TOOLMAKER ETC.
5 17.2% OTHER BUSINESS
3 10.3% COMPUTERS PROGRAMMING/ DEVELOPMENT
7 24.1% NO RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

THE DECISION MAKERS
NON-PROFESSIONAL

B. EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF
PROFESSIONAL TOTAL

12 (41%)
4 (14%)
7 (24%)

8 (28%)
7 (~4%)
1 ( 3%)

20 (50%)
11 (30%)
8 (20%)

TECHNICAL
BUSINESS
NONE! NOT RELEVANT

24 (60%)16 (40%) 40

Therefore, the managerial resources of the various firms were
analyzed. Information about the educational background and
previous work experiences of decision makers were recorded. They
were generally white males2

°O. In five cases black people were
decision makers in mainly small firms operating manual type of
equipment. Table 36 shows the variety of backgrounds that
decision makers have, and the large number of people that had no
experience in the brick making field whatsoever. This suggests
that people have been able to enter relatively easily, mostly
with some mechanical or building construction experience.
Educationally, the importance of some technical education is

200. One white women owned and manaqed a smaJ.l. backyard operat.lon so that she coul.d work fro .. home.
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:. reflected in the results. Half of the decision makers have a
technical background, with 30% having a business background. 20%
people had no educational at all, or in one case had a social
work qualification.

If the Penrose argument is accepted, some correlation between the
nature of the decision makers, and the nature of the firms which
they decide upon would be expected. This nas been seen in
motivational differences that occur. But two other aspects are
relevant too: Their sources of information. And the importance
which they give to different 'functions' within the firm.

Table 37. Sources of information used by brick making firms.

• A. MOST
FREO %

IMPORTANT SOURCE OF INFORMATION:
DESCRIPTION

9 33.3%
6 22.2%
5 18.5%
2 7.4%
2 7.4%
2 7.4%
1 3.7%

OWN EXPERIENCE, RESEARCH, TENDERS ETC.
INPUT SUPPLIERS, AGENTS, FRANCHISES.
LITERATURE, JOURNALS, BROCHURES ETC.
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK AND MARKET RESEARCH
CONCRETE TECHNOLOGIST AND CONSULTANTS
COPY WHAT OTHER FIRMS DO
BUILDING INSPECTORS

MISSING 2

B. SOURCES
FREe %

OF INFORMATION USED DURING THE PREVIOUS YEAR:
DESCRIPTION• 19 65.5%

14 48.3%
13 44.8%
13 44.8%
8 27.6%
6 20.7%
6 20.7%
4 13.8%

SUPPLIERS OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
OTHER FIRMS
RESEARCH INSTITUTES (PCI, SABS, UNIV., CSIR)
JOURNALS
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS (BIFSA, WPCMMA, BDA)
TRADE FAIRS (50% OVERSEAS, 50% LOCAL)
OTHER (BUILDING INSPECTORS, ETC.)
CONSULTANTS

•

The sources of information are analyzed first. A general
question, was followed by the checklist of information sources
in Table 37.B. It turns out that the most important source of
information was the firm's own experiences. This was generally
the experience of the owner manager. This is an interesting
result, and corresponds with the theories of learning by Sahal
(1981), in which knowledge is treated as tacit and firm specific.
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• When asked about specific sources of information used, suppliers
were important, followed by other firms, research institutes=L
and literature. Thus, the importance of learning in the
industries that supply inputs is seen again. It takes place
directly or through literature etc. Alternatively, learning takes
place within some firms, with others copying from them.
Surprisingly, little information comes as feedback from

• consumers. However, it should be kept in mind that most of the
firms that perform research and development are bigger firms that
tend to be vertically integrated with housing construction firms.
They are especially, but not exclusively, responsible for the
development of new brick products. Other firms then take these
over.

•

•

The implications for coops are significant. Entry is relatively
easy, and learning takes place within the firms, and through the
suppliers of inputs. Bigger firms tend to do R&D into new
products which the smaller ones follow. Therefore, scope should
be provided for cooperative firms to learn by doing. This is
related to the earlier finding that most of the technical change
involves firms upgrading their techniques to more mechanised
production processes.

A correspondence analysis of the firm characteristics in
Figure 111.30 suggested some correspondence between the type and
characteristics of the decision makers202 and the sources of.'

, '

information that they use, and the other characteristics of the
firms. The quality of the display is relatively low (18% of total
inertia on the first dimension, and 14% on the second). Thus,
only the broad orientation of the display will be examined. When
the analysis was separated into 4 subsections, the quality of the
individual displays improved considerably. But the results are

• 201. However, by far the DOst firma that used re.earch institut .. used the Port1and Cement Institute .s asource of information. And the PCX cou1d be reqarded •• part of a aupp1ier'. inroraation network.

202. W. excluded worker managers from the ana1ysis, because there 1. on~y one such a firm.
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.Flgure 111.30. Institutional characteristics of firms and

decision makers of 29 brick making firms.

similar to that found above. Therefore the analyses of the
subsections are not included .

•

•

The major orientation is the axis lying across the display from
the top right to the bottom left. This axis represents the
professional management [TM] and the owner managers [OM].
Associated with the professional managers are the indicators for
"decision makers with professional education both technical
(engineers) [ET] and business (MBA degrees) [EU]. These people
have also had previous business experience [XB] or civil
engineering or housing construction experience [XC]. The only
source of information that is to some extent correlated with
these managers are trade fairs [TF]. On the other hand, the owner
managers tend to be associated with experience in other firms
[XF], computer experience [XO] or no experience at all [XN].
Furthermore, they tend also to be associated with no education
[EN] or professional education not relevant to the industry [EP].
The only woman decision maker is also associated with the owner
manager category.

A further axis perpendicular to the owner-professional management
axis outlined above stretches to the top left. It reflects the
conditions of those characteristics which are associated with
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•
black decision makers [BL]. They tend to have technical non-
professional education [EA].

Furthermore, the firms where professional management takes
decisions tend to have vertically integrated relations with other
firms [IV], while having no relations with other firms [IN] is
associated with the owner managed firms .

•

•

From this analysis there seems to be some support for the
.argument that different types of firms, with different managerial
resources have different characteristics. And it would lend
support to a hypothesis that managerial resources playa key role
in the technical choices made by the firm. The bigger firms tend
to have professional management, tend to be vertically related
to other firms (especially housing companies), and tend to be
producing information in house. On the other hand, owner managers
tend to run smaller and more atomised firms, with information
gained from other sources especially other firms and suppliers
of inputs. They come from a vast array of backgrounds, suggesting
relatively little technical (informational) barriers to entry.
The firms .where the decision makers are black tend to be small,
and the experience of the decision makers some sort of technical
training.

•

These findings have significant implications for strategies to
promote cooperatives. Limited access to managerial resources
would definitely constrain the types of technical choices that
can be made. Furthermore, housing strategies that would favour
the bigger firms would seriously undermine the ability of
cooperatives to choose the types of techniques that are more
suited to such an environment. On the other hand, given that most
of the information used originate outside the smaller firms,
support structures to facilitate the learning process could be
important. Finally, some form of horizontal integration to pool
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'. resources and help coops develop new products would probably be
necessary to make them successful in the longer run. This does
not seem to take place in the smaller firms at present.

•

Another question arises. How do the managerial resources relate
to the way in which the various functions in each organisation
are dealt with. In other words, how do the various types of firms
deal with the organisational conflicts between departments that
might arise? The respondents were asked to evaluate the
importance attached to seven different functions, and the
problems associated with each. The seven functions are
production, R&D, administration, finance, quality control,
marketing and human resources management. Respondents were asked
to rate the importance of each function on a scale between 0 and
10, with 0 being not important at all for their firm's
functioning. The problems were assessed similarly, but in terms
of seriousness rather than frequency. Thus, 10 would mean very
serious problems not necessarily frequent problems. The responses
from each firm were rescaled to a percentage of the total
responses for each question. In this way the importance of each
function relative to the other functions could be determined. The
same is the case with the problems experienced.

•

•

The averages for the responses of all the firms together are
presented in Table 38. If each function was equally important,
each would have had a value of 14.3. Notice that R&D is much
below what is expected, and finance slightly below. If R&D is
excluded, as is the case with the problems experienced, the
expected weight becomes 16.6. In this case only production and
quality control are viewed as higher than expected, and finance
less than expected. However, as a problem area, production has
increased significantly, with problems in human resources and
quality control not far behind. On the other hand, finance,
administration and marketing have had less than expected'.
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Table 38. Decision makers' evaluation of each of seven functions
in the operation of each firm.

Function CompEmployees Importance Problems
Production
R&D
Quality Control
Marketing
Finance
Administration

89 20 ( 21)
o 6 ( -)
1 18 ( 19)
1 14 ( 15)
6* 10 ( 11)
3 15 ( 16)
o 17 ( 18)

27 31
7

19
15
6

10
22

7
14
45
48

Human Resources 41
100 100 (100) 100

* Includes managerial employees.
Note: All data given as percentages. The Employees are the percentage of xorkers in all f irns

performing each function. (Firms are weighted equally). In the Importance and Problems
columns, the responses for each firm was scaled up to total 100. The averages for all the
firms are presented. In the brackets in the Importance column, the R&D function was excluded
to enable comparability with the problems column. Here R&D was excluded because only a few
firms had a separate R&D function. The COMPuters column indicates the percentage of firms
using computers in each function.

problems.

This is an interesting finding. The emphasis on production is to
be expected, while the emphasis on quality control and human
resources were anticipated. In any event, it appears that these
are the most important functions in the brick making industry.
This has implications for establishing coops. In at least one of
these functions, namely human resources, a cooperative
institutional setting could have some institutional advantage
over comparable capitalist firms.

The different emphases placed on the various functions by the
groups of firms defined in terms of the type of managerial
resources they possess are also shown in Figure III.30.
Associated with the professional managers in the top right hand
corner are the above average importance of R&D [IR], and above
average problems with quality control [PQ] and marketing [PM].
To the bottom end of the display on the other hand are the mainly
white owner managers. The main problems which they face are human
resources [PU] and administration [PA]. Finally, the black
managers to the top left rate finance [IF] as of above average
importance, and experienced above average problems with finance

 https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



•
[PF] and marketing [PM]. The display is not of such a good
quality, but the result is intuitively plausible. The bigger
firms experience marketing and quality problems. This corresponds
with previous findings. The owner managed firms experience
problems with administration and human resources. And the smaller
firms experience problems with finance.

The most interesting result is probably the human resources
finding. This places an interesting slant on the suggestion that
coops could be in a better position due to an expected ability
to deal more creatively with the firm as human resources. But,
in so far as cooperatives are not able to generate the managerial
resources which owner managers usually bring into the firm, this
potential benefit might remain unrealised.

•
2. Industry structure.

•

The technical choice model was extended in the section above to
incorporate a resources view of the firm as an organisational
unit. These types of extensions are important, because they
provide essential information of the complexities of the choice
of technique which cannot be reduced to single phenomena. Each
firm faces a unique set of technical choices because of the
particular conditions prevalent within that firm.

.'
However, some mechanism exists which integrates all these firms,
with the technical choices that they have made, into a single
industry. These are regulated by various institutional mechanisms
like the market and its structure, the institutional relations
between firms and the structure of the industry as well as the
structure of the industries supplying inputs. Furthermore, state
policies play a role as well as various industry organisations
etc.

•
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a. Type of business in which each firm is engaged.

A number of firms were Table 39. Type of business.
not only making bricks, Making Bricks (1)

Housing/Construction (2)
Farming (3)
Quarrying (4)
Building materials (5)

(66%) 20
(13%) 4
(6%) 2
(3%) 1
(10%) 3

but were also engaged in
other types of business.
Table 39 summarises the
results. The majority of
firms (66%) were engaged in brick making as a major business. All
the clay brick firms fall into this category. 13% of the firms
we:t:eactually housing or other construction firms, for whom
making bricks were a form of vertical integration or in one case
of diversification203• Two of the firms were located on

•
farms204• Three firms were selling and transporting building
materials, and one operated a quarry, with brick making as a
secondary activity.

•

This compares with Nairobi where F Steward (1977: 242) interviewed
.30 firms, of which 16 were quarriers, 12 builders and 2 others.
This should not be misinterpreted, as neither Steward's nor the
current data were based on a rigorous sampling procedure.
However, it still appears as if the structure of the industry in
the WC is substantially different from Nairobi. One possible
explanation could be the high degree of concentration in the
quarrying industry in the WC. In the WC the brick making industry
as a separate industry also seems to be established far more
strongly than was the case in Nairobi in 1977205•

203. one construction firm was makinq bricks in order to reta!n key ataff while activity in the branch of
construction in which they were uaua~1y engaqed were down.

204. Xn the •• ca ••• the workers worked partly in the brick making and partly in the farming .ection.

•
205. However, it is possible that the structure of the industry in the WC could have looked quite differentin 1977. We will return to this matter when we look at the history or the fir.. involved in the brick making
industry in the wc.
Furthermore, we did not follow up any building firma that might be making bricks with hand equipment. Korethan 50000 unita have been 801d in the past decade, and it 1. lik.ly that &0•• of theae would have ended
up In the wc.
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b. Barriers to entry.

The barriers to entry were looked at in paragraph D.l.d page 142.
Small firms, have difficult access to credit with manual
equipment. Their locational advantages and the market segment
that they serve, together with the low prices that they charge,
help them to survive .

• For medium sized concrete producers, who are mainly financed by
commercial banks and ·are generally using static machines, the
competition seems to be much more accute. They see market share
difficulties as a major constraint. The same applies to the
bigger firms, which also have some element of financial
constraints as a barrier to entry.

•

•

The clay firms have .bigger entry barriers both in terms of
technical and financial requirements. The seasonal and cyclical

.1\

factors reinforce this pattern. These are access to suitable clay
deposits, and the large minimum investment size of a firm. This
is especially the case for the production of higher quality face
bricks, in tunnel kilns. A number of currently operating clay
brick firms have investigated the possibility of setting up
tunnel kilns, but have decided against it as a result of the big
capital investments required2~.

•
Fewer barriers exist for firms to enter the concrete masonry
industry. This is especially the case for the bottom end of the
industry. However, here more economic barriers exist in the case
of marketing high volumes of products. Many of the bigger firms
are vertically integrated into housing or construction companies,
limiting the marketing potential for new entrants to a much
smaller market segment: smaller building firms and individual and
owner builders.

• 206. Fiqures of between R.O and RSO .lllion were cited.
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The re.lationship
between firm sizes
and relations with
other firms were
analyzed with a CA
plot. Firms were
classified into three ·1

. 1 .5• categories [OA;OB;OC]
from large to small
(as had been done in
previous sections) .
The relations with other firms were also recoded into three cat-
egories: [IN] - no relationship; [IV] - a vertically integrated
relationship; and [lH] - a horizontal relationship. A vertical
relationship suggests that either from the inputs but mostly from
the user side, the firm is directly linked to another firm. A
horizontal relationship suggests that the firm is related to
another production unit not supplying inputs or buying outputs.
These are mostly other activities like farming, transport etc.
Figure 111.31 suggests a close relation between the firm size and
the relations with other firms. The quality of the display is
high (73%). Vertically integrated firms tend to be bigger firms
making face bricks as well as automated block making plants
[C1iC2]. This is associated with professional management, and
public companies [LT]. At the other end of the spectrum, small
firms [OC] tend to be horizontally integrated with other
activities [lH]. These also tend to be the firms using manual
concrete block machines. Medium sized firms [OB] tend not to have
relations with other firms [IN].

•

•

1 .5 OB
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Figure III.J1. Relations with other
firms and firm size.

Thus, the already bigger producers are generally part of larger
groups of companies with some form of housing or construction
component. But, small firms tend to combine their brick making
activity with something else to help cover overhead costs.

•
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•

In this regard, the result of state housing policies would be
significant. Policies which benefit large housing companies would
lead to conditions favouring the larger concrete block producers,
with potentially less benefit to smaller producers of concrete
masonry. But, the way in the policies are executed is also
important. An example is the self-build housing scheme
administered by the Regional Services Council. Most of the
concrete blocks used are bought from the bigger suppliers and
then distributed to the self-builders. The justification for this
was quality standards, but some attempts were made to support
newer and smaller companies producing blocks at the quality
levels required as specified by the SABS regulations207

•

••

•
A number of matters can be seen as constraints rather than
barriers to entry for small scale cooperative firms. The first
is technical - producing sufficiently high quality products. The
second is financial - getting access to sufficient sources of
finance especially for egg-laying equipment. Access to skilled
managerial resources is a third constraint. But, the barrier is
access to markets. This barrier can be removed by changes in
state policies which favour supply of housing by smaller scale
builders. Key elements in such a strategy will most probably be
changes in the financing of housing and supplying serviced land
for building. Conventional self-build housing schemes building
essentially conventional housing but with sweat equity has a
fundamental problem in that the poorest, for whom it is intended,
don't have the time to build. Rather, a programme of squatter
upgrading, with financial arrangements allowing for small scale
improvements to squatter shacks would best lead to an increase
in demand for cheaper and lower quality masonry.

•

'.
without such new markets opening up, it appears that excess
capacity in the industry locally will make it very difficult for

• 207. Ynt.rview with W. Closraine, 3 octobBr 19&9.
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'. even small scale cooperative firms to start up and be viable.

c. Industry structure and price formation.

•

Industry structure refers to the relations between different
production enterprises. Earlier it was shown that the industry
is composed of a relatively large number of smaller firms. It was
also suggested that matters other than merely quality and
efficiency differentials were at work in determining prices in
the industry.

•

It was anticipated that prices were determined through a cost
plus method, especially with the bigger firms. Information on
this level was scarce, but some pattern could be pieced together .
It reflects a picture of an industry under pressure, in which the
structure was changing. The situation in which a price leader
could function was undermined amongst other things from technical
changes and a change in the market conditions.

•
People close tb the industry commented on the complex price
formation process active in the industry. The biggest producer
of bricks country-wide would act as a price setter, and the other
firms would follow with prices slightly below. Evidence for these
tendencies were found amongst the clay br-Lek producers. But
amongst concrete brick producers it was more complicated. In the
clay brick industry, this was usually complemented by a type of
price setting in which firms had specified areas in which they
sold their products, and they charged a premium (above added
transport costs) to sell to somebody outside that. area. One
producer mentioned that in the recent past, the price of bricks
set by the leading firm was so high that even this premium could
not prevent them from entering markets previously held by the
larger firm. A number of firms also indicated that the leading
firm lost some of their medium sized customers due to particular

'.

,.
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•

marketing strategies aimed at bigger construction firms. This has
also led to a move away from the larger dominant firms208• The
second major factor was the impact of the concrete brick manufac-
turers given the changes in the market towards cheaper products.
It seems that clay brick producers were not that able to pursue
these new market opportunities. This has given concrete
producers, and especially smaller ones an opportunity to enter.
And the competition from these producers were putting pressure
on the clay brick producers by the late 1980's. Some firms were
breaking rank with the previous price regime to lower prices in
order to remain competitive.

•
Questions were asked about how prices were determined. At the
outset it should be noted that a large variety of responses
emerged. But two aspects played a significant part in shaping the
marketing situation in the industry: The removal of price control
in the early 1980's, and the emergence of quite large numbers of
concrete masonry manufacturers since the late 1970's.

•
It appears as if the bigger clay brick firms have changed their
strategy to start producing more clay face bricks. This has left
the smaller clay brick firms to compete with the concrete masonry
manufacturers. At least one of these firms have started a
concrete brick and block plant next to the clay brick plant.

It is obviously difficult to document these trends in great
detail with a lot of evidence being anecdotal comments made by
interviewees. But it does suggest that the industry is going
through a period of structural change. This makes it difficult
to say with certainty what the future will be, and how it would
affect coops. It is also likely that these will be influenced by
events outside of the industry to a large extent. The one
important aspect is government housing policy.

• 208. Tbi. cou1d be interpreted a. 1.ttinq th•• wait ror • con.iderab1. ti .. whi1e other bigger c1ient. were
&upp~ied in the ti•• of brick shortaq ••.
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3 • vertical Integration.

•

Learning exists not only in the relations within the firm, but
in the relations between the various firms that make up the
industry. The same applies for the relations between firms in
different stages of the production process. Recently the
importance of these relations have been emphasised with greater
emphasis on 'Just in Time' production techniques in the Japanese
motor industry. These matters could be of importance for coops
in the brick making industry in two senses. The first is the
existence of networks which guide the sale of products. It has
already been indicated that such networks exist and are important
in thé marketing of bricks. The argument was that at least three
t.ypes of network.s could be distinguished: big producers selling
to big construction companies; smaller producers selling
predominantly to small~r contractors: and very small producers
largely selling to owner builders.

•

•

The second area of importance deals with the supply of inputs,
and the control thereof. This would be important for coops if
some monopolis~ic conditions in the supply of key inputs were
used to limit the scope for coops to function efficientiy. The
rest of the section will concentrate on this issue.

a. Inputs into the production of clay bricks

•

Apart from clay that is generally mined in quarries owned by the
brick firms themselves, the major inputs are energy and
equipment. Energy inputs are coal for the clamp kiln factories,
and heavy furnace oil for the tunnel kiln factories. The cost of
coal in the Western Cape is significantly influenced by the costs
of transporting the coal from mines located far away. This has
been one aspect that influenced the relationship between concrete
and clay based products.
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•

Most of the equipment used is .imported209• This is especially
the case with extruders, but also with some forms of preparation
equipment. Figures are hard to come by, and estimates by some
equipment suppliers are used here. About 80% of box feeders are
produced locally. Disintegrators Ca type of primary crusher) are
almost totally made locally. 80% of the high speed rollers in use
are imported second hand equipment. similarly, almost all
extruders are imported, most of them second hand. Wearing parts
are made locally for most types of machine. On the other hand,
most cutting tables are produced locally, as are some of the
handling equipment. Tunnel kilns are totally imported.

Most of the second hand equipment is brought into the country at
one third the price of new equipment, and is then reconditioned

• locally.

b. Inputs into the production of concrete bricks

•

The main inputs are equipment, aggregates, cement and sand. Of
these, all but the provision of equipment operate under fairly
monopolistic conditions .

The cement industry has been a price cartel since 1971, and price
control measures have been instituted since 1964210• The sand
industry has had price control from 1964 to 1980. Prices of sand
are directly affected by the quality of different sands. In the
Western Cape, most of the higher quality sand is fairly

,e scarce211• The best quality sand is 'Klipheuwel' sand, with
Phillippi Dune sand and river sand of lower quality212. The
supply of aggregates has had an oligopolistic structure in the

209. rnterviews with agents suppJ.yinq equipment inputs for the cJ.ay brick industry.

210. Co.petition Board. Third Annual.Report. 1982 p13. The Co.petition Board finds that they have functioned
reaponslb1y, and therefore price contro~ was maintained in 1982. S•• a1.0 Lambrechts (1988).

211. R LOW, November 1989

212. Peters, June 1989.
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• Western Cape for a long time, with most of the quarries in'the
hands of a firm that is also the owner of one of the bigger block
making plants2H• Recently, the government has taken some steps,
but there is still a widespread feeling in the industry that not
much have changed.

•
The equipment used in the industry is largely locally produced.
Some firms have imported second hand equipment. These tend to be
large block presses. Most of the equipment is produced locally.
The bigger block making plants are produced under licence, while
many of the smaller to medium size presses are produced locally
to local designs. These designs were mostly copied from other
overseas equipment, but especially in the cheaper manual
equipment, locally developed designs are generally used. Two
examples are the Doubell and the Wilkenson equipment. The former
was developed and patented by a Port Elizabeth based engineering
firm. The equipment were initially aimed at the farming and rural
areas, and by 1989 more than 50000 units had been sold. Quite a
number of models have been produced, but the basic unit cost of
this machine was in the region of R8000 for an egg-laying type
and R15000 for a static type machine with a 13 brick equivalents
per drop capacity producing blocks. The Wilkenson machine was
designed and patented by a farmer living close to Johannesburg.
The Wilkenson machine has a capacity of 15 brick equivalents per
drop producing ordinary bricks, and 26 brick equivalents
producing blocks. But in 1989 it cost R1500. The units are
produced by the farmer and his family members on the farm, and
a long waiting list for equipment exists. They produce about 450
machines per year.

•

In the Western Cape, a number of engineering firms produce
slightly larger equipment. Profile engineering has developed both
an egg-layer, and a small static machine. But the slump in the

213. Competition Board. 19.2:16, and Peter., June 1989
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•

industry during the second half of 1989 have caused marketing
problems. Their equipment were designed locally, with the local
conditions in mind. The static machine can be operated manually,
or is fitted with a programmable logic controller unit which
makes the operation of the press itself almost automatic. The
unit sells for about RI00000. The size of the static machine was
derived from the weight of the pallet complete with products.
Being designed for local conditions, the pallet is carried by two
workers to be stacked rather than using a mechanical handiing
system. It has a capacity of 20000 bricks per day. Production is
custom built, and the first units were produced in 1987.

•

•
Another engineering firm, Advance Engineering, produces a medium
scale static machine. The units are built as one-off's in the
engineering firm, without even detailed engineering drawings. But
the equipment selling around R130000 are used quite effectively
in the industry, and some of them are included in the sample. The
machine has a programmable logic control unit, and a capacity of
28000 brick equivalents per day. 15 of these units have been
produced so far. Another firm produces egg-layers, and components
for imported large scale equipment.•
4.· state policy and the employment creating capacity of

various techniques.

•
Finally, employment creation is one of the objectives that many
cooperatives have. A vertically integrated analysis is needed to
understand the employment generating capacity of different
techniques in the brick making industry.

In Table 40 the employment creation capacity of various types of
techniques are compared. Notice that data on employment in the
equipment producing and other input industries are not taken into
account. Neither is employment in the construction of houses. The

•
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Table 40. Job creating capacity of various technologies.

'.

•

Automatic concrete block plant
Mechanised concrete brick plant
Mechanised static concrete block plant
Clay face brick plant with tunnel kiln
Clay brick plant with clamp kiln
Mechanised egg-layer concrete block
Manual concrete block
Manual concrete brick
Mechanised concrete face brick plant
Self aligning concrete blocks
Manual clay brick plants

0.0065
0.0115
0.0188
0.06
0.05
0.034
0.0325
0.044
0.05
0.08
0.16

JOBS/lOOD BRICK EQUIVALENTS OUTPUT PER MONTH
AVERAGE MAXIMUM
OUTPUT OUTPUT TYPE OF TECHNIOUE

0.015
0.035
0.036
0.065
0.068
0.07
0.0775
0.108
0.11
0.12
0.48

average output column took the employment at the average
production levels in 1989. The maximum output column took the
maximum output capacity with roughly the same labour complement.
Cooperatives with such objectives will therefore be constrained
in the types of techniques that they can choose.

•

•

•
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H. CONCLUSION.

•
The technological constraints and opportuni ties in the brick
making industry were then investigated in the light of the above
conclusions. These were of an economic, technical and
institutional nature.

'. On a theoretical level, a key component of the economic
imperative was seen as the effective demand conditions in the
industry. Furthermore., the importance of heterogenous products
for this type of analysis has been a major finding of the study.
A close correlation was seen between the prices of products and
their· characteristics. Furthermore, it was seen that the demand
for bricks was also structured in a way that corresponded with
the characteristics of the products and the firms that produce
them. The implication for the establishment of coops is that
effecti ve demand under current condi tions would most probably not
present sufficient scope for the establishment of viable
cooperatives. A major reason is the fact that most of those
people requiring houses cannot afford to pay for them. This
suggests that cooperative enterprises would only be viable once
income distribution and institutional changes have facilitated
the creation of more effective demand for housing2u•

•

•

The market for vertical building elements in the Western Cape is
segmented along a number of lines. Firstly, the clay brick and
the concrete masonry market is fairly separated. Secondly, a
threefold segmentation. in the concrete masonry market was found.
The bigger firms capable of producing large volumes of high
quality products were found to be linked into the bigger housing
companies. Often these relations were structural rather than
merely contractual. The second segment is the smaller builders
and contractors buying mostly from the smaller to medium sized

'. 214. Por instanc., Huppert (19a7:vl11) conc1ud •• that "th. major limitationa on private provision of b~ack
houaing [are] first afford_i~ity ... and second avai~abi~ity of ~and".
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• brick making firms. It was found that the most variation occurs
within this group. Finally, the very small firms sell mostly to
owner builders. Cheap prices and a suitable location was found
to be of crucial importance for these producers.

•

The technical imperative was shown to be determined by the
application of physical laws. Learning in this context takes the
form of changes in scale of one or more of the subsystems of the
technique. In this way, technical systems are created which
constrains further development, but also forms the basis for such
development.

•

The nature of the economies of scale in the various technical
systems in the brick making industry in the Western Cape was then
identified. For clay brick manufacturers, this lay primarily in
an efficient combination of the various types of equipment used
throughout the production process. with concrete based techniques
the key factors were the way in which the products were formed,
and the impact thereof on the product characteristics, as well
as the way in which the materials were handled and the impact of
the organisation of production there-on. An analysis of the
nature of the products produced suggested that movements towards
smaller but lighter products would most probably take place. And
an analysis of the various technical systems suggested that while
egg-layers seem to be most efficient under 1989 conditions, small
mechanised static machines most probably present the greatest
scope for future learning and productivity enhancements.

•

The differences in product characteristics are related to the
cost structure of the techniques that produce them. Higher
quality products seem to use more expensive raw materials as well
as a more mechanised production process. At the same time,
products produced using a less mechanised production process were
generally identified with a significantly lower absolute material'.
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• cost per unit of output, and even less machinery cost per unit
of output. The level of mechanisation of the forming process was
shown to determine product quality, especially compressive
strength, while the type and scale of the forming process limited
further mechanisation of the materials handling aspects of the
technique.

• Changes in techniques actually chosen over the years suggest that
three periods saw significant differences in the techniques
chosen. Before the late 1970's, firms usually chose mechanised
clay brick techniques. But in the late 1970's, with the advent
of massive housing efforts by the state, most of the larger block
making techniques were chosen. By the middle to the end of the
1980's, the new techniques chosen were largely small scale egg-
laying and static machines. The techniques chosen later on were
also more likely to have been produced locally, rather than
imported.

•

•

The importance for establishing viable cooperatives seems to be
that they should attempt to choose concrete based techniques with
small but mechanised forming stages. Clay techniques seem out of
the question because of large financial implications and
significant technical barriers to entry. The experience of other
smaller producers is that they start small with egg-layers and
later 'graduate' to static machines. This might be a route to
take. This would be complemented by the significantly increased
managerial capacity requirements with more mechanised production
processes. Furthermore, it was seen that the firms using these
types of techniques showed great variability in their productive
organisation. This suggests that scope would exist for
cooperatives to adapt the organisation of production to their
advantage. Once again this is dependent on the capacity of the
enterprise to learn and adapt.

•
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The institutional imperative was shown to consist of the embodied
learning and power relations on various levels. Apart from the
situation within the enterprise', key areas are the nature of the
market and the ability of firms to enter, as well as state
policies. within the enterprise, a key function was to learn how
to deal with uncertainty. This was shown to be done through the
creation of firm specific decision rules .

•

•

The significant impact of state housing policies on the choice
of technique in the brick making industry was noted. This
essentially refers to the choice by the state not to engage in
large scale housing development since 1983. Consequently, the
volume of housing built did not only decline, but became mor~
erratic. This was a major disadvantage to the big automated
concrete block plants, which were planned for high volumes, but
experienced difficulties in maintaining those volumes. other
state policies regulating land use also affect the production of
houses, thereby affecting the producers of bricks.

•
In terms of barriers to entry and the structure of the industry,
barriers to entry were most likely to be limited markets
especially for smaller producers. Big construction companies
prefer to buy from big producers because they need the security
that products of adequate quality will be available on time.
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CHAPTER IV
TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR ESTABLISHING VIABLE WORKER CONTROLLED

ENTERPRISES IN THE WESTERN CAPE BRICK MAKING INDUSTRY.

•

This thesis investigated the choice of technique in the Western
Cape brick making industry with a view to identify the potential
for establishing viable worker controlled enterprises. In this
final section, a simple framework with which to evaluate this
potential will be presented. It is limited in scope, and is
really the beginning of a problem statement about the particular
role which institutions play in economic events.

•
The viability of any enterprise can analytically be separated
into two aspects: the opportunities and constraints present in
the industry, and the human interventions in the form of an
enterprise with a vision to build on these opportunities and deal
with the constraints. This second aspect that is often discussed
under the rubric of 'entrepreneurial' actions will fall beyond

.the scope of the framework, which will focus on evaluating the
opportunities and threats in the industry and the possible ways
to deal with them.•
A further clarification needs to be made. The viability of
cooperati ve enterprises can be seen from two perspectives as
well. The one, that will also not be dealt with, comprise those
matters crucial to cooperative functioning in general not only
in the brick making industry. The second, with which the
framework will deal, are those aspects specifically related to
cooperative enterprises in the brick making industry.

within the limitations identified above, the framework will have
two main components. The first will deal with the technological
opportunities and constraints that face all cooperative and non-
cooperative enterprises. Enterprises function in the an•
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• environment usually not of their own making - in any case in the
brick making industry - and whatever the types of institutional
arrangements, they face similar conditions. The second component
will deal with those aspects in which the cooperative
institutional framework find added opportunities or constraints
in the brick making industry not present for other firms.

• 1. opportunities and constraints pertaining to all the
enterprises in the industry.

•

A choice of technique model was developed to serve as basis for
the framework, since the choice of technique was seen as one of
the key activities linking the enterprise with its
characteristics with the environment in which it operates. Firms
choose techniques in uncertain conditions. The criteria according
to which choices are made are not well defined, and insufficient
information is available, precluding maximising solutions. As a
result, firms develop rules of thumb which set criteria according
to which choices are made. These decision rules are influenced
by the prior learning and experience that people within the
enterprise have gained, as well as the conflicts·of interest that
follow from different groups of individuals with differing
objectives. The enterprise should therefore be seen as a bundle
of .bot.h human and material resources, which is Lrrt.er-naILy
differentiated. This view corresponds closely with the experience
of worker controlled enterprises elsewhere.

•

A central feature of the choice of technique model has been the
crucial role played by heterogenous products, partly contributing
to and partly the result of different technological systems
operating in the industry at the same time. The heterogenous
products translate in different quality products, which forms the
link between the structure of the market and effective demand
conditions on the one hand, and the technological opportunities

•
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and constraints.

•

In the case of the brick making industry, changing state policies
which no longer sponsor massive housing developments together
wi th a lack of affordabili ty especially in the lower cost housing
market have contributed to demand for cheaper even lower quality
vertical building elements, delivered in smaller batches and in
a more uneven manner. Under current conditions, the scope for
starting any new brick making enterprises seems limited until
such time as the state and other agencies involved in the low
cost housing field can facilitate support systems to change the
situation. Furthermore, because or the existence of technological
systems, the way in which this support is given will have a major
bearing on the implications for the brick making industry. In
this regard, two major approaches can be identified. A return to
developing massive state housing schemes will most likely support
large automated brick producers more than smaller scale
producers. On the other hand, a pol icy based on squatter
upgrading coupled with financial and other institutional changes
to provide for the gradual replacement of squatter settlements
with with more permanent brick and mortar housing will
undoubtedly support smaller brick making enterprises more.
Government housing policies since 1983 have in effect been in
this direction, and the effects on large numbers of smaller brick
producers being established as was shown in the study can act as
a pointer in this direction.

•

•

The reason for these effects can be found in the existence of
complementari ties in the technological systems characterising the
brick making industry. These systems exist around a set of
technological principles with order them, producing both
opportunities and constraints for further development. In the
brick making industry, the major technological principles revolve
around two aspects of the production process, as well as the key

•
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•

choice about the materials that will be used. The first is' the
process of forming the material into products. These largely
determine the quality and characteristics of products produced.
The second aspect way that the materials are handled before and
after the forming stage. Choices in this regard will not only
affect the overall efficiency of the system, but will also
constrain the choice of materials and the way in which the
products are formed. On this basis roughly five technological
systems can be identified in the industry:

•

a. Clay brick producers with tunnel kilns
b. Clay brick producers with clamp kilns
c. Automatic concrete brick producers with mechanised
feedback control •
d. Concrete brick producers with mechanised materials
handling
e. Concrete br.Lek producers with manual materials handling.
f. Concrete brick producers with manual product forming.

•
The first three types of technology require relatively high
capacity utilisation and in the case of automatic concrete brick
producers a demand for relatively high quality products to be
viable. The next two groups have much greater scope to adapt and
alter their production systems including lowering costs by using
cheaper materials and producing smaller batches. However, the
completely manual producers have very little flexibility in some
of the product and quality spheres.

The observed and anticipated technical changes in product
characteristics and technical choices suggest that demand for
better quality products will most probably increase. Furthermore,
a movement towards lighter products with a bigger volume than
standard bricks was anticipated. Both these developments will
constrain the ways in which the concrete products are formed,
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• requiring better mechanised presses. That development is already
taking place, with producers have started small 'graduating'
upwards in the list.

•

In conclusion it is suggested that most opportuni ties most
probably lie in the concrete producers with mechanised forming
stages, but manual or mechanised materials handling stages.
However, this is dependent on the changes in state housing policy
and other institutional measures supporting the industry such as
appropriate financing mechanisms that can incorporate small loans
delivery systems.

2. Opportuni ties and constraints pertaining specifically to
cooperative enterprises in the industry.

•

•

This aspect is in many ways a difficult one to to deal with in
a simple and unambiguous way. However, one of the more important
questions that will have to be answered was identified earlier:
To what extent is the functioning of the enterprise
technologically determined? If it is the case to any significant
degree, the scope for specific cooperative interventions is most
likely reduced, and vice versa.

The results of the study suggests that a simple linear answer to
this question cannot be given. It appeared that certain
technological systems present greater scope for institutional
variability than others. If the organisation of production is
used as a proxy for for this institutional variability, some of
the technical systems that most likely present more scope for
cooperative enterprises can be identified. In the study, these
seemed to be smaller concrete brick and block plants, falling the
the same group as those identif ied as having opportuni ties in the
previous section, but manual concrete brick producers would most
probably be included as well.

•
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•

If the presumption that cooperatives present scope for increased
motivation and reduced supervision requirements reported
el'sewhere is accepted, then it could be expected that
cooperatives would have an added advantage in cases where human
inputs into the production process are critical and are
supervised or controlled with difficulty. Some evidence in this
regard did come out of the study, especially in those smaller and
less mechanised enterprises, where mechanising key areas were not
a viable proposition.

•

•

Ho~ever, these remarks should be contrasted with potential added
constraints that cooperative enterprises in this industry could
anticipate. If the argument that they will have difficulty in
obtaining sufficient resources, both managerial and financial,
the potential advantages above might not be realised. It was
suggested in the study that access to suitably capable managerial
resources would most likely be a prerequisite for effective
organisation of the production process. On the other hand, it was

.also suggested that a number of horizontal integration approaches
to dealing with these requirements in the brick making industry
would most probably make sense, and cooperative enterprises might
be more capable of making use of such opportunities.

•

To summarise what has been argued, the technological
opportunities conducive to efficient cooperative enterprise being
established seems to exist, but they are dependent on the
constraints of external policies in two areas: firstly, housing
policies and actions that will create effective demand for their
products and the way in which it is done will be critical. This
will open new markets for their products. Secondly, institutions
to promote cooperatives in the brick making industry and the way
in which they operate will be just as important. until these are
sorted out, the prospects are limited.

•
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New markets can possibly be opened up for the smaller scale firms
if state policies or other institutional changes allow present
squatters to upgrade their current housing with masonry•

•

construction on a piecemeal basis. The current experience is that
such owner builders buy materials as they have money available,
from the cheapest or the most easily available source. Since they
require very small volumes, location close to where the products
will be used will most probably present scale economies which
larger manufacturers cannot meet. A key institutional

•

precondition will therefore be that squatters must get ownership
of the land on which they are' living without that reducing the
amount of money which they have available to upgrade their
hous es , Furthermore, access to small scale loans to buy building
materials with would most probably also be critical. But the
experience of such firms is that they are usually integrated
horizontally with some other economic acti vity. This can be
understood in the light of the above average managerial to total
labour requirements which such small producers have. Horizontal
integration between various cooperative firms, if executed on a
sound economic footing, could provide some of these scale

.economies in the provision of managerial inputs. This could
provide scope for regional cooperative strategies which, if the
necessary institutional support mechanisms are forthcoming, could
lead to the establishment of a viable cooperative brick making
sector. Furthermore, the experience of many other firms is that
they use the initial manual operating phase as a period of
learning before advancing to more mechanised production• processes.
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